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Abstract  
 

The purpose of this study is to investigate online brand communities hosted on SNS and aims to 

explain how and why consumers engage with sport-related branded entertainment. It is further aimed 

to get insights into the resulting consumer-brand relational outcomes. Using an abductive approach, 

a theoretical frame is suggested based on reviewed literature, shaping the followed multi-method 

qualitative study. In-depth interviews towards the single case of GoPro are conducted, supported by 

a netnographic content analysis of GoPro’s sport-related branded entertainment. A framework is 

developed describing the contextual components as well as psychological needs leading towards 

engagement in the form of consuming, contributing to and creating sport-related branded 

entertainment. Also resulting consumer-brand relational outcomes are included.	The study is limited 

to the case of GoPro’s sport-related branded entertainment. Still, the resulting framework conception 

allows future studies to understand the connections and are encouraged to apply the study to further 

cases. The study reveals the importance and positive brand-consumer relational outcomes resulting 

from consumer engagement with sport-related branded entertainment and thereby initiates marketers 

and practitioners to this marketing strategy with a distinct focus on the consumers needs. 	
 
 

Keywords: Sport-related Branded Entertainment, Online Communities, Brand Engagement, Social 

Network Sites 
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1 Introduction  
Considering today's media-centered lifestyle, social media has become one of the most important 

communicative tools in marketing. The growing importance of platforms like Facebook or Instagram in 

consumers' lives is revolutionizing how they interact with organizations and brands (Muntinga, Moorman, 

and Smit, 2011; Hautz, Dennhardt & Füller, 2013). Mostly, interactive social network sites (SNS) give rise 

to an increasing share of online communication (ibid). Consumers and other stakeholders are involved in 

value co-creation processes by actively and voluntarily engaging with branded content in online 

communities hosted on SNSs (Vargo & Akaka, 2009). In respect to marketing communication this means 

that advertisers from various industries increasingly utilize SNSs as their primary platform to engage 

consumers in order to facilitate relational exchanges and enhance customer satisfaction (Harrigan et al., 

2018). This changes how brand-related content is created, distributed, and consumed (Morra et al., 2018). 

In general, brand engagement describes consumers' level of motivation and energy spent with a brand. While 

researches have been investigating reasons for why consumers engage in online brand communities and 

how this affects the consumer-brand relationship (i.e. Coelho, Rita & Santos, 2018; Muntinga et al., 2011; 

Tsai, Linjuan & Men, 2013), only limited research investigates on the antecedents and outcomes of online 

community brand engagement in relation to new forms of branded content itself. 

 

With marketers being challenged to reflect the change of consumer behavior and media usage, branded 

entertainment has been introduced as innovative advertising strategy which is increasingly applied to online 

communities (Aldas-Manzano, Martí-Parreño, Ruiz-Mafe, & Scribner, 2015; Kunz & Elsässer, 2016; 

Moore, 2006; Shrum, 2012a). As described by Kunz and Elsässer (2015), branded entertainment is an 

effective integration of commercial advertising and editorial content which is co-created and owned by the 

brand. One of the most popular forms of how people entertain themselves is the consumption of mediated 

sports. It is known for its ongoing inherent value and its popularity across societies and cultures (Raney, 

2006). Thus, sport-related branded entertainment offers special potential for marketers of sport brands and 

has moved into the focus of researchers (Kunz, Elsässer & Santomier, 2016). Sport-related branded 

entertainment is defined as “sport content that is co-created by sponsors, sport and media entities, while 

embedding brands subtlety [with the] purpose [.] to entertain sport fans and other audiences that voluntarily 

consume and share the content or create their own related content” (ibid, 2016, p. 521). 

	

Sport is suggested as a source of ideal content for a long-term and successful branded entertainment strategy 

with the potential to engage consumers and build strong consumer-brand relationships (Kunz et al., 2016). 

However, the approach has not been investigated in detail, yet. In order to enable marketers focusing on 
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mediated sports to develop an integrated marketing and brand management strategy, it is essential to 

understand its nature and extent, including the antecedents and outcomes. According to Kunz et al. (2016), 

it would be worth exploring consumers’ motivational drivers to view and share sport-related branded 

entertainment content via a variety of channels and platforms. SNS are said to be the major instrument in 

sport marketing and communication with the purpose to develop strong consumer-brand relationships 

(Thompson, 2018). Taking this into account, the study at hand focuses on brand communities hosted on 

SNS to explain how and why consumers interact with sport-related branded entertainment and to advance 

the theoretical knowledge on the mechanism and relational outcomes underlying online community brand 

engagement. 

1.1 Research Question 
The previously presented research aim and objective led to the following overarching research question as 

well as sub-questions which are investigated in the study: 

 

RQ: Which are the consumer motivations leading to online community brand engagement with 

sport related branded entertainment on SNS and how does this influence consumer-brand 

relationships? 

 

SQ1: How is the concept of online community brand engagement manifested in relation to sport-

related branded entertainment on SNS? 

 

SQ2: How is the concept of online community brand engagement with sport-related branded 

entertainment influenced by the consumer motivations? 

 

SQ3: What are the consumer-brand relational outcomes resulting from online community brand 

engagement with sport-related branded entertainment? 
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1.2 Thesis Progression  

Figure 1:  Thesis Progression Depiction  

 
 

2 Literature Review  
The following part of the paper outlines a theoretical orientation for the research design and presents as well 

as connects theories and constructs that are relevant in order to come up with a suggested framework. The 

aim is to describe the theoretical context and show how research is constructing the concept of consumer 

engagement. By investigating consumer motivations and relational outcomes of consumer engagement in 

relevant literature, a predefined framework is created and suggested to be applicable within the context of 

sport-related branded entertainment. 

2.1 Theoretical Delimitation  
This paper addresses important gaps of recent literature, exploring consumer motivations and the importance 

of innovative advertising strategies on SNS for brands. This chapter attempts to develop a predefined 

framework as a guidance for the following qualitative research design. Based on a literature review that is 

conducted by the researchers towards the topic of branded entertainment (Chapter 2.2), sport-related 

branded entertainment (Chapter 2.2.1), and to the researchers’ best knowledge, there does not yet exist a 

study focusing on the consumer motivations as well as relational outcomes of engagement with sport-related 

branded entertainment. Throughout the literature review on consumer motivations (chapter 2.5), it becomes 

visible that neighboring research areas have already developed frameworks and empirically as well as 
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conceptually studied the phenomenon of either engagement with sports in media or engagement with online 

brand community content. 

Although prior research focused intensively on the user perspective when investigating the antecedents of 

engagement, most studies so far have only focused on social media engagement in general. Anyhow, there 

has not yet been focused on the motivational factors and more precisely what drives the consumer from both 

the inside and outside to engage with sport-related branded entertainment on SNS (Kunz et al., 2016). 

Nevertheless, it’s importance as a new form of advertising has been said to be increasingly relevant (ibid) 

and it is therefore important to investigate with all its components, including the antecedents and 

consequences, in the form of both, the consumer motivations as well as the relational outcomes between the 

consumer and the brand. 

2.2 The Background of Branded Entertainment  
Although the concept of branded entertainment is rather new, the history of it can be found in the context 

of content marketing (Kunz, Elsässer, & Santomier, 2016). Encouraged by changes like the digitalization 

and globalization, marketing practices have changed from traditional towards a more emergent era of digital 

marketing that requires rethinking of marketing strategies to maintain competitive advantages (Patrutiu 

Baltes, 2015). One of these rising tools in digital marketing practices is the use of content marketing, which, 

according to the Content Marketing Institute, is defined as “marketing and business process for creating and 

distributing relevant and valuable content to attract, acquire, and engage a clearly defined and understood 

target audience - with the objective of driving profitable customer action” (Content Marketing Institute, 

2015, as cited in Patrutiu Baltes, 2015). In other words, by it’s use it is not the prospect of selling a certain 

product that is in focus, but rather “delivering information that makes your buyer more intelligent” (Content 

Marketing Institute, 2015, as cited in Patrutiu Baltes, 2015). In alignment with Patrutiu Baltes, Gupta 

mentions that content is the center of trust building and brand awareness (Gupta, 2015). People seek and are 

exposed to an increasing amount of information and content in their everyday life, which is why clear and 

credible content in a valuable format is key for a brand to reach and build a relationship with their customers 

(Gupta, 2015). 

	

As a distinctive form of branded content, branded entertainment has gained increasing interest among 

marketers and researchers. Branded entertainment can be explained as the insertion of a brand or commercial 

advertising into editorial entertainment content in such way that it is hard to distinguish between advertising 

and entertainment (Aldas-Manzano et al., 2015; Kunz & Elsässer, 2016; Moore, 2006; Shrum, 2012b). In 

today’s convergent media environment, brands are using branded entertainment as an innovative strategy to 

deliver brand messages effectively (Aldas-Manzano et al., 2015). It is important to state at this point that 
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branded entertainment goes beyond simply placing a brand into media and is therefore separated from the 

concept of product placement. Rather than being placed into an already existing content, branded 

entertainment describes such content that is co-created with consumers and owned by a brand itself (Hudson 

& Hudson, 2010; Kunz, Elsässer, & Santomier, 2016). Within the work of Aldas-Manzano et al. (2015) 

branded entertainment is conceptualized in the marketing field of hybrid messaging, which they define as 

“all paid attempts to influence audiences for commercial benefit using communications that project a non-

commercial character” (Balasubramanian, 1994, p.30, as cited in Aldas-Manzano et al., 2015). 

 

It describes how the lines between editorial and commercial content get blurred for the consumer. The 

content is embedded into entertaining content (Aldas-Manzano et al., 2015). “Paid” refers to the fact, that 

marketers control both content and format. Branded entertainment is also described as “promotional 

practices that integrate brand communications within the content of entertainment products”, as stated by 

Russell (2007, p.3). It describes the integration of a product or brand into a suitable context (e.g. American 

National Advertisers, 2005; Moore et al., 2007). Hudson & Hudson (2010) add to this, that branded 

entertainment describes the integration of an adverted product into entertainment content in the form of 

embedding brands into movies, videos or other entertaining media. Also, Wise, Bolls and Kim agree with 

Hudson and Hudson’s definition and define branded entertainment as brand messages embedded in 

entertainment-oriented media content (Wise, Bolls, Kim, 2008). According to Hoorigan (2009), branded 

entertainment describes the fusion of advertising and entertainment into one medial product, being 

integrated into the overall brand strategy of the company but being distributed as entertainment content. 

Finally, Spurgeon (2007) adds that the created content of branded entertainment is so appealing to the 

consumer that he or she will be seeking them out as part of their interaction with their personalized media 

usage. According to Kunz et al. (2016) in branded entertainment a product or brand is not just put or placed 

into already existing content, but the content is actively co-created (Hudson & Hudson, 2010). Often, 

branded content and especially branded entertainment content is not perceived as branded at all by the 

consumer (Kunz et al., 2016). Entertainment is omnipresent in people’s everyday life and branded 

entertainment has been deforming the societies media consumption and organizations advertising strategies. 

Entertaining content can be found in symbiosis of entertainment and information, entertainment and politics, 

entertainment and sports, entertainment and charity or similar areas (Bosshart & Hellmüller, 2009). 

 Sport-related Branded Entertainment  

Especially the symbiosis of sports and entertainment is of great interest (Bosshart & Hellmüller, 2009). 

Sport content has been shown to deliver distinct characteristics as sports do attract, fascinate and engage 

humans. Sport fans are assumed to consume content much more actively, recap content once viewed, and 

search more background information than fans of any other category (Gantz et al., 2006). Additionally, sport 
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has been identified as valuable transmitter with the ability to combine content, emotions and excitement, 

and is appealing to a broad target group in an authentic way. It is accepted and demanded by the recipient 

as an entertainment format with a high advertising presence (Kunz & Elsässer, 2014). Thus, sport should be 

recognized as a source of ideal content for a long-term and successful branding strategy because of its 

ongoing inherent value and its popularity across societies and culture. 

	

Sport-related branded entertainment (in the following SRBE) was first conceptualized by Kunz et al. (2016) 

and includes co-creation of sport content by sponsors, athletes, sport and media entities as well as other 

actors such as sport consumers and prosumers “while embedding brands subtlety” (ibid, p.521). It has the 

possibility to provide consumer attention towards companies, athletes or sponsors as well as transferring 

consumers to engaged prosumers. As stated by Kunz et al., the marketing of and by the use of sports is a 

popular topic and the relevance of sports within branded entertainment has been addressed within the past 

years. Nevertheless, apart from their study, only few have looked at the phenomenum and potential of SRBE 

and its potential to engage with consumers leading towards strong brand-consumer relationships. (Kunz et 

al., 2016) 

	

Especially organizations in niche sport industries can benefit from consumer attention and prosumer 

engagement with sport-related branded entertainment on social media platforms (Kunz et al., 2016). Niche 

sports describe those sports not being mainstream or attrackting the mass audience and thus include extreme 

sports or outdoor sports like skiing, surfing, mountainrafting etc. (Greenhalgh, Simmons, Hambrick & 

Greenwell, 2010). Niche sports are not covered extensively by the media and often lack the attention of 

sport consumers (Kunz & Schnellinger, 2014). Sport marketers have recognized opportunities offered by 

marketing related to niche sports as valuable platforms for relationship marketing (Shani, 1997; Kunz et al., 

2016). Especially, SNS play an important role within the marketing landscape today and also reshape and 

open up new possibilities for sport marketing. Whereas branded mainstream sports are usually distributed 

and marketed via broadcast media like TV, brands focusing on niche sports have huge possibility in making 

use of online brand communities hosted on SNS.  

2.3 Online Brand Communities hosted on SNS 
As a consequence of the almost limitless access to the internet and the increasing use of mobile devices, 

individuals from all around the world are able to establish and maintain relationships and connect with other 

individuals as easy as never before. This is due to the increasing use of SNS that enable individuals to 

connect, spread opinions and have conversations with other individuals. The rising trend can be seen in SNS 

like Instagram (hereafter referred to as IG) or Facebook (hereafter referred to as FB). FB was launched in 
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2004 and has over two billion active global users including over 60 million active business pages today and 

it is ranked the largest social network site in the year of 2019 (Brandwatch, 2019; Statista, 2019). YouTube 

(hereafter referred to as YT), being the second largest SNS according with almost two billion active users, 

was launched in 2005 and has since become the most popular video-sharing platform in the world. Also, IG 

established in 2010, being one of the fastest growing photo and video sharing application has reached over 

1 billion users today, consisting of both private users and organizations.  

 

With the high number of users, brands have found increasing value in joining the SNS. By hosting brand 

pages in the form of brand communities, brands can get in touch with their consumers more easily and are 

able to have conversations, guide communication and gain direct feedback (Akrout & Nagy, 2018). These 

online brand communities allow companies to publish their owned brand-related content and give 

consumers the right surface for networking and connecting with like-minded people (Kozinets et al., 2010; 

Merz et al., 2009). For marketers, brand communities, being their owned brand page on a SNS, are 

demonstrated to have more traffic than their company’s owned website. A brand community hosted on a 

SNS is defined as a “specialized, non-geographically bound community based on a structured set of social 

relations among admirers of a brand’’ (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001, p. 412). This enhances that SNS with its 

diverse functionalities for interaction also enable the consumer to interact with the content provided and can 

contribute to it directly. Ideally, consumers spread the word with their community and thereby share the 

branded content. With the possibility of achieving this electronic word-of-mouth, online brand communities 

are an effective communication tool for marketers. Kunz & Elsässer (2016) enhance the importance of co-

creation of branded content and the active role of consumers as prosumers and the resulting unique 

possibility to reach target groups more effectively. Such prosumers voluntarily share or create their own 

branded content, which is often referred to as user-generated content (UGC) that they distribute with their 

community and friends either directly or by sharing it in brand communities hosted on SNS (Kaplan & 

Haenlein, 2010; Tsai et al., 2013). By engaging with branded content within the brand community 

consumers build a connection towards the brand and it has been stated that this pro-active positively impacts 

the relationships between consumers and brands (Kunz et al., 2016).  

2.4 Online Community Brand Engagement  
Media researchers suggest that engagement with SNS is an important antecedent to important outcomes 

such as usage, affect, and responses to communication messages (Calder, Malthouse & Schaedel, 2009). 

With one purpose of the current study being to explain how and why online consumers interact with SRBE 

among various platforms, the concept of brand engagement has been chosen to best describe and measure 
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the consumption behavior. Tsai et al. (2013) further argue that brand engagement is particularly relevant in 

the case of SNS communication, considering its importance in building consumer-brand relationships.  

Brand engagement in an online brand community context has been conceptualized multiple times over the 

last decade, which is comprehensively summarized within the literature reviews of both Yoshida et al. 

(2018) and Liu et al. (2018). Literature from both researchers is taken into consideration due to their 

complementary overview. Due to the increased demand on research in that field, these reviews are 

additionally extended to the latest state of research in the scope of this study (see Table 1).  

 Engagement Definitions in an Online Brand Communities Context  

Citation Concept Engagement Definition  

Brodie et al. 
Brodie, Ilic, 
Juric & 
Hollebeek 
(2013) 

Consumer 
Engagement in a 
Virtual Brand 
Community 

"Consumer engagement in a virtual brand community involves specific 
interactive experiences between consumers and the brand, and/or other 
members of the community. Consumer engagement is a context-
dependent, psychological state characterized by fluctuating intensity 
levels that occur within dynamic, iterative engagement processes. 
Consumer engagement is a multidimensional concept comprising 
cognitive, emotional, and/ or behavioral dimensions, and plays a central 
role in the process of relational exchange where other relational concepts 
are engagement antecedents and/or consequences in iterative 
engagement processes within the brand community." (p.107) 

Hollebeek et 
al. (2014) 

Consumer Brand 
Engagement in 
Social Media 

‘‘A consumer’s positively valenced cognitive, emotional and behavioral 
brand-related activity during, or related to, specific consumer/brand 
interactions” (p. 154) 

Martínez-
López et al. 
(2017) 

Online Brand 
Community 
Engagement 

"Engagement refers to community members’ interactions, with either 
each other or the brand, carried out on an iterative basis" (p.28) 

Hajli et al. 
(2016) 

Online 
Community 
Participation 

“Interactions among users and brands which includes to share, co-create, 
discuss, and modify user-generated content” (p.137) 

Osei-
Frimpong  
& McLean 
(2018) 

Social Brand 
Engagement 

“The connection, creation and communication of the brand's story 
between the firm and consumers (both existing and prospects), using 
brand or brand-related language, images and meanings via the firm's 
social networking site” (p.12) 

Habibi et al. 
(2014a) 

Brand Community 
Engagement  

“Interaction in social media contexts refers to activities such as sharing 
stories, photos, videos, liking and commenting on related materials in the 
community page” (p.156) 

Baldus 
Voorhees & 
Calantone 
(2015) 

Online Brand 
Community 
Engagement 

‘‘The compelling, intrinsic motivations to continue interacting with an 
online brand community” (p.979) 
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Algesheimer, 
Dholakia & 
Herrmann 
(2005) 

Community 
Engagement 

‘‘The consumer’s intrinsic motivations to interact and cooperate with 
community members’’ (p.21) 

Liu et al. 
(2018) 

Consumer 
engagement in an 
Social Media 
Brand Community 

"a consumer’s psychological state consisting of cognitive, emotional, 
and behavioral dimensions with respect to their interaction experiences 
with other consumers, marketing representatives, and other related 
parties that occur within the SMBC" (p.2) 

Gómez, Lopez 
& Molina 
(2019) 

Social Media 
Brand 
Engagement 

"social media brand engagement means a proactive and interactive 
relationship between the consumer and the brand's social media 
platform, passion, and immersion in the brand's social media platform" 
(p.198) 

Islam & 
Rahman 
(2017) 

Customer 
Engagement 

‘‘the readiness of a customer to actively participate and interact with the 
focal object (e.g., brand/organization/community/website/organizational 
activity), varies in direction (positive/negative) and magnitude 
depending upon the nature of a customer’s interaction with various touch 
points (physical/virtual)” (p. 12) 

Wu, Fan & 
Zhao (2018) 

Community 
Engagement 

“we define engagement as a behavioral manifestation and conceptualize 
consumer engagement in OBCs as customer activity types and patterns, 
specifically their contribution behaviors (postings & replies)” (p. 259) 

Gutiérrez-
Cillán, 
Camarero-
Izquierdo & 
José-Cabezudo 
(2017) 

User brand-page 
Engagement 

“Specifically, in the case of a Facebook brand page (FBP), users’ 
behavioural engagement is manifested through their active participation 
in the functionalities Facebook offers: clicking, liking, commenting and 
sharing behaviours” (p.260) 

	
	
Initially, Brodie et al. (2013) developed a holistic view of the concept of community engagement. According 

to their understanding, consumer engagement in a virtual brand community “involves specific interactive 

experiences between consumers and the brand, and/or other members of the community. [...] Consumer 

engagement is a multidimensional concept comprising cognitive, emotional, and/or behavior dimensions, 

and involves specific interactive experiences between consumers and the brand, and/ or other members of 

the community” (p.107). This view of a dynamic and relational exchange nature as well as its complex 

multidimensional structure is in line with the user centric perspective by Hollebeek, Glynn and Brodie 

(2014), who suggest consumer brand engagement in SNS being ‘‘a consumer’s positively valenced 

cognitive, emotional and behavioral brand-related activity during, or related to, specific consumer/brand 

interactions” (p. 154).  

 

However, looking at the recent literature on SNS, more and more research conceptualizes brand engagement 

in an online community context as a unidimensional behavior-based model highlighting the relational 

exchange nature of the construct (Dolan et al. 2016; Martínez-López et al., 2017; Coelho et al., 2018; Fang, 
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Li & Prybutok, 2018; Wu, Fan & Zhao, 2018; Osei-Frimpong & McLean, 2018), especially when looking 

at the interaction with brand-related elements, such as posts (Habibi et al., 2014a; Fang et al., 2018), or at 

the users’ participation in the functionalities offered by the platform (Gutiérrez-Cillán, Camarero-Izquierdo 

& José-Cabezudo, 2017). Since this is in line with the research approach of this study, the behavior-based 

dimension is considered as relevant. Inspired by the authors mentioned previously, online community brand 

engagement (hereafter referred to as OCBE) is understood and viewed in the context of SRBE as: 

	

A community member’s behavioral manifestation towards the brand or firm that includes brand 

community-related behaviors on SNS based on interactive resulting from motivational drivers. 

 

In line with Brodie et al. (2013) who further suggest that “consumer engagement is a context-dependent, 

psychological state characterized by fluctuating intensity levels that occur within dynamic, interactive 

engagement processes” (p.107), three continuous levels of consumer engagement by Muntinga et al. (2011) 

are applied in order to understand online community brand engagement from the user perspective (Fang et 

al., 2018; Yoshida et., 2018). For the present study, the consumers’ online brand-related activities, the so-

called COBRA model by Muntinga et al. (2011, p.14) does not only provide a measurement scale but also 

helps to gain a deeper understanding of the varieties in behavior which is given through multiple SNS 

functionalities and how these might influence the consumer-brand relationship. Thus, in the following, each 

dimension is introduced. 

 COBRA typology as a continuum of three levels: consuming, contributing and creating  

	
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Own depiction, inspired by Muntinga et al., 2011) 

	

The minimal level of the COBRA model (see Table 2) is related to the consumption of brand related content. 

Consumption corresponds to viewing brand-related pictures, watching branded videos or reading 

 
COBRA Type 

 
Examples of brand-related SNS use 

Consuming 

Viewing brand-related pictures 
Watching brand-related videos 
Reading comments on brand pages/channels on SNS 

Contributing 

Following brand pages/channels on SNS 
Liking on brand-related video, pictures, etc 
Commenting on brand-related video, pictures, etc. 

Creating 

Uploading brand-related video or pictures 
Writing brand-related articles 
Resharing brand-related posts 
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descriptions and comments underneath the post. The second level is classified as moderate and involves 

consumers’ contribution to the branded content on SNS. Both user-to-content and user-to-user interactions 

are associated with it. It refers to following brand pages or channels and contributing to brand-related 

content, such as liking and commenting on them. Lastly, the creation of brand-related content on social 

media represents the ultimate type of engagement. This level considers users who actively produce and/or 

publish brand-related content on their timelines that others can consume and contribute to.  

2.5 Consumer Motivations towards Engagement 
As defined in the afore-going section, engagement results from an active confrontation by the consumer 

with a brand. Therefore, it is important to look at why and how individuals seek and make use of specific 

media and content. It is of special interest for marketers to figure out what specific needs consumers seek 

to satisfy when engaging with SRBE via SNS. Therefore, the following part of the study demonstrates a 

review of literature focusing on the consumer motivations towards behavioral engagement. 

	

Research that aims to understand what and how certain attributes drive or lead to engagement behavior of 

consumers towards brands on media dates back to 1948, when Lasswell first defined three functions of 

media, being surveillance of the environment, the transmission of social heritage and how the components 

of society correlate (Muntinga et al., 2011). In particular in studies that aim to ascertain the motivations for 

consumers to engage in brand communities, the Stimulus-Organism-Response (S-O-R) model is applied by 

many as it enables the analysis of both inner and outer components driving the motivation of consumers 

(Fang et al., 2018; Islam & Rahman, 2017; Kamboj et al., 2018). The framework was initially defined by 

Mehrabian and Russel (1974), later redesigned and extended multiple times to fit into also online-related 

brand-consumer encounters. Developed in studies of behavioral psychology, the concept does not only take 

into consideration the environmental, situational or societal variables influencing the consumer behavior, 

but does also focus on the inner processes, which are important factors to be taken into account when 

determining the influential and motivational factors of engagement with SRBE. Therefore, the following 

chapter introduces the behavioral psychological research approach of the S-O-R model and puts it into 

relation with the consumer motivations to consume SRBE on SNS.  

 Stimulus-Organism-Response (S-O-R) 

The initial S-O-R framework indicates that environmental aspects provoke the individuals cognitive and 

affective responses that result in certain behavior (Donovan & Rositer, 1982; Kamboj et al., 2018). The 

framework has been adapted and extended towards different domains, of which one is the domain of 
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consumer behavior, which is also the focus of this study at hand. Therefore, the S-O-R model is applied, 

being inspired by the framework application of Kamboj at al. (2018) and Kunz (2014) (compare Figure 2). 

Figure 2:  S-O-R Framework: Consumer Motivations leading towards OCBE  

 
(Own depiction, inspired by Kunz (2014) and Kamboj et al. (2018)) 

 
 

The first component of the S-O-R model is stimulus and describes “the influence that arouses the individual” 

(Eroglu, Machleit, & Davis, 2001; Kamboj et al., 2018). It has been defined as the motivation(s) for 

participation in online communities or more precisely as the motivation(s) for participating on SNS (Kamboj 

et al., 2018; Wang, Fesenmaier & Fesenmaier, 2003). These are defined to include situational attributes as 

well as the content and format of the SRBE in this study. These attributes trigger the user’s inner needs 

leading towards internal rewards which the consumer wants to achieve. These rewards describe the 

organism of the model that finally lead to a response, meaning the consumer behavior towards a brand or 

content (Kamboj et al., 2018). In our study, this consumer behavior describes the OCBE with SRBE on SNS 

in the form of following, liking, forwarding, creating and so forth (see chapter 4.1.1). It is stated that 

especially for the reception of sport-related content, the inner psychological needs and motivations need to 

be investigated (Bayer, 2006; Wann, 2001). Resulting, the organism part of the framework needs to be taken 

into focus in this study. Referring to Kunz (2014), who developed a contextual S-O-R model that states that 

it is important to look at the inner processes, but not without a consideration of the situation or context, 

meaning the stimuli. This is why this study considers both the situational stimuli as well as the inner 

organism motivations leading towards OCBE with SRBE on SNS. 
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As mentioned earlier, research on motivations for the engagement with SRBE in a social media context 

have not been explored. In consideration of different sport types, very few studies focus on the motivational 

factors of sport consumers in relation to the content itself, the situation or the inner processes and rewards. 

For a better understanding of the construct and for being able to get an understanding of potential inner 

motives, literature is reviewed in neighboring research areas for getting a preliminary idea of the inner 

motives of engagement.  

 

 Consumer Motivations towards Engagement with Sports in Media  

For better investigating the motivations underlying OCBE with SRBE, studies of neighboring topics are 

reviewed and listed in the following. The first focus was found to be on motivations to engage with sports 

in media. Hereby, it is important to state that media describes both social media as well as broadcast media. 

This neighboring literature review area is chosen to be relevant as the researchers want to find out about the 

distinct motivations underlying the engagement with sports. Within the literature review, terms like 

“motivation for engagement with sports in media”, “motives for engagement with mediated sports”, “sport 

online engagement motivation”, “antecedents for sport engagement” “motives for sport media 

consumption” were searched on Google Scholar and after screening on its applicability and similarity 

towards the study at hand, 17 research papers were taken into further consideration, all focusing on the 

medial reception of sports and the underlying consumer motivations. Anyhow, the papers can be grouped 

into three distinct research focuses, naming sports content in media in general, sports content on TV and 

sports content on SNS. Hereby, the content reviewed in all papers was not branded content, but sports in 

general. An overview of the reviewed papers and their research focus as well as the determined motivations 

can be found in Appendix A. Taken from there, it is visible that the detected motivations are somehow 

homogeneous or at least describe similar or same variables, still being divergent in their denotation. Table 

3 summarizes the main findings: In the left column the consumer motivations towards engagement with 

mediated sports are listed. Hereby the mentioned terms of the papers are listed in groups of homogeneity. 

In the right column all considered citations mentioning the according motivations can be found. 

 Consumer Motivations towards Engagement with Mediated Sports   

Consumer Motivations for 
Engagement with Mediated Sports  

 
Citation 

Interest in sports, identification with 
athlete, emotional attachment to type of 

Clavio & Kian, 2010; Damon et al., 2009; Hagenah, 2004; Kunz et al., 
2011; Schramm & Klimmt, 2003; Seo & Green, 2008; Seungomo et 
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sport, passion for sport, fandom, (team) 
support  

al., 2009; Stavros et al., 2013; Trail & James, 2001; Trail et al., 2003; 
Wenner & Gantz, 1998; Witkemper et al., 2012 

Fun, enjoyment, entertainment  

Hagenah, 2004; Schafmeister, 2007; Schramm & Klimmt, 2003; Seo 
& Green, 2008; Wann, 1995; Wenner & Gantz, 1998; Witkemper et 
al., 2012 

Hope, ambition, anticipation, 
achievement, vicarious Seungomo et al., 2009; Stavros et al., 2013  

Eustress, tension, drama 
Damon et al., 2009; Schafmeister, 2007; Seungomo et al., 2009; Trail 
& James, 2001; Trail et al., 2003; Wann, 1995; 

Pass-time, against boredom  

Gantz, 1981; Hagenah, 2004; Kunz et al., 2011; Raney, 2006; 
Schafmeister, 2007; Seo & Green, 2008; Wenner & Gantz, 1998; 
Witkemper et al., 2012 

Relaxing, escaping  

Damon et al., 2009; Hagenah, 2004; Kunz et al., 2011; Raney, 2006; 
Schafmeister, 2007; Seungomo et al., 2009; Trail & James, 2001; Trail 
et al., 2003; Wann, 1995; Wenner & Gantz, 1998 

Keep up-to-date, being able to talk with 
others, gathering information  

Damon et al., 2009; Hagenah, 2004; Özsoy, 2011; Seo & Green, 2008; 
Trail et al., 2003; Witkemper et al., 2012 

Technical knowledge  Seo & Green, 2008; Trail et al., 2003 

Companionship, socializing, 
interpersonal communication, friends, 
camaraderie, belonging, group 
affiliation, family needs  

Clavio & Kian, 2010; Damon et al., 2009; Hagenah, 2004; Raney, 
2006; Schafmeister, 2007; Schramm & Klimmt, 2003; Seo & Green, 
2008; Seungomo et al., 2009; Stavros et al., 2013; Trail & James, 
2001; Trail et al., 2003; Wann, 1995; Wenner & Gantz, 1998 

Self-esteem  Wann, 1995 

Motivation, inspiration to practice sport  

Gantz, 1981; Hagenah, 2004; Kunz et al., 2011; Raney, 2006; 
Schafmeister, 2007; Schramm & Klimmt, 2003; Wenner & Gantz, 
1998 

Interest into an athlete’s privacy, 
background information, behind the 
scenes, curiosity  Trail & James, 2001 

Physical attractiveness of participants Trail & James, 2001 

Aesthetics  

Damon et al., 2009; Hagenah, 2004; Raney, 2006; Schafmeister, 2007; 
Seungomo et al., 2009; Trail & James, 2001; Trail et al., 2003; Wann, 
1995 

Economic 
Raney, 2006; Schafmeister, 2007; Seo & Green, 2008; Seungomo et 
al., 2009; Wann, 1995 
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 Consumer Motivations towards Engagement with Brands on SNS 

As SNS are identified to play a distinct role and are mentioned to be linked to specific needs and motivations 

to make use of these, an additional literature review within the domain of consumer motivations towards 

engagement with brands on SNS has been made. Thereby, a special focus was put on keywords like 

“Facebook engagement motivation”, “Instagram usage motivation”, “antecedents for online community 

engagement”, “motives for social media usage”, “motives for engagement”, “brand community engagement 

motives” and similar. In the same manner, Google Scholar was screened on most distinct papers and after a 

detailed investigation of all identified papers, 11 research papers were found to be relevant and included in 

this study with focuses on either brand communities on SNS in general or brand communities on FB (see 

Appendix B). Again, overlaps of motivational factors were able to be identified and categories of similar 

motivations were build. These can be found in Table 4. In the left column the consumer motivations towards 

engagement with brands on SNS are listed. Hereby the mentioned terms of the papers are listed in groups 

of homogeneity. In the right column the cited authors are listed.  

 Consumer Motivations towards Engagement with Branded Content on SNS  

 
Consumer Motivations towards 
Engagement with Brands on SNS 

 
 
Citation 

Entertainment, pleasure  Baldus et al., 2015; Coelho et al., 2018; Islam & Rahman, 2017; 
Kamboj et al., 2018; Muntinga et al., 2011; Sangwan, 2005; 
Tsai et al., 2013 

Inspiration, incentives  Kamboj et al., 2018; Muntinga et al., 2011 

Product-related, product-user, product 
supporter 

Coelho et al., 2018 

Escapism  Muntinga et al., 2011 

Pass-time  Muntinga et al., 2011 

Affection for the brand, passion, likability of 
the brand, image of the brand  

Coelho et al., 2018; Gutiérrez-Cillán, 2017; Kamboj et al., 
2018; Stavros et al., 2013 

Ambition, anticipation, hope Stavros et al., 2013 

Esteem, showing specialized knowledge, 
expertise, insight, self-expression, self-status, 
self-presentation, self-enhancement  

Baldus et al., 2015; Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004; Muntinga et al., 
2011; Park et al., 2009; Sangwan, 2005; Stavros et al., 2013 

Camaraderie, social interaction, seeking 
assistance, socializing, social identity, helping, 
membership, connecting, interpersonal 
relationships 

Baldus et al., 2015; Coelho et al., 2018; Gutiérrez-Cillán, 2017; 
Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004; Islam & Rahman, 2017; Kamboj et 
al., 2018; Muntinga et al., 2011; Park et al., 2009; Sangwan, 
2005; Stavros et al., 2013 
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Like-minded discussions Baldus et al., 2015 

Information, pre-purchase information, 
surveillance, knowledge 

Baldus et al., 2015; Coelho et al., 2018; Gutiérrez-Cillán, 2017; 
Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004; Islam & Rahman, 2017; Kamboj et 
al., 2018; Muntinga et al., 2011; Park et al., 2009; Sangwan, 
2005; Tsai et al., 2013 

Remuneration, economic advantage  Baldus et al., 2015; Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004; Islam & 
Rahman, 2017; Muntinga et al., 2011 

Relaxation  Muntinga et al., 2011 

Brand influence  Baldus et al., 2015 

 

 

 Development of possible Consumer Motivations towards SRBE 

In a next step, the motivations for engagement found in the neighboring literature with distinct research 

focuses, being (1) sports content in media in general, (2) sports content on TV, (3) sports content on SNS, 

(4) brand communities on SNS in general and (5) brand communities on FB, were again grouped according 

to their overlaps and homogeneity of identified motivational factors towards engagement. 

 

Again, the goal of this literature review is to detect and define the possible relevant determinants of SRBE 

by taking into consideration those determinants that have been proven to exist in relevant articles of 

neighboring research focus. Thereby, following a domain-specific categorization, the most often mentioned 

determinants were grouped, with the aim to minimize overlaps in denotations of same constructs and get a 

preliminary idea of what drives consumers. Thereby, the most relevant determinants are focused on. As a 

result, the following categorization developed (compare Table 5). In the left column all relevant 

determinants are listed, grouped into categories of similarity. In the middle column, the research focus areas 

in which they were determined are listed. It is visible, that although the reviewed studies have focused on 

different settings and had heterogeneous approaches towards detecting (sport) brand engagement 

antecedents, the determinants and motivational factors that appear are comparable, and are solely described 

and named differently. 
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 Hedonic, Utilitarian and Social Psychological Consumer Motivations  

 
Determinants Focus of Research 

Categorization 
(based on 
Gutiérrez-Cillán et 
al., 2007; Raney, 
2006) 

companionship, social interaction, socializing, 
membership, interpersonal relationships, 
interpersonal communication, group 
affiliation, assistance seeking, helping 

Brand Communities on SNS in 
general 
Brand Communities on Facebook 
Sports Content in media in general 
Sports Content on TV 
Sports Content on SNS 

 
 
Social 

passion about (sports) brands, fandom, 
emotional attachment, support 

Brand Communities on SNS in 
general 
Brand Communities on Facebook 
Sports Content in media in general 
Sports Content on TV 
Sports Content on SNS 

 
 
Hedonic 

fun, enjoyment, entertainment, pleasure, pass-
time, against boredom, escapism, relaxing 

Brand Communities on SNS in 
general 
Brand Communities on Facebook 
Sports Content in media in general 
Sports Content on TV 
Sports Content on SNS 

 
Hedonic 

eustress, drama, hope, ambition 
Sports Content in media in general 
Sports Content on TV Hedonic 

aesthetics, attractiveness of what I see 
Sports Content in media in general 
Sports Content on TV Hedonic 

specialized knowledge gathering, expertise, 
insights, self-status, knowledge sharing, 
(self-) esteem 

Band Communities on SNS in 
general 
Brand Communities on Facebook 
Sports Content in media in general 
Sports Content on TV 
Sports Content on SNS 

 
Utilitarian 

remuneration, economic value, personal 
(economic) advantage 

Brand Communities on SNS in 
general 
Brand Communities on Facebook 
Sports Content in media in general 
Sports Content on TV 
Sports Content on SNS 

 
 
Utilitarian 

information, keep up-to-date, interest in 
(specific) sport, surveillance, interest in 
athletes, skills 

Brand Communities on SNS in 
general 
Brand Communities on Facebook 
Sports Content in media in general 
Sports Content on TV 
Sports Content on SNS 

 
 
Utilitarian 
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inspiration, incentives, motivation, 
encouragement to practice myself, ambition 

Brand Communities on SNS in 
general 
Sports Content in media in general 
Sports Content on TV 

 
Utilitarian 

 
 
After filtering the motivational factors found in the neighboring literature and grouping these according to 

their similarity and repetition, the following motivations are found and serve as a preliminary overview: (1) 

the need for social interaction, (2) a passion about sport/brands, (3) a need for enjoyment, (4) a need for 

eustress, (5) a need for aesthetics, (6) a need for (specialized) knowledge, (7) economic value, (8) a need to 

get information or stay up-to-date and finally (9) a need for inspiration and incentives. 

 

Hereby the need for social interaction describes the overall need for personal relationships that, including a 

feeling of belonging and group affiliation but also dimensions of keeping up with relationships (Muntinga 

et al., 2011; Oliver & Raney, 2011; Raney, 2006). A passion about sports or a brand is described as an 

interest as well as the feeling of fandom and support (Witkemper et al., 2012). Enjoyment describes the need 

to have fun, being able to entertain oneself while passing time (Muntinga et al., 2011). Eustress describes a 

more adrenaline seeking motivation. Eustress is defined as a positive form of stress, where endorphins are 

released by the human body for a euphoric feeling. Aesthetics describe a need for beauty, needing 

specialized knowledge is referring to the need of technical knowledge in the field of sport, economic value 

is a personal advantage in the form of incentive or monetary (Baldus et al., 2015), the need to stay up-to-

date describes a general need and interest in a certain topic area (Clavio & Walsh, 2014; Muntinga et al., 

2011) and the motivation to regularly get all relevant information and finally the need for inspiration 

describes the wish to get motivation and inspiration for some future activities (Muntinga et al., 2011). 

 

A further classification of such factors can be done alongside the approach made by Gutiérrez-Cillán et al. 

(2017) who differentiate between the utilitarian experiential and the hedonic experiential route of 

engagement with content in brand communities on SNS. Also, Yoshida et al. (2018) found utilitarian and 

hedonic benefits to be the main determinants for engaging with brands via information and communication 

technology. Hedonic is defined as the intrinsic component that involves entertaining, playful and amusing 

variables (Gutiérrez-Cillán et al., 2017). Therefore, the relevant components identified in the reviewed 

literature are allocated towards the hedonic variable of psychological motivation encompass the need for 

fun and enjoyment, escapism, pass-time, eustress, aesthetics as well as the passion towards sports. In 

contrast, utilitarian is defined to be linked to a certain informative or (problem-)solving purpose and has 

therefore been defined to describe the needs for information, (specialized) knowledge, inspiration as well 

as economic benefits. The utilitarian motivations do not only describe a pleasurable need similar to the 

hedonic needs but are more purpose-driven (Gutiérrez-Cillán et al., 2017). Besides these categories, other 
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categories related to more interpersonal, communicative and other social benefits have been identified in 

relation to engaging on SNS (e.g. Baldus et al., 2015; Coelho et al., 2018). Also, Raney categorizes the 

cognitive, affective and social motives (Raney, 2006). Accordingly, the consumer motivations of social 

interaction and group affiliation have been allocated towards the social need categorization. Resulting, the 

categorization of determinants towards a category of either hedonic, utilitarian or social need can be seen 

in the very right column of Table 5. 

Figure 3:  Consumer Motivations within the S-O-R framework leading towards OCBE  

 
(Own depiction) 

 

Following the S-O-R model introduced earlier, the categories with the underlying suggested consumer 

motivations for engaging with SRBE are allocated towards the area of organism. Most studies have focused 

on the term of motive, which according to the S-O-R model, includes both the stimuli as well as the 

organism. Anyhow, the reviewed studies solely focus on motivations that can be allocated towards the 

category of organism. Kunz, anyhow, underlined the importance of contextual factors, meaning the stimuli, 

that should not be left unexplored when researching on consumer motivations (2012). By taking into 

consideration the divergence between those two components, both the contextual as well as the 

psychological needs are considered as distinct but connected consumer motivations in this study. Contextual 

factors can be described as mainly external influences towards the organism, as described by Kunz (2014). 

These contextual components do not only encompass situational influences but also SNS and their 

functionalities and characteristics are perceived as possible influences on the inner motivation of the 

consumer. Therefore, situation-, content-, format- and platform-related attributes are categorized into the 
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contextual components (stimuli), whereas the hedonic, utilitarian and social consumer motivations are 

psychological needs. It is suggested that together they create the consumer motivations for OCBE with 

SRBE on SNS (ibid). Figure 3 pictures the allocation of contextual compponentns and psychological needs 

towards the S-O-R model.  

2.6 Consumer-Brand Relationship  
A thorough analysis of the approach of SRBE additionally has to take into account the consumer-brand 

relational outcomes. The relational outcomes do not only provide theoretical knowledge on the effects of 

OCBE, but also are inevitable factors that marketers need to know and set as their goals when applying a 

recent marketing investigation like SRBE. Moreover, following the argumentation of SNS being the major 

instrument in sport marketing and communication in order to create strong consumer-brand relationships 

(Thompson, 2018), the investigation of relational outcomes is helpful to provide evidence for the 

effectiveness of SRBE as innovative advertising tool. Relationships are, by definition, interactions over 

time, the essence of a relationship is some kind of interdependence between the entities involved (Williams 

& Chinn, 2010). The researchers therefore include two major constructs signifying this interdependence, 

naming the relationship quality, and loyalty. In the following, both concepts are introduced and argued for 

towards their applicability within the study at hand. A summarization of the suggested connections 

developed throughout the chapter are summarized in Figure 4. 

Figure 4:  Online community brand engagement leading towards relational outcomes.  

 

Own depiction inspired by Morgan & Hunt (1994), Chauduir & Holbrook (2001), Sheth & Parvatiyar 

(2002), Richard Zhang (2012) and Hajli et al. (2016) 
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 Relationship Quality  

As revealed by previous articles (Hajli et al., 2016; Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Sheth & Parvatiyar, 2002), 

relationship quality does not only serve as a theoretical basis to understand consumers’ relationships with 

brands but also helps to assess the strength of the consumer-brand relationship via three dimensions: trust, 

commitment and satisfaction. The construct is chosen since it integrates two of the most widely applied 

concepts in the literature investigating consumer-brand relational outcomes of engagement in online 

communities: trust and commitment. This is concluded after thoroughly reviewing the literature in that field 

(see Table 6). Terms like “consumer-brand relationship”, “consumer-brand relational outcomes”, 

“consumer-brand relationship antecedents” were searched on the databases Ebsco Host and Science Direct 

and after screening on its applicability and similarity towards the study at hand, 11 research papers were 

taken into further consideration, all focusing on engagement in online brand community environments. 

Relationship marketing reveals that influences of behaviours on outcomes are generally mediated via these 

dimensions, which is tested in the context of the present study (Palmatier et al., 2006; Harmeling et al., 

2017). Therefore, the three-dimensional construct is applied in the suggested framework with all measures 

applied, including satisfaction. The determinant has further been found applicable within four scientific 

research papers in similar fields. Therefore, it is considered relevant. All three dimensions are defined and 

introduced in the following sub chapters. 

 Literature Review on Brand-Consumer Relationship Quality Indicators 

 
Relationship Antecedents Citation 

Trust / Brand Trust  
Brodie et al., 2013; Habibi et al, 2014a; Hajli et al., 2016; Coelho et al., 2018; 
Kamboj, 2018; Liu et al., 2018; Yoshida et al., 2018; Gómez et al., 2019  

Commitment / Emotional 
bond /Emotional Attachment 

Brodie et al., 2013; Hajli et al., 2016; Islam & Rahman, 2017; Coelho et al., 
2018; Cheng et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018; Osei-Frimpong & McLean, 2018; 
Yoshida et al., 2018; Gómez et al., 2019 

Satisfaction  Brodie et al., 2013; Hajli et al., 2016; Yoshida et al., 2018; Gómez et al., 2019 

 

2.6.1.1 Trust  

When it comes to trust, some say that ‘‘perhaps there is no other single variable which so thoroughly 

influences interpersonal and intergroup behavior’’ (Golembiewski & McConkie, 1975, p. 131). Morgan and 

Hunt (1994) generally define trust as when an individual has some assurance over another person’s integrity 

and reliability. Brand trust is ‘‘the willingness of the average consumer to rely on the ability of the brand to 

perform its stated function’’ (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001, p. 82). As the key element of overall 
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relationship quality, trust is the extent to which a person displays a tendency of being willing to depend on 

a brand (Hajli et al., 2016; Morgan & Hunt, 1994), despite the risk or uncertainty associated with that brand 

(Becerra & Badrinarayanan, 2013). A study on a brand community hosted on FB brand pages showed that 

it enhances the relations by increasing trust (Gamboa & Gonçalves, 2014). When looking at brand trust 

within online brand communities it is likely to be enhanced by the impact of UGC. Unlike traditional 

advertising, UGC usually is associated with authenticity and therefore is perceived as more appealing and 

attractive to the audience (Hadija, Barnes & Hair, 2012). Furthermore, consumers’ negative reactions to 

online advertising on SNS are common. Some say that they feel manipulated and don’t trust ads (ibid). 

Considering the nature of branded entertainment, typically being not perceived as advertising, increased 

trust is expected to be found. In the context of this study, trust is suggested referring to the extent online 

brand community member rely on the brand or are willing to continue engagement with that community 

even when things get difficult as relational outcome of OCBE with SRBE.  

	

2.6.1.2 Commitment  

The commitment component of relationship quality is also key to creation, building, and maintenance of 

relationships (Hsu, Liu, & Lee, 2010; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Overall, in the social developmental 

psychology, “commitment is defined as the degree to which an individual views the relationship from a 

long-term perspective and has a willingness to stay with the relationship even when things are difficult” 

(Thomson, McInnis & Park, 2005, p.78). Commitment is predicted through the concept of emotional 

attachment. Emotional attachment refers to a bond between a person and a specific object, which can also 

be a brand. In consideration of consumers’ commitment towards brands, Thomson et al. (2005) introduce 

three dimension of emotional brand attachment. Affection describes warm feelings towards a brand and is 

applied as the lowest dimension of emotional brand attachment. Emotion items include affectionate, loved, 

friendly, and peaceful. Passion is applied as moderate dimension of emotional brand attachment and reflects 

“intense and aroused positive feelings toward a brand” (p. 80). It includes the items passionate, delighted, 

and captivated. Connection represents the strongest levels of brand attachment which suggests that a 

consumer develops a oneness with the brand. These feeling of being joined with a brand are described 

through the items connected, bonded, and attached. Customers with strong attachment and thus high 

commitment levels are more likely to ‘like’ a brand, which fosters relationship stability (Fournier, 1998). 	

In particular, engagement with branded entertainment, which is typically not perceived as advertising but 

rather focuses on the internal needs and interests of the target consumer, is suggested to be more appealing 

to the consumer and therefore suggested to positively influence emotional attachment and finally 

commitment towards the brand (De Valck et al., 2009).  In this study, it is suggested that commitment refers 

to the overall willingness of and importance for online brand community members to participate in the 
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community by engaging with SRBE (Hajli et al., 2016), explained by the three-dimensional construct of 

emotional attachment: affection, passion, and connection.  

 

2.6.1.3 Satisfaction  

The final measure of relationship quality is satisfaction. Unlike commitment and trust, satisfaction deals 

with individuals’ emotional attitude based on the consumer's overall emotional evaluation of the 

performance of a product or service after consumption (Gustafsson, Johnson, & Roos, 2005). Satisfaction 

is not applied as extensively as trust and commitment in studies investigating online brand engagement. A 

reason for that may be the difference between satisfaction being a “backward-looking” and engagement 

being a “forward-looking” approach (Liu et al., 2018, p.2). However, some literature has associated user 

engagement behavior with enhanced satisfaction (Brodie et al., 2013; Hajli et al., 2016; Wefald & Downey, 

2009). Customer satisfaction is an important factor in establishing long-term relationships with customers 

(Hsu et al., 2010). Customers are satisfied when they have positive attitudes towards the service experiences 

received (Boulding Kalra, Staelin and Zeithaml, 1993). Thus, satisfaction is expected to contribute to the 

overall measure of the quality of online relationships and is suggested as consumer-brand relational outcome 

of OCBE with SRBE.  

	

 Loyalty  

A major question is how the interactions within the brand community hosted on SNS finally translate into 

a relationship with the brand. Jahn and Kunz (2014) propose that brand fan-pages which deliver “interesting, 

entertaining, and innovative content to its fans” (p.354) is one of the most important drivers to reach user 

loyalty. They further state that “exclusive content, sweepstakes, online events, and contests are some of the 

means brand fan pages can use to achieve this” (ibid). Given the similarities to the definition of SRBE 

published on SNS, it is interesting to find out if brand loyalty can be identified as relational outcomes of 

related OCBE. 

	

Inspired by the definition of Anderson and Srinivasan (2003), brand loyalty in the context of SNS, can be 

understood as the favorable attitude of consumers towards a product, website or brand along with repeat 

purchase behavior. A variety of studies published thus far have focused on the consumer-brand relationship 

in online brand community while applying brand loyalty as final relational outcome variable (i.e. Algharabat 

et al., 2019; Brodie et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2018; Coelho et al., 2018; Gómez et al., 2019; Habibi et al., 

2014b; Hajil et al., 2016; Hollebeek et al., 2014; Islam & Rahman, 2017; Kamboj, 2018; Yoshida et al., 

2018). Creating loyal customers is vital to organizations as a variety of positive effects contributed by loyal 

customers was observed, demonstrating the importance of the construct (Yoshida et al., 2018). Eeach 
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relationship quality element has been linked to brand loyalty in prior literature. Researchers show that brand 

loyalty may closely be linked with brand trust (Chaudhuri and Holbrook, 2001; Casaló,Flavián and  

Guinalíu, 2007; Kamboj, 2018). In general, loyalty as a significant outcome of trust is explained by the fact 

that trust provides the certainty of reliable behaviour of parties in the future, resulting in desirable advantages 

which are likely to drive consumers’ willingness to maintain a relationship (Pizzutti & Fernandes, 2010). 

Brand trust is also said to encourage loyalty as it reduces the relationship insecurity with a brand. Loyalty 

may also be enhanced through the cumulative effect of a continuing psychological connection which is 

suggested to arise from customer engagement (Hollebeek et al., 2014; So et al., 2016). This psychological 

connection is referring to a strong emotional bond or commitment which constitute loyal consumers 

(Hollebeek et al., 2014; Gummerus et al., 2012). Yet other researchers suggested that satisfaction reinforces 

brand loyalty (Brodie et al., 2013; Hajli et al., 2016). This can be traced back to the findings implying that 

satisfied customers tend to remain loyal to a brand (Huang, Chiu & Kuo, 2006; Richard & Zhang, 2012; 

Schultz & Bailey, 2000; Smith & Wright, 2004). 

 

Following these aspects constituting brand loyalty it becomes apparent that brand loyalty contains both 

attitudinal and behavioral aspects. In line with this and inspired by the classification of Chaudhuri and 

Holbrook (2001) and by Richard and Zhang (2012), a two-dimensional construct of brand loyalty is 

suggested to apply. Both, behavioral and attitudinal loyalty will be introcued in terms of its measurability 

in the following.  

	

2.6.2.1 Behavioral Loyalty  

Behavioral loyalty relates to actual behavioral responses, which are most often referred to in terms of 

repeated purchase or repatronized intentions (Jacoby and Kyner, 1973; Oliver, 1999; Chaudhuri and 

Holbrook, 2001; Islam & Rahman, 2017). The use of loyalty intentions as a measure of behavioral 

consequences is widespread (Calder et al., 2009; Hollebeek et al., 2014; Jahn and Kunz, 2012; Lim et al., 

2015; Yoshida et al., 2018). However, the relationship between OCBE and consumer behavioral loyalty 

towards a brand and how this is related to other psychological variables still remains unclear. Thorbjørnsen 

et al. (2004) who also relate behavioral brand loyalty to the online context, researched consumers’ online 

behavior in terms of revisit intentions to corporate websites. This broadens the description of behavioral 

loyalty by adding revisit intentions as a type of repeated behavior. As suggested by Hollebeek et al. (2014) 

the iterative nature of the consumer engagement process implies that specific relational consequences of 

engagement may act as antecedents in subsequent engagement. Thus, in the context of this thesis, 

consumers’ subsequent OCBE with SRBE is suggested as a type of behavioral loyalty and is proposed to 

be influenced by the strength of relationship quality. 
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2.6.2.2 Attitudinal Loyalty  

Attitudinal loyalty relates to the consumers’ preference for a brand based on emotional ties (Chaudhuri and 

Holbrook, 2001; Richard & Zhang, 2012). In marketing literature attitudinal loyalty primarily focuses on 

Word of Mouth (WOM) which is associated with personal referrals resulting from a customer’s negative or 

positive experience with a product or a service (Buttle, 1998). Consequently, it has an impact on their peers’ 

preferences and purchase decisions for a product or a brand and is a much sought-after relational outcome 

in marketing strategy. Diverse engagement opportunities on SNS including the continuous sharing of 

information, experience, and views among consumers offer great potential to also promote WOM in the 

electronic form, namely eWOM (Muntinga et al., 2011; López and Sicilia, 2013; Anderson and Srinivasan, 

2003; Relling et al., 2016). eWOM is explained as “any positive or negative statement made by potential, 

actual, or former customers about a product or company, which is made available to a multitude of people 

and institutions via the Internet” (Hennig- Thurau et al., 2004, p. 39). The advantage of eWOM over the 

traditional WOM is the faster dissemination of information to online community members in short time 

(Luís Abrantes et al., 2013; Stephen and Lehmann, 2016). Especially contribution as a from of 

engagegement incorporates eWOM. When commenting on content or bookmarking another network 

member, the user automatically spreads the branded content. Marketing strategies incorporating branded 

entertainment, particularly in the form of UGC on SNS reinforce both, positive WoM and eWOM. This is 

assumed to be attributed to the likely effect of enhanced engagement with such content increasing 

relationship quality, encouraging the consumer to talk positively about, link other members or comment on 

the content (Lee & Watkins, 2016).	Therefore, in this thesis, (e)WoM is applied as a type of attitudinal 

loyalty, defined as community members’ personal referral in both, in electronic and non-electronic forms. 

It is proposed to result from OCBE with SRBE which is influenced by relationship quality. Thereby, it is 

also proposed that higher levels of OCBE are more likely to result in (e)WOM. 

2.7 Theoretical Framework Depiction  
Based on the previously presented variables and their interconnections, Figure 5 illustrates a preliminary 

framework of relevant variables and their relations towards the investigation of OBCE with SRBE. It shows 

how consumer motivations are two-fold and that both contextual components and psychological needs form 

the consumer motivation to engage with SRBE. The contextual components, naming the situation-, 

platform-, format-, or content-related variables, thereby form the stimulus, whereas the psychological needs 

can be either of hedonic, utilitarian or social need and together are described as the organism. Together they 

are defined to lead towards online brand community engagement with SRBE being defined as the response.	

In addition to the antecedents of engagement depicted in the left half of the framework, the right side of the 

framework describes the relational outcomes, leading towards loyalty as the concluding relationship 
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construct. Both of its two dimensions, behavioral loyalty and attitudinal loyalty, are probable effects of 

engagement. The strength of the relationship is thereby likely to play an influential role. It is measured 

through relationship quality, a three-dimensional construct comprising of trust, commitment and 

satisfaction. Lastly, loyalty acts as an antecedent in subsequent engagement in the framework 

 

Figure 5:  Preliminary Framework of OCBE of SRBE 

	
	
	

Own depiction based on Figure 2,3&4. 
	
	

3 Case Study: GoPro 
This section provides background information on the case company GoPro and it’s social media activities. 

GoPro is chosen due to its representative marketing strategy integrating SRBE. The brand and its followers 

are active across many different SNS that differ in nature. Therefore, each to be investigated SNS is 

described, as well as argued for in terms of relevancy for the study.  
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GoPro was founded in 2002 by Nick Woodman—a surfer, skier and motorsports enthusiast in search of a 

better way to film himself and his friends surfing (GoPro, 2018). This project grew into an international 

company whose core products are high quality action cameras which are known for its versatile 

functionalities and modified for extraordinary environmental conditions. Today, GoPro has sold over 26 

million GoPro cameras in more than 100 countries (ibid). Diverse camera models vary in complexity and 

price and, thus, are suited for both beginners and advanced users. 

GoPro markets their products by paying close attention to the psychographics of the consumers. 

Psychographic segmentation comprises segmenting based on consumers’ interests, opinions, attitudes, 

values, and lifestyles (Kotler & Keller, 2011). Furthermore, they follow a multi segment marketing strategy 

by attracting various consumer types: from thrill seekers to passionate travel families, from professionals to 

consumers, from extreme to mainstream. “GoPro frees people to celebrate the moment, inspiring others to 

do the same” (GoPro, 2018). This mission can also be observed in their social media marketing strategy: 

GoPro’s content marketing focuses on high quality, lifestyle themed pictures and videos. Besides some 

content about travel, wildlife, and unusual success stories, they mainly publish extreme sport content which 

is accompanied by the GoPro logo. The sport scenes include winter sports (free ride ski/snowboard, heli ski, 

freestyle), water sports (surfing, cliff diving, kayaking, rafting, etc.), motor sports, skydiving, free climbing, 

mountain biking, etc. and are performed in front of dramatic landscapes. Videos are recorded from the 

perspective of the user or the athlete, thus, the product isn’t shown most of the time. The action perspective 

automatically involves the viewer who sees the surroundings with the eyes of the athlete. This allows him 

to feel part of the event, which is supposed to entertain the viewer. Following the definition of SRBE as 

introduced above, GoPro’s content is classified as such which is one reason why it is chosen as prime 

example. 

	

Additionally, GoPro represents a prime example in terms of the integration and co-creation aspects of the 

consumer in its content marketing. Around 6000 GoPro videos are created and posted online each day. Since 

GoPro’s product lends itself to UGC, they have established a content marketing platform to enable their 

customers to share videos and images. By participating they automatically become part of daily content 

challenges, so-called “GoPro Awards”. The best content is chosen and adjusted to the right formats and 

shared by GoPro throughout their social media networks. Additionally, GoPro runs searches for GoPro 

hashtags in order to find content from which they choose and share certain ones while linking the producers. 

Consequently, most of the social media posts comprise UGCs which highlight the users as heroes. The 

purpose of this strategy is that users are expected to become brand fans and share their fame with other 

followers and friends, who probably share the same interest and shape up as an ideal target audience. UGC 

has been shown to generate 6.9 times the engagement of brand-generated content (Sparkcentral, 2017). This 
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might explain why GoPro has significantly more social media follower and engagement rates than, for 

instance, Red Bull which has been applied as pioneer case for SRBE before (Kunz et al., 2016). 

	

GoPro’s marketing strategy incorporates the development of online communities hosted on various SNS. In 

order to reach a diversity of consumers, GoPro’s social media activities are executed on public brand pages 

and channels hosted on YT, FB, Twitter, IG, Vimeo and Pinterest on a one-to-many basis. In order to ensure 

that the networks examined in the studies allow all levels of OCBE with SRBE, criteria to analyze the 

relevance have been defined in the first step: As stated before, SRBE comprises high-quality data which is 

designed to be consumed voluntary and effectively in releasing viral effects. Therefore, the network should 

support rich media content sharing and focus on the entertainment experience of the viewer. This is best 

offered through images and videos (Kunz et al., 2016). Additionally, in order to allow brands to publish 

branded content and fans to search for and engage with it, the network formats should provide hosted public 

or private online brand communities where consumers can engage with the content in multiple ways. After 

a thorough analysis of the networks in which GoPro operates, FB, IG and YT were identified to fulfill the 

criteria most clearly and to stand out from Pinterest and Twitter. Twitter is mainly used in order to share 

product information. Even though Pinterest allows high quality media formats and engagement features, the 

platform supports only one content type being images. Additionally, IG, FB and YT show the highest brand 

engagement rates (RivalIQ, 2019).	

3.1 GoPro on Instagram 
Focusing on IG as one key platform in the context of OCBE and in accordance of the case of GoPro is based 

on the platforms high brand engagement rates. Compared to other SNS, IG has by far the highest 

engagement (Invesp, 2019). More than 70% of all IG users are aged 18-29 with 55% of them saying that 

they check in on the app more than once a day (Hootsuite, 2019a). On an average day, network users share 

over 95 million posts and hit the ‘like’ button 4.2 billion times (Hootsuite, 2019b). By limiting the content 

functionalities to pictures and short videos and descriptions, IG focuses on the user experience, which is of 

great importance for SRBE. Additionally, IG is a platform which provides various opportunities for users 

to engage with the content. As soon as a user follows a brand page, new content appears on the user’s news 

feed in real time. They can then view, comment and also share the posts by linking other network users in 

comments. Additionally, private users have the option to share UGC on their own pages while bookmarking 

the content with hashtags, @-signs and locations, which could link to topics or other user and brand 

accounts. With over 15 million followers GoPro beats high performing companies which are also active in 

the extreme sport industry, such as Red Bull (around 10 million), Volcom (1,2 million), or Monster Energy 

(5,3 million). On a daily basis they mainly post short video clips (1-2 per day) but also images (0-1 per day). 
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Followers respond to the content by showing all forms of engagement. On average, a post on GoPro’s IG 

brand page has about 350 thousand likes and 780 comments. Additionally, nearly every third comment 

includes @-signs which means that the content is shared to a large extent. 

3.2 GoPro on Facebook 
Being ranked as the largest SNS today and over 22 million active users every day (Boyd, 2019). FB is a 

relevant platform for investigating on the case of GoPro due to it’s similar content sharing and engagement 

functionalities with IG. Even though FB shows lower engagement rates than IG, it still exceeds other 

platforms. Indeed, FB offers longer video formats and advanced commenting functions. Furthermore, users 

have the opportunity to share content published by others directly on their own timeline. FB offers high 

potential for brands to engage customers, encourage them to become brand fans, and build long-lasting 

consumer-brand relationships. However, compared to IG, posts not only comprise pictures and videos but 

also written status updated, events, and private messages. Additionally, contrary to IG, pictures and videos 

don’t take on the full screen but are surrounded by text paragraphs. Thus, besides community building and 

entertainment purposes there is also a focus on information sharing. 29.7% of FB users are aged between 

25 and 34, which also reflects the target segment of GoPro. On FB, GoPro shares the same content as on IG 

with a network of nearly 11 million followers. Additionally, they post longer videos, including content 

which shows and promotes the quality and prices of their products. Just like on IG, followers can rely on 

GoPro posting daily up to three times. On average, a SRBE post receives 1366 likes and 40 comments while 

being shared around 15 times. 

3.3 GoPro on YouTube  
YT, being the second largest SNS and being the largest video-sharing platform, enables users to upload, 

watch, like or dislike, write comments, link towards, embed or share videos. Therfore it is argued to be 

relevant for the investigation of the case of GoPro. YT claims to be the third most used search site after 

Google and FB (Smith, 2019). With over 400 hours of video uploaded to YT every single minute and over 

1 billion hours of watched videos per day, YT has by far the highest number of videos watched among the 

SNS (ibid). Other than IG or FB, YT offers no possibility for uploading or sharing pictures or other formats. 

YT solely enables users to upload and watch videos, which therefore are not limited to an amount of time. 

Resulting, longer videos and formats can be added and shared that transport messages and engage the user 

for a longer period of time. YT is increasingly used for entertaining reasons and increasingly replaces other 

movie platforms or broadcast television. The time people spend watching YT videos on their home 

television has even doubled in the last year (brandwatch, 2019). YT claims to attract more people aged 

between 18 and 34 than television does (“YouTube for Press”, 2019). With almost 7 million followers and 
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over 2 billion visits, GoPro attracts users through their continuous video uploads. Most videos shared are 

between 1 and 2 minutes long and mostly match the video content GoPro shares on FB and IG. Videos 

attract around 200,000 views on average and receive a few thousand likes each. Users can in the same way 

as on FB and IG, follow the GoPro channel, watch the videos, like the videos or comment on them. Videos 

can also be shared on personal feeds and videos can also be uploaded and tagged with GoPro by users 

themselves. 

 

In sum, it becomes clear that most follower interactions are shown on IG. Considering that almost the same 

content is shared on all three platforms which provide similar engagement features, it is supposed that the 

engagement is influenced by distinct consumer motivations which are closely related to the platform usage 

motives. Thus, it is taken into account in the study. 

4 Methodology  
The following chapter examines the methodological approach that is used for the study at hand. The main 

purpose for conducting this research is to determine further insights into the phenomenon of SRBE posted 

in online brand communities, because literature and the underlying research in the year of 2019 still shows 

little knowledge about the motivational factors driving towards engagement with this new form of 

advertising as well as the resulting relational outcomes between the consumer and a brand. By the 

investigation of a literature review on neighboring and similar research, a development of a suggested 

framework as well as the additional investigation of qualitative in-depth interviews and a netnopraphic 

content analysis insights into what motivations lead consumers towards OCBE with SRBE on SNS and how 

this forms a consumer-brand relationship are to be revealed. Thereby, the in the forehanded chapter 

theoretically detected variables of consumer motivations and relational outcomes serve as a support for 

structuring the empirical data. It is to further investigate whether the determinants that have logically been 

detected from neighboring literature are also applicable to the reception of SRBE.  

 

This chapter first focuses on the underlying philosophy of the study. Secondly, it is argued for the chosen 

path of reasoning and the application of an abductive research approach. Further, it is argued for the 

application of a single case study and the underlying exploratory research design that have led towards a 

multi-method qualitative data collection. Lastly, the means of analysis are explained as well as some 

thoughts towards the quality of the study are mentioned.  
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4.1 Research Philosophy  
The research at hand aims to understand why consumers are engaging with brand communities in the form 

of brand pages on SNS that mainly focus on the generation of SRBE. Additionally, it is to investigate what 

relational results arise from the engagement between the consumer and the brand. The study adopts the 

perspective that identity is shaped and constructed by the means of self-presentation and the social 

interaction with other individuals (Goffman, 1959). Due to this, the ontology of the study at hand applies a 

constructionist view of the world, meaning that the world is constructed through continuous social 

interactions between individuals (Hudson & Ozanne, 1988; Löbler, 2011). Ontology in general describes 

what assumptions we make about how the world works (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2007). By the 

application of a constructionist approach it is emphasized that the researchers who are concerned with the 

creation of knowledge of the thesis topic at hand, are active constructionists in the creation of the social 

phenomena, meaning the social entities cannot be seen as externally existing to those social actors who are 

concerned about their existence (Saunders et al., 2007). The term is also used to emphasize the researchers 

own accounts of the construction of the social world, and more precise the researchers own view and 

presentation of knowledge (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.33). This study aims to explore the attitudes and beliefs 

of the respondents who constructed their meaning by interactions with the world around them (Hudson & 

Ozanne, 1988).  

	

Following the ontological premise, the epistemology of this study is interpretive. Also, Bryman and Bell 

put interpretivism and constructionism into relation, arguing that interpretive understanding is essential for 

creating knowledge of the world being produced through social interactions (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.30). 

Thereby, the study aims to get a better understanding of the individual truth and more precisely towards an 

“understanding of the social world through an examination of the interpretation of that world by its 

participants” (Bell, Bryman, & Harley, 2018, p.356). This is in contrast to a positivist view, which believes 

that happenings in the world exist separated from human perception. Within the interpretivist research it is 

the goal to “determine motives, meanings, reasons, and other subjective experiences that are time- and 

context-bound” that lead to the respondents engaging behavior towards within the research focus at hand 

(Hudson & Ozanne, 1988, p.511). The interpretive approach aims to understand behavior, whereas the 

investigation is more of a process than an end result (Hudson & Ozanne, 1988). An emphasis on ‘Verstehen’, 

made by Wax (1967) split the social sciences from physical sciences and was defined as the comprehension 

of meanings (Wax, 1967). Seeking for ‘Verstehen’, which would refer to the English word of 

‘comprehension’, is an active process within the development of understanding (Hudson & Ozanne, 1988). 

An inspiration for this study at hand was also taken from the philosophy of hermeneutics, as explained in 

Arnold and Fisher (1994), who emphasize the issue of pre-understanding. This study also builds upon the 

researchers preliminary understanding of the concept, based on previous studies in neighboring or similar 
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research areas and tries to investigate, interpret and redefine the concept by the use of a multi-method 

qualitative data collection. In hand with the factor of continuous accomplishment of social interactions and 

meanings for creating knowledge, the study at hand also creates meaning towards the motivational factors 

and relational outcomes by reviewing literature and creating a certain comprehension of the possible 

determinants and the interpretation of personal interaction with respondents, their assertions, opinions, 

meanings and reflections (Bryman, 2012). 

4.2 Abductive Research Approach  
In consideration of the research approach used in the study at hand, both deductive and inductive elements 

are used. Referring to Bryman and Bell (2015, p.23) deductive research generally explains the positivist 

research paradigm and focuses on quantitative methods, whereas inductive research is more concerned about 

interpretivism and qualitative methods. Although the underlying research is following the interpretivist 

paradigm and follows a qualitative method, the study follows an alternative way of seeking knowledge than 

simply dividing the two approaches and seeing them as exclusive according to the used methods (Hudson 

& Ozanne, 1988). Within the study at hand a movement between the two approaches and therefore a so-

called abductive approach is used. It is defined as such approach that overcomes both limitations of solely 

deductive and inductive approaches, e.g. the strict reliance on theory-testing by deductive research or the 

fact that the empirical data gathered through an inductive approach does not inevitably allow theory-building 

(Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.27). Abduction is described as the “process of moving from [...] meanings given 

by people, to categories and concepts that create the basis of an understanding or an explanation to the 

phenomenon described” (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008, p.23). 

	

By aiming to gain a deeper understanding of the motivational factors and relational outcomes while at the 

same time acknowledging the previous research in the field in the form of defining a preliminary theoretical 

framework, the study supports both deductive and inductive elements. In alignment with the hermeneutic 

view of seeing the process of understanding as a process, abductive research approach allows the researchers 

remain open towards potential surprises and new insights in contrast to simply trying to confirm their pre-

understanding and predefined framework taken from previous explanations and interpretations (Bryman & 

Bell, 2015, p.27).	Literature is thereby reviewed to derive the research questions, but valuable meaning 

towards the researched topic is given by the collection of data (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.26). Within the 

literature review and the development of the preliminary framework, a lack and limit of academic and 

empirical research within the topic focus has been found. Resulting, the researchers developed a preliminary 

framework as a support and a more in-depth exploration of the variables of importance. Being led by the 
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pre-set frame, the researchers are still required to observe and identify patterns and new categorizations as 

well as being adaptive to surprises. 	

4.3 Research Strategy  
As part of the research strategy a single case study is applied for the reason to investigate the phenomenon 

of motivations and relational outcomes of OCBE with SRBE entertainment in much detail (Bryman & Bell, 

2015, p.68). With a focus on a single case, the context is taken into deeper consideration and more detailed 

and reliable insight in relation to the chosen case can be determined (Saunders et al., 2007, p.146; Yin, 

2003). A case study is defined as “a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical investigation 

of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context using multiple sources of evidence” 

(Robson, 2002, p.178 as stated in Saunders et al., 2007, pp.145). Thereby, the single case is applied for a 

typical or pioneering case. It does as well allow to analyze a phenomenon that only few have put focus on 

before (Saunders et al., 2007, p. 146). GoPro is defined to be quintessential in its category of applying a 

marketing strategy of attracting the consumer to their solely entertaining sports content on SNS. 

Nevertheless, the focus towards a single case has been criticized by researchers to come with some 

limitations concerning its generalizability or external validity (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.69). Therefore, it is 

important to state that the advantage and main issue of applying a case study is not to yield at findings that 

can be generalized to the broad universe but rather on the quality of theory building from the reviewed and 

collected data (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.71). By the choice of GoPro, a highly representative brand of SRBE 

usage on SNS, the researchers are building up on the possibility stated by Bryman and Bell (2015, p.69) of 

a possible degree of representability when choosing a typical case in its certain domain. Still, the main issue 

of applying a case study within this thesis is to be able to derive theory from the highly detailed data and 

being able to follow with valuable theoretical reasoning.  

4.4 Explorative Research Design  
In line with the research question and the problem statement of this study, the research design is exploratory 

in nature. The purpose of this study is to find out what is driving consumers to engage with SRBE in online 

brand communities hosted on SNS, meaning the focus is on generating insights within the field of branded 

entertainment with a particular focus on the motivational factors of consumers and the relational outcomes 

for the brand-consumer relationship. With a special focus on the case of GoPro, a typical case within the 

field of SRBE, the exploratory study can generate much more detailed insights into the phenomenon where 

influential attributes are rather homogeneous because of the similarity of the brand and the respondents and 

thereby insights can be compared much easier and insights lead to a faster saturation within the process.  
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To the researchers’ best knowledge, there exists no research so far that focuses on the inner and outer factors 

of motivations towards OCBE with SRBE. Neither has research focused on the relational outcomes and 

thereby the valuable outcomes of SRBE as a distinct form of marketing strategy (Muntinga et al, 2011). An 

exploratory study is defined to be a valuable tool to investigate new insights and get to know what is 

happening (Saunders et al., 2007, p.140). Within an exploratory study, the advantage is that it is adaptable 

to changes and unexpected or new directions within the process of data-collection. By conducting semi-

structured interviews, the researchers were able to adapt and react spontaneously to unexpected or new 

notions and were thereby able to get new insights (Saunders et al., 2007, p.140). 	

4.5 Multi-Method Qualitative Data Collection  
Aligning with the reasoning of research strategy, the choice of a case study and an explorative research 

design, a qualitative research is chosen to be the most appropriate approach for the data collection. More 

precisely, by the use of a qualitative multi-method approach, empirical data is collected in the forms of in-

depth interviews and a supporting netnography to investigating why and how individuals tend to engage 

with the SRBE on SNS owned by GoPro. A multi-method qualitative study refers to the combination of two 

qualitative data collection and analysis techniques (Saunders et al., 2007, p.152).  

 Sample and Sampling Technique  

Corresponding with the exploratory nature of the research at hand, a non-probability sampling method is 

conducted. Non-probability sampling describes such sampling that is non-random and allows for an in-depth 

study that focuses on a rather small, case-oriented selection that is purpose oriented (Saunders et al., 2007, 

p.233). Although the lack of randomization seems to decrease the objectivity of the study, a non-probability 

sampling is defined to be the right method for the study at hand, because the main goal of the research is to 

explore the consumers subjective motivations, feelings and thoughts about their engagement with as well as 

their intuition of their relationship with the chosen case brand. 

 

For non-probability sampling techniques, the sample size is defined to be depended on the according 

research question and objectives (Saunders et al., 2007, p.233). Choosing an appropriate non-probability 

sampling technique, several facts guided towards the choice of purposive sampling with a focus on in-depth 

in the form of homogeneous sampling. At first, it is clearly not possible to collect data from the whole 

population and not every individual can be considered. Therefore, sampling is necessary. As a matter of 

fact, statistical inferences are not aimed to be made, but the sample should be to some degree potentially 

representative which might not be necessary and is uncertain, but still would be a bonus. In addition, the 

purpose is simply explorative (Saunders et al., 2007, pp.239). With the choice of a case, the identification 
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of people who engage with the brand of GoPro was rather easy as platforms like IG or FB enable others to 

detect the followers of certain brands. Thereby, although the sample is of a rather small size compared to 

the global reach and diversity of countries they are distributed to, the identification of those followers who 

fit into the selected sample was rather easy (ibid). Within purposive sampling, the sample is based on the 

researchers’ opinion of whom would be best suitable to answer the research question. Therefore, individuals 

engaging with the brand of GoPro on either IG, FB or YT have been defined as a suitable sample for the 

purpose of this study.	As stated earlier, GoPro focuses on psychographics within the segmentation of its 

consumers. In consideration of their focus segments of sports and travel interested people, either extreme or 

mainstream, and in consideration of the main age group of millennials, being the premier target group for 

using SNS as stated earlier, the sample was chosen alongside these criteria. It is introduced in detail in 

Chapter 5.1. 

 

The sample size was chosen to be rather small, being in line with the recommendation for purposive 

sampling for being able to focus on the key themes, in-depth insights, feelings and special motivations 

(Saunders et al., 2007, p.239). In accordance with the homogeneity of the chosen sample, being in line with 

the purposive sampling approach, saturation is supposed to be reached earlier than with heterogeneous 

samples (Guest, Bunce & Johnson, 1995). By the help of a little structure within the interview guides, as it 

will be explained in more detail in chapter 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, a similar set of questions helps to identify 

saturation at an earlier stage. Instead of continuously receiving new answers, the semi-structured interview 

guide influenced repetitions among the answers of the respondents (Guest, Bunce & Johnson, 1995). 

Therefore, with the continuous comparison of collected data throughout the weeks of data collection, 

saturation was achieved after accomplishing 15 relevant interviews. Repetitions are continuously identified 

but no completely new insights were identified among the last three conducted interviews. Therefore, 

saturation was reached in order to being able to answer the research question and sufficiently being able to 

present and discuss the data (Guest, Bunce & Johnson, 1995). 

 In-depth Interviews  

As described by McCracken (1988), a qualitative interview seeks depth and understanding. In line with his 

four-stage method to conducting qualitative interviews, the first stage of his model begins with a review of 

literature on the topic focus, which has already been done in Chapter 2 of this study. A literature review 

thereby serves as a basis for the actual interview topics and the pre-understanding as explained before. This 

strategy, in alignment with the hermeneutic approach of the study, enables the researchers with the benefit 

of previous knowledge of research in neighboring topics (McCracken, 1988). The good literature review 

provides some key concepts and reveals research gaps and most of all enables the researchers having a good 

knowledge of the state of the art as well as enabling them to a state of accepting surprises in the data 
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collection and analysis process. The literature review also serves as a preliminary qualitative analysis 

(McCracken, 1988). It additionally aids as a primary guideline for the construction of the questionnaire and 

predefines some of the domains that the interview will explore. It helps categorizing and structuring the 

collection of insights and their later analysis. By a definition of possible variables within the predefined 

framework based on the literature review, the researchers were able to adapt their questions throughout the 

interview process and were able to ask further questions into, to their interpretation, important categories. 	

In a second step, cultural categories and interview designs were reviewed (McCracken, 1988). This is done 

by understanding the hermeneutics linked to the study (Arnold and Fischer, 1994). In this step the 

researchers were familiarizing themselves with the topic and reviewed literature by investigating research 

gaps. This step is needed for the researchers to choose the best fitting research method aligning with the 

created knowledge, situational attributes and other circumstances. Additionally, this step serves as a 

preparation for the data analysis by setting categories and guides for the following interview process, in 

order to know what will be most important factors that need to be investigated within the data gathering for 

them to be analyzed as intended (McCracken, 1988). Hereby, the researchers own cultural experiences were 

interpreting the reviewed literature to being able to determine relevant variables. 

	

Afterwards, in a third stage, the actual creation and shaping of interview questions is done. In line with 

McCracken’s (1988) opinion that qualitative interviews should be flexible and leave space for the 

interviewee to tell their own story, also Bryman and Bell argue that continuous and spontaneous adjustments 

to the interviewees direction enable the researcher to gain rich and detailed insights (Bryman & Bell, 2015, 

p.481). In consideration of possible ethical concerns that can arise when conducting personal in-depth 

interviews, participants were informed about the purpose of the interview beforehand. They were also 

informed about the fact that the interview will be recorded and asked for their permission. Finally, they were 

told that they will remain anonymous, meaning that their names will not be revealed completely and if 

wanted even changed to another name within the study. The researchers further tried to make sure that the 

participants were able to describe their opinions, thoughts and feelings in a free and relaxed manner with no 

distraction. Therefore, the interviews were conducted in person in a calm surrounding. By interviewing face-

to-face the researchers were able to read facial expressions and emotions and were able to adjust the 

questions accordingly. 

	

All interviews were recorded and transcribed. Whereas most interviews were conducted in English, few 

participants preferred to do the interview in their mother tongue, German. Due to the fact, that an explorative 

research aims to let the interviewee speak freely by going into detail, the researchers agreed on the 

conduction of German interviews and translated the quotes derived from the interview transcript 
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subsequently. In total 15 interviews were conducted, which lasted between 20 and 55 minutes, summing up 

in 557 minutes of recordings and 213 pages of transcript text.	

 Semi-structured Interview Guide  

For being able to get the right answers for answering the research question, a semi-structured interview 

guide was prepared before starting with the interviews. The guide provided the researchers with a series of 

questions that were kept overly broad and were adaptable regarding their sequence (Bryman & Bell, 2015, 

p.481). Also, in regard to how the respondents answered the questions, they were left enough flexibility. 

The interview guide consisted of a list of questions covering the main topics of predefined theory and also 

designed to being able to spontaneously help out if the respondent was not able to respond in the intended 

way. To not prime the response towards certain directions, the questions were kept broad though. Questions 

that weren’t included in the guide may be asked if something came up during the interview that seems of 

interest for the researchers (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.481). Thereby, the researchers are flexible in 

interpreting what is important and how to understand issues, behavior and opinions. (Find the structure of 

the semi-structured interview guide in Appendix C). 

 Netnographic Content Analysis 

In addition to the interviews and as part of the multi-method research, netnography content analysis is 

executed to collect additional primary data. Building upon the traditional ethnography, netnography has 

been adopted to study cultures and communities on social media platforms. Thereby, the market-oriented 

netnography is used to take into consideration researchers observations of GoPro’s hosted online 

communities, in the form of official brand pages, on FB and IG. The netnography was conducted to 

complement the in-depth interviews held with people who engage with the content of GoPro’s online 

communities hosted on IG, FB and YT. As the study is investigating why individuals are motivated to 

engage with the content, the content itself cannot be left behind within the study. Taking into consideration 

different attributes and characteristics of posts, as well as looking at the interaction with the posts in the 

form of likes and comments. Therefore, the researchers directly documented every post made by GoPro on 

IG and FB by noting down relevant attributes and characteristics of videos. While comparing the collected 

data and linked attributes and characteristics during the data collection, the collection of content was stopped 

after a period of one month (1st February until 1st March) (see Appendix D for full data set). Through the 

ongoing comparison and in line with the rule of data saturation, the stage was reached where to the 

researchers’ best knowledge, no additional data collected would have led to new insights (Bryman & Bell, 

2015, p.437).  
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4.6 Qualitative Analysis of the Collected Data  
The qualitative study of the thesis at hand aims to determine the consumer motivations to engage with 

SRBE, by conducting interviews with sports-affine respondents. For the analysis of the collected data a 

qualitative content analysis follows. Thereby, personal opinions, expectations and experiences are to be 

determined (Kunz, 2014, p.89). The data collected through in-depth interviews and netnogroaphy are 

analyzed by following a common approach of qualitative data analysis that describes thematic analysis. This 

investigation of analysis helps to reduce, rearrange and determine the relevant categories for the aspired 

framework that is aimed to be provided at the end of the analysis (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.599). Before 

starting the coding process, the collected interview data needed some organization. Resulting, all recordings 

of the interviews were transcribed. 

	

According to Mayring (1990), the steps within the thematic category building process are described to 

follow a systematic procedure, starting with making assumptions and determining thematic categories 

(Mayring, 1990, p.12). It marks one of the most important steps before starting with the actual analysis of 

the interview data (ibid). Accordingly, a deductive category building aligning with the variables determined 

within the theoretical framework prior to the data collection, helps to set the rules for the first steps within 

the coding process (Saunders et al., 2007, p.491). Hereby, the category building also follows the structure 

of the interview guide (Kuckartz, 2014, p.62). 

	

NVivo, a computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software has been chosen to be applied within the 

coding process as it enables an easy and intuitive application and usage by both researchers and also is able 

to identify patterns within qualitative text data (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.608). After having added all 

interview transcripts to the software, the researchers started the process of categorization. Following, the 

coding process was structured as follows. In a first step, categories were built based on the preliminary 

theoretical framework. Both researchers deductively screened the interview data and coded it towards the 

existing codes. In a following step, both researchers coded again, this time following an inductive approach, 

including a rethinking and reorganization of the categories according to the found data. In a continuous 

process, both researchers aligned in between and repeated this process several times until agreement about 

all categories was reached. The categories are completely changeable and extendable throughout this 

process (Kuckartz, 2014, p.62). In Figure 6, the process of category building is depicted. 

 

Within the categorization and rearrangement of these the researchers followed the recommended approach 

of identifying repetition, similarities and patterns among respondents’ answers. For it to being identified as 

a relevant category, the repeated category had to be relatable to the studies research focus and thereby being 

interpreted as a relevant new category by both researchers before adding it (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 601). 
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By the work of two researchers within the process, a high degree of compliance and thereby of reliability 

can be achieved (Kuckartz, 2014,p.83).  

Figure 6:  Categorisation process of qualitative interview data 

 

4.7 Quality of the Study  
Whereas reliability and validity are commonly used to evaluate and reflect quantitative studies, they can 

also be adapted towards the assessment of qualitative research. Qualitatively based interviews are not 

considered to lack validity, as this refers to how much access the researcher gets towards the respondents’ 

knowledge or experiences. The more unstructured an interview is conducted, the higher is the perceived 

level of validity (Saunders et al., 2007, p.327). However, by the conduction of a single case study and the 

application of semi-structured in-depth interviews the study limits the possibility of statistical generalization 

and thereby can be described to miss on external validity (Saunders et al., 2007, p.353; Yin, 2003). As the 

main purpose of the study at hand anyhow is not to result with a generalizable insight but rather to create 

theory, the chosen research strategy is considered to be the best choice giving deep insight into the 

contextual uniqueness of one single case as well as giving respondents the possibility to reflect on one single 

case, which they can better go into detail with than asking broad und potentially incomprehendable questions 

(Saunders et al., 2007, p.335).  
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As the interviews were conducted in a semi-structured form, concerns about reliability can be mentioned. 

By creating bias as the respondents are answering solely to the questions asked by the researchers, interview 

bias is present (Saunders et al., 2007, p.326). Additionally, it needs to be stated at this point that alternative 

researchers would probably reveal different information as both the situational as well as the interviewees 

bias within the interviews have an influence on the procedure of the interviews (ibid). To overcome some 

of the biases, the researchers take action. By the use of a semi-structured interview guide, the researchers 

create themselves a frame for the interview flow to minimize biases. Additionally, by conducting pilot 

studies in the form of test interviews, the researchers try to minimize the risk of asking questions that might 

be understood wrong or prime the respondent. Due to the processing of some personal data of the 

respondents, the researchers provided the respondents with the necessary information regarding the article 

13 of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) before conducting their interviews and processing of 

their data. 

5 Analysis  
In this section of the thesis the findings from the data collection are presented and analysed. The 

first part of this section introduces and analyses respondents’ characteristics as well as their answers 

towards their general online engagement behavior. Afterwards, the analysis is structured in 

accordance to the variable suggested in the literature review (Chapter 2). First, the findings on 

motivational factors determined throughout the data collection are presented. Afterwards their 

influence towards the engagement behavior is depicted in detail before the brand-consumer 

relational outcomes are shown. Thereafter, a thorough interpretation and analysis of the 

interrelations among the factors is ending up this section together with a depiction of the final 

framework. 

5.1 Findings on General Online Engagement Behavior 

For the case study of GoPro, the respondents interviewed for this study encompass 14 males and 

three females aged between 24 and 28. Two of the interviews have been decided to not be included 

in the study due to their insufficient relatability towards the case at hand. Therefore, the final 

number of respondents is 15, which are listed in Table 7 and introduced briefly in the following. 
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 Overview of Respondents: Demographics and Psychographics  

Respondents  
Regular Sport 
Activities  Seasonal Sport Activities  Most often used SNS  

Catalina  
(25, female, German, student)  

Gym, running, 
dancing  Surfing 

Instagram, Facebook, 
YouTube 

Cornelius  
(27, male, Romanian, intern)  Skydiving, Yoga   

LinkedIn, Facebook, 
YouTube  

Dom  
(24, male, British, student) 

Cycling, gym, 
weights 

Surfing, tennis, 
windsurfing  

Facebook, Instagram, 
LinkedIn 

Dominik  
(25, male, German, student ) 

Basketball, running, 
gym  Skiing, climbing 

Facebook, Instagram, 
Snapchat  

Dustin  
(25, male, German, student) Gym  

Skiing, snowboarding, 
windsurfing, surfing 

Reddit, Instagram, 
Facebook, YouTube 

Fabian  
(28, male, German, student) Mountain biking Skiing, motor sports Instagram, Facebook  

Felix  
(26, male, German, student) 

Running, soccer, 
gym  Skiing Facebook, Instagram  

Ferdinand  
(24, male, German, full-time 
employee) Running 

Snowboarding, Skiing, 
Surfing 

Instagram, LinkedIn, 
Facebook, Twitter, 
Snapchat  

Henning  
(25, male, German, student)  Swimming, soccer Skiing 

Instagram, Facebook, 
Twitter, YouTube  

Hilde  
(26, female, Norwegian, student)  Skiing 

Facebook, Instagram, 
Snapchat 

Jakob  
(24, male, German, student)  

CrossFit, soccer 
kickboxing, tennis,  Skiing, pedal tennis 

Instagram, LinkedIn 
Facebook  

Marek  
(26, male, German, student)  Gym  Skiing, hiking Instagram, Facebook  

Quirin  
(24, male, German, student)  CrossFit Surfing, snowboarding 

Facebook, Instagram, 
Twitter 

Tim  
(27, male, German, student)  

Running, climbing 
bouldering,  

Skiing, Snowboarding, 
surfing  Instagram, Facebook 

Vanessa  
(26, female, German, student)  

Running, home 
workouts Skiing, surfing  

Instagram, Facebook, 
YouTube 
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All of them being sports affine people, having interest in doing sports themselves both regularly as 

well as irregularly according to seasons or holidays. 12 respondents irregularly do extreme sports 

which are all frequently represented in the brands’ posts consituting the SRBE content this study 

is referring to. All respondents are either still studying, have recently finished their studies or are 

just working in between their bachelor and master’s degree and also in consideration of their similar 

age, they can be seen as a homogeneous sample. Additionally, they all use multiple social media 

platforms several times per day.  

 

The general online engagement behavior is found to be similar among all respondents. Looking at 

IG or FB “[...] for about two minutes, maybe. And then went back to my work [...]” (00:47), not 

only Dom, but all respondents are regularly checking social media platforms several times during 

their daily life. An overview of the behavior including its cited quotes on their general online 

engagement behavior is summarized in Table 8. 

 Overview of Respondents and Cited Quotes on their General Online Engagement Behavior 

General Online Engagement 
Behavior  Citation # 

SNS multiple times per day  

Catalina (00:59), Cornelius (01:17), Dom (01:54), Dominik (04:43), 
Dustin (00:51), Fabian (02:07), Felix (01:23), Ferdinand (05:41), 
Henning (01:27), Hilde (01:26), Jakob (00:56), Marek (01:17), Quirin 
(00:43), Tim (00:36), Vanessa (02:07) 15/15 

SNS especially in calm 
situations of the day 

Catalina (02:15), Cornelius (06:35), Dominik (21:33), Felix (05:29), 
Ferdinand (35:06), Marek (06:42), Tim, (00:36), Vanessa (14:34) 8/15 

SNS when I am bored / to 
pass-time  

Catalina (02:15), Cornelius (06:35), Dom (00:47), Dustin (00:35), 
Fabian (02:27), Felix (01:23), Ferdinand (14:46), Jakob (34:26), Tim 
(13:31), Vanessa (02:07) 10/15 

SNS to distract myself from 
daily life 

Catalina (04:06), Dom (00:47), Felix (05:47), Fabian (02:27), Ferdinand 
(35:50), Henning (15:56), Hilde (01:26), Quirin (21:50), Vanessa 
(36:00) 9/15 

Facebook mainly for 
messenger or information 

Catalina (02:15), Cornelius (01:17), Dom (03:18), Fabian (02:27), Felix 
(00:42), Quirin (00:48), Tim (01:55), Vanessa (02:07) 8/15 

Instagram mainly for 
entertainment 

Catalina (01:36), Dom (02:37), Dustin (01:42), Fabian (02:15), Felix 
(04:56), Ferdinand (07:21), Hilde (01:26), Jakob (02:25), Quirin (02:31), 
Tim (01:36), Vanessa (02:07) 11/15 
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YouTube mainly for 
entertainment Catalina (02:15), Cornelius (04:10), Dominik (01:52), Vanessa (02:07) 4/15 

SNS to engage with sports 
content that is related to the 
sport I practice myself  

Cornelius (03:32), Dom (08:25), Domink (02:39), Dustin (05:45), 
Fabian (04:12), Felix (02:03), Ferdinand (07:21), Henning (02:11), Hilde 
(02:20), Jakob (02:51), Marek (02:51), Quirin (04:21), Tim (07:47), 
Vanessa (06:56) 14/15 

 

 

Interestingly, respondents’ answers are similar in regard to when they tend to open or engage on 

SNS. Eight out of 15 respondents mention, that they are more likely to visit one of the mentioned 

SNS in calm situations, for instance, during the evenings before they go to bed. They all answered 

similar to Felix who mentions his “[...] overarching routine [...] is like scrolling through social 

media, especially Instagram before going to sleep” (05:47). In the same breath he describes that 

whenever his “attention span is low” is when he checks social media. Other respondents mention 

a similar behavior, emphasizing that during the day it is often the main reason to distract themselves 

by checking on SNS. This behavioral routine of distraction is described by nine respondents. For 

example, Fabian checks his “[...] Instagram every now and then in between or whenever getting 

notifications [...]” (02:27). Catalina states that she uses IG whenever she is bored or when being 

“distracted during uni” and she “[...] should be studying and then it is just like Instagram comes 

up [...]” (02:15). Felix mentions that it had become a routine for him to get “distracted in class” 

(05:47). In the same breath he describes that whenever his “attention span is low” is when he 

checks social media. 

 

Also, similarities among respondents regarding the divergent usage of platforms are found. It is 

visible that FB is used by all respondents. Also, IG is mentioned by 14 respondents as a platform 

they use every day. Whereas YT is mentioned by three respondents for regular use, LinkedIn, 

Twitter and Snapchat are each mentioned by only one respondent (see table 7). Usage is still a little 

different among the platforms. FB is used less often and mainly for purposes like checking on 

notifications, events or messenger. This is stated by eight respondents. “I scroll through it, maybe 

in the morning, but I’m not that active on Facebook” (02:15), Catalina states. The platform is either 

used for “messenger and events” (03:18), like Dom says or when “receiving some kind of 

notification” (02:27) as stated by Fabian. 
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Contrary, IG is used more for entertaining reasons as described by 11 respondents and therefore 

applies more intensively for the above-mentioned reason of distraction and overcoming boredom 

during the day and in the calm situations. IG is mentioned to be used more often than FB just to 

scroll through the feed to “kill time” (Quirin, 04:51), when being “bored” (Catalina, 02:15; Dom, 

00:47; Fabian, 26:08) or when wanting to “distract” oneself (Catalina, 02:15; Felix, 05:47). 

Additionally, IG is mainly used “for sharing pictures [...] and moments” (01:45) with friends, says 

Ferdinand. Also, Quirin mentions that he uses IG “quite a lot” and also posts sometimes, whereas 

on FB he is “posting not at all” (01:57). In accordance with this social media engagement behavior, 

Quirin mentions: “I go [...] rather quick through most of it and then if I see something exciting, 

then I watch a short video or look at a photo [...]” (02:49). 10 respondents say that they rarely or 

never comment (Hilde, 11:10; Ferdinand, 20:21; Felix, 09:13; Fabian, 32:21; Quirin, 15:02; 

Henning, 11:58; Dustin, 16:52; Dominik, 11:35; Dom, 29:39; Catalina, 33:50) and even if they do, 

it is related to friends interaction (Ferdinand, 20:21; Fabian, 32:21; Jakob, 12:33) or in order to tag 

people (Quirin, 15:02; Felix, 09:13; Dustin, 16:52; Dominik, 11:35; Catalina, 33:50). Cornelius 

argues that it is his “personal choice [...] because [he doesn’t] really see a value in it” (15:43). 

Instead, liking is mentioned as a frequent and “natural” (Felix, 09:39) online engagement behavior 

(Henning, 11:58; Ferdinand, 20:21; Dustin, 16:52; Dominik, 11:35; Cornelius, 10:17). However, 

three respondents mention the difference of posts shared by friends to posts shared by a company 

(Catalina, 16:28; Marek, 16:15; Ferdinand, 20:21). Marek reveals that it has a different meaning to 

like on brands’ posts and further refers to the meaning of appreciating friends’ content (16:15). 

Likewise, Ferdinand explains to have higher expectations towards brands and that he is more likely 

to like friends’ posts (20:21). Henning also states that he refrains from liking posts “where people 

present themselves” (12:30). He would rather like content which shows people in action or in 

specific locations. Henning further adds that he “[...] would like it when [he] think[s] 'okay', that's 

actually something where [he is] consciously thinking ‘this is cooler than the average’,” (13:13). 

Also, Jabok explains his general tendency towards liking posts which contain a certain message, 

such as political statements or information about athletes or sports teams (10:59). 

 

Another similarity among the respondents is found in their engagement with sports content on SNS. 

The respondents are inclined to follow content that is related to the sport they do. 14 respondents 

agree on this behavior. Dom says that “it’s mostly things about like training tips and techniques in 

either cycling or weightlifting” (08:25). Felix follows content about “skiing, mountain biking” 
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(04:20), Hilde follows “Norwegian sites with skiing athletes” (01:52) and Quirin “like(s) videos 

of practice of CrossFit [...], people who do lots of sports and [...] exercises and surfing” (04:21). 

Other than that, also athletes at the top of their sport are of great interest for 1 respondent (Dom, 

09:44). He says: “it’s cool to see how they train and what they do” (09:44). In the same matter, 

sport news and athletes are followed to stay up-to-date with what happens on the sports market or 

what they do in their everyday life (e.g. Ferdinand, 07:21 and 26:57; Tim, 02:13; Quirin, 04:51). 

Overall, sports content is interesting to see for all 15 respondents. It “takes me out of my current 

environment and makes me feel like [...] I’m part of a moment where someone is enjoying his free 

time” (06:27) is how Felix describes it. Catalina als describes how she gets stuck with watching 

more and more content when seeing a sport video sometimes. “I kind of go down a rabbit hole, 

and then [...] I look at what they did in the past and who they hang out with. [...] very specific in 

one direction for a certain period of time” (Catalina, 07:59).  

5.2 Findings on Consumer Motivations  

In line with the first research purpose to find out about the consumer motivations leading towards 

OCBE with SRBE, the sub question leading the following part of the analysis is:  

 

Do the consumer motivations obtained during the literature review for engaging with medited 

sports and branded content on SNS also apply for OCBE with SRBE? Which deviations do exist 

and what are additional consumer motivations?  

 

By the investigation of the qualitative analysis and category building of the interview data process, 

this question can be answered. It is observable that some of the variables detected during the 

literature review also apply for the case study at hand. Beyond that, additional categories are found, 

and others are not found to apply. The separate consideration of both contextual components and 

psychological needs of motivation towards engagement with SRBE was proven to be helpful. Both 

parts show new insights. In the following, the results towards the first subquestion are demonstrated 

according to the predefined integration towards the S-O-R framework, depicting the contextual 

components in chapter 6.1 and the psychological needs in 6.2. This serves a better overview of all 

determined motivations. Accordingly, all major- as well as subcategories will be demonstrated, 

and the main results will be presented in tables, explained and outlined in the following. 
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 Contextual Consumer Motivations - Stimuli  

Contextual components describe all factors that need to be given externally in addition to 

psychological needs towards engaging with SRBE. Other than the psychological needs, the 

contextual components are those, that are observable and have been divided into the situation-

related, post-related and platform-related factors. All these factors have already been mentioned 

in the literature review. Anyhow, other than the psychological factors, the contextual ones have not 

been considered in much detail before and subcategories were additionally defined by the 

researchers to give a better overview of the collected data (see Table 9).  

 Contextual Consumer Motivations: Overview of Respondents and Cited Quotes 

Contextual 
stimuli 

Identified variables that 
influence the engagement 
behavior with SRBE content  Citation  # 

 
Situation - 
related 

Daily situation: 
In calm situations  

Catalina (09:33), Cornelius (07:28), Dominik (21:33), 
Ferdinand (12:56) 4/15 

Daily situation:  
When needing a short break  Ferdinand (33:42), Hilde (01:26), Vanessa (35:24) 3/15 

When being bored 
Cornelius (06:35), Dom (32:26), Tim (13:31), Jakob 
(34:34), Fabian (26:01), Ferdinand (35:50) 6/15 

Contradictory Situation in Life 
Catalina (09:33), Marek (06:42), Dominik (04:43), 
Hilde (06:17), Henning (16:15), Quirin (21:27) 6/15 

Seasonal Situation 
Dustin (05:45), Felix (14:36), Henning (11:11), Hilde 
(05:10), Jakob (05:24), Quirin (22:08) 6/15 

 
Post- 
related 

Quality  

Catalina (30:17), Cornelius (26:32), Felix (28:38), 
Quirin (08:41), Henning (10:22), Ferdinand (19:28), 
Tim (12:39)  7/15 

Format 

Catalina (10:43), Cornelius (03:32), Jakob (16:23), 
Marek (11:05), Dom (19:43), Dominik (07:11), Dustin 
(06:35), Fabian (04:59), Felix (07:24), Ferdinand 
(09:14), Quirin (09:18), Tim (12:39) 12/15 

Perspective  
Henning (05:56), Quirin (08:41), Catalina (22:12), 
Ferdinand (40:48), Tim (09:52), Vanessa (11:39) 6/15 

Authenticity 

Tim (12:39), Catalina (21:08), Cornelius (04:43), 
Dominik (12:09), Dustin (35:15), Felix (10:02), 
Henning (10:22) 7/15 
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Music  Tim (27:53), Catalina (04:45), Felix (12:31) 3/15 

Product-Promotion 

Cornelius (33:50), Dom (41:15), Dominik (23:26), 
Dustin (36:47), Fabian (39:22), Felix (20:42), Henning 
(20:22), Hilde (16:54), Jakob (15:18), Marek (24:11), 
Vanessa (44:56) 11/15 

Platform- 

related 

Ease of access & use  

Catalina (08:42), Cornelius (26:32), Dustin (07:42), 

Felix (08:06), Hilde (06:52), Jakob (33:27), Marek 

(10:13), Tim (21:26)  8/15 

Functionalities & Infrastructure 

Catalina (08:42), Cornelius (13:47), Dustin (06:35), 

Felix (08:06), Vanessa (24:05) 5/15 

Product 

usage- 

related Product Ownership  

Fabian (10:49), Dom (25:31), Henning (06:48), Hilde 

(04:16), Jakob (25:57), Vanessa (09:05)  7/15 

 

 

5.2.1.1 Situation-related 

All 15 respondents mention situational factors that influence their motivation to engage with the 

SRBE of GoPro. Thereby, four respondents mention to be more tempted to look at extreme sports 

content, including GoPro videos, in daily situations within calm surroundings or while taking long 

breaks, mainly during the evenings before they go to bed. This is in line with their overall social 

media engagement behavior mentioned above. “I watch it just because that’s what we do when the 

weather is crappy [...] or if it’s evening and we get relaxed” is what Cornelius says about himself 

and his skydiving friends (07:28). Also, Catalina is tempted to look at GoPro videos “during the 

evening”, when “YouTube is kind of like watching TV sometimes” (09:33). Also, Dominik is more 

likely to look at the content longer in this time of the day. He says it happens “definitely in the 

evening, when I’m on the couch and I’m lazy, and I feel like I should be doing something. And then 

[...] I probably continue watching those more [...]” (21:33). In addition, Ferdinand mentions that 

when he would find himself in a calm situation and he looked at GoPros content, he would be 

tempted to watch it in full-length as well as he would click or actively search for the content (12:56). 

During the day, Ferdinand states, it is only very short times in between whenever he would need a 

short break, when he would look at GoPros content, but not actively search for it (33:42). Other 
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respondents are tempted to look for distraction via SNS, but not directly in SRBE. Hilde says, she 

looks at it “during the day when [she is] at the library” (01:26), the same as Vanessa (35:24).  

 

Six respondents additionally referred to a situation of being bored, leading towards an increased 

need to engage with SRBE on SNS. “So, I would just sit around and when I get bored, maybe for 

five minutes of watch one or two of those to get inspired a little bit” (06:35), Cornelius states. Dom 

adds “it's something I like to see when I'm using social media. And I use social media when I'm 

generally bored. And so, I want to spend that time looking at things I find interesting” (32:26), 

which was also phrased similarly by Tim (13:31) and Jakob (34:34), Fabian (26:01) and Ferdinand 

(35:50). Six respondents are encouraged to look for SRBE when finding oneself in a contradictory 

situation in life that does not match the content. Marek is more engaged with extreme sports when 

he’s “like the complete opposite of what’s going on on the GoPro channel” (06:42). Catalina 

explains how she finds her life situation contrary to what is shown in the posts, when saying: 

 

“And also, I think that I'm so much into skaters and surfers and like extreme sports people, even 

though I'm like the most boring person alive because my own life is very much structured. [...] 

And all these people do their lives so differently from my own life, and [this is] maybe something 

that I’d sometimes would like to have in my own life [...]” (09:33). 

 

“I definitely look more into these kind of things the closer I get to exams.”, is what Dominik tells 

(04:43), which is smilar to what Henning (15:57) and Quirin (21:27) state. Hilde (06:17) describes 

herself to engage with the content more when her situation doesn’t allow her to do the same as 

shown in the content. Six respondents mention that the closer they get to the season where they are 

able to practice a certain outdoor sport, they are especially motivated to watch such content on 

SNS. For example, “before I go surfing or I’m on holidays and I know I will be physically active” 

(Dustin, 05:45). A planned holiday tempts to share the relevant content with friends. Dustin says: 

“[...] We plan to go on holidays. And then there’s a video about the place or that sports you can 

do, then I would share it” (26:43). Felix mentions he would feel himself getting more excited about 

this kind of content as well as looking more specifically into it whenever he was about to go skiing 

or when just coming back from skiing (14:36). Also, “towards summer, it’s more like you see like 

mountain biking because you can’t go skiing”, Felix mentions (14:36). Henning says, that when 

he was going travelling, it is a situation where he would specifically search for it (11:11). In the 
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same way Hilde (05:10), Jakob (05:24) and Quirin (22:08) are more tempted to look at skiing 

videos when going skiing soon. 
 

5.2.1.2 Post-related  

The most-often mentioned factor in relation to the post itself that has an influence on the 

engagement behavior is the format mentioned by 12 respondents. The respondents are more 

engaged with seeing videos than pictures. Videos make the respondents stuck to the content and 

get them more engaged. One reason is that “it just shows more” (19:43) as Dom states. “It just 

takes one more of a journey about how this is used, rather than just showing one snapshot of it. 

[...] And that creates a different kind of feeling or experience” (20:18), Dom says about videos 

compared to photos. The format of videos is described to transport a lot more feelings, “which I 

think photos can capture, but videos can probably capture it more” (21:02), Dom adds. Dominik 

mentions that he prefers videos “because it tells you more like a picture, [...] a picture maybe gets 

you interested but like a video keeps you interested” (07:11). Dustin tends to get hooked in when 

a video appears on his feed (06:35) and also Fabian mentions that unlike videos, he tends to 

overscroll photos on his feed (04:59). Felix says it is “because you feel like you’re more engaged 

[...] in the moment than a static picture” (07:24). Also, Ferdinand says it would transport more 

(09:14). Especially for sports “you actually see the action [...], sports is always a moving thing” 

(09:18), Quirin mentions. It makes you be “just right there in the moment where the exciting stuff 

happens” (Tim, 12:39). Taken from the netnographic analysis on the content GoPro shared on IG 

and FB during the time of one month, it is observable that videos got 4 times more likes than 

pictures and almost 3 times more comments (see Table 10 and compare Appendix D). This is in 

line with the preference of videos that is taken from the interview data.  

 Engagement comparison of videos and pictures      

 

average likes on videos 631568 

average likes on pictures 148713 

average comments on videos 1329 

average comments on pictures 466 
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Mentioned by 4 respondents is the interplay of a high-quality video and nice music, which 

underlines the feelings and experience the respondents have with the content, encouraging them to 

engage. Catalina mentions “music is definitely an important thing [...] in terms of videos” (04:45). 

“If the music also is really good, like, I get really pumped and it makes me want to jump out of bed 

and get on to the next slope” (12:31) Felix states. 

 

Mentioned by 7 is the quality factor. Cornelius mentions the “super nice quality videos” (26:32) 

and Dom mentions how “well produced” (26:07) the videos and photos are for making them 

different to other posts on the SNS. Felix prefers videos that are “nicely made” and that make him 

“feel like someone took the time to prepare that nicely” (28:38). Quirin mentions the “really good 

movie making” (08:41). Henning (10:22), Ferdinand (19:28) and Tim (12:39) underline that high 

quality is key for making them watch and further engage with the content. 

 

Addressed by 6 respondents is the perspective within the videos, that makes the videos not “seem 

like a movie, it seems more like a first person perspective, [...] a perspective that you have when 

you’re very close to that person” (22:12), as mentioned by Catalina. It makes you be part of it and 

presents you a perspective “you would never be able to experience yourself” (10:51), Ferdinand 

tells about someone flying with a wingsuit. The camera angle is unique and makes you be able to 

“take part in the happening” (40:48), Ferdinand adds. Tim mentions the “person perspective” that 

“gives you the feeling that you are the one [...]riding down that hill or surfing that wave” (09:52). 

Vanessa agrees with the person perspective and also adds, that when it is an extraordinary 

perspective that one doesn’t see very often it “makes it somehow stuck to her head” (11:39). 

 

The authenticity of the content is also mentioned to be a contextual factor relating to the 

engagement behavior of the respondents. For 8 respondents this is closely linked to UGC. 

Authenticity was mentioned by Catalina, telling about some video where she really felt like getting 

to see real emotions by some extreme sports person filming himself. “[...] someone tried to cross 

the Antarctica [...] and you can see that he’s actually in his tent by himself [...] and he’s just 

desperate and crying and I think it’s interesting to see the emotions” (21:08). GoPro content is 

about showing “people who do awesome stuff” (22:12), Catalina describes it. Getting “behind-the-

scenes footage” (06:06) and seeing usual “leisure jumpers” (04:43) makes it authentic for 

Cornelius. Dominik mentions the user-generated content that attracts him, describing “someone 
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[...] jumping from a cliff” and not things that are “just like too crazy” (12:09). Dustin refers to 

people just like him that have a camera being more “cool” than the professional ones (32:15). Felix 

(10:02) and Henning (10:22) describe the authenticity and more reliability influencing their 

engagement behavior positively. Another factor affecting the authenticity perceived by the 

respondents is that branded entertainment as applied by GoPro does not focus on product 

promotion in their content. 12 respondents mention that the entertaining content is the main focus. 

Cornelius says “they kind of seperate the product and the content. That’s I think what gets me 

interested and keeps me interested” (33:50) and adds that he does not have “the feeling that they 

want to sell” something to him (34:19). It is also mentioned by Dom (41:15), Dominik (23:26), 

Dustin (36:47), Fabian (39:22), Felix (20:42), Henning (20:22), Hilde (16:54), Jakob (15:18), 

Marek (24:11) and Vanessa (44:56). GoPro is not saying “buy one of our cameras” but that “it is 

more a feeling they try to convey” (20:42), Felix phrases it.  
 

5.2.1.3 Platform-related  

The platform with its distinct engagement functionalities has an influence on the respondents’ 

engagement behavior with SRBE. The ease of use via app makes IG being used several times 

during the day whereas YT is mentioned to engage the respondents not that often but for a longer 

period of time. Additionally, the platform functionalities and infrastructure have an influence on 

the engagement behavior of the respondents. Although not always mentioned explicitly by the 

respondents it still applies and is taken from their answers. Catalina mentions that if “you watch 

one video, you get a very similar video right after” (08:42), leading her to watch videos for a longer 

time. Also, Cornelius defines YT as the channel where he would most actively look for the content, 

whereas on FB he sees the videos in his feed (26:32). In the same matter, IG feeds the consumer 

with the content in their feed, which “would like to forward you to YouTube, where you can watch 

the full-length video” (Catalina, 10:43). Felix uses mostly IG for being able to share content with 

his friends, because it is more discrete (08:06). Both FB and IG are mentioned to help staying in 

contact with friends, whereas IG is also used to scroll through content and “see something pop up” 

(Hilde, 06:52). Both channels offer the possibility to actually look at content that the respondents 

like and where to stop when they like something (e.g. Jakob, 33:27). IG is mentioned to be more 

relevant when just scrolling through the feed and then being confronted with some content making 

you say “Wow, this is a cool video, this is exciting, maybe I stick to that video for a couple of 

seconds” (Marek, 10:13). Both platforms serve the respondents in showing the relevant content in 
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the feed and making them click on content to be guided towards the brand page, where the 

respondents can look for more content, whereas IG is described to serve as the more convenient 

platform for doing this (Vanessa 24:05; Ferdinand, 30:10).  
 

5.2.1.4 Product Usage Related 

When asking the respondents for reasons why they engage with the content, six respondents also mention 

to own and use a GoPro themselves. They all state product ownership as a reason to engage with the brand 

on IG. Increased feelings of belonging to the community is mentioned most often in that context (Fabian, 

10:49; Dom, 25:31; Henning, 06:48; Hilde, 04:16; Jakob, 25:57; Vanessa, 09:05). 

 Psychological Consumer Motivations - Organism 

In consideration of the psychological needs towards engagement with SRBE, the categorization 

into hedonic, utilitarian and social needs is found to be useful. Within this categorization, the 

hedonic needs, meaning such needs that are aiming for amusement 15 respondents are by far the 

most often mentioned needs.  Anyhow, also the utilitarian needs, those that are linked to a certain 

purpose or take-away are mentioned to be relevant factors by all 15 respondents. Social needs, 

being mentioned by 13 out of 15 respondents and are therefore a third relevant motivation for 

engaging with SRBE on SNS. For a better overview, the three categories and their included 

subcategories are further demonstrated in the sections 6.2.1 for hedonic factors, 6.2.2 for utilitarian 

factors and 6.2.3 for the social factors.  
 

5.2.2.1 Hedonic Needs 

With most revealed answers and coded citations the hedonic need demonstrates the strongest 

indicator to engage with SRBE on social media. Accordingly, further division into subcategories 

is needed. All such answers matching the hedonic need, meaning all needs that are characterized 

by a pleasant sensation, are linked to the categorization of reviewed literature and also additional 

categories based on the researchers’ interpretation and the consideration of repetition and 

similarities among responses are found. If a motivation was considered to not fit perfectly into one 

of the existing categories and it is repeated at least once, a new category is built. This resulted in a 

total of six categories, being enjoyment, relatability, aspiration, eustress, self-expression and 

escapism, which are presented in Table 11. Also, sub-categories are built by the researchers for 

achieving a better overview and pointing out the differences. 
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 Hedonic Consumer Needs: Overview of Respondents and Cited Quotes 

Identified variables that influence the 
engagement behavior with SRBE  Citation  # 

Enjoyment  

Catalina (13:26), Tim (11:04), Quirin (19:34), Jakob 
(21:16), Hilde (10:34), Henning (10:22), Ferdinand (33:42), 
Felix (12:31), Dustin (11:44), Fabian (24:39), Vanessa 
(51:03), Dom (22:31), Marek (25:46), Dustin (11:44), 
Cornelius (09:13) 15/15 

Relatability  

towards the sport  

Catalina (17:04), Dom (27:28), Cornelius (04:43), Fabian 
(05:32), Ferdinand (10:51), Tim (07:47), Hilde (04:16), 
Jakob (06:15), Quirin (12:17), Vanessa (50:35), Dustin 
(07:04) 11/15 

towards the location Dom (28:31), Hilde (11:36), Jakob (06:15) 3/15 

Aspiration 

desire to do something 
different to own life  

Catalina (15:37), Dom (27:28), Dominik (08:22), Fabian 
(28:34), Ferdinand (10:51), Jakob (16:23), Marek (07:14) 7/15 

jealousy 
Catalina (14:27), Ferdinand (16:12), Hilde (06:17), Dom 
(28:31), Quirin (21:27) 5/15 

being impressed 
Dom (28:31), Catalina (15:37), Quirin (09:54), Fabian 
(24:39), Ferdinand (10:51) 7/15 

Eustress 

adrenalinic feeling  
Dominik (13:15), Dom (18:38), Ferdinand (12:56), Felix 
(17:54), Tim (07:47), Henning (24:00), Vanessa (32:17) 7/15 

seeking the extreme  

Dominik (06:36), Dustin (11:44), Ferdinand (29:13), 
Henning (09:23), Marek (07:14), Quirin (10:58), Tim 
(06:22), Vanessa (50:35) 8/15 

Self- 
Expression  

showing others  
Catalina (19:22), Dominik (14:37), Felix (10:16), Jakob 
(14:43), Marek (17:03), Vanessa (23:26), Fabian (14:36) 7/15 

shaping  
identity 

Felix (13:49), Hilde (15:32), Jakob (24:01), Tim (19:26), 
Marek (17:47), Cornelius (15:43) 6/15 

Escapism Distraction from own life  8/15 

 

 

Enjoyment 

The factor of enjoyment is mentioned by all respondents and it includes the motivational need for 

“fun” and “enjoy” (Catalina, 13:26). It relates to the positive change of consumers inner mood and 

feelings. Catalina states that it is “a happy feeling overall, because otherwise [...] I wouldn’t watch 
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it” (17:56). Vanessa describes it as a “happy feeling” (51:03) when describing the investigated 

content. Instead of just feeling relaxed, it cheers her up (14:49). Also, Tim describes how seeing 

“people in awesome videos or something it gives you like a really cool feeling” (11:04) and also 

an overall “good feeling” (14:24). Getting this good feeling results, as he says: “because I enjoy 

it, because I enjoy the sports” (14:46). Quirin states that the videos are “something which brings 

me joy” (19:34) and Marek says that “it is fun to look at” (25:46). Jakob describes that “there must 

be something happening inside me. And for GoPro, I can definitely say that it’s often happening 

that I see something where I think that might be interesting. So, my mood curve actually goes a bit 

up” (21:16). “It makes you feel happy because you know how nice it is just by getting the 

impression from the pictures” (10:34), Hilde explains how much she likes to see pictures that get 

her in the mood to wanting to go skiing. Henning explains the difference between being “just 

amazed” with extreme content and seeing “something cool”, he wants to do, which is a cool mix 

that amuses him (10:22). Ferdinand explains it more as a feeling of just leaving ones cares behind 

(33:42) and getting entertained but not purposively needing to take away something from it (08:08). 

Felix says: “that’s also one of the reasons why I follow it because it sometimes it just gets you in a 

good mood” (12:31). For Dustin it is simply “fun to watch” (11:44) the extreme and crazy videos. 

Fabian describes it as “positive emotions like happiness, amazement or being in awe of something” 

(24:39). “And you feel like, it gives you a little bit of a kick, like a positive feeling” (Felix, 26:53). 

Catalina mentions how the content shared by GoPro “stirs your interest away from ‘I need to look 

like this or I need to be business or I need to fulfill all these criteria” and takes you more towards 

thoughts like “life is fun and you should enjoy it” (13:26). Additionally, mentioned by some of the 

respondents is the word “excitement” to see what the content is about and for actually watching it 

(Henning, 10:22 or 24:00; Jakob, 22:36; Quirin, 08:41 or 09:54; Tim, 14:24).  

 

Relatability 

As stated by Marek, an interest in the content that is shared by athletes and the sport they are doing 

is more entertaining than content “about the product GoPro itself” (13.54). In that sense, 13 

respondents refer to their interest in sports motivating them to engage with SRBE on SNS. That 

includes liking of what sport is pictured in the photo or video as mentioned by Catalina (17:04). 

Dustin states “I am interested in sports [...], it’s more interesting for me then other content” 

(07:04). Jakob adds that “it amuses me during my day, but I think more when I directly relate to 

it” (06:47). This is often related to sports that the respondents actively do themselves. 11 
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respondents mention that they are more likely to engage with such content. Fabian mentions, he 

rather gets stuck and looks at a post if it is about a sport that he practices himself or if he sees an 

athlete linked in the post, that he is interested in (05:31). “The video showing something that was 

maybe like a new aspect to the sport I hadn’t thought about before” (27:28), Dom adds. 

Respondents who mention to go skiing and practice winter sports are motivated to see a lot of 

winter sport related content. Hilde states that she likes to see a lot of skiing and is also interested 

in the athletes (04:16). Jakob prefers seeing “something related to snow, so extreme skiing or 

snowboarding” (06:15), and Cornelius is mostly looking after skydiving stunts (04:43). Tim states 

that he likes to see “all different kinds of sports that [he does himself]” (03:13), which is the same 

for Fabian (05:32 and 28:06), Ferdinand (10:51) and Vanessa (50:35). Quirin prefers watching the 

videos that are related to surfing (12:17) and Tim actually prefers to see videos about bouldering 

or climbing (07:47). A relatability towards the location can be identified to apply for three 

respondents as being a motivation to engage more. Dom states it is “reminiscing about old previous 

times and having happy memories from that” (28:31) if he can relate to something he “had done 

in the past” or if he “had been to the location” (26:41). For Hilde, the fact that she might have 

been to the location influences her engagement behavior positively (11:36).  

 

Aspiration 

Another repetition among the respondent’s motivation for engaging with SRBE is found in the 

need to see something that one aspires and that is different to their own life. Catalina states that it 

is “kind of like a mix of seeking something that is different from my own life, and also maybe seeing 

stuff that I think I wouldn’t experience” (12:35). This need to see something not being able to do 

yourself is mentioned by seven respondents in total. Like Catalina says: “I could never do it myself” 

(15:37), also Dom (27:28), Dominik (05:19), Fabian (28:34), Ferdinand (10:51), Jakob (16:23) and 

Marek (07:14) explain how it excites them more to see something that they don’t do themselves 

and that is also not ordinary for them. All respondents feel a desire to do something similar when 

talking about it, like Dominik states “even though I never probably jump off a helicopter and ski 

down a super, super steep hill in the alps or somewhere else, I still get excited about maybe doing 

it at some point” (08:22).  

 

The respondents are further motivated to engage by the fact of being jealous of the situation or 

location the people in the posts are in. “And that’s why I turn towards these videos because they 
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are so different from my own life”, Catalina says, “and they are in cool places that I can currently 

not be in” (14:27). Ferdinand feels a desire to be at the same beaches (16:12), surfing the same 

waves or Felix is feeling the desire to being capable of having the same skiing skills and 

possibilities (18:42). Also, Hilde feels “jealous because I want to do it” (06:17), Dom is “jealous 

of somebody being able to do something” (28.31) and Quirin feels jealous because he also would 

“like to be in these places where I know doing that sport” (21:27). In general, the respondents 

describe a feeling of desiring to be in a certain situation where they can’t be in at the moment. 

 

In alignment with the above, a term that is mentioned by three respondents is the fact of seeing 

something impressive, mentioned as wow-effect, amazement, or being in awe of something by 

Dom (28:31), Catalina (15:37), Marek (10:13), Jakob (17:41), Henning (16:34), Ferdinand (09:14), 

or Quirin (09:54) that leads towards aroused feelings and engagement with the content.  

 

Eustress 

Another similarity among the respondents, also matching with what previous research found to be 

applicable is the motivational need for a eustress feeling. Eustress is defined as a positive form of 

stress, that results in a beneficial effect on motivation, mood, or emotional status attributed through 

a release of endorphins. This inner feeling is reported by eight respondents. Seven describe an 

adrenaline feeling in the form of “head shaking” (03:52), “getting excited” or “aroused” (07:38) 

when seeing content that is “thrilling to watch” (13:15), like Dominik describes it. Dom describes 

the content as “adrenaline” (18:38) that energizes you when looking at it. Felix mentions the 

“energizing” (17:54) factor in SRBE and describes how it can give you “goosebumps even 

sometimes” (26:53). Ferdinand mentions the “adrenalinic kick” (12:56) he gets from looking at 

the content. Henning describes it as “tense and then also quite excited” (24:00) feeling and Tim 

sometimes gets even “sweaty hands” (07:47) because he knows how it feels to be up on a 

surfboard. Vanessa adds to this by telling about the “tingling in her hands” (32:17) and agrees 

with the adrenalin factor that she feels when looking at GoPro’s content.  

 

This feeling is often caused by the extremeness or crazyness of the content, as it is described by the 

respondents. Dominik says: “it’s always kind of like I say adventurous, like some crazy people 

doing some crazy stuff in terms of sports [...] I’d say head shaking [...] and I think that’s why they 

also gained so much attraction” (03:52). The need to see crazy or extreme content is also 
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mentioned to be relevant for Dustin (11:44), Dominik (06:36), Ferdinand (29:13), Henning (09:23), 

Marek (07:14), Quirin (10:58), Tim (06:22) or Vanessa (50:35). Marek describes “it's that genuine 

interest in extremity, which you can't have in all situations of your life” (21:40). Dominik even 

states “the crazier it gets the better” (06:36). Henning likes content “where people just [...] get 

beyond their limits” (09:23) and Ferdinand mentions a “wow-effect” (08:08) he has when seeing 

the “spectacular” (26:21) content. Fabian states that he is more motivated to actively give a like, 

when seeing impressive things (29:13). Marek adds that “GoPro really put it to another level, in 

terms of how close you can actually be to extreme sports and to extreme situations” (05:41), 

making you actually experience the adrenaline and at least being able to push the limit on a digital 

way (07:14). For Ferdinand (10:51) and Henning (04:27) the far more extreme sports, that they are 

not capable of doing themselves are the sports that they are more tempted to follow, being able to 

experience a feeling as if being part of the experience.  

 

Self-Expression 

12 respondents mention the motivational factor of expressing themselves in some way through the 

engagement with the SRBE on their preferred SNS. Seven out of the ten describe how engaging 

with such content is guided partly by a need for showing others that they follow or like the content 

and thereby reflecting to others who they are or how they want to be seen. This is well described 

in the following quote:  

 

“And maybe there are certain people in my life where I think they liked the same content, or 

maybe like in the past, I maybe wanted them to see that I'm into that kind of stuff. So, it is a part 

of reflecting what your own values and interests are. And maybe it's an extension of yourself in a 

way that you portray what you're interested in” (Catalina, 19:22). 

 

Like Catalina, also Dominik mentions that in the posts he likes, he is guided by the fact, that others 

can actually see his behavior in their feed, sometimes even being opposed to like something “super 

crazy” (14:37), which he otherwise would probably have liked. In the same way, Felix mentions 

that “sometimes it conveys to the outside, like to friends or whatever, ‘oh he likes that page, he 

must be cool or whatever’” (10:16), also adding that he is “really self-reflective in that sense”. 

Jakob (14:43) and Marek (17:03) mention that showing your friends that you like certain content 

is something they care about when engaging with SRBE. “I think it’s a good brand. I like what 
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they do. So, I don’t have a problem with people seeing that I like GoPro”, Jakob says (14:43). 

Fabian describes the social bound that is created by the expression of one’s self through liking and 

contributing to the same type of content, being the SRBE in this case. “Sharing a similarity” with 

others who also like the same content, and thereby showing to “have the same interests” (18:10) 

is something that guides him to engage. It influences what friends think about you and therefore is 

a motivation to give a like for him (20:15). Vanessa adds, that it is showing others who you are and 

therefore guides how you want others to see you. For her, it is important to be seen as “adventurous, 

enterprising” (23:26) and not as a “couch potato” (22:43). Two respondents additionally mention 

that when creating content and actively uploading it to their feed, they are guided to tag the brand 

because they want to represent their belonging and their support towards the brand to the 

community. “If you belong to the GoPro Hero Team, [..] it is something you want to present to the 

outside” (14:36), Fabian explains. Also, Vanessa wants to show others what she does and who she 

is (20:05), which in her opinion is more intensively when creating the sort of SRBE yourself than 

only contributing to it. 

 

Mentioned by six respondents, the engagement with the content is also lead by a motivation to 

shape one’s own identity. Like Felix explains, he would consider himself as sporty and he would 

like to identify with the “very sporty message, very like enjoy life, have fun” (13:49) which is how 

he describes GoPro’s identity that he likes to put on himself as well. Hilde mentions that “pressing 

like and follow [...] shapes [her] identity a little bit” (15:32). Jakob says that the content by GoPro 

pictures what he is inside or what he wants to be (24:01), which is also supported by Tim (19:26). 

One quote by Marek explains what personality shaping by GoPro means for him:  

 

“Honestly, I think it's, it's a part of me, even though that sounds weird, but I mean, what you do 

on social media and what you do in your free time, what you do in your everyday life, of course 

defines you as a person. So even though that might be a very tiny bit of my personality, I wouldn't 

deny that it sorts of forms my personality as well, which content I give likes to which content I 

share, which content I commented and so forth.” (Marek, 17:47).  

 

Also, Cornelius even says that by following and contributing to the content of GoPro he shapes his 

identity in such way that he can potentially work for GoPro one day by becoming a person and 

shaping himself towards someone fitting into the company (15:43).  
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Escapism 

Another motivation to engage with SRBE on SNS is found in the need for something that “distracts 

you from your own life” (09:33), as Catalina describes it. She explains how the content she seeks 

is very “different to [her] life” (14:27), currently being in the library day by day and writing her 

thesis. Also, Cornelius talks about how he can lose his thoughts into some skydiving videos, 

distracting himself from work and thinking about “a situation where I did to skydive where I were 

in a similar place” (29:49). He likes to look at it “just have like a break, and kind of lose myself in 

that [...] video, you know, and then I can move on with my day” (26:32). Dustin explains that the 

content can make you “imagining yourself surfing right now” (15:10). In relation to the format, 

Felix also mentions that “videos are more appealing and distracting” (07:24). He also mentions 

how the GoPro content “really takes you out of your current environment” as well as “gives you 

the feeling to be somewhere else for a moment” (26:53). For Ferdinand it helps him to take a break 

from daily life and getting into another context (14:46) or when wanting to distract yourself from 

a serious task (35:50). Henning mentions “it’s just nice to get your mind or get your head around 

something else” (15:56) or seeing something that is “the complete opposite of my mood” (06:42), 

how Marek interprets the escaping. Vanessa also tells, that she can “get away from her daily life, 

because one can not be on holiday every day [...]” (48:45), inspiring her of where others are and 

what others are doing for a little escape from her routines.  

 

5.2.2.2 Utilitarian Needs 

Mentioned by also all 15 respondents are the utilitarian needs, guiding the respondents towards an 

engagement with SRBE via SNS. Utilitarian needs describe such that are linked to a certain purpose 

and are not solely guided by hedonism, meaning to positively changing the mood or amusing 

oneself. Sub-categories are built by the researchers for achieving a better overview and pointing 

out the differences. An overview including respondents quoted is provided in Table 12. 
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 Utilitarian Needs: Overview of Respondents and Cited Quotes 

 
Identified variables that influence the 
engagement behavior with SRBE  Citation  # 

Inspiration  

on destinations 

Dominik (20:08), Dom (34:50), Ferdinand (40:48), Henning 
(04:52), Jakob (07:33), Marek (20:15), Quirin (10:58), Tim 
(16:59), Vanessa (27:36) 9/15 

on specific sports 

Cornelius (08:13), Dom (22:31), Dominik (16:41), Dustin 
(22:36), Felix (26:43), Ferdinand (32:26), Jakob (17:41), 
Quirin (10:58), Henning (16:34), Tim (13:31), Vanessa 
(12:52) 11/15 

for being physically 
more active  

Catalina (13:26), Marek (20:15), Dom (23:27), Dominik 
(07:38), Felix (12:31), Ferdinand (16:12), Henning (17:05), 
Jakob (31:52) 8/15 

Information  

product-related 

Catalina (26:05), Dom (13:15), Marek (13:54), Fabian 
(30:16), Quirin (12:50), Jakob (46:22), Tim (20:03), Hilde 
(09:33), Henning (23:14) 9/15 

sport-related  
Cornelius (10:32), Dom (27:28), Dominik (18:46), Ferdinand 
(10:51), Tim (16:59), Jakob (24:53) 6/15 

on athletes 
Cornelius (04:43), Dom (13:15), Jakob (28:24), Marek 
(14:29), Quirin (12:17) 5/15 

Economic  Cornelius (15:43), Marek (13:22), Vanessa (18:17) 3/15 

 

 

Inspiration Seeking 

One need with a certain purpose, and thereby applying for the utilitarian needs, is the need for 

inspiration. This need is stated by all 15 respondents. Although already identified in the literature, 

the need for inspiration is still found to apply for different purposes and different areas of 

inspiration the respondents are looking for were found, naming the inspiration for destinations, the 

inspiration on sports and an inspiration for being more active in the everyday life. The motivation 

of getting inspiration, no matter for what, is a motivation the respondents come up with right away 

and without any priming from the interviewees. Therefore, they are considered as very relevant 

and are further differentiated in the following.  
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Like Dominik, nine respondents in total mention that the SRBE by GoPro “gives you like a good 

overview of like, where you could travel next time” (18:46). Dustin (20:08), Dom (34:50), 

Ferdinand (40:48), Henning (04:52), Jakob (07:33), Marek (20:15), Quirin (10:58), Tim (16:59) 

and Vanessa (27:36) mention the inspiration for destinations as a distinct motivation to engage 

with the content. Ferdinand mentions that seeing those cool places and getting this kind of 

inspiration is one reason why he is looking at the content (40:48). It shows you “what you can 

actually do on this planet”, as mentioned by Dominik (18:46) and inspires you for your next 

holiday as mentioned by Vanessa (27:36). Jakob mentions that he is tempted to actively look for 

the content for getting inspiration on skiing locations (07:33). Dustin states that if the content that 

he watches is related to similar interests or a planned trip with a friend, he is motivated to share it 

with a friend. “If someone would go on holiday, we plan to go on holidays, and then there’s a video 

about the place o the sports you can do, then I would share it, it has to be related” (26:43), he 

states. “But then also to go out and explore, since you have these videos and images from all around 

the world, which obviously also show very nice places”, Marek adds (20:15).  

 

Closely linked but still slightly different is the inspiration for sports and what is possible that was 

mentioned by 11 respondents. Dominik seeks inspiration on “what’s possible”, explaining “I 

might try to do one thing or another, but it’s not really, that I would do all this stuff that they’re 

doing” (16:41). The inspiration is rather about “what sport is cool” as mentioned by Dustin (22:36). 

Felix says: “it shows you what people are capable of doing that so cool and inspires you” (26:43) 

and also tells about the time when the content made him go mountain biking, because he had seen 

a lot of videos about mountain biking on the account before (19:27). Ferdinand adds, that it is often 

the fact that the athletes in the content do something, that is very impressive and that inspires him 

a lot. This is one of the most important reasons for him to follow GoPro (32:26). Quirin is getting 

inspiration from videos in order to being able to “spot techniques that you can copy some stuff they 

do also in surfing” (10:58). Also Henning (16:34), Tim (13:31) and Vanessa (12:52) find 

inspiration via watching the videos (16:34) and Jakob adds that this inspiration for new things in 

sports is something “why I would tag friends, because that are friends that I spend a lot of time 

with and that know me, and that also do a lot of sports with me” (17:41). He is tempted to share 

the inspiration with his friends. In relation to the sport doing by oneself, Cornelius mentions “I’m 

trying to get inspired by different jumpers that do different types of exits from the plane” (08:13), 
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as well as Dom stating that the videos he watches “they sometimes so as far as I completely change 

my training plan” (22:31).  

 

Another similarity among and repetition within the answers of the respondents is found in the need 

for inspiration towards more physical activity. Eight respondents mention to feel a motivation to 

follow and look at the content regularly because it motivates them to be more active. “Instead of 

just taking the car or the metro whatever it kind of inspires you to at least take the bike because 

it’s more fun to be physically active” (13:26), Catalina mentions. Marek says: “I would say 

definitely inspires me to be active myself sometimes” (20:15) and also explains “when I’m sitting 

on the couch, and I don’t feel like doing anything, sort of gets me back on track” (06:42). Dom 

states that it “kind of makes you want to go out and do it yourself” seeing the “fast paced, energetic, 

sort of adrenaline” (18:38) content. Dom adds that he is motivated by himself and doesn’t need to 

be motivated by such content to be physically active, but he also says that following this type of 

content pushes him: “Like I would still go cycling. I would still do things without following these 

accounts, but it probably pushes me a bit” (23:27). Also, Dominik states “I get motivated to do 

something like physically” (07:38) and Felix says that “this content can be really, really 

energizing” (12:31), “it inspires you to do something and maybe leave your comfort zone” (18:42). 

Ferdinand (16:12), Henning (17:05) and Jakob (31:52) are lead towards being more active by 

following such content on SNS.  

 

Information Seeking 

One utilitarian need that is identified within the answers of 14 respondents, is the need to get gather 

information. Within this, variances in accordance to the type of information were identified. 

Generally, a need to stay updated is mentioned. Felix mentions he follows GoPro for “two things, 

on the one hand it’s, I want to keep updated and like I just want sometimes these things in my news 

feed to mix things up” (10:16). Also, Quirin states that “related to GoPro, you can always see the 

new products, you are always up to date” (12:50). Related to that, one of the information seeking 

motivations that is repeated by nine respondents is the need to get product-related information and 

to learn about “what you can do with that product” like Catalina (26:05). It is interesting to get 

information and updates on new cameras or products, like stated by Dom (13:15), Marek (13:54), 

Fabian (30:16) and Quirin. E.g. Quirin mentions that “related to GoPro, you can always see the 

new products, you are always up to date” (12:50). The respondents name the motivation to get 
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information on how to use the camera in the right way. Dom says: “I wanted to find out how to, 

how to use it best in surfing, for example when there are a lots of different ways you can mount it 

on the board” (16:02). He describes this motivation to seeing the content as “informative and 

useful”. Fabian gathers knowledge about what settings to use in what situation by looking at the 

content (30:16). Jakob (46:22), Tim (20:03) as well as Hilde (09:33) gather some technical 

knowledge and information on how to use the camera by following the account. Henning adds that 

he expects to “get insights into all different areas where, you know, GoPros can be used” (23:14), 

meaning that the need for getting an encompassing information on the variety of application areas 

is driving him to follow the brand.  

 

Mentioned by five respondents is the need to get updates and gather information on athletes. Dom 

states that he “likes to see that type of things”, where partnerships with athletes are released via 

social media. He describes “a skier called Kandes Thorow I think his name is and he goes skiing 

in lots of cool locations and records that I think with a GoPro, and that GoPro partners with him 

to release these videos” (13:15). Also, Jakob mentions that he likes to see when GoPro is hosting 

competitions or events, so he gets information on these types of happenings and stays up-to-date 

(28:24). Marek likes to get “information about the athletes that they sponsor” (14:29), the same 

as Quirin (12:17), and Cornelius is interested in skydiving locations that are sponsored (04:43).  

 

Another dimension within the information-seeking motivation is found in the need to gather 

information on specific sport. Mentioned by six respondents, technical aspects in relation to the 

sport the respondents either practice themselves or are particularly interested in, lead them to lookin 

at the SRBE. Cornelius mentions that he is particularly interested in skydiving techniques that he 

looks at and also shares with other skydivers to ask questions about and gather even more 

information about it (10:32). He additionally states that he “learn(s) new things or notice(s) 

mistakes” (07:28) and that motivates him to watch such videos. He adds “when it comes to landing, 

and I need to find something technical or something related to safety, then I would type in exactly 

what I’m looking for” (09:13), meaning that he is not only looking at content in his feed but also 

actively searches for content that can provide him with this type of information. Dom mentions 

that he is eager to watch for longer and give a like when he has done the sport himself “and the 

video showed something that was maybe like a new aspect of the sport” (27:28). Dominik (18:46), 

Ferdinand (10:51), Tim (16:59) or Jakob (24:53) tend to look at GoPros content for longer for 
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seeing and thereby learning what is possible in regard to the sports shown. Jakob is motivated to 

follow and look at the content “because I see what is possible, so especially when it comes to for 

example, when we go back surfing” (27:55).  

 

Economic 

The last utilitarian motivation that is found to apply for three respondents matches the economic 

need that is already recognized within the literature review. Anyhow, the responses differ. 

Cornelius states that he is motivated to engage with the brand’s content because he “wouldn’t mind 

working for GoPro at some point” (15:43), which refers to his motivation of better giving likes 

and being active, not only because of some hedonic, inspirational or informational reason, but 

possibly also because he wants to leave the door open to possibly work with the company GoPro 

at some point. Another motivation towards some economic benefit is explained by Marek, who 

states that “sometimes (GoPro) has like little raffles going on, maybe tag people in post” (13:22) 

in order to win something. This means in that case, that Marek contributes to the SRBE out of an 

economic advantage that he seeks, a hope to win something. In these situations, the hedonic or 

social needs might not be his first motivation to press like or comment. He also states that “to a 

small degree” (13:54) he is following the brand out of the reason to not miss a raffle, but it is more 

the content and the other motivations to be confronted with it, that drive his following behavior 

(13:54). Vanessa mentions that if there is a chance she could win something, she would comment 

(18:17), but she also states that the effort shouldn’t be too high for her to engage (26:18).  

 

5.2.2.3 Social Needs 

As suggested to be a relevant motivation to engage with SRBE via SNS in the reviewed literature, 

the social factor, including a need for social interaction and group affiliation is also identified to 

apply for the case at hand. 13 respondents mention to have a need to interact with other members 

when engaging with SRBE. Two major categories are built by the researchers for achieving a better 

overview and pointing out the differences: friends interaction and community interaction. Quotes 

towards these categories are collected in Table 13 and summarized in the following. 
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 Social Needs: Overview of Respondents and Cited Quotes 

Identified variables that influence the 
engagement behavior with SRBE  Citations  # 

Friends Interaction 

Catalina (16:28), Felix (15:27), Cornelius (10:17), Dom 
(29:58), Dominik (05:57), Dustin (26:15), Henning (08:44), 
Jakob (17:41), Marek (17:03), Quirin (15:13), Tim (15:49), 
Fabian (42:36) 12/15 

Community Interaction 

Catalina (23:11), Dominik (16:41), Dustin (32:15), 
Cornelius (14:47), Jakob (31:52), Marek (15:35), Tim 
(16:59), Vanessa (21:52) 8/15 

 

 

Friends Interaction 

Among the motivation of group affiliation, the social interaction with friends is the strongest 

motivation to engage with SRBE mentioned by 12 respondents. Sharing the same interest with 

friends is a motivation for Catalina to engage with the content, stating “We watched them together. 

We sat together and said ‘wow that is impressive’” (16:28). The possibilities for interaction on the 

SNS is a motivation and strong motivation for sharing interests with friends. Felix states “I forward 

that to my friends, and then sometimes we comment on that ‘Yeah that’s a really good skier or look 

at those skis” (15:27). Like Felix likes to share his enthusiasm and enjoyment of the content with 

his friends, Cornelius is motivated to engage with the content by the fact that he can share it with 

friends “who haven’t been interested in skydiving before” (10:17), because he “want(s) to get them 

to do it” (10:29). For him SNS give him the chance to communicate and encourage friends to share 

the same interest as him. Dom also explains that the interaction with his friends and their shared 

interest in a sport or activity motivates him to engage with the content, because it enables him to 

stay in contact with his friends (29:58). Dominik is motivated to see such content for being able to 

inspire his friends by sharing it with them (05:57). Dustin (26:15), Henning (08:44), Jakob (17:41), 

Marek (17:03), Quirin (15:13), Tim (15:49) as well as Fabian (42:36) are motivated to engage with 

SRBE via SNS because they are able to talk about it with friends that they share the same interests 

with. Felix adds, that he is also motivated to engage with the SRBE and knowing that friends of 

his are also doing so, enables him to stay in contact with friends from across the globe. He states: 

“we cannot talk really for three months [...] but in between we would always send each other the 

video and then you get a comment like ‘haha oh, that’s cool’” (22:20). Jakob states “if I couldn’t 

share it with friends, then maybe I wouldn’t look at it a lot” (38:30).  
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Community Interaction 

Not as strongly as the motivation to interact with friends, the interaction with the community and 

the feeling of belonging only motivate the respondents partly to engage with the content. Catalina 

doesn’t feel as part of a community, but she rather feels like she is “standing on the outside” 

(23:11), because she does not contribute to the community that much and is simply watching. In 

the same way, Dominik (16:41) or Dustin (32:15) state that they are not mainly motivated to look 

at GoPros content for being part in the community. Anyhow, the respondents show motivation of 

community support by engaging. Dustin states that it is “a way of acknowledgement” to 

“encourage them to continue sharing” (17:28). Cornelius states that through his engagement, he 

“promote(s) the producer of the video” (14:47). Jakob says that it motivates him to follow such 

content for being able to “still be part of those events”, even if he can’t participate in person. He 

feels like it is shared with the community (31:52). Marek (15:35), Tim (16:59) and Vanessa (21:52) 

mention that without the community factor linked to the SNS and the continuous interaction with 

others, they wouldn’t feel so motivated to engage via SNS. Also, Cornelius mentions that he 

himself wouldn’t be so active without the community. Sharing the videos and acknowledging 

others is an important motivation for him to engage (13:47). Fabian mentions that GoPro created a 

online community, which captures an image of extreme sport athletes and which one wants to 

capture in one’s own uploads as well (15:30). For him, acknowledgement towards the community 

as well as from the community back to him are important factors for being an active contributor 

and creator with the SRBE on SNS (17:27). 

5.3 Findings on Online Community Brand Engagement - Response 

In the previous chapter, community members’ motivations are identified as antecedents for OCBE 

with SRBE on SNS. As described in chapter 2.4, OCBE includes brand community-related 

behaviors based on interactive experiences, which are classified by its intensity as consuming, 

contributing and creating. Hereby, the following sub question arises: 

 

How is OCBE manifested in relation to SRBE on SNS and how are the contextual components 

and psychological needs linked with it? 

 

This being analysed in the following chapter, the structure orients itself towards the engagement 

levels. Findings on how each engagement behavior type is influenced by the consumer motivations 
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are presented on the basis of representative quotes, which have been coded and summarized in 

Appendix E. In order to provide a better overview, within each sub chapter, a framework depicting 

the findings is presented. As suggested in the theory, each framework is based on the S-O-R model, 

representing the identified contextual components in form of the stimuli (S), the psychological 

needs as the organism (O) and the corresponding engagement behavior types as the response (R). 

The accumulated numbers of respondents identified to match these categories are summarized in 

the frameworks. Additionally, bold lines are applied in order to highlight the numerically strongest 

represented categories. 

 Consuming  

The lowest level of online brand community engagement on SNS is consuming. As revealed by 

the respondents, a differentiation between watching sport-related branded videos, viewing sport-

related pictures and reading descriptions related to SRBE is made. The findings show that the 

contextual components and psychological consumer motivations are differently linked to the 

consuming behaviors. Therefore, a classification of behavior types is found useful in order to 

perform the analysis, as initially suggested in the theory. Furthermore, this shows that the format 

impacts consuming behavior in general as it has already been mentioned in chapter 5.1.  

 

As revealed by the netnographic data analysis (Appendix D) GoPro daily shares two to three 

identical posts on IG and FB, in total around 55 posts per month, thereof 22 videos (40%) and 33 

pictures (60%). All posts include taglines in the form of descriptions, links and hashtags. By 

following GoPro on SNS, respondents who are generally active on at least one of these platforms 

are confronted with this content through the platforms’ news feeds. Accordingly, behavioral 

patterns in how they consume the content are detected. In line with the general preference for videos 

on SNS as described in chapter 5.1 all respondent talk about watching sport-related videos. 

Ferdinand, for instance, associates the brand’s content predominantly with videos, even though 

more pictures are posted (16:12). Dominik states that he likes to see videos instead of images on 

the brands’ channel (07:11). Both, passive and active consumption patterns are uncovered in terms 

of watching videos. Therefore, watching videos is divided into the subcategories discovering 

behavior and searching behavior, which are explained in the following. The findings for both 

subcategories are depicted in Figure 7.  
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Discovering Behavior 

In line with 15 respondents, the passive way of consuming SRBE is following a similar discovering 

behavior: All respondents using IG or FB mention to maily scroll through their news feed until an 

interesting post “accidentally” (Marek, 10:13) “pops up” (Dominik, 20:33), which is in line with 

Dom (17:37), Dustin (06:35), Fabian (02:27), Felix (05:47), Ferdinand (14:46), Henning (04:03), 

Hilde (06:52), Jakob (33:27), Quirin (20:26), Tim (21:34), and Vanessa (33:50). Besides IG and 

FB, Cornelius, who also follows GoPro on YT, reveals that he has “to just go through a lot of 

videos until [he finds] something that [he is] interested in” (09:13). This also hold true to Catalina’s 

answers (09:33). This situation is described as accompanied by regular visits of SNS when the 

respondents are either bored (Jakob, 34:26; Fabian, 26:01) or in the need of short breaks from 

everyday-life, expressing escapism motivations from daily situations (Cornelius, 29:49; Ferdinand, 

12:56): 

“For example, when I’m just on my way from my desk to a meeting visiting Instagram that would 

be a situation where I scroll through my news feed and randomly see a post by GoPro and then 

I’m thinking ‘wow, amazing’ but it doesn’t change my mood in that moment” (Ferdinand, 12:56).  

 

Nine respondents explain to stick with SRBE video and to go more in depth with the content when 

specific psychological motivations are met (Catalina, 9:33; Dominik, 04:33; Felix, 29:44; Henning, 

14:55; Hilde, 06:17; Marek, 10:13; Quirin, 20:52; Vanessa, 33:50). Hedonic and utilitarian needs 

are identified in this context. In regard to hedonic needs, Catalina expresses mixed feelings of 

aspiration and enjoyment in the form of being attracted by the content and of feeling a desire to do 

something different to her own life (09:33). This motivation is influenced by her contradictory 

situation in life. It is consistent with Hilde who states: “I look at those kind of pictures I always 

feel jealous because I want to do it and also just kind of get happy, although I kind of don’t have 

the opportunity of doing it” (06:17). This is also true for Marek who says to stick with the video 

for a couple of seconds or looks at it repeatedly when he is in a completely opposite situation of 

what is represented by the content (06:42) and thinks “‘wow, this is a cool video, this is exciting’” 

(10:13). He states, that he is captivated by the extremity because he is “not able to do all that stuff 

on [his] own” (07:14), and that “it's really exciting and entertaining to follow the whole experience 

that the athlete is slipping through” (08:08), combining enjoyment, aspiration, and also eustress in 

relation to the contradictory life situation. Also, Dominik (05:19; 06:36), Dom (17:34; 18:38; 

21:02), Henning (14:55; 16:15, 16:34), and Quirin (09:54; 19:57; 21:27) reveal to follow all three 
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psychological motivations. While Dom doesn’t mention a specific situation, the additional 

motivation to escape from a contradictory situation is expressed by Henning (15:56), Catalina 

(09:33), Dominik (04:43), and Quirin (21:50). The users’ sport interest needs to be met stated as 

something interesting or described by a specific type of sport the respondents can relate to 

(Cornelius, 09:13; Jakob, 5:24; Marek, 11:05; Vanessa, 33:59) which hints towards relatability 

motivations. Seasonal factors increase the likeliness to click on a video and actively watch it, as 

mentioned by Marek (11:05). Other than the hedonic needs, Cornelius (06:35), Quirin (19:57) and 

Vanessa (09:05) would also pause scrolling when they see videos which are inspiring in terms of 

sports, destinations, and video production, which includes one utilitarian need to this behavior 

category. Cornelius (06:35) mentions a typical situation of boredom in which he would look 

through this content.  

 

Ferdinand explains that the reason for less attention towards the content is mainly related to the 

platform IG, which provides “plenty of information on the news feed” (23:27), which makes it hard 

to consciously perceive and differentiate specific content. Additionally, platforms such as FB and 

IG apply usage dependent algorithms, which influence the visibility of posts on the news feed, as 

mentioned by Dominik (27:36).  

Figure 7:  Findings of watching SRBE videos as a subcategory of consuming behavior 
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Searching for Videos  

Contrary to the discovering behavior, seven interviewees explain how active searching behavior 

induces them to watch SRBE videos (Cornelius, 09:13; Dustin, 7:42; Tim 13:31; Hilde, 05:10; 

Fabian, 10:11; Ferdinand, 22:29; Felix, 29:44). In the context of the study, it is described as 

intendedly looking for specific SRBE. Six respondents mention the utilitarian motivation 

inspiration in combination with seasonal factors when they are preparing for a trip. Four of them 

also connect exciting feelings to it, which hints towards enjoyment. It is described by Tim as 

follows: “I did a lot when I was preparing for my surfing trip, to get excited about it. And you 

know, to get back into the feeling. That's what I like, intendedly look for it” (13:31). These 

motivations are also in line with Hilde (5:10), Dustin (05:45), and Felix (14:36). Also, Dominik 

(04:43) and Henning (11:11) watch SRBE branded videos to seek inspiration when preparing for 

a trip. However, they don’t mention excited feelings. Cornelius and Dustin mention information 

seeking in relation to specific sports techniques. Cornelius describes how he would search for a 

skydiving jump to learn from it (9:13). Dustin adds that “YouTube is more like [a platform where 

he] search[es] for it if [he] wants[s] to know how [a specific sports technique] works” (7:42). 

Felix also mentions that it drives him to visit a brand page and actively search for brand-related 

content when he wants to see product-related information (29:44). Tim explains to have intendedly 

looked for content when he was in a contradictory situation in life also regularly does it when he 

is bored:  

 

“Well, when I miss being outside, when I miss doing sports, I guess I did a lot when I had surgery 

and couldn't move. [...] Also, just like sometimes when I'm bored, I just want to watch something 

cool. And just get some inspiration and see what the crazy people out there do.” (13:31).  

 

This quote also links to the hedonic motivations aspiration accompanied by the feeling of desire 

and also enjoyment when talking about “something cool”. Ferdinand describes to actively look for 

the content when he is in daily calm situations in order to search for an adrenaline kick, uncovering 

the motivation for eustress (12:56). 
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Viewing Pictures 

Other than watching videos, two interviewees talk about “viewing pictures” (Vanessa, 33:09; 

Fabian, 8:11). Both, Vanessa (08:18) and Fabian (08:11) explain that they look at pictures to the 

same extent as videos. However, they prefer videos because they mention them to be “more 

appealing and more interesting to look at” (Fabian, 08:11), as well as to reveal more information 

and inspiration (Vanessa, 08:18). Vanessa reveals that less time is needed to look at pictures 

(08:18), which relates to the daily situation. When asking for reasons for viewing pictures, she 

mentions this situation and adds the need for inspiration and aspiration: 

 

“Especially when you have such an everyday-life where you have to study or work all the time 

and there is no sight for vacations, then it’s a motivation to visit Instagram and just let the 

content inspire and ‘fly by’ on you,” (Vanessa, 35:24). 

 

Meeting the general sports interest, and thus the relatability towards the content is what makes a 

user stop on a SRBE picture and actively view it, as explained by Vanessa (33:50) and Fabian 

(05:31). Vanessa states the perspective as something prominent she remembers from a picture, 

saying “That was such a cool perspective, like from below, super close. That somehow sticks in my 

mind” (11:39). 

Figure 8:  Presentation on findings of viewing SRBE pictures as a subcategory of consuming behavior 
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Reading Descriptions  

Vanessa (30:17) and Fabian (30:16) also mention to notice and read the description of the posts, 

which is also true for Felix (9:13) and Dom (35:40). Three respondents describe posts and mention 

detailed information which they were only able to receive by reading the taglines (Jakob, 28:24; 

Marek, 13:22; 14:29; Quirin, 12:50). Reading something is an active process and therefore is in 

need of a situation which allows more attention than incidentally scrolling through some pictures. 

Therefore, it is connected to the situation-related contextual component, daily situation.  

Figure 9:  Findings of reading descriptions of SRBE posts as a subcategory of consuming behavior 

 

 
 

The psychological consumer motivations linked to reading taglines are found in all three categories 

of utilitarian needs. The need for information is mentioned by four respondents. They are motivated 

to read whenever they need to know “what is shown in the picture and who are the people” (Fabian, 

8:57). Accordingly, they seek sport-related information, as well as athlete-related information in 

terms of which athletes are sponsored (Marek, 14:29; Quirin, 12:50) or which competitions are 

going on (Jabok, 28:24). Vanessa mentions to learn more about the new products and to receive 

tips about how to use her camera (30:17). Search for product related information is also expressed 

by Fabian (30:16). Dom explains that he reads the tagline when he is already attached to the related 

video to get more information (35:40). Marek refers to “which raffles are going on” (13:22) which 

also hints towards the economic utilitarian motivation and is supported by Vanessa (25:29). It is 

also interesting for one respondent to know more about the destinations which are linked (Vanessa, 
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30:17). This need hints towards inspiration seeking since she earlier mentioned situations in which 

she got inspired of where to travel (13:41).  

 Contributing  

The moderate level of OCBE is contributing. Contributing behavior on IG, FB and YT refers to 

following an online community hosted on SNS, liking, commenting, and sharing SRBE. All 

behavior types are discovered in the study. In the following, the findings of each contributing type 

are presented and analysed based on quotes from the respondents. Data from the netnographic 

content analysis is applied in order to support the findings.  

 

Following 

By identifying the sample through the case company’s SNS follower bases, this type of 

contributing behavior related to following GoPro on any of its brand pages is automatically seen 

as given for all 15 respondents. However, it is interesting to see on which platforms GoPro is 

followed and paid attention to most often as well as the motivations linked to it. In total, GoPro has 

15,6 Mio. follower on IG and 10,7 Mio. follower on FB. Each respondent’s following behavior is 

supported by one or more platforms, on which Figure 10 provides an overview. 

Figure 10:  Overview of Platforms followed by the Respondents 
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Most respondents follow GoPro on IG (12) and FB (11). However, all respondents are sure about 

following GoPro on IG, whereas others reveal uncertainty regarding FB. Quirin says: “Definitely 

Instagram. Not quite sure Facebook as well, but I think so actually. Probably yeah” (07:48), which 

is similar to Marek (9:42), Tim (02:13), Fabian (06:32) and Dustin (10:46). Felix states to generally 

engage with the brand more on IG (08:06). This tendency towards greater OCBE on IG is not only 

represented in the following behavior but is consistent with the overall contribution behavior, 

including liking and commenting. This finding is supported by the data derived from the 

netnographic analysis, as shown in Figure 11. Engagement with the case companies SRBE on IG 

and FB over a period of 2 weeks is compared on the basis of the amount of added comments and 

likes. Hereby, the same post on IG receives on average 100 times more engagement than on FB. It 

is visible that even the post with the highest engagement on FB, receiving one of 21252, gets even 

10 times hiher engagement in IG. Looking at the graph it is obvious that in other posts IG exceeds 

FB on the engagement by far (see Figure 11 and compare Appendix D for the data).  

Figure 11:  Comparison of Facebook and Insagram Engagement towards the same posts 
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In total three respondents follow the GoPro YT channel and only Dominik states to follow them 

on Twitter as well. Due to the fact that Twitter is not mentioned in relation to any other engagement 

behavior or motivation, it is no longer included in the analysis.  

Figure 12:  Findings of following a brand page as a subcategory of contributing behavior 

 
The hedonic motivations relatability and enjoyment are represented by all 15 respondents, 

according to their general interest in and enjoyment of consuming sports content, as described by 

Jakob: “Actually. I think I followed them due to the content. Because I, I saw some of their videos 

and I liked them. And so I wanted to see more of them” (26:57). This is similar to statements by 

Catalina (11:06), Cornelius (04:10), Dominik (7:38), Dom (9:44), Jakob (15:18), Hilde (04:16), 

Ferdinand (50:36), and Vanessa (09:05). Tim also describes the really “cool feeling, cool 

experience” (11:04) triggered by the content as reason for why he follows (11:04). He further 

describes it as “something really extreme, extraordinary that you wouldn’t experience in a normal 

video” (ibid) with a lot of emotions involved. This expression of eustress, enjoyment, and 

relatability to extreme sports content as reason for following behavior is in line with Marek (05:41), 

Felix (26:53), Dustin (10:02) and Quirin (08:11). 

 

“I think just GoPro was the first brand which really got into the whole extreme sport area and 

[...] I had one of the first GoPros back then [...] I think the content is really good because they 

only show really extreme stuff from different different sports of usually don't follow up just for fun 

to watch the videos” (Quirin, 08:11). 
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This quote also points towards the contextual component’s impact of product ownership on the 

psychological consumer motivations, which is also mentioned by Dustin, who remembered to have 

started following “probably when [he] first bought [his] first GoPro” (11:14) as well as by 

Vanessa (09:05), Jakob (15:18), Henning (07:08), Fabian (11:37) and Tim (10:55). Hennings 

explains this pattern as follows: 

 

“Probably got inspired by like, what I did with it. And then like, you know, you saw from other 

friends, [..] what kind of videos they took, what pictures, and then ended up [..] following people 

who use GoPros a lot, and then ended up following GoPro I think” (07:08) 

 

Vanessa states to follow the brand to get inspired for producing her own videos (09:05). Henning 

revels to follow the brand for inspiration (04:52). His motivation is related to travelling. Lastly, 

the post-related contextual components are mentioned. Tim revels to be influenced by the great 

quality of the brands’ videos (11:04). Also, Quirin mentions something similar (08:41). Marek 

comments on the unique perspective which he can’t find with any other SRBE on SNS (18:34). 

This is supported by Catalina (22:12), Ferdinand (18:29), and Tim (09:52). 

 

Commenting 

Contributing in terms of commenting is understood as any typed message which is entered into a 

comment field related to a SRBE post. The respondents exclusively comment on posts shared on 

brand pages or channels they follow. Accordingly, IG, FB, and YT are all mentioned. When asking 

the respondents about their commenting behavior, they clearly differentiate between tagging people 

and writing a message. As analysed previously, when looking at the general online engagement 

behavior, 13 out of 15 respondents note to refrain from writing messages which are directed 

towards the community or the brand. Only Jabok (9:38) and Marek (17:47) reveal to sometimes 

comment on posts. While Marek links his behavior to self-expression, Jakob only mentions to 

comment but mentions no particular reason (9:38). Instead, he adds that “most of the time it’s just 

tagging and then reminding [his] friends of 'we should go on another ski vacation' or something 

like that” (9:38). This behavior of combining written messages with tagging friends is also 

delineated by Dustin (16:52), Dominik (11:35), Vanessa (18:17), and Henning (14:26). 

Accordingly, the social need for friends interaction and the hedonic need for self-expression are 

suggested to be linked to commenting behavior. In all 5 quotes, the respondents draw attention to 
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travel destinations being the motivation for destination-related inspiration. Additionally, Marek 

also taggs people in order to participate in raffles, related to the economic utilitarian need (13:22). 

Figure 13:  Findings  of commenting on SRBE as a subcategory of contributing behavior 

 
 

Sharing 

Other than tagging people in comments and thus driving their attention towards the posts, sharing 

is also found to be a present contributing engagement behavior in relation to SRBE. Hereby, users 

forward a post to other platform users as a form of direct messaging. 5 respondents outline to do 

so in order to share their sports interest as well as enthusiasm and enjoyment with friends. “If we 

had the same interest” (30:07), “or if I thought they also find it interesting or would like it” (29:58), 

Dom says about motivations to share the SRBE with friends. They also attempt to encourage 

friends to try out new things in order to share the same interest in the future (Cornelius, 10:17). 

Tim mentions sharing behavior as something which helps him to stay in contact and connect with 

friends he doesn’t get to see very often (Tim, 15:49). These findings are linked to the social needs 

for friends’ interaction and the hedonic need for self-expression. Dominik is likely to share content 

with his friends in seasonal situations when preparing for a trip (05:57). This is also true for Quirin, 

who is more tempted to share sports content that he can get excited about and therefore sports that 

he practices himself and which he is more motivated to share with friends (22:35), hinting towards 

the motivation of relatability. Tim also refers to the exciting feeling of sharing and receiving new 
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sports content he hasn’t seen before (15:49), suggesting the hedonic motivations for enjoyment 

seeking. 

Figure 14:  Findings of sharing SRBE as a subcategory of contributing behavior 

 
 

Liking 

Contributing behavior referring to liking is understood as clicking the like-button under a post. 

This behavior is stated by 15 respondents, following one or more motivations. Liking on SRBE 

depends on general online engagement behavior, as analysed above.  

Figure 15:  Findings of liking SRBE as a subcategory of contributing behavior 
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The contextual components authenticity, format, quality, and perspective are identified to have an 

influence on consumers’ motivations to give a like to SRBE. 2 respondents mention that they would 

only like content which is authentic and “very natural” (Felix, 9:39). They refer to UGC which 

“seems like a video from a friend” (Felix, 9:39) or “feel like a lot went into it” (Catalina, 17:04). 

Further, even though none of the interviewees directly explains prefering to give a like to a specific 

format, it is shown in the study that SRBE videos are preferred over SRBE pictures. As shown by 

the netnographic analysis, videos also got 4 times more likes than pictures (see Chapter 5.2.1.2). 4 

respondents solely talk about “liking videos” (Felix, 9:39; Dom, 26:07; Cornelius, 14:47; Quirin, 

14:05), whereas only one mentions “liking pictures” in addition to that (Hilde, 11:36). Also, Dom 

reveals that “well produced” (26:07) content has an impact on his intention to like a video, hinting 

towards quality. Lastly, Ferdinand (18:29), Marek (18:34), and Henning (05:56) mention the 

videos’ perspective as something unique, which they like the most about the content. The data 

revealed from the content analysis supports this (see Figure 16).  

Figure 16:  Comparison of Format-Related Attributes of Videos versus Pictures  

 

 
It is shown that camera perspectives other than the typical long shot receive more engagement in 

the form of likes (see Figure 17).  
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Figure 17:  Average Likes per Post in Relation to Perspective-Related Attributes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note: Comparison of Instagram Posts made over the period of one month (February 2019) 

 

When it comes to the psychological consumer motivations, particularly hedonic needs, enjoyment, 

relatability, aspiration, and self-expression motivations are mentioned. Liking due to enjoyment 

of the content is explained by Catalina (17:56) and Dom (28:31). Both mention liking as response 

to “happy feelings” (Catalina, 17:56) or “happy memories” (Dom, 28:31) deriving from watching 

the content. These feelings resulting in liking behavior are further described as response to 

something the respondents can relate to. Hereby, the interest in specific sports they can connect to 

(Catalina, 17:04; Dom, 27:28; Quirin, 13:58) or in a location they have been to before (Hilde, 

11:36; Dom, 28:31) are mentioned. Cornelius (14:47) and Dominik (12:45) talk about the need to 

put themselves into the athletes’ positions. They prefer to see an action which is close to what they 

could also do. Thus, the motivation to like something is connected to relatability. Liking behavior 

emerging from aspiration is expressed by 5 respondents. They explain to rather like impressive 

content which evokes a desire (Catalina, 17:04; Dom, 28:31; Fabian, 29:30; Ferdinand, 20:21; 

Quirin, 14:05). Finally, self-expression is a driver for liking behavior in the answers of 7 

respondents. They explain liking as something which conveys a statement of ‘liking what they see’ 

to other online community members, especially friends (Catalina, 19:22; Cornelius, 14:47; Dustin, 

17:28; Felix, 10:16; Jakob, 12:33; Marek, 17:03; Vanessa, 19:03). Resultingly, the social needs for 

friends and community interaction accompany self-expression. Indeed, Cornelius (14:47), Dustin 

(17:28), and Marek (16:36) add that they are tempted towards liking as a form of contributing to 

the community by acknowledging the producer of or athlete in the content. Catalina (19:22) adds 
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that pressing the like-button reflects on a users’ own values and interests as an extension of the 

self. In regard to liking SRBE of the brand Felix adds that it expresses that “someone must be cool” 

(10:16). Other than the hedonic needs, it is also payed attention to the utilitarian need of inspiration. 

Catalina (17:56), Hilde (11:36) and Vanessa (12:36) reveal to like content which portrays 

something inspiring, for instance, “something they have never seen before” (Vanessa, 12:36), or 

something they would like to try (Hilde, 11:36). 

 

Overall, it is observable that liking is referred to as a usual engagement behavior towards SRBE 

entertainment which happens on a regular basis. Cornelius (14:40), Henning (11:58), Marek 

(13:22), and Dominik (11:35) state liking on the content as a natural and frequent behavior, as 

summarized by Cornelius: “Yeah, of course, a lot of things” (14:40). Meanwhile, Dom (25:48), 

Dustin (16:52), Tim (15:49), Vanessa (12:16), and Ferdinand (23:27) mention to sometimes press 

‘like’. Other than that, Hilde reveals to “most often just look through and forget to press the like 

button [...],” (11:10). 

 Creating  

Seven respondents speak about the creation of SRBE. However, only two of them have ever 

published it on SNS while mentioning the brand. While Vanessa and Fabian are producing and 

publishing videos on FB and IG, Fabian states to post SRBE images (11:35). He links the brand 

and the camera model by using hashtags (14:02). Vanessa says she has linked the brand with a 

hashtag (21:08). They usually produce content during sport-related vacations where they take the 

camera and record themselves doing action sports, such as skiing or surfing (Fabian, 11:37; 

Vanessa, 20:25). Other than that, Cornelius explains that he is “unfortunately not so in involved 

with producing things right now. But [he is] working on it as [he] want[s] to” (11:44). Dominik 

states that he also records videos of his vacations but that he wouldn’t mention the brand and only 

shows it to his friends or family instead of posting on SNS (18:23). Jakob and Tim both have also 

produced SRBE in the past but never shared it with the online brand community. Tim expresses 

motivations to share his content, although he has never been able to because of losing all video 

files (18:53).  
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Figure 18:  Findings of creating SRBE  

 
 

Psychological consumer motivations are identified in the category of creating SRBE. The hedonic 

need for self-expression drives creating behavior. Vanessa explains that the purpose of sharing 

videos is mainly to show others what she has experienced (21:18). On the one hand she is proud of 

her work related to producing the video which she likes to share. On the other hand, she aims to 

express her personality of being adventurous and sporty to others (22:43).   

 

Other than the hedonic needs, various quotes in the context of creating SRBE are linked to the 

social needs community interaction and friends interaction. Signs for community interaction 

motivations are shown by four respondents. Fabian (14:02), Cornelius (13:47), Tim (18:53), and 

Vanessa (21:52) mention to be motivated by the feeling of belonging when sharing content and 

thus being in contact with other community members. They strive to represent that they are a part 

of the community. Fabian adds that the feeling of belonging particularly results from the feedback 

received by other community members in the form of comments and likes (16:58). Creating 

behavior driven by friends interaction is shown by Fabian (12:44). He publishes SRBE in order to 

connect with friends and family which he doesn’t see on a regular basis. Three respondents refrain 

from publishing branded content because they consider themselves as “not crazy enough” 

(Dominik, 18:23) or “not [as] top athlete[s], [who are] not able to do most of the stuff,” (Marek, 

11:55). This is also in line with Jakob who “ha[s] the feeling that it must be a really, really nice 

video” (48:01) which is liked by the brand community. 
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5.4  Findings on Consumer-Brand Relational Outcomes  

In the previous chapter, behavior types related to online community members’ brand engagement 

with SRBE on SNS are identified. It is shown how the contextual and psychological consumer 

motivations are linked with it. It is suggested in the theory that OCBE positively affects the 

consumer-brand relationship in the forms of enhanced relationship quality, including satisfaction, 

trust, and commitment, such as attitudinal and behavioral loyalty. Therefore, it is further 

investigated if this connection holds true in the case of engagement with SRBE in brand 

communities hosted on SNS. Thus, to perform the analysis it is questioned: 

 

Do the suggested consumer-brand relational outcomes obtained during the literature review 

apply for OCBE with SRBE? Which deviations do exist and what are relational outcomes? 

 

The following chapter summarizes the findings related to this sub question based on data derived 

from the studies’ in-depth interviews. The structure orients itself towards the suggested theory, 

while including and presenting additional findings. Table 14 summarizes the findings.  

 

 Consumer-Brand Relational Outcomes: Overview of Respondents and Cited Quotes 

Consumer-
Brand 
Relational 
Outcomes 

Findings resulting from OCBE 
with SRBE Citations  # 

Satisfaction  

Being satisfied with the brand 
when motivations to engage with 
its content is met 

Catalina (34:10), Felix (27:48), Cornelius 
(32:02), Dominik (26:19), Marek (23:22), 
Quirin (26:15), Tim (12:20), Fabian (41:55), 
Vanessa (48:14) 09/15 

Trust 

Being certain that expectations 
will be met 

Catalina (34:10), Dom (39:49), Cornelius 
(33:15), Quirin (27:41),  4/15 

Trust due to User Generated 
Content 

Catalina (29:50), Jakob (42:43), Vanessa 
(41:44), Felix (09:39), Fabian (37:44), Hilde 
(12:12) 6/15 

Trust due to consistency in 
brands’ entertaining online 
activities 

Henning (19:50), Ferdinand (45:08), Cornelius 
(32:02), Marek (26:48), Tim (24:39), Quirin 
(28:29) 6/15 
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Trust in the brands’ products 
Catalina (30:17), Dom (39:07), Dustin (34:42), 
Felix (25:36) 4/15 

Commitment  

Affection: overall positive 
feelings towards brand 

Dom (43:29), Dominik (29:29), Dustin (33:03), 
Fabian (36:44), Ferdinand (44:16), Marek 
(24:59), Henning (22:03), Quirin (24:44) 8/15 

Passion: intense positive feelings 
towards brand Marek (23:22), Tim (24:17) 2/15 

Positive inner connection with the 
brand 

Felix (24:12), Dom (41:51), Fabian (36:44), 
Jakob (37:20), Marek (25:46), Tim (19:26), 
Vanessa (36:39) 7/15 

Attitudinal 
Loyalty 

(e)WOM in the forms of tagging 
people, sharing content online and 
offline 

Catalina (33:09), Cornelius (10:06; 35:22), 
Dom (44:58), Dominik (11:56), Dustin (28:18), 
Fabian (40:47), Ferdinand (35:58), Marek 
(22:33), Quirin (15:02; 22:08), Tim (15:41), 
Felix (08:49; 11:25), Vanessa (12:16) 12/15 

Behavioral 
Loyalty Subsequent Engagement 

Catalina (34:10), Felix (31:10), Cornelius 
(34:51), Dom (43:12), Dominik (26:50; 18:00; 
21:03), Dustin (40:44), Fabian (42:25), 
Ferdinand (50:36), Marek (26:13), Henning 
(25:46), Hilde (16:27), Quirin (09:45; 10:58), 
Tim (26:37),  Vanessa (48:45), Jakob (44:51) 15/15  

Product Usage 
Intention 

Intention to use own product 
Cornelius (25:18), Dominik (22:01), Tim 
(18:10), Vanessa (09:05) 4/15 

Intention to purchase new product 

Hilde (04:44), Felix (11:25), Cornelius (25:18), 
Dom (43:29), Dominik (29:29), Dustin (33:03), 
Fabian (36:44), Marek (26:48),  8/15 

 

  Satisfaction  

All respondents state having an overall satisfaction with the brand resulting from their engagement 

with the brands content posted on a SNS. This satisfaction is mentioned mostly through the 

respondents’ explanation of ‘GoPro doing exactly what is expected from them’. Quirin mentions 

“I’m satisfied” as long as “they stick to the stuff I’m used to from them”, which describes “posting 

exciting videos” and to “improve” (26:15) for him. Catalina mentions her long-term satisfaction, 

describing the “always new” content and continuous “quality updates” (34:10) which she gets and 

is happy about. “I’m expecting to always see a cool video from GoPro. And I do. And I’m expecting 

them to show me some interesting place or activity, and they always do” (32:02) is how Cornelius 
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puts it into words. If the respondents’ motivation towards engagement with the content is pleased, 

satisfaction applies. In that matter, satisfaction results from all forms of engagement, satisfying 

certain motivations for the respondents. Dominik says that he is “pretty satisfied”, because 

“otherwise, I wouldn’t follow them and wouldn’t watch so many videos (26:19). It is mentioned 

that they want GoPro to “stick[..] to what they’ve been doing” (Marek, 23:22), similarly said by 

Quirin (26:09), which refers to distinct motivations for the respondents. Quirin (30:38) and Marek 

(27:39) mention that the quality is always as they expect it to be. Tim (12:20) and Felix (27:48) are 

happy with their personal relatability with the sports content and Vanessa (48:14) is more satisfied 

by being able to watch more diverse, unusual and new sports or perspectives. Therefore, the 

engagement with the content is overall satisfying, which is also reflected towards the brand. Fabian 

mentions that both consuming but also creating gives him satisfaction (41:55). Quirin is more 

satisfied with the brand by following them and the more content he is able to share with his friends 

(30:38). Marek also mentions that “it would be sort of disappointing” (23:22) if GoPro came up 

with something different to what they’re doing now. He feels the brand to be authentic and that “it 

also gives the consumer a lot and is not just taking from them” (24:11). 

 Trust  

Within the investigation of the relational outcome, trust is identified to result for 14 respondents. 

Trust was defined to be one of the most important indicators for a good brand-consumer 

relationship. The respondent’s answers indicate that they do trust the brand in enabling them to 

engage with SRBE in the long-term. None of the respondents expects any changes in the brand’s 

social media activity and also none of the respondents has ever felt like not been satisfied. Cornelius 

says:  

 

“always expecting to see new content, which they do, put out new content, they create new 

products all the time, they try to improve their products [...] I’m expecting to always see a cool 

video [...] And I do. [...] I’m expecting them to show me some interesting place or activity, and 

they always do. So, in that sense, they haven’t really disappointed me, yet” (Cornelius, 32:02) 

 

A general trust exists regarding the activities of the company and brand. He adds “knowing that if 

I want something that is new, or that is exciting, and it’s in good quality, I should go and watch a 

GoPro video” (33:15), reflecting that he knows for sure what he can expect.  Dom is sure that they 
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are trustworthy on “improving [...] and making new products” (39:49), also because they are not 

stagnant on what they show. Trust also rises from the fact, that athletes or other users create and 

support the product and brand. “They wouldn’t be working with them if they weren’t convinced 

that it is a good product or a good company” (29:50), Catalina explains how she builds more 

confidence towards the brand the more people are contributing to it. This is in line with Fabian, 

who says that he has trust when content is generated by users (38:29). The honesty of other users 

also creates trust towards the brand for Ferdinand (46:43) who also adds that not only the brand 

posts content, but also “when you visit the athletes channel, you actually find the same content” 

(47:33). Jakob adds that relatability and the UGC make him “identify [...] with the people that film 

the activities” shown in the content, leading to trust in the brand (42:43). Vanessa mentions, even 

if she doesn’t know, she thinks that some of the videos the brand shares are generated by other 

users. She says that “showing how others use it, makes a brand more honest and confidence-

inspiring” (41:44). Also, Hilde has an overall good feeling towards the brand and couldn’t deny 

not trusting them (12:12).  

 

Following a consistent strategy of creating and sharing the SRBE and the extreme and outdoor 

activities creates a feeling of being a consistent brand and therefore trustful brand for Ferdinand 

(45:08) and four others. “Being their own self and sticking to what oneself did” creates trust for 

him. Tim (24:39), Cornelius (32:02) and Quirin describe their relationship with the brand as a 

trustful one because “they stick to their roots” (28:29). Marek underlines the “free content that 

you can enjoy in your free time” (26:48) Henning also states that seeing content that focuses on the 

outcome and not the product itself, is a trustful factor (19:50).  

 

Trusting the brand also means trusting the product, which four respondents mention to be true. 

Catalina states that she thinks “they [GoPro] are dependent on putting out that content, because 

otherwise, how would people know how durable or well the quality [...]” (30:17) is. Dom has 

established a solid base of trust towards the brand and the product, stating “if I were to consider 

buying a camera like that, in the future, it would make me more likely to buy one because I has 

seen lots of videos that are being used in a [..] cool and and effective way” (39:07). Felix adds that 

when he uses the product and even if he had some expectations towards the camera taken from 

social media content on how the product should function, he has never been let down. He knows 
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that what is shown in the content is true and the product “does what it’s supposed to do” (25:36). 

This is also revealed by Dustin (43:42). 

 Commitment  

In accordance with the concept of commitment, which has already been identified in the literature 

review to apply as an important dimension within the measurement of relational quality of 

engagement in online brand communities, multiple answers are identified among the respondents 

to fit into the three-dimensional construct of commitment: affection, passion, and connection.  

 

Affection  

Affectional commitment, describing an overall positive feeling towards the brand, encouraged by 

the engagement with the SRBE, is identified within answers of 8 respondents. Dom states that it 

would be a shame for him to not seeing the content, because he “enjoy(s) watching it” (43:29). 

Dominik would feel sad not seeing the cool videos anymore and thereby conveys his affection 

towards the content, which also affects his affection towards the brand itself (29:29). Dustin adds 

that he might not feel “let down” but still a little “disappointed” because he “enjoy(s) the content” 

(33:03). Fabian mentions that it would be “a pity” (36:44) to not having access to this type of 

content. Ferdinand states that he is positively amused by the content, but probably wouldn’t miss 

it if it wasn’t there (44:16), reflecting an affection towards the branded content, but no passion or 

connection. Marek “like(s) the brand to have consistent content over time” and “follow the brand’s 

journey further” (24:59), conveying to the fact that he is positively tempered towards the brand 

and its journey encouraged by the engagement with the brand’s content on SNS. Henning states 

that he “would be puzzled” (22:03) if not having access to the branded entertainment content 

anymore, reflecting an overall positive commitment. Quirin adds that by his engagement with the 

branded content he is definitely having a more positive commitment towards the brand (24:44).  

 

Passion 

Tim mentions that through his continuous engagement with the branded content, he is “supporting 

the brand [...], for sure. I really like what they do. And their concept is great” (24:17). This 

describes an even more intense feeling than just affection towards the brand and can be categorized 

into the stage of passion. The “unique look on the footage” that is consistent and Marek’s ongoing 
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engagement with this content, made him “fall in love” with the brand and a change of that footage 

would have a bad effect (23:22).  

 

Connection  

Dom describes his commitment as “fondness” and adds “it reminds me of the first time I was doing 

those kinds of sports” (41:51) and thereby feels a very positive inner connection towards the brand. 

Fabian mentions that the content “would be missed if it wasn’t there anymore” (36:44), which 

refers to a certain connection he has towards the content. He also states that it “is a part of [...] 

leisure entertainment” (36:44). Felix mentions that the “content is missing over time, but it 

probably takes some time to realize that” (24:12). He would feel the gap, indicating that he has a 

connection towards the brand. Both Jakob (37:20) and Tim (19:26) mention that they identify with 

the brand and feel connected towards the brand through their continuous engagement with the 

SRBE. Jakob also adds, that he would miss it if not seeing it anymore (40:07) and that it would 

stop his connection towards the brand (40:38). Marek says, that once you are used to being able to 

engage with the content, you are somehow attached to it and would feel sad and like you’re missing 

out, if not engaging anymore (25:46). Also, Tim says that liking and sharing the content via SNS 

contributes to his connection with the brand itself (23:56) and he says “GoPro is the brand that I 

bring in connection to outdoor activities, extreme sports” (25:18), which he identifies with and 

which connection has been encouraged by the brands and Tim’s activity on social media. Vanessa 

adds, that by having the chance to actively create and share videos, one feels as being part of the 

brand and that the possibility to share it and that others are willing to see it encourages her to do so 

(36:39).  

 Loyalty   

Within the constitution of loyalty as defined in the literature review, both attitudinal as well as 

behavioral loyalty constitute overall brand loyalty. In regards of this two-dimensional construct, 

both dimensions are found among the answers of the respondents.  

 

Attitudinal Loyalty  

Attitudinal loyalty, being defined as the respondent’s personal referral in both electronic and non-

electronic form, was found to result from their engagement with the SRBE of the case at hand for 

12 respondents. Thereby, both the electronic form of referral, eWOM, being encouraged by the 
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SNS functionalities of sharing, direct messaging or commenting, as well as an analog form of 

WOM are found to result from the engagement with the SRBE of the study at hand. The electronic 

referral in the form of eWOM is found in the forms of tagging friends or forwarding it to them via 

direct messaging. Catalina says: “I think I’d tag people, maybe if I really find the content 

interesting” (33:09) and Ferdinand states to tag if he is able to tell his friends about something he 

really likes and “being able to tag someone and tell him ‘hey, look at this!’” (35:58). In the same 

manner Dominik (11:56) and Quirin (15:02) are referring to the content by tagging friends. Another 

form of eWOM is found to apply for those who forward the content to friends via the messaging 

functionality of the SNS. Cornelius states he “share(s) it for sure [...] with friends” (10:07) and 

also Dom says he “definitely” shares videos with friends (44:58). Sharing is not referred to the 

function of sharing in this case but describes sharing in the form of referring to the content. Also, 

Dominik shares content “very specific(ly)” (05:57) only with those friends the content is relevant 

for. It is a way of communicating and planning trips or activities with your friends and thereby 

makes them stay in contact. Through the easy handling of simply forwarding content to friends, it 

is stated to be much easier and happens more often, that referrals are made electronically but rarely 

outside the platform. Dustin states that “if it fits I probably share it. I can’t remember ever talking 

about it with friends” (26:18). Also, Felix uses the convenient direct messaging function on the 

SNS whenever he has already liked a post or was extremely satisfied with what he saw (08:49). 

Marek is tended to share such content that he has already engaged with through liking (22:33) and 

Quirin when he is super satisfied or has a strong commitment towards the content (22:08). Tim 

also states he forwards such content to his friends all the time, saying “we do that a lot [...], we 

would constantly” (15:41). Fabian states that he would do both, sharing content via the SNS but 

would also talk about the content with friends, if it is relatable to them (42:36). Also, Ferdinand 

sometimes even shows content to his colleagues or friends, if he likes what he sees or saw (51:01). 

Tim would recommend “high quality and [...] really good video” (27:53). Vanessa shows her close 

friends the content that satisfied her a lot, something that she really enjoyed looking at or something 

inspiring as well as such content she can personally relate to and wants to share (12:16). Both 

Cornelius (35:22) and Felix (11:25) additionally mention that they are willing to show their families 

the content that they totally committed to, even in an analog way, because those people are not 

active members of the same SNS. Fabian states that he would even be willing to defend the brand 

in an oral conversation if someone said something bad, resulting from his engagement with and 

commitment towards the brand (40:47).  
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Behavioral Loyalty 

Behavioral loyalty is found to apply in the form of subsequent engagement, which is observable in 

all 15 respondent’s answers. Due to the fact, that the brand is keeping up with the expectations of 

the respondents, everyone stated that they will continue following the brand on their preferred SNS 

and they see no reason for not doing so. Catalina states that she will “definitely” continue following 

the content “because it’s always new [...], also the quality updates all the time [...]” (34:10). 

Dominik says it is the inspirational content and the encouragement to “actually do some more 

special vacations” (26:50) that will not make him unfollow. Felix will keep following as long as 

the engagement with the content keeps him satisfied (31:10). Also, Ferdinand (50:36) and Henning 

(25:46) describe that being able to continuously see content that they think is cool, encourages 

them to keep following. Dominik states to sometimes save content, if he really likes it for being 

able to watch it again and remind himself of it and enjoy it again (18:00). Quirin says he is tempted 

to watch the content that satisfied him a lot “over and over again” (09:54) for being able to be 

impressed again and again (10:58). Dominik mentions that sometimes it happens that one is 

tempted to keep on watching videos and even switch the SNS in between (21:03). 

 

Still, the most obvious indicator for subsequent engagement is that all respondents are loyal in 

following. With impulsive answers like “Yes” (Hilde, 16:27), “Ja” (Fabian, 42:25), “Absolutely” 

(Marek, 26:13), “For sure” (Tim, 26:37), “Yeah” (Jakob, 44:51) or “Ja” (Vanessa, 48:45) towards 

the question if they will keep on engaging with the content, it is strongly applying. Dom even says 

“No, I think I’d never unfollow them [...] because I don’t think I ever dislike what they make” 

(43:16).  

 Product Usage Intention  

In addition to the identified consumer-brand relationship and the loyalty found to result from 

engagement, an intention to buy, own and use the camera, being the main product of the case brand, 

was found. In relation to usage intention, Cornelius mentions that he wants to do and use the camera 

himself, saying “oh my God it’s so easy and cool. I should do it” (25:18). Also, Dominik gets 

inspired to using his GoPro “while doing something like that” (22:01), referring to the stunt or 

sports he sees in the content. Tim tells about a time where he got motivated about how he tried to 

copy a jump with the same camera as in one of the videos he saw posted by the brand itself, stating 

“So after seeing that, I guess we went to like this kind of waterfall and there was like a huge cliff. 
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And we took a GoPro, we just dumb down and nice. Try to get that as well” (18:10). Vanessa also 

mentions that she is intended to edit her own recorded videos more by engaging with the branded 

videos (09:05). Those who are no product-owners or users already still mention that they are 

“tempted to go and tend to just go and buy it” (25:18) how Cornelius describes it. Also, Felix states 

that before he and his family bought the camera, they were engaging with the content online and 

got even more excited about buying and using it (11:25). Hilde describes “I started following them 

and then I bought one” (04:44) and that the engagement with the branded content makes her more 

motivated to use the camera (09:02). Finally, Marek mentions:  

 

“even though they (GoPro) have the purpose of selling you a product, they’re still giving you free 

content that you can enjoy in your free time. And by doing that inspires you to have the possibility 

to buy the product as well [...] And it definitely inspired me to buy the product” (Marek, 26:48) 

 

5.5 Summary and Interpretation  
 

In sum, the investigation of the findings of the study at hand reveal insightful patterns. The findings reveal 

that contextual components and psychological motivations are leading towards different levels of 

engagement. It is not only found out which motivations lead towards a general engagement with SRBE but 

also the different levels of engagement and their underlying motivations can be identified. This reveals an 

even more in-depth insight into the engagement behavior of the respondents towards SRBE. Additionally, 

it is shown how OCBE with SRBE positively affects the consumer-brand relationship. Accordingly, the 

findings will be summarized and interpreted in the following.  

 General Online Engagement Behavior 

Before focusing on the consumer motivations for OCBE with SRBE, the first part of the analysis focused 

on the general online engagement behavior and usage of SNS (see Chapter 5.1). The respondents utilize 

SNS multiple times per day, whenever they find themselves in a calm situation when they are bored or when 

in need to distract themselves from work or uni. Thereby, a general tendency towards a usage of IG as the 

main platform for engaging with entertaining content is mentioned. This coincides with the fact that most 

respondents follow SRBE on IG as their premier platform. Among all respondents, a clear tendency towards 

consuming and contributing behavior is observable. Particularly, watching and liking are described as 

natural and incidental forms of engagement. This general usage behavior is a prerequisite for their 
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engagement behavior with the SRBE that this study at hand investigates. It is driven by preliminary 

motivations which are most likely also dependent on various contextual component and psychological 

needs. However, they are not investigated in detail in the study. Thus, no connection other than towards the 

concept of OCBE is suggested. 

 Contextual Components 

In Chapter 5.2, the contextual components towards OCBE with SRBE on SNS are analysed and 

demonstrated. Post-related, situation-related, and product-usage related components are identified as stimuli 

driving consumers’ engagement behaviors along with consumers’ inner needs. It is found that the post-

related components are the strongest components influencing engagement behavior. Within this category, 

the most evidenced indicator is the format of a video, named by 12 respondents and additionally being 

observed with a 4-times higher engagement on both FB and IG within the netnographic analysis. It has been 

found that videos engage the respondents for a longer period of time and therefore create more diverse 

feelings, suggesting a connection with more hedonic motivations than pictures. Also, the missing product 

promotion within the case brands posts seems to be an important component for the respondents to engage 

with the content. Although no direct connection to one specific level of engagement is uncovered, it is found 

that it adds to the consumers’ overall interest to engage. Named by fewer respondents but still being 

evidenced in this case are the post-related factors of having a high quality, an unusual or interesting 

perspective as well as a high authenticity through the use of UGC. Little evidence is found in the component 

of music that is attached to the video leading towards engagement.  

 

Within the category of situation-related components the strongest evidence for engaging with SRBE is 

found in seasonal and contradictory situations. Finding oneself close to a sport-vacation is most relevant 

here. Evidence is also found in situations where the respondents are bored or find themselves in a calm 

surrounding, like before they go to sleep. Both situations are in line with their general SNS usage behavior. 

The situation of needing distraction or a break in daily life are named by less respondents but are still 

repeated answers and therefore of relevance.  

 

Platform-related components are found to influence the concept of OCBE due to engagement functionalities 

and infrastructure. YT, for instance, has solely been mentioned for engagement with SRBE videos which is 

traced back to its infrastruce of being a video sharing platform. The platform is only used by three 

respondents. However, they mention to go more in-depth with the content and engage for longer times. YT 

is therefore found relevant as platform which provides potential for intense engagement behavior. IG, being 

used several times per day for mostly entertaining reasons is the platform used most evidenced in 

consideration of engagement with the content. Other than IG, FB is used for informational content and thus 
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hasn’t been focused by the respondents. Among the three platforms, FB is suggested as the platform 

providing the least potential for intense OCBE with SRBE. Other than that, detailed insights about how the 

individual levels of engagement are influenced due to platform-related stimuli are not found. An additional 

category is added within the contextual components describing the product-usage-related factor of owning 

a GoPro that was mentioned by 6 respondents to result into engagement behavior with the brands SRBE.  

 Psychological Consumer Needs 

In chapter 5.3, the psychological consumer motivations found in the collected data are listed and categorized 

throughout the analysis. It is found that the three categories of hedonic, utilitarian and social needs are all 

evidenced to apply for the respondents. Within the hedonic needs category, enjoyment seeking was clearly 

mentioned by all respondents and it is therefore one of the strongest motivations found. Indeed, it is 

suggested that consumers engage with SRBE when they are seeking for positive emotions in the form of 

happy and exciting feelings. Relatability is another hedonic need that is strongly supported. This is most 

often the case for sports the respondents can relate to because they practice it themselves. For few, and 

therefore not being strongly proven to apply, is the relatedness with destinations that the respondents have 

been to. Interestingly, it is also mentioned by many respondents and is therefore strongly evidenced to apply 

is the motivation of feeling aspirational needs in the forms of aspiring something that is very different to the 

respondents’ current life situation, a feeling of jealousy and a feeling of being impressed. All three being 

named by almost half the respondents are relevant factors and fall in the category of aspiration. Additionally, 

an euphoric feeling of adrenaline and the drive to see something very extreme or adventurous was strongly 

represented among the respondents. It is categorized as the hedonic need for eustress and identified as 

spreading endorphins. Finally, a need for self-expression is also found to apply. It describes the motivation 

for being able to shape one's own identity by engaging with the content which represents the consumers’ 

personality. A need to express themselves to other community member is also identified in this context. 

 

Within the category of utilitarian needs it is evidenced most significantly that inspiration is a premier 

motivation for engagement. Inspiration for specific sports, that one can again relate to as well as inspiration 

for destinations to travel to are both found to apply considerably. In addition, an inspiration for being 

physically more active is found.  As a further insight, it is proven that the need to gather information from 

SRBE applies. Most significantly, the respondents seek information on the brands’ products, followed by 

information on sports or athletes in the content. Finally, the economic motivation leading towards 

engagement is slightly demonstrated as it has only been mentioned by few. Still, it is mentioned by more 

that one person and is therefore considered to apply to for fewer.  
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Within the social need category, two different drivers were found to apply. Most evidenced is the social 

interaction with friends leading towards an engagement behavior with SRBE. Additionally, the interaction 

with the community itself is also found evidenced, including a feeling of appreciation and belonging that is 

aimed for.  

 Online Community Brand Engagement 

Following the findings on consumer motivations leading towards OCBE with SRBE in general and their 

analysis, summary and categorization, the data collection additionally reveals a more detailed interplay of 

these factors and is able to find relations towards different levels of engagement. Hereby, the classification 

and levels of engagement naming consuming, contributing and creating apply. Thereby the levels are found 

to consist of different sublevels and are each guided by an interplay of different consumer motivations, 

comprising contextual components and psychological needs.  

 

5.5.4.1 Consuming 

Consuming behavior is evidenced to apply in different forms, which are classified into discovering videos, 

searching for videos, viewing pictures, and reading content descriptions. Hereby, the discovering behavior 

leading towards watching videos is proven to apply 

most regularly. Thereby, videos are proven to be 

stopped for most often, being in line with the 

preference of videos over pictures. Scrolling 

through a platforms newsfeed and coming across 

an interesting video is the most consistent behavior 

which is mentioned as a startingpoint for 

engagement with SRBE among all respondents. 

This behavior is contrary to actively searching for 

the SRBE. Instead, the consumers initially follow a 

preliminary motivation which drives them to visit a 

SNS and explore it. This preliminary motivation is 

mentioned to apply within situations of needing a break or distraction. Superficially watching the content 

leads towards a distraction and short escape from the daily routine. However, only shallow feelings of 

enjoyment and aspiration are found which are described as not to change the mood significatly. Instead, 

discovering behavior is also evidenced to apply in calm situations, when being bored, or when in need for 

longer distractions. Here, an insightful pattern of combined motivations has been found to drive consumers 

to go more in-depth with an interesting SRBE post they stopped on. An interesting post is identified as the 

respondents’ individual expectations on the content. They are driven by combinations of contextual 
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components and psychological needs. An evidenced combination mentioned by seven respondents includes 

the hedonic needs for enjoyment and aspiration in contradictory life situations. This means, they stop on a 

SRBE video which shows something they find impressive, particularly a scenery which expresses something 

contrary to their own life or situations they are in at the moment. It can be the sports and/or the location 

which evokes a mix of excitement and desire, driving the consumer to watch the whole video or visit the 

brands’ profile. Four of them additionally mention escapism and eustress motives, implying that they seek 

to escape from their situation, which is attained best by watching extreme videos. This pattern is depicted 

in the persona illustration, suggesting a representative persona which is found especially relevant in relation 

to consuming SRBE on SNS. Furthermore, since watching is also identified as prerequisite for all types of 

contributing behaviors the pattern is also suggested to apply for the moderate level of OCBE. This 

connection is further interpreted in Chapter 5.5.4.2. 

 

Another evidence can be found in the interrelation with the motivation of relatability leading towards 

engagement in the form of watching videos. Even though the relatable content is mostly picturing something 

opposite of one’s own situation, such as being a 

professional athlete, but it is still something not 

completely out of reach due to its relatability of a 

sport one practices or a location one has been to. 

Interestingly, the seasonal factor is in line with this 

insight, revealing that finding oneself close to a 

skiing or surfing vacation one is tended to watch 

the confronted video for a longer period of time. 

Contrary, when searching for videos, meaning 

intendedly looking for them, consumer find 

themselves in calmer situations, such as boredom 

during everday life. Also, contradictory life 

situations are proven to drive the bahavior. 

Searching behavior is not as strongly evidenced to apply regularly but still is of high relevance especially 

when looking for video content. It is evidenced for half of the respondents. Here, the combination of 

seasonal factors, enjoyment and inspiration are mentioned most often. It implies that the respondents search 

for inspirational videos when preparing for season-related sports vacations in order to bring themselves in 

the mood, having feelings of anticipation. They mainly search for locations, or spots. This insightful pattern 

is also summarized as a representative persona in which is also suggested to apply for contributing 

behaviors. Other than that, information seeking in relation to learning specific sports techniques and 

receiving product-related knowledge is mentioned by few. Searching in calmer situations in addition to 
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information-seeking is linked to enjoyment and aspiration, which again implies the need of desire for a 

sport-situation which one can not find oneself in right now. Intriguing, the searching behavior in relation to 

information-seeking is mentioned by those, who are active users of YT, implying that the functionality of a 

search bar on that platform enables a motivation to actively look for sport-related information. 

 

In contrast to watching videos, viewing pictures is another form of consuming that results from the 

discovering behavior of the respondents. Interestingly, all respondents predominantly associate the brand’s 

online activities with video over picture sharing, indicating that SRBE pictures are rather overlooked. Thus, 

it is only mentioned by very few. Those who imply to stop for pictures as well find themselves in situations 

during the day where they do not have much time to aim for their hedonic needs and therefore are also 

motivated to engage with pictures that are more easily processable than video because they need less time 

to capture much content. The motivation to serve the need for aspiration and inspiration are linked to this 

behavior. Also, relatability is mentioned in this manner, indicating that relatability has the ability to catch 

attention during the discovering process. Therefore, the motivation for looking at pictures longer is linked 

to a relatability towards what's shown in the picture. Unusual camera perspectives are found to support this. 

Due to the fact that most respondents mention that they can’t recall any pictures by the brand, it can be 

assumed that most pictures are not relatable towards the sport they practice or that the perspectives are not 

crazy enough. It is also interesting that pictures are only mentioned to be looked at when catching attention 

during the discovering process, but never by actively searching for them. 

 

A last form of consuming was found in reading content descriptions. Reading something is an active process 

and therefore is in need of a situation which allows more attention than incidentally scrolling through some 

content. Thus, it is suggested to closely be linked to having time, finding oneself in calm situations. Hereby, 

one is mainly looking for information. The motivation to gather information by reading the tagline is linked 

to a certain likability of the video as an antecedent. Thereby information in relation to the athlete, the sport 

or the location is mentioned. Mentioned once is the need for inspiration, also being linked to the likability 

of the video beforehand. Also mentioned once, but not being linked at all to the likability of the video, is 

the economic benefit in terms of participation in a raffle, leading towards reading behavior.  

 

5.5.4.2 Contributing 

Contributing behavior is found to result in different forms, naming following, liking, and commenting on 

sport-related branded entertainment on SNS. Additionally, sharing is uncovered. It is understood as 

forwarding SRBE to friends, similarly to direct mesaging. Other than that, differences in all behaviors exist 

regarding to the intensity and the underlying motivations. 
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Following, describing the active decision to follow the content, is found to apply most often on IG. Most 

respondents following the brand on IG is in line with their description of IG as a platform for mainly 

entertaining reasons. Those following the brand also on FB and YT are also the ones who are motivated by 

needs to gather information. The decision to follow the account of the brand as an account publishing SRBE 

is proven to be guided by enjoyment and relatability motivations, as revealed by 13 respondents. This pattern 

represents the drive to follow the content due to a general interest in sports and being somehow able to relate 

the sports or locations to oneself. This is met in cases of similar sport practices or well-known holiday 

locations, accompanied by the positive memories such content evokes. The following drive is often 

described as digital experience seeking where one feels oneself as part of the situation. Especially, the 

camera perspectives are found to support this. Interlinked to this pattern but not evidenced as strongly, is 

the motivation of eustress, inclining that some enjoy seeing relatable sports content which is somehow 

extreme, causing adrenalinic feelings while putting oneself in the situation. Different to that, another 

motivation leading towards following is strongly evidenced in the context of owning the product and being 

motivated to inspiration by following the account.  

 

Interestingly, it is evidenced that the initial motivation to follow is partly in line with the motivations for 

liking, implying that the motivation that is guiding the respondents towards following the content in the first 

place also guides them to click like again and again when being able to satisfy that need. Giving a like is 

found to be strongly related to the post-related contextual components of authenticity, the format of a video 

which is of high quality, and the unique perspective. The preference of a video and higher distinctness 

among many posts when scrolling through a feed and making you watch a video, is a prerequisite for giving 

a like. This is also in line with the insight on consuming behavior. Accordingly, enjoyment, aspiration and 

relatability as suggested in in the first depicted persona in the previous section are not only making the 

respondents stop and watch a video but also lead towards liking behavior. The difference between just 

stopping and watching and actually giving a like is found in stronger relatability and self-expressional 

motivations. A strong relatability towards the sport and more prominently the location is an indicator for 

clicking on the like button. Giving a like in this situation of strong relatability, and enjoyment is linked to 

happy memories while thinking oneself back to a similar situation and also aspiration evoking the desire to 

experience something similar again. Aspiration in the case of liking is interestingly only mentioned in the 

category of something impressive and desire but no jealousy, which implies that giving a like results from 

only solely happy feelings.  

 

Another strongly evidenced pattern in the combination of a need of self-expression and social interaction. 

Due to the infrastructure of SNS, the action of giving a like is observable by the community and friends. 

Liking adventurous sports content is understood as a reflection of one’s personality, more precicely, how 
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one wants to be seen. It can be taken from this that a strong relatability inclines the motivation to show 

friends and other community members what kind of person one is. Giving a like is also closely linked to 

appreciating what the athlete or brand does and is thereby also supporting the community interaction and 

pictures a feeling of belonging to this group to others. Overall, it is observable that liking is referred to as a 

usual engagement behavior towards SRBE which happens on a regular basis.  

 

Within the contributing engagement behavior of writing comments, it is to differentiate between two distinct 

behaviors. Writing comments in the form of writing messages below content is interestingly stated by 14 

respondents to be refused to do. This implies that they do not see any motivation to this. Only one respondent 

mentions a motivation of self-expression, which is explained as not being directed to the producer or athlete 

in the post but is rather linked to the fact that friends can see what someone comments on and thereby 

reflects a need to shape one's identity. However, commenting as form of direct messages to the athlete or 

producer of a post is found to be not of value for the respondents. Instead, insights on the motivation leading 

towards the commenting of tagging friends are revealed. Still, the main motivation to tagging friends in a 

comment is the need for self-expression, which in this case is closely linked with a motivation to interact 

with friends, accompanied by the motivation to share the same interest. Hereby, the shaping of one’s self is 

directed towards chosen people that one intends to impress or educate. Also, inspirational need is found to 

apply in this scenario and a pattern of tagging friends, when finding oneself close to a sports vacation and a 

need to have an interaction with these friends is found. Distinct to the above is the motivation to participate 

in a raffle that leads towards tagging a friend below a post. In this case, no hedonic needs apply and only 

the economic need results from a behavior of either searching or discovering and reading the tagline. 

 

Finally, sharing as the contributing form which implies forwarding SRBE is found to result mainly from the 

motivation to interact with friends. Just like tagging a friend, sharing enables to show someone the content. 

The stronger correlation with friends interaction and more precisely the need to stay in contact can be 

implied to result from the fact that sharing in this case refers to a direct message one is sending, making the 

interaction more intensive and less public. In this scenario, relatability and enjoyment are strongly linked. 

Self-expression is also found to be evidenced for the same reasons as for tagging friends.  

 

5.5.4.3 Creating 

Creating behavior represents the ultimate level of OCBE. As suggested in the literature, it is 

understood as producing SRBE and publishing it on the consumers’ own timeline. Thus, it is visible 

by other community members visiting the consumers’ profile. Creating is evidenced to be linked 

to the platform-preference of IG. This is in line with the respondents’ general preference of IG for 

entertaining reasons. Within the psychological motivations, social needs are by far the strongest.  
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The hedonic need of self-expression is also evidenced to lead towards creating behavior. By uploading a 

video and adding a hashtag of the brand, one is showing friends and the community that one wants to 

associate with the community. Friends-interaction being the distinct motivation for publishing for those who 

simply want to share content with friends and refraining from sending it to everyone separately. Thereby, 

the need to stay in contact with friends is implied to be most applicable. As soon as the motivation for 

community-interaction applies, self-expression is linked. Interestingly, those who mention to refrain from 

creating say that they do not feel like they belong to the community that much and also state that their 

content wouldn’t fit the criteria. This implies that they are rather staying a passive community member who 

is accepted than probably getting negative feedback or a wrong extension of one’s self.  

 Consumer-Brand Relational Outcomes 

Additionally, the study at hand reveals patterns among the relational outcomes between the respondents and 

the case brand. Interestingly, all respondents agreed on having an overall satisfaction with the content they 

engage with. Mentioning that the brand has always kept up with the respondent’s expectations of what they 

want to engage with, implies a constant long-term satisfaction. Satisfaction here is the result of a satisfied 

engagement and thereby also implies a satisfaction of the inner needs and motivations initially and 

continuously driving them to engage with the content. Thereby it is evidenced that a change of content is 

not wished by the respondents and would lead towards disappointment and dissatisfaction. Those consumer 

motivations demonstrated to lead towards following the whole channel also match the motivations for liking 

single posts. Giving a like is mentioned to describe acknowledgement towards the content provider and 

indicating a wish for keeping up with what they do. Therefore, it implies that the consistency of satisfying 

the connected motivations also lead towards an overall satisfaction towards the brand.  

 

Linked to the high satisfaction with the provided branded content is the trust towards the reliability of the 

brands social media activity, which is also picturing the high perceived trustworthiness of the brand itself. 

Always finding satisfaction of one’s psychological needs through engagement and the consistent content 

creation by the brand create a strong feeling of trust revealed within the respondent’s answers. Factors like 

the high quality and uniqueness of satisfying certain feelings as well as the high authenticity lead towards 

high trust towards the brand and even the product. Affection, passion and commitment towards the brand 

are found to result from the respondent’s engagement with the SRBE. Thereby, affection is evidenced to 

result from consuming and contributing with content and the connected feelings while doing this. A slight 

evidence is found to result in passion towards the brand if the satisfaction of inner motivations is found 

uniquely for the brand’s posted content and would be missed. This is leading towards a connection with the 

brand, which is more strongly evidenced within the study to result from a continuous and long-term 

engagement with the SRBE. It is implied that the high satisfaction leads towards an attachment with the 
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content and thereby also the brand itself. This connection results not only from being an active consumer 

and contributor but also is evidenced to result from creating behavior. 

 

Interestingly the high satisfaction and strong connection holding true within the case also lead towards a 

loyal attitude and behavior. Thereby, attitudinal loyalty is evidenced to result from both high satisfaction as 

well as directly from contributing engagement. Liking is closely linked with tagging or sharing content, 

implying a referral to friends, describing eWOM and thereby a commitment towards the brand. The stronger 

the satisfaction of one’s personal initial psychological motivation to engage with the content is also found 

to result in an attitudinal loyalty and both eWOM and WOM. Behavioral loyalty towards the brand is hold 

true to result from the engagement with the SRBE. Thereby the most evidenced behavior is the subsequent 

engagement, mentioned by all respondents. Affected by the high trust towards the brand of keeping up with 

what they post guides all respondents to a continuous acknowledgment in the form of continuous following 

and contributing in general. Additionally, it is found true that the high loyalty, satisfaction, trust and 

commitment towards the brand and the continuous engagement guide towards a product usage intention and 

to a slight degree the intention to buy the product. The relational quality resulting from the brand’s social 

media activity also leads towards a relationship hold towards the brand itself, which is reflected towards the 

brand’s product as well. 

 

5.6 Framework Depiction and Description  
Within the chapter of the analysis, findings on consumer motivations applying for OCBE with sport related 

branded entertainment are presented. It is further clarified how this engagement is manifested and how the 

contextual components and psychological needs constituting the consumer motivations are linked with it. 

And finally, it is suggested how these connections result in meaningful consumer-brand relational outcomes. 

As stated in the introduction of the chapter, a final framework is derived, summarizing and merging the 

findings (see figure xx).  
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Figure 19:  Framework: OCBE, Consumer Motivations and Relational Outcomes  

 

6 Discussion  
The purpose of this section is to discuss the previously presented findings in relation to the theoretical 

anticipation. The findings are therefore discussed in accordance to both the anticipated and unanticipated 

results of the study and how these can be explained. Furthermore, theoretical implications resulting from a 

critical investigation of the theory, its limitations and resulting future research avenues are presented, 

before giving managerial implications and strategic recommendations.  

6.1 Reflections on Consumer Motivations  
According to the theoretical propositions and the preliminary study in Chapter 2 it is suggested that both 

contextual components as well as psychological needs form the consumer motivation to engage with SRBE. 

Thereby, the S-O-R model, based on Kunz (2014) and Kamboj et al. (2018) is suggested to apply, in which 

the psychological needs are dependent on contextual components. It is suggested that the contextual 

components form antecedents leading towards psychological needs, which then lead towards the 
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engagement behavior. Within the literature review on motivational factors, mainly inner psychological 

needs are suggested to apply and lead towards consumer engagement. It is implied that the psychological 

needs encompass three different groups, naming the hedonic, utilitarian and social needs (Baldus et al., 

2015; Coelho et al., 2018; Gutiérrez-Cillán et al., 2007). It is implied that these factors within the preliminary 

framework depiction can be applied and found in the case of this study looking at SRBE on SNS. Anyhow, 

after the analysis and the underlying interpretation of the findings in chapter 5, it is visible that the suggested 

components do mostly but not completely match the findings.  

 

The suggested contextual components, as explained in chapter 5.2, are found to have an influence on the 

engagement behavior of the respondents (Kamboj et al., 2018). Among the findings multiple components 

are found that can be matched towards the suggested category of contextual components and subcategories 

are built. A strong degree of repetition among the respondents leads towards the inclusion in the framework. 

The homogeneity of answers can be explained by the choice of a homogeneous sample and the focus on a 

single case. Further, it is suggested that contextual components have an influence on psychological needs 

which then lead towards engagement. Even though a strong influence towards engagement behavior was 

found, the allocation of the components towards specific psychological needs is not able in this study. Still, 

it is revealed that psychological needs are necessary for engagement behavior and some patterns of 

combined contextual components and psychological needs leading towards engagement are found. 

Therefore, it is suggested and also proven that contextual components have an influence on the inner 

psychological needs, which then lead towards engagement. The lack of detailed insights towards the 

connections between single contextual components and single psychological needs can be allocated towards 

the complexity and abstraction of the construct. The respondents are probably not able to articulate in detail 

as well as do not know of every context and inner need why they engage. Conducting the interviews in an 

even more relaxed surrounding or taking more time for the interviews might be useful to get more insights. 

By the application of a multi-method study design, an additional insight into the contextual components 

next to the interview data was able to detect and support the findings. The netnographic study still includes 

some limitations in regard to data. Access towards a business account would reveal even more insights and 

add the possibility of observable data to support the insights. An observational study would reveal more 

insights towards engagement patterns of consumers as it wouldn’t prime or frame the respondents to certain 

answers.  

 

In consideration of the psychological needs, not all those which are suggested in chapter 2 are revealed in 

the findings. The categorization of hedonic, social and utilitarian needs is proven to apply (Gutiérrez-Cillán 

et al., 2017; Raney 2006). Anyhow it needs to be taken into account, that by the use of an abductive 

approach, the researchers were primed towards these categories when conducting the study and collecting 
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the data. By the deductive step of coding the data, the proposed frame influences the researchers’ 

interpretation of quotes. Thereby, a completely inductive research approach could lead towards a different 

categorization of consumer motivations. By the inductive coding step, the variables within the categories 

still were found to not completely match the previous suggestions the revealed needs for engaging with 

SRBE have some clear patterns. Hedonic needs are distinct drivers towards engagement (Gutiérrez-Cillán 

et al., 2017), which is proven by all respondents. This can be explained by the purpose of SRBE being 

mainly entertaining. Also utilitarian needs as explained by e.g. Yoshida et al. (2018) and social needs as 

explained by e.g. Baldus et al.(2015) are revealed by multiple respondents and are thereby proven to apply. 

Additionally, the strong patterns and repetitions among dimensions can be linked towards the homogeneity 

of respondents. Due to the application of a single case study towards GoPro, these factors are closely linked 

to the main characteristics of their target group. An additional component is added towards the framework 

as the chosen case clearly revealed patterns among the respondents and their general online engagement 

behavior.  

	

Future research is suggested to apply a multi-case analysis for being able to test if the findings are similar 

and can therefore be generalized. Additionally, a quantitative study would be of interest to test on 

generalizability and significance of the findings. With a conduction of a survey and other deductive testing 

of the framework, it can be tested whether the framework only applies for the case of this study or is also 

presentable in other cases.  

	

The matching finding towards the categorization of components and needs within the framework depiction 

can additionally be explained by the use of an abductive research appraoch. Within the first deductive coding 

process, the researchers already have the suggested framework in mind and are tempted to code accordingly. 

The new established subcategories and thereby the more in-depth insights can be explained through the 

inductive and interpretive part of the data analysis. A completely inductive study approach could lead 

towards a more unprimed framework construction and probably less complexity. 	

6.2 Reflections on Engagement  
OCBE towards SRBE is to be understood as a community member's behavioral manifestation towards the 

brand or firm that includes brand community-related behaviors on SNS based on interactive experiences 

resulting from motivational drivers. 

 

This has been concluded in the literature review due to the theoretical proposition of engagement being a 

“context-dependent, psychological state” (Brodie et al., 2013, p. 107), which is proven to apply and 
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demonstrated by the findings. Contextual components and psychological needs are both shown to drive 

brand community-related behaviors ons SNS based on interactive experiences in the context of SRBE. Three 

levels of online brand-related engagement are implied by Muntinga et al. (2011) to further understand this 

behavior. These are consuming, contributing and creating (Muntinga et al., 2011). Consuming is suggested 

corresponding to viewing brand-related pictures, watching branded videos or reading descriptions and 

comments underneath a brand-related post. Contributing is implied to comprise behaviors such as following 

brand pages and channels, liking, and commenting on brand-related videos and pictures. And thirdly, 

creating has been introduced as behavior related to actively publishing brand-related content, such as 

pictures, videos, or articles. It is also implied to encompass resharing of brand-related posts. These behavior 

types are overall congruent to the findings in the context of SRBE resulting from various motivational 

drivers. Behaviors only slightly differ from the suggestion in the theory. The interviews show that the 

respondents engage on all levels of engagement to a similar extent. Especially consuming and contributing 

behavior is expressed throughout all respondents. Few indications of creating behavior can be explained by 

the choice of a homogeneous sample, whose selection has been focused on the brands’ SNS follower bases. 

Within consuming, watching videos has proven itself as the major behavior type. Adding to the theory, 

watching behavior has been found to apply in the forms of actively searching and passively discovering 

content. Whereas the motivation to search is directly linked to consumer motivations to engage with SRBE, 

discovering is rather connected to preliminary consumer motivations driving consumers to utilize SNS. 

Considering that the latter has been found most prominent, it is suggested to be taken into account for further 

research. Liking videos was identified as the major contributing behavior. This is supported by the 

netngraphic data. The investigation of additional methods would have possibly revealed even more insights. 

Again, the homogeneity resulting from the single case and sample choice result in homogeneous 

contributing behavior. Observational studies could reveal additional insights.  

 

Also, it is shown that, regardless of the platforms, contributing is primarily represented through liking 

behavior, whereas commenting is shown to a minor extent. This is possibly explained by the finding of 

commenting being mainly driven by self-expression towards friends and the community. Due to the great 

amount of content published by the brand which is commented on by thousands of community members, 

platforms like IG and YT don't present single comments to individual members. The likelihood that one's 

comment is perceived by someone is rather low, which suggests the need for tagging someone explicitly. 

Thus, commenting as form of direct messages to the athlete or producer of a post is found to be not of value 

for the respondents. It is likely that the large community size has an impact on that. Also, it doesn't support 

direct athlete-to-consumer interaction and thus possibly creates the impression that they will not be heard. 

Again, a multi-case study investigating on multiple online brand communities representing SRBE which 

differ in size is suggested for clarification and further insights. 
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In regard to creating behavior, no evidence for resharing of brand-related posts on the consumers’ timelines 

as type of creating behavior was found. Instead, sharing was understood by multiple respondents as 

forwarding content in the form of direct messages. It doesn’t refer to creating but rather contributing 

behavior. Thus, sharing has been added to the category in the framework. The explanation for resharing 

being not uncovered likely lies in the fact that it is not supported on IG which is the platform that respondents 

are most active on. The category of creating SRBE is still suggested and proven to apply. It is to be noted 

that some respondents reveal concerns towards creating because they are not able to create similar content 

themselves, due to limited sports professionalism. Most insightful findings towards creating are found 

within the few respondents who practice adventure sports most professionally. This indicates the likeliness 

for the sample not representing the brand communities’ ‘inner circle’ of members. Further research on 

professional athletes’ engagement with SRBE who are also community members’ are suggested in order to 

uncover higher levels of engagement including motivational drivers. A bigger sample size could also reveal 

more generalizable insights.  

 

In addition to the different levels of engagement, the respondents express differences in usage intensity, e.g. 

how often they engage by consuming, contributing, or creating. Therefore, it could be discussed if 

considering usage intensity could add further understanding to engagement and its effects on the consumer-

brand relationship. Such a connection is shown in the research conducted by Jahn and Kunz (2014). Among 

other topics, they study the relation between usage intensity and engagement and conclude that intensity has 

an effect on both engagement and brand loyalty. Since the usage intensity is not included in the definition 

of engagement in the theoretical framework, the findings do not reflect any possible connections between 

usage intensity and the other variables of the theoretical framework. Thus, for future research purposes the 

definition of engagement could be extended in order to encompass usage intensity and the effect it has on 

relational outcomes. 

 

In order to explore how consumer motivations are linked to the levels of engagement, data is also derived 

from the in-depth interviews. However, it cannot be determined exactly whether the respondents were even 

able to consciously perceive and disclose the actual motivations of their engagement. Instead, it is to be 

questioned if the respondents merely became aware through targeted questioning and confrontation. Due to 

the fact that the interviews were conducted on the basis of guided questionnaire, this influence cannot be 

ruled out for the results of this study. Although the respondents initially had the opportunity to tell their own 

story and respond openly, the conversation was guided by the interviewers who payed attention to the 

research project and its contents. Therefore, the interview situation must be viewed critically. Accordingly, 

it should be noted that the quality of the data depends significantly on the quality and influence of the 

interviewers and is an important determinant in the assessment of the overall results. 
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6.3 Reflections on Relational Outcomes  
In regard to the consumer-brand relational outcomes, the relationship quality is suggested to consist of three 

dimensions, being trust, commitment and satisfaction (Morgan & Hunt,1994; Hajli et al., 2016). Trust is 

suggested to result from authenticity and reliance towards the content and thereby the brand itself (Hadija 

et al., 2012). Commitment is defined to consist of three stages, being affection, passion and connection 

(Thomson et al., 2005) and satisfaction describes an overall emotional attitude towards a brand (Brodie et 

al., 2013). The finding and the analysis reveal that all three dimensions are found. Trust is proven to result 

from authentic content and continuous satisfaction, commitment is resulting from relatability and 

satisfaction is revealed when consumers are satisfied in regard to their initial motivations to engage.  

 

Anyhow, the findings within the study regarding the relationship quality are not hold as strong as the ones 

for the motivational factors, which can be explained by the fact that it is not clear and has to be mentioned 

that it can not be taken for granted that the relationship the consumers have towards the case brand solely 

results from their engagement with the branded content. Consumer-brand relationships are built through 

long-term engagement with a brand. By asking the respondents directly how they would describe their 

satisfaction or trust towards the brand, the respondents are biased and potentially can not reflect or explain 

in detail why they have a certain relationship with the brand. In addition, it needs to be mentioned that the 

findings on the relationship quality are very vague and are not investigated in detail. Still, first insights are 

given and the overall relationship quality within the study is revealed to be improve by the engagement via 

SNS. Therefore, future studies are suggested to further investigate on the relationship quality resulting from 

engagement with sport-related branded entertainment on SNS. In the same manner, the factor of loyalty in 

both forms of behavioral and attitudinal loyalty are found within the study and therefore underline the 

suggestions from theory (e.g. Chauduri & Holbrook, 2001).  Anyhow, due to the lack of focus on the 

relational outcomes within this study, future studies are asked to take the findings of this study as a starting 

point for further investigations towards the long-term consumer-brand relationship.  

 

Interestingly, product usage intention is found to result from a positive relationship quality between the 

consumer and the brand. Trust was revealed to be transported towards the product as well and implies an 

intention to use the product. Therefore, future studies are encouraged to further investigate on this 

connection. 	

6.4 Managerial Implications  
After discussing the findings of this study and offering theoretical implications in the beforehanding section, 

this section offers managerial implications and recommendations based on the findings. It needs to be 
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mentioned that the findings themselves should not be seen as granted facts and coming with some marks in 

the form of validity and reliability as described in the previous chapter 4. In order to achieve more 

generalizability and validity, the findings need to be tested through further case studies or survey 

studies.  Still, managerial implications will be presented in the following that can serve as a guidance for 

creating and sustaining consumer-brand relationships.  

 

Generally, sport-related branded entertainment is revealed to be a unique and powerful marketing strategy 

for potentially creating a good quality relationship with the consumers. SNS are suggested to serve as 

valuable platforms with the right infrastructure and functionalities for a good interaction with the consumers 

and encouraging them to interact and co-create. In the following, distinct findings towards the content can 

serve as recommendations for social media marketers.  

	

In regard to the findings of this study the ideal post should benefit the consumers needs for enjoyment, 

aspiration, eustress, inspiration or information in the form of a relatable video they can express themselves 

and interact with. As not all those components can potentially be achieved with a certain format and 

consumers constantly wish the brand to keep improving as well as post inspiring content, a certain twist 

needs to be aimed for when wanting to address certain consumer motivations towards engagement and 

thereby achieve satisfaction, commitment and even trust for a good relational quality.   

	

Certain patterns are observed that can serve as a guideline. Consumers tend to discover most of the time, 

meaning they scroll through their feed when needing a break during the day or when being bored. For 

making them stop and watch, a post needs to stand out. Videos are of high preference here. Additionally, an 

aspiration to something far away from the everyday life and enjoyment are asked for. Knowing the consumer 

well, content that is relatable, meaning the inclusion of sports the consumers practice themselves or sceneries 

where consumers have been to encourage their likability to stop during the discovering behavior. Marketers 

could make use of such insights by the use of targeting techniques that SNS like IG or FB offer. Another 

interesting factor is the motivation of relatability and enjoyment that encourage consumers to like the 

content. Something they have seen before or a scenery they have been before as well as sports they practice, 

together with a nice perspective video create happy memories and result in a higher intention to give a like. 

Interestingly, these motivations to like a post are in line with the motivations to follow a brand page. It is 

therefore of interest for marketers to use such posts that have been liked a lot to promote these to potential 

new consumers for attracting them to like and follow. Searching behavior is closely linked to a strong 

relatability and the situation of finding oneself close towards a certain season. Searching behavior is only 

revealed to apply on YT and it is therefore suggested to promote videos with a relatable sport like skiing or 

snowboarding during the winter months and surfing content more during the summer months. Searching 
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behavior is also revealed to apply mostly for those aiming to gather technical information towards the sports 

or the product. Therefore, it is suggested that longer videos including more informational content as well. 

Contrary, a platform like IG is mainly used for distribution during the day and content should be everything 

but boring. Pictures are not preferred by most respondents and do not stand out and it can therefore be an 

advantage to post mainly videos when wanting to get attention by the consumers. Overall, marketers should 

make use of psychographic data of their consumers, as relatability is mentioned to be relevant for almost all 

forms of engagement. The higher the relatability towards the content of the post, meaning sports, scenery, 

people or possible other factors, the higher is their tendency to engage. Also, satisfaction is proven to be 

higher, the higher the relatability and authenticity is. User-generated content is mentioned to encourage 

trust, the same as long-time satisfaction with the brands activity. Finally, discrete product-promotions or no 

direct product-promotion at all are also encouraging trust and satisfaction. A focus on entertaining attributes 

as mentioned are highly recommended.  

6.5 Strategic Recommendations  
Overall, GoPro has been found a prime example for proactively engaging their target group with its brand 

by means of integrating SRBE into its online marketing strategy. The findings clearly imply its 

effectiveness. However, strategic recommendations can be derived from the findings, contributing to the 

future success of the strategy. Taking into consideration its target group of sports affine millennials, the 

strategy is to be focused on the constant changes in general online engagement behavior, including 

contextual components such as platform preferences and psychological needs. A potential for high levels of 

engagement is suggested for IG and YT. Consistent among most respondents, IG has been found as the 

major platform for SRBE at the moment. YT is mentioned as the platform where consumers engage with 

SRBE for longer and go more in-depth with the content. It allows stronger emotions which likely enhances 

the consumer-brand relationship quality. Engaging with extreme and adventurous video content is found 

most valuable for the target group. However, adverse effects are observed when the content shows sceneries 

which are too extreme. Thus, the brand is suggested to meet an acceptable limit of extremity. Further, 

“basically, just sticking to what they’ve been doing” (Marek, 23:22) is implied among the respondents in 

order for them to show loyal behavior. In regard to its online strategy, this includes continuously posting 

new content which is of high quality and recorded from unique perspectives while showing people in action 

instead of simply promoting the product. Action videos are recommended to be focused even stronger, since 

this is suggested as the content which not only meets the consumer motivations most effectively but also 

represents what the product can do best. Finally, showing and highlighting travel locations and action spots 

in the content is recommended. It especially satisfies the need for relatability and enjoyment, which are 

found to be most valuable for more intense engagement with SRBE. 
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7 Conclusion 
“Who uses which media, under what circumstances,  

for what reasons and with what effects?“ 

 

This is how Rosengren (1974, p.269) turns the Lasswell-Formula towards the general question of research 

investigating media usage behavior. In consideration of today’s media-focused lifestyle, this has also 

become a central scientific problem in marketing research. Indeed, interactive online media give rise to 

innovative advertising strategies with branded entertainment being found to be on the forerun. In the study 

at hand, parts of the questions are answered taking this approach into account. Hereby, when considering 

“who uses which media” it is referred to the modern settings of three major SNSs, namely IG, FB, and YT. 

Overall, the study is subject to the latter part of the question “with what effect”, in which the effect represents 

the OCBE with sport-related branded entertainment (SRBE). An exploratory study design with a special 

focus on the case of GoPro generates detailed insights into the phenomenon. The single case study was 

conducted with an abductive research approach to investigate consumers’ motivational drivers to engage 

with SRBE - “under what circumstances, for what reasons”. Additionally, further effects on consumer-

brand relational outcomes are derived from that connection in order to investigate on the effectiveness of 

the strategy and to provide implications for marketers. A multi-method qualitative research approach was 

chosen to gain a deeper understanding of the field. This study also draws upon notions of pre-understanding 

from hermeneutics, which in this case relates to the use of the researchers’ prior knowledge and 

understandings of mediated sports and entertainment engagement to understand consumer behavior in that 

field. In line with this, the study is based on theoretical propositions relayed through a theoretical framework 

consisting of different variables that are connected to the approach.  

 

By means of data derived from in-depth interviews supported by a netnographic content analysis, three 

engagement levels, namely consuming, contributing, and creating are proven to apply for the concept of 

OCBE in relation to SRBE on SNSs. A subcategorization according to the reviewed literature has helped to 

identify the underlying behavior types. Consuming behavior comprises watching sport-related branded 

videos, viewing sport-related branded pictures, and reading descriptions and comments to sport-related 

branded posts. Contributing behavior is further divided into following a brand page or channel which 

publishes SRBE posts, as well as liking on, commenting on, and sharing these posts. Finally, creating is 

suggested to describe consumers’ behavior of producing SRBE, including its publication on their own 

timelines. The findings exhibit that consuming and contributing, particularly watching sport-related branded 

videos and liking on sport-related branded post are the major engagement behaviors uncovered. 
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In terms of consumer motivation, external contextual components as well as internal psychological needs 

are explored. The basis for this is given by the behavior-oriented S-O-R model. By means of a thorough 

literature review in neighboring fields of research, the most frequently mentioned determinants are identified 

and subsequently examined in the qualitative study for their occurrence towards OCBE with SRBE. It is 

proven that consumers’ OCBE with SBRE is driven by situation-, content-, format-, and platform-related 

contextual components. Among these findings multiple additional components are found that can be 

matched towards the suggested categories of contextual components. Situation-related components are 

suggested to encompass the daily situation, boredom, seasonal situation, and contradictory situation in life. 

The content-related component is redefined as post-related category, integrating format, quality, 

perspective, authenticity, music, and product-promotion. Platform infrastructure and functionalities, as well 

as ease of use define the platform-related components. In addition, the product-usage-related component 

describing product ownership is also suggested to apply. 

 

Also, psychological consumer needs are found to impact OCBE with SRBE. A categorization into hedonic, 

utilitarian and social needs is not only suggested by the literature but also helps to uncover corresponding 

determinants. Hedonic needs driving OCBE with SRBE are suggested to encompass enjoyment, relatability, 

aspiration, eustress, self-expression, and escapism. Seeking for information, inspiration, and economic 

value represent the utilitarian needs. Finally, social needs are identified as friends’ and community 

interaction. Key findings are linked to post-related contextual components, the hedonic needs for 

enjoyment, relatability and aspiration, as well as the utilitarian needs for inspiration. These motivations are 

found to serve as basis for engagement behavior. In fact, video formats are consistently preferred over 

pictures among all respondents. Also, unique high quality of videos showing action sport settings are 

preferred. In case of combined relatable, aspirational and enjoyable content, consumers are encouraged to 

watch the content for a longer time and are thus more triggered towards more intense levels of engagement. 

Another interesting finding is the motivation towards destinational inspiration closely related to planned 

holidays.  

 

Lastly, the study reveals insights into the positive brand-consumer relational outcomes through the means 

of a marketing strategy focusing on SRBE. Consumers, through their voluntary engagement with the 

content, lead by distinct motivations, are satisfied by the content and create trust towards the brand. Trust is 

revealed to result from authentic content and less product promotion and the fact that the content is given to 

you “for free […] that you can enjoy in your free time” (Marek, 26:48). The effectiveness of the strategy of 

SRBE is also revealed by the finding of resulting loyalty that results from both the increased relationship 

quality and the OCBE directly. Finally, purchase and product-usage intentions are mentioned to result from 

the increased relationship quality. Although a strategy focusing on SRBE does not include direct product 
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promotions as their main goal, it interestingly results into a strong bind between the consumers and the 

brand that does also affect consumers buying intention. 
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Appendices  
 

Appendix A: Literature Review on Motivaional Factors towards Engagement with 

Mediated Sports  
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Appendix B: Literature Review on Motivaional Factors  towards Engagement on SNS 

 
  

Determined Motivations towards Engagement with Brands on SNS

Author(s)
Yea
r Media

entertainment, 
pleasure 

inspiration, 
incentives 

like the 
product, 
own the 
product escapism pass-time 

affection 
for the 
brand, 
passion, 
likability 
of the 
brand, 
image of 
the brand

ambition, 
anticipation, 
hope

esteem, showing 
specialized 
knowledge, 
expertise, insight, 
self-expression, 
self-status, self-
presentation, self-
enhancement

camaraderie, 
social 
interaction, 
seeking 
assistance, 
socializing, 
social identity, 
helping, 
membership, 
connecting, 
interpersonal 
relationships 

like-minded 
discussions 

information, 
pre-purchase 
information, 
surveillance, 
knowledge, 
advice 
seeking

remuneration, 
economic  relaxation

brand 
influence 

Baldus et al. 2015

Brand 
Communities 
on Social 
Media 

X X X X X X X

Coelho et al. 2018

Brand 
Communities 
on Social 
Media 

X X X X X

Gutiérrez-
Cillán et al. 2017

Brand 
Communities 
on Social 
Media 

X X X

Hennig-
Thurau et al. 2004

Brand 
Communities 
on Social 
Media 

X X X X

Islam & 
Rahman 2016

Brand 
Communities 
on Social 
Media 

X X X X

Kamboj et al. 2018

Brand 
Communities 
on Social 
Media 

X X X X X

Muntinga et al. 2011

Brand 
Communities 
on Social 
Media 

X X X X X X X X X

Park et al. 2009 Facebook X X X

Sangwan 2005

Brand 
Communities 
on Social 
Media 

X X X X

Stavros et al. 2013 Facebook X X X X

Tsai et al. 2013 Facebook X X X
7 2 1 1 1 4 1 6 10 1 10 5 1 1
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Appendix C: Interview Guide  
1. Biographical questions 

Please tell me about your.. 

a. Name 

b. Age 

c. Gender 

d. Nationality 

e. Occupation 

 

2. Social Media Behavior 

a. Can you name the last time you used social media?  

(Follow up: When do you usually use social media?) 

b. How often do you use social media?  

c. Which social media platforms do you use?  

(Follow up: Rank according to usage or favorability, which have you tried?) 

d. Who do you follow on social media?  

(Follow up: Friends/companies/followers?) 

e. Which content do you like to see on your feed?  

(Follow up: Formats: Images, videos, texts, events.. / Topics: travel, sport, personal, music... Rank 

according to favorability) 

 

3. Sports & Lifestyle 

a. Do you practice any sports?  

(Follow up: Which types? Please list all the sports, whether regular or irregular, outdoor and 

indoor, leisure or competitive? How often?) 

b. Have you been on any sport-related vacations?  

(Follow up: Which type? How often?) 

c. Do you prefer outdoor sports over indoor sports? 

 

4. Sport-related Social Media Consumption 

a. On which social media platforms do you most often view sport-related/sports content? (Follow up: 

Please rank according to the scope) 

b. What kind of sports content do you usually see on the social media platforms that you follow? 

c. How does the content usually come to your attention?  

(Follow up: Do you search for it / do you follow specific pages, brands, clubs, or athletes?) 
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d. Do you remember certain situations in which you view or interact with sports content on social 

media?  

(Follow up: If yes, can you describe the content and the situations?) 

e. Apart from specific situations, can you imagine what drives you to watch or interact (like, comment, 

share, create) with sports content on social media?  

 

5. GoPro case related 

a. On which social media platforms do you follow GoPro? 

b. Why do you follow them? 

c. Can you describe what you can see on the pictures/videos?  

(Follow up: How is it different to channels of other sports brands?) 

d. In relation to GoPro’s content, can you describe what you are especially interested in? (Follow up: 

Which content formats and scenarios come to your mind? Specific sceneries or sports? Can you 

give examples?) 

e. How important is it for you to see this type of content on the mentioned social media platform?  

(Follow up: Why?) 

f. Do you have a GoPro?  

(Follow up: Do you use it often? For how long have you had it? Why did you buy one? Who 

encouraged you to buy one?) 

 

6. Situational factors 

a. Can you describe a typical situation in which you watched or interacted with GoPro’s content on 

social media?  

(Follow up: Can you describe its surroundings, the time, or season?) 

b. Can you think of some examploratory situations in which you watch or interact with GoPro related 

content?  

c. When would you most likely look at the page of GoPro? 

 

7. Online Brand Community Engagement with SRBE 

a. How do you usually interact with the content?  

(Follow up: Do you solely watch the content, or do you also like, comment, share, or create GoPro 

related content yourself? How often?) 

b. How are you keeping up with GoPro’s posts?  

(Follow up: Do you actively look for content?) 
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8. Consumer Motivations 

a. What kind of feeling do you have when you interact with a post by GoPro?  

(Follow up: Does this feeling differ according to the different formats (photo, video), the 

professionality/quality or type of sports/landscape, or the type of interaction? Does this feeling 

drives you to interact with the content?) 

b. Does your inner mood change in some way when you look at a picture or video posted by GoPro?  

(Follow up: Why do you think you feel this change? Does this mood change contribute to why you 

interact with the content in some way?) 

c. Do you have any thoughts that go through your mind when you see a GoPro post, either video or 

photo?  

(Follow up: Can you differentiate according to the content/format/quality? Are these thoughts 

reasons for why you interact with the content in some way?) 

d. What do you feel when others see when you interact with the content or follow the brand? (Follow 

up: Is that feeling a reason why you interact with the content in some way?) 

e. Does interacting with GoPro's content have an impact on what others think of you?  

(Follow up: How? Is that a reason why you interact with the content in some way?) 

f. Does GoPro‘s content in some way reflects the kind of person you really are inside?  

(Follow up: Does this make you interact with the brand? In which form?) 

g. Does interacting with the content has an influence on who you are? (Follow up: Does it or has it 

shaped you in some way? Would you say that this contributes to your interaction with the content?) 

h. When thinking about the content, would you say that information is provided to you by GoPro?  

(Follow up: If yes, can you describe that? Does this make you interact with the content?) 

i. How likely is it that you would receive new ideas when watching GoPro’s content?  

j. Does the feed of GoPro encourage you in some way to plan or change something in your life/plans?  

(Follow up: If yes, does this inspiration contribute to your interaction with the content?) 

k. Can you describe how GoPro on social media is represented as a community?  

l. Does interacting with the content makes you feel like you are belonging to this community? (Follow 

up: Does it give you a certain feeling? Do you care about it? Would you say this feeling is a reason 

for why you interact with the content?) 

m. Do your friends or family follow GoPro?  

(Follow up: If yes, would it affect you in some way if they would stop following them? How?) 

n. Do you see any personal advantage by engaging with GoPro? 

(Follow up: Is that a reason why you interact with the content in some way?) 

o. Do you feel like you are gathering any knowledge from the GoPro posts that you can possibly share 

with others?  
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(Follow up: Does this drive you to interact with the content?) 

 

9. Relational Outcomes  

a. Could you describe the relationship between yourself and GoPro as a brand?  

(Follow up: Do you feel connected/ part of the brand? How does interacting with the content 

contribute to this feeling of belonging? 

b. If you think about building some kind of relationship with a person, can you name the blocks a 

relationship is built on from your perspective?  

(Follow up: Can you now relate each factor to GoPro as a brand? Does interacting with the content 

influence these factors?) 

c. How would you feel if GoPro would stop their social media activities or if you wouldn’t be able to 

access the content for some reasons?  

(Follow up: Would you say that interacting with the content is important for you?) 

d. Do you consider GoPro a trustworthy and honest brand?  

(Follow up: Why? How do you think interacting with the content contributes to that?) 

e. Do you feel like GoPro is selling you something by posting their content?  

(Follow up: How do you feel about it? What is your attitude towards it?) 

f. What has to happen that you would stop engaging with the content?  

(Follow up: And do you expect this to happen? If no, why not?) 

g. If someone talks bad about GoPro as a brand or the product, would you say that you will defend the 

brand?  

(Follow up: Why?) 

h. Are you more satisfied with the brand of GoPro by interacting with them on social media or would 

your satisfaction with the brand be the same without?  

(Follow up: Can you describe that? How would you describe the feeling of being satisfied?) 

i. Would you keep watching the content in the next few years?  

(Follow up: Why would you say that?) 

j. Do you ever talk to others about GoPro's posts?  

(Follow up: If yes, how? Can you describe a situation?) 

k. Has it happened that you shared the content with a someone or that you linked him in a comment? 
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Appendix D: Netnographic Content Analysis – GoPro on IG and FB 
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Appendic E: Consumer Motivations towards levels of OCBE - Coding 
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Interview Transcripts 

Respondent: Quirin 
Interviewer: Annika and Merle 
Language: English 
Location: Meeting Room, CBS, Solbjerg Plads 3, 2000 Frederiksberg 
Length: 33:04 
Date: April 17th, 2019 
Audio file: Quirin.mp3 
 
 
Annika [0:13]: All right. Um, so to start with, can you just quickly introduce yourself? Tell us your 

name, your age, current occupation? 

 

Quirin  [0:28]:    My name is Quirin. I'm 24 years old. I'm originally from Germany, Munich, and 
currently a student in Copenhagen. 

 
Annika  [0:37]:    All right. And so when was the last time you used social media? 

 

Quirin  [0:43]:    Probably 10 minutes ago? 

 

Annika  [0:45]:   And what platform? 

 

Quirin  [0:48]:    Instagram and Facebook Messenger 

 

Annika  [0:49]:   Are these also the platforms that you use? 

 

Quirin  [0:54]:    Yes. 

 

Annika  [0:55]:   Yes. Um, any other? 

 

Quirin  [0:58]:    WhatsApp and barely Snapchat, Twitter. 

 

Annika  [1:04]:   All right. Um, so Instagram and Facebook, you use on a regular basis? 

 

Quirin  [1:10]:    Yes. It's a daily basis.  

 

Annika  [1:11]:   Daily basis. Yeah. And whom do you follow on these two p<ulatforms? 
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Quirin  [1:19]:   On Facebook, it's mainly friends, I think. And some newspapers. And then on 

Instagram, it's also also friends. But then, artists, sport teams, surfers, snowboarders. 

The stuff I'm interested in. 

 

Annika  [1:43]:   Yep.  

 

Merle  [1:44]:    How active are you on Instagram and Facebook yourself?  

 

Quirin  [1:49]:    actively posting or using?  

 

Merle  [1:51]:    Yeah. 

 

Quirin  [1:57]:    Facebook posting not at all. Using mainly messenger and reading the news and 

Instagram posting I'd say medium active and using quite a lot. 

 

Annika  [2:18]:   So if you can quickly explain what kind of content you can see on Instagram, if you 

say Facebook is mainly friends?  

 

Quirin  [2:28]:   yeah  

 

Annika  [2:28]:   and Instagram, what kind of content? 

 

Quirin  [2:31]:   Instagram, let's say I see 10% of stuff people or friends posts and the 90% of stuff 

any any football teams, surfers or artists or dance post 

 

Annika  [2:44]:   And how would you describe the posts that you see on your feed? 

 

Quirin  [2:49]:  Um, I think I go, like, rather quick through the most of it. And then if I see 

something exciting then I, watch a short video or I look at a photo and I never read 

the comments. 

 

Annika  [3:02]:   You never read them? 
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Quirin  [3:04]:   Barely. If it's friends then yes, but uh, if it's only from from sports team then maybe 

I read them on the overview, but I don't go into detail. 

 

Annika  [3:15]:   Okay, and if you categorize it into topics, so you said sports and some artists?  

 

Quirin  [3:24]:   many, many sports when I'm looking at or travel magazines, travel bloggers. And, 

and friends that would make three categories. 

 

Annika  [3:35]:   All right. And do you practice any sports yourself? 

 

Quirin  [3:39]:    Yes. For example I do crossfit, surfing and snowboarding. 

 

Annika  [3:48]:   And you do that on a regular basis? 

 

Quirin  [3:50]:   Yes, I'd say CrossFit a couple of times per week. And surfing, snowboarding 

depends on the season, but at least twice a year. 

 

Annika  [4:00]:    And the sports content that you see on Instagram, for example. How would you 

describe that? 

 

Quirin  [4:11]:  I think quite inspiring sometimes or mostly very inspiring. 

 

Annika  [4:15]:   just describing what you see.  

 

Quirin  [4:17]:    Oh, what I see? 

 

Annika  [4:17]:   Yeah. 

 

Quirin  [4:21]:   For sports, it's probably like videos of practices of CrossFit for example, people 

who do lots of sports and they show exercises and on surfing and just from the last, 

usually from the last world tours and all that stuff. So competition, videos videos of 

competitions ah.. Yeah. 

 

Annika  [4:44]:   So you already said inspiring. But what other reasons do you see? 
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Quirin  [4:51]:   It is inspiring, is things from sports following some people in their their career 

because also watch competitive surfing sometimes and you get up the up to date on 

on where they are and how they're doing. And besides that, I think besides being 

inspired, you also use Instagram and watch these pages because sometimes you just 

want to kill time. 

 

Annika  [5:18]:   Do you see yourself in certain situations where you're more likely to, to look at sport 

content on 

 

Quirin  [5:25]:    Specific sport? 

 

Annika  [5:27]:   Or just in general first, and then maybe. 

 

Quirin  [5:30]:   I mean, when I went wait for someone or when I wait somewhere that I more likely 

to use Instagram, then sports I think if I talked to someone about a topic, which I 

just read on sports and I just show it on Instagram 

I think that became really popular that you don't really google stuff anymore. You 

just go to Instagram. And so show your friends of what you talked about on 

Instagram.  

 

Annika  [5:52]:   Can you just describe a situation where that happens? 

 

Quirin  [5:57]:   I was talking to my friend and we were talking about this exercise in CrossFit. And 

then I just google or I  just searched for the guy on Instagram who did that exercise 

and I showed him the video how to do it one example. Cool. Are you also use use 

a lot of direct messages and sending these videos that you find interesting with 

friends will share the same same interest. Yeah. 

 

Annika  [6:24]:   And would you also relate that to, for example, GoPro content? 

 

Quirin  [6:29]:   Yes. The nice thing about GoPro and their feed is that they they do a lot of like a 

variety of sports on their page. So it's not really if you particularly interested in one 

sport, just the whole, like, extreme sport area. Very kind of GoPro.  

 

Annika  [6:47]:   How would you? Sorry. 
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Merle  [6:51]:    One question before we come to GoPro. 

 

Annika [6:53]:    Yes. 

 

Merle  [6:54]:   Social Media in general, or sports content on social media in general? How does the 

content usually come to your attention? Like are you actively looking or is it...you 

go to Instagram and you just see it there? 

 

Quirin  [7:09]:    I follow them. So then that happens. And sometimes some people are tagged on the 

photos I follow and then I that's how I usually follow other pages as well.  

 

Annika  [7:27]:   It hasn't happened that someone showed, because you talked about you show it to 

friends and they show it to you.  

 

Quirin  [7:33]:    Yeah. 

 

Annika  [7:33]:   So it has happened that someone showed you for example.  

 

Quirin  [7:36]:    Yeah 

 

Annika  [7:36]:    like a video? 

 

Quirin  [7:38]:   then sometimes I follow the brand. 

 

Annika  [7:42]:   And again, on which platforms do you do you follow GoPro? 

 

Quirin  [7:48]:   Definitely Instagram. Not quite sure Facebook as well, but I think so actually. 

Probably yeah. 

 

Annika  [7:55]:   We can focus on Instagram. Sounds like that's the platform here. You remember? 

And so how Why? Like, how would you? Oh, what would you say why do you 

follow them? Just in general.  
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Quirin  [8:11]:   Um, I think just GoPro was the first brand which really got into the whole extreme 

sport area and I was I had to GoPro, I had oneof the first GoPros back then. And 

then just like the variety of sports they show, it's fun and I think the content is really 

good because they only show really extreme stuff from different different sports of 

usually don't follow up just for fun to watch the videos, I think. Yeah, 

 

Annika  [8:37]:   can you say what you what you like about that? 

 

Quirin  [8:41]:   That you see different sports and people who do different sports and then like the 

extreme fun of it, let's say paragliding or wingsuiting and it just gets you excited 

what they do or what they show hat they show in these videos. And it's combined 

with a really good movie making I think they do. And the cameras are usually really 

good. And it just looks looks good what they do on their videos. 

 

Annika  [9:08]:   So you prefer the videos over photos?  

 

Quirin  [9:12]:    Yeah.  

 

Annika  [9:12]:   to say that? 

 

Quirin  [9:13]:    Yeah. 

 

Annika  [9:15]:   Why? 

Quirin  [9:18]:   Think videos are just more exciting than photos when it comes to sports and that 

you actually see the action and you don't see one one snapshot of the action. Like 

it's a moving, sports is always a moving thing. So it is just represented better than 

with photos. 

 

Annika  [9:38]:   So whenever or can you maybe remember a situation where you last saw a video 

that you liked or that you just saw, like, what kind of thoughts did you have? 

 

Quirin  [9:49]:    Of GoPro? 

 

Annika  [9:50]:   Yeah. Maybe just describe one video that you remember. And then 
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Quirin  [9:54]:   I think there was one video of GoPro where this like a wingsuiter flew through 

through a hole in the mountain somewhere. And that just gets you a very excited, I 

think very impressed. But also like that's just not really relatable adding to your own 

sports because you that's extreme, extreme athletes, and you can't really relate to it, 

but it just still excites you. I think if you into sports, then you get excited by 

watching this and you just also watch it over and over again sometimes.I think not 

just once.  

 

Annika  [10:30]:   Why does that happen? 

 

Quirin  [10:32]:   You just want to see again, how insane some of these videos are. Yeah. 

 

Annika  [10:37]:   So would you say that you have a certain feeling or a certain like inner mood?  

 

Quirin  [10:42]:   I feel like you just get excited when you when you when you watch it. 

 

Annika  [10:46]:   All right. Um, so you said that  it's not relatable. But is that also the content that you 

prefer to see? 

 

Quirin  [10:58]:   No, I think I rather see. So that's all you're getting inspiration by videos and for this 

place before all of the spot techniques that you can copy some stuff they do also in 

surfing and the places they go. But then some of the videos are just as extreme that 

it's just gets you excited. But maybe kind of on the sport but not on the same level 

they would do it. 

 

Merle  [11:23]:   Why would that be exiting, something super extreme what you cannot do? 

 

Quirin  [11:30]:   For me, I cannot do meaning I'm not able to that's I think that it's just it excites you 

for the sport, what is possible, but maybe not for you yet.I think it just it gives you 

motivation. That's the reason, like it motivates you for for the sport. 

 

Annika  [11:51]:   Would you say that there are certain content that gives you more motivation than 

than other content?  
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Quirin  [11:56]:   Yeah. Yeah. I think what's really nice locations and really nice stuff they're doing 

that gives you motivation and more boring.  

 

Annika  [12:04]:  Yeah. What would that be for you? 

 

Quirin  [12:07]:    I think surfing in remote locations is a really nice thing to watch it. 

 

Annika  [12:14]:   Yes. Also because you like to surf?  

 

Quirin  [12:17]:   Yeah. I think out of the sports usually you prefer watching the videos when you do 

that yourself. 

 

Annika  [12:25]:   Yes. And do you feel like you get some? 

[…] 

Annika  [12:42]:   And so do you feel like you get some some kind of information from, from the posts 

or the videos?  

 

Quirin  [12:50]:   Yeah, um related to GoPro, you can always see the new products, you always up to 

date. I think and now they also launched, like a video making App with the product 

they focuse more on services, I think as well. And you also have to date up with 

their products, and about new athletes, and the athletes they sponsor and that's it 

yeah. 

Annika  [13:10]:   Is that something that motivates you to follow them?  

Quirin  [13:15]:   Not really. No.  

 

Annika  [13:17]:   So it's more of the inspirational 

 

Quirin  [13:18]:   Yeah it's more the content then the actual information from like about their products 

I think.  

Then you also you relate when you go to the shop, maybe you relate to, to their 

products, but they always know the ability to push off and go from so that's, that 

gives you information. But doesn't that's not a trigger to watch the videos. 

 

Annika  [13:44]:   Allright. So do you just follow them? Or do you sometimes like content?  
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Quirin  [13:52]:   I yeah,  I like. 

 

Annika  [13:54]:   How would you specify or differentiate? Like, what do you like what you don't?  

 

Quirin  [13:58]:   I think with sport I'm into and when the video is really good then I just like. 

 

Annika  [14:03]:   So when you can relate to it more?  

 

Quirin  [14:05]:  When I can relate to it more and when I find it really impressive what the video 

shows. Yeah, that's right. 

 

Annika  [14:13]:   And have you ever car Oh, sorry. 

 

Merle  [14:17]:   Do you have a GoPro yourself? 

 

Quirin  [14:19]:   Yes. 

 

Merle  [14:21]:   So do you also create photos or videos yourself? 

 

Quirin  [14:27]:   I did but barely any more  

 

Merle  [14:31]:   Did you ever post one?  

 

Quirin  [14:33]:   I think so yeah. 

 

Merle  [14:36]:   And did you also link GoPro in a way? By using Hashtag or something? 

 

Quirin  [14:44]:   It has been like three years ago, so I don't know. But I don't think so no 

 

Merle  [14:50]:   Okay. 

 

Annika  [14:51]:   All right. Yeah. I'm okay. But like more than like you have you ever commented on 

any nice picture or video? 

 

Quirin  [15:02]:   To tag a friend.  
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Annika  [15:03]:   Okay, so just yeah, just for that? 

 

Quirin  [15:06]:   Yes.  

 

Annika  [15:06]:  Alright, so also there, do you have certain videos that you're more likely to, to 

forward it to a friend or show it to a friend? 

 

Quirin  [15:13]:   Yes. I think that's the same thing when the friend shares the same interest in sport 

with me on a particular sport, and I would more be more likely to share with them 

and then just some random videos. 

 

Annika  [15:25]:   Yes. Um, so apart from your friends, or maybe also with your friends, is that a factor 

that also keeps you following GoPro that you can share stuff with your friends or?  

 

Quirin  [15:41]:   Yeah, yeah. I would say so.  

 

Annika  [15:44]:   So some social interaction?  

 

Quirin  [15:46]:   Yeah.  

 

Annika  [15:48]:   And do you care about the whole GoPro community? Do you see yourself as being 

part of it?  

 

Quirin  [15:54]:   No 

 

Annika  [15:55]:   By following? 

 

Quirin  [15:57]:   No but I think it's, it's not it. I think GoPro just belongs to the whole extreme sport 

community. Or is like a big factor in the community. So if you're into that, or if 

you're in that in that community, then GoPro is a part of it. Yes., but I wouldn't say 

that I'm part of the GoPro community, so 

 

Annika  [16:18]:   That's fine. And but so by following them or do you also said you had one yourself? 

Do you see like GoPro has an impact on who you are? 
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Or what you think or do in your daily life? 

 

Quirin  [16:36]:   No, no, no. I think GoPro became very popular nd unique. Everybody was using it 

everybody has a GoPro now. When you go skiing, everybody has a GoPro for just 

going down the slopes. And I think it got to people take it to too many places when 

even not exciting and so it got like kind of a product which is kinda douchy to have 

it when you gone skiing I think. Also so many people who can can barely surf have 

a GoPro out there nowadays, and it really became a mass product yeah. 

 

Annika  [17:16]:   Yes, but when you see sorry. 

 

Merle  [17:20]:   Maybe ask it in another way. When you engage with the content, so when watching 

or when you like it, or when you share it. Does that maybe have any impact on yeah, 

does it say something about yourself or do you show someone maybe who you are 

with it? Can you maybe relate to that? 

 

Quirin  [17:50]:   I think it is the same answer as what I said before. GoPro is a part of the whole 

extreme sport community. And that says that you are part of that as well, in some 

way. But it doesn't say that you are a part of GoPro I think 

 

Annika  [18:07]:   So, I don't know but what you say you're you see yourself more as a   

   supporter than an actual member? 

 

Quirin  [18:14]:   Yeah, supprter yeah.  

 

Annika  [18:16]:   Like a fan?  

 

Quirin  [18:20]:   Yeah.Like a follower more 

 

Annika  [18:24]:   Okay. Would you say he said that his GoPros may be part of this whole extreme 

sports thing? Do you identify yourself with that? 

 

Quirin  [18:56]:   Partly, yes. Yeah. Well, from a hobby perspective yes.  

 

Annika  [19:02]:   Can you can you specify? 
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Quirin  [19:04]:   Um I know I grew up with most of my friends being like "see my professional 

skills" and "we go mountain biking a lot", surfing a lot every, every holidays. And 

so I'd say I have a particular interest in that community and that area of sports 

 

Annika  [19:25]:   Allright. And so what would you say is your own personal advantage of following 

GoPro? 

 

Quirin  [19:34]:   I just do that I think to get inspired and to enjoy their videos. I don't know 

   if that's an advantage but that's something which brings me joy. 

 

Merle  [19:51]:   What does it do to you when you enjoy the video? 

 

Quirin  [19:57]:   I get excited and I get inspired. 

 

Merle  [20:01]:   Okay so that is enjoyment for you? 

 

Quirin  [20:03]:   Yeah.   

 

Annika  [20:07]:   And so how would you say you're keeping up with the with the videos GoPro is 

posting? 

 

Quirin  [20:17]:   I usually don't go on their page I think I just scroll scroll through it and expect that 

I see every video that they post 

 

Annika  [20:24]:   You expect to see every? 

 

Quirin  [20:26]:   Yeah.I don't like I don't actively go on their page,  only sometimes. I think if I see 

something I really like then I go on their page, but usually I don't. 

 

Annika  [20:37]:   Is that something that's like, I don't know drilling you  to do to see every video or 

to see everything they know. So or when you go on to their their feed and you see 

something you haven't seen which you click on it just to 
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Quirin  [20:52]:   Oh yeah. Oh yeah, I guess the one deciding picture. But not every video but like if 

the if the picture looks nice then I click on it to watch it. 

 

Annika  [21:04]:   All right. 

 

Merle  [21:05]:   Can I ask one more question? Do in some way feel kind of tension when  look at 

these extreme videos? 

 

Quirin  [21:21]:  What do you mean tension in a positive and negative way?  

 

Annika  [21:23]:   Can be both.  

 

Quirin  [21:27]:   I think in a positive way yeah excitement and tension a negative way sometimes 

that I would also like to be in these places where I know doing that sport instead of 

being in the library I guess. 

 

Annika  [21:42]:   Is that like when you're in the library for example? Is that a moment where you get 

more into like looking through all these videos? 

 

Quirin  [21:50]:   Not in particular with GoPro. Just Just like you just want to distract yourself 

sometimes and then just try to look at everything besides studying I think 

 

Annika  [22:00]:   Yeah. And are there certain videos where you feel or you see yourself you get more 

lost in it kind of? 

 

Quirin  [22:08]:   Yeah, when I'm interested in the sport they do. And I think also before like before  

winter I get really excited looking or watching skiing videos and before summer I 

get excited watching surfing videos that excites you for summer. Like that's the 

motivating part again. 

 

Annika  [22:29]:   Yes. Is that also content that you're more likely to share them with your friends?  

 

Quirin  [22:35]:   Yeah  
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Annika  [22:36]:   Cool. And so how would you describe the relationship you have with a brand 

GoPro? 

 

Quirin  [22:54]:   I follow them but I that's that's it.  

 

Merle  [23:04]:   Can you maybe describe what it needs to build a relationship with someone, can be 

any relationship, just kind of what blocks is a relationship built on?  

 

Quirin  [23:21]:   interests or shared interests, trust, joy or have fun together. Um, what else? I think 

excitement that you need your the other party needs to give you excitement. And 

also in a relationship I think it's important to to grow together to that relationship. 

Yeah, that's it. 

 

Merle  [24:01]:   Ok. And now can you relate that somehow to GoPro? In relation to the content they 

show? 

 

Quirin  [24:11]:   I think the growing part yes because then growing and excitement watching it gives 

you excitement, like the growing part is maybe getting inspiration for a new 

destinations to go to or trying something new sports wise. 

 

Merle  [24:29]:   And same interersts kind of for the sports that you do maybe? 

 

Quirin  [24:33]:   Yeah, yeah, definitely. 

 

Merle  [24:36]:   So would that, do you think that would enhance the relationship to the brand GoPro? 

 

Quirin  [24:44]:   Yes. Like you're showing me more content which I'm interested in and having like 

personalized or tailored videos, which are in my interests, that definitely would 

improve the relationship or improves relationships. 

 

Merle  [25:01]:   Does it form some kind of connection? 

 

Quirin  [25:05]:  Yes. Yeah. 
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Merle  [25:08]:   Okay, can you put that connection in words like in kind in terms of feelings maybe? 

Just a few, can you name like some feelings? 

 

Quirin  [25:19]:   I think this is pretty much the same feelings from before it's excitement, joy, 

inspiration. That's the feelings feelings I get from the. I get happy maybe sometimes 

from it.  

 

Merle  [25:32]:   Would you say you like the brand? 

 

Quirin  [25:35]:   Yes 

 

Merle  [25:36]:   Would you go further and say you love the brand?  

 

Quirin  [25:39]:   No  

 

Merle  [25:40]:   okay. 

 

Annika [25:44]:   Would you say that you're satisfied with what like they put into your relationship?  

 

Quirin  [25:57]:   Yes, yeah. I'm satisfied. I don't know what like I don't have any expectations to what 

they give into that relationship. 

 

Annika  [26:05]:   You don't have any expectations on related to what they do? 

 

Quirin  [26:09]:   I do, that they stick to the stuff I'm used to from them I think 

 

Annika  [26:13]:   what is that? 

 

Quirin  [26:15]:   posting exciting videos, making nice cameras? Like this. I see GoPro but I normally 

what I would expect from them is to improve 

 

Merle  [26:25]:   You said that you expect that they keep on posting, do you think that they will stop 

that?  

 

Quirin  [26:36]:   No. 
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Annika  [26:41]:   And they have never like let you down on what you expected from them?  

 

Quirin  [26:45]:   I don't think so. Well, maybe like sometimes the the content got a little bit boring 

because they were just being very much about extreme sports and then sometimes 

suddenly with a photography and like, environments and just like landscape and 

that stuff, maybe that's just not in the reason why I follow. 

 

Annika  [27:11]:   So what would you say what needs to happen? So you what makes you stop 

following them? 

 

Quirin  [27:22]:   Boring, boring content, which is what the content that wouldn't show my interests. 

That's when I was still but then they would have to make a really hard turn around 

to make that happen. 

 

Merle  [27:39]:   Do you expect this to happen?  

 

Quirin  [27:41]:   No.  

 

Merle  [27:42]:   Okay. From the perspective of the content GoPro promotes how like how sincere, 

honest and trustworthy would you think that the brand is? 

 

Quirin  [28:04]:   I think I am very neutral against that I don't have any.. I don't see a point where they 

should be. Well, it shouldn't be trustworthy. So it's a established brand so i i'd say 

they are very trustworthy. 

 

Annika  [28:23]:   It's the content a reason for that or does the content underline what you think about 

them? 

 

Quirin  [28:29]:   yeah, because I think they stick to their roots and being like, showing extreme sports 

and being unique in extreme sports, so yeah.  

 

Merle  [28:39]:  But formats of the videos or the posts maybe also contribute to that  to think about 

who is in the videos or quality? 
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Quirin  [28:50]:   Yeah, I think quality is always top,  the people in the videos are usually athletes that 

you know, or that are wellknown. So yeah, that contributes to that. 

 

Merle  [28:59]:   If someone would talk bad about GoPro as a brand or about the content or anything? 

Would you say that you would defend the brand? Or how would you react to that? 

 

Quirin  [29:25]:   I think depends on what the other person would say. But I think I'd defend the brand, 

probably. Not to, I wouldn't go to extreme I think like not because I don't have a 

loving relationship with the band. I just, I enjoy the brand. But that's that's pretty 

much it. So depends on what the person says if it's about the quality of the product 

or if it's about the content, that's a difference. 

 

Annika  [30:09]:   Would you say that you're more satisfied with the brand by following them on 

Instagram?  

 

Quirin  [30:19]:   Yeah, I say so.  I don't use he product much anymore. So right now what I see from 

them is their content 

 

Annika  [30:27]:   And the more you can engage with the content, like for example, the more content 

you can share with friends or that you like the more satisfied you would be?  

 

Quirin  [30:38]:   Yeah, yeah. The higher the quality of the content the more satisfied I am. 

 

Merle  [30:46]:   What does it take to make you satisfied?  

 

Quirin  [30:53]:   Showing me content that I'm interested in. 

 

Merle  [31:18]:   How often do you watch the content, usually?  

 

Quirin  [31:30]:   Of GoPro? I think I probably see a GoPro photo or video of GoPro probably every 

day, I guess. Because they post quite frequently so yeah, I'd say once once a day 

 

Merle  [31:49]:   And do you think that this frequency also adds to the relationship.  
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Quirin  [31:55]:   Yeah, yeah.  It's not like it's not as, they don't spam you but they post quite 

frequently. 

 

Merle  [32:06]:   Would you be disappointed if they would stop or if they wouldn't show you content 

so often? 

 

Annika  [32:15]:   Or if you didn't have access anymore? For some reason?  

 

Quirin  [32:18]:   Yeah, but it wouldn't be a huge bummer but i would i would definitely recognize it 

and and 

 

Annika  [32:25]:   any feelings? 

 

Quirin [32:30]:   I don't know. No, no particular feelings. 

 

Merle  [32:34]:   Would it effect your trust? 

 

Quirin  [32:37]:   Yes. Satisfaction would go down and trust I think would remain the same. 

 

Annika  [32:45]:   So would you say that you keep on following them?  

 

Quirin  [32:49]:   Yeah, yeah.I don't see a reason why not. 

 

Annika  [33:00]:   Super then we're done. 
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Merle [0:01]:   Okay. Also erstmal dein Alter?  

 

Ferdinand [0:05]:   Ich bin 24 Jahre alt.  

 

Merle [0:07]:   Und was ist dein derzeitiger Beruf?  

 

Ferdinand [0:14]:  Ich arbeite im Marketing bei Nike.  

 

Merle [0:15]:   Ah sorry ich glaube es nimmt nicht auf. Nochmal bitte, wie war dein Alter?  

 

Ferdinand [0:29]:  Alles gut. 24. 

 

Merle [0:36]:   Und dein derzeitiger Beruf? 

 

Ferdinand [0:41]:  Ich arbeite im Marketing bei Nike. 

 

Merle [0:45]:   Und wo wohnst du zur Zeit? 

 

Ferdinand [0:47]:  In Berlin. Brauchst du meine genaue Adresse? 

 

Merle [0:50]:  Nein danke, das passt so. Ähm, dann allgemein erstmal so über dich und wie du 

soziale Netzwerke nutzt. Ähm, kannst du sagen wie oft du die sozialen Netzwerke, 

also was du darunter verstehst, verwendest? 

 

Ferdinand [1:09]:  Ähm, also ich würde, also soziale Netzwerke im Allgemeinen sind für mich 

einfach, ja, digitale, ähm, digitale Plattformen wo ich mit einer Gruppe, also 
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hauptsächlich Freunden, interagieren kann. Ja, verschiedene soziale Netzwerke 

nutze ich halt für verschiedene Arten von Kommunikation, ja. 

 

Merle [1:39]:  Ok, kannst du da ein bisschen genauer drauf eingehen? Also du kannst auch gerne 

sagen welche Netzwerke und wo du aktiv bist. 

 

Ferdinand [1:45]: Ja, also wenn ich jetzt zum Beispiel auf Instagram bin oder so dann nutze ich das 

hauptsächlich zum Teilen von Bildern. Irgendwelche Momente die ich, ähm, die 

ich ähh erlebt habe oder so. Um die schnell zu teilen, Direct Message oder sowas. 

Oder dann im Feed eigentlich mehr so, ja, ähm coole Bilder aber nicht so wirklich 

Momente, sondern irgendwie so, Bilder halt. Im Feed ist auch mal sowas, was jetzt 

qualitativ vielleicht nicht so hochwertig ist, aber, ähh, in der, in der Story, aber im 

Feed muss irgendwie das schon ein qualitativ hochwertiges Bild auch sein ähm und 

halt auch cool sein, ja aber in der Story muss das nicht so. 

 

Merle [2:32]:  Also das was du hochlädst? 

 

Ferdinand [2:39]: Genau was ich hochlade, ja. 

 

Merle [2:42]:  Und wie oft, wie oft machst du das so? 

 

Ferdinand [2:42]: Oah, Feed mach ich eigentlich so, pff, einmal im Monat vielleicht, ja. Und in der 

Story aber sag ich mal so zwei, drei Mal die Woche lade ich da was hoch, ja. Und 

dann aber gibt es halt andere Netzwerke die ich hautsächlich, zum Beispiel jetzt, 

wenn ich LinkedIn nehme oder sowas, da ist einfach der informative Aspekt viel 

größer. Also da geht es nicht so um, da geht es mehr um auch von der privaten 

Ebene weg auf eine berufliche. 

 

Merle [3:01]: Also ich bin da auch mit vielen Freunden connected aber ich will da eigentlich auch 

mehr darüber erfahren, was machen die eigentlich gerade beruflich oder was, ähm, 

gibt es für neue Trends in meinen Interessengebieten die ich da halt angegeben habe 

und ja. 

 

Ferdinand [3:14]:   Also, oder auch Facebook ist eigentlich so hautsächlich um, ähh, einfach in Kontakt 

zu stehen mit anderen Leuten. Was ich jetzt über Instagram zum Beispiel jetzt nicht 
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so großartig, da geht es jetzt nicht so um Informationsaustausch, sondern dann geht 

es eher um 'Hey guck mal, ich hab das gesehen oder ich bin jetzt da', und um das 

mir der Community oder mit meinen Freunden zu teilen. 

 

Merle [3:35]: Okay, und würdest du sagen oder könntest du einschätzen oder ranken welche 

Netzwerke du zum Beispiel am meisten nutzt und kannst du das irgendwie, ja, 

ranken und sagen warum? 

 

Ferdinand [4:03]: Also ich würde sagen Instagram auf der ersten Position, dann würde ich sagen 

LinkedIn ist mittlerweile die zweite Position, ähm, und dann auf der dritten Position 

kommt irgendwie so Facebook, ein bisschen Snapchat und bisschen Twitter. Aber 

Twitter eigentlich auch nicht so aktiv, sondern mehr so auch informativ um einfach 

übers Weltgeschehen vertreten, also ähm informiert zu sein, ja. Warum ist jetzt 

Instagram die Nummer eins? Weil ja, weil das leicht zu konsumieren ist finde ich. 

Also ich scroll durch den Feedund hab irgendwie, es ist immer irgendwas zum 

Lachen dabei, es ist immer irgendwo was, äh, zum Beispiel nutze ich Instagram so 

um immer über das Aktuellste im Sport äh informiert zu sein. 

 

Ferdinand [4:53]: Ja, ich folg da diversen Sport-Nachrichten-Seiten die halt irgendwie auf einem Bild 

mit einer Tagline 'der und der wechselt jetzt nach da und da'. Ich habe gleich ein 

Bild zu dem Spieler, ich habe ein Bild über, ich weiß was die Ablösesumme, und 

also so in der Hinsicht, ich hab, ich hab was bildliches und ich hab eine kurze 

Information die super schnell. Oder auch lustige Videos oder sowas oder nicht jetzt 

- als Beispiel, ne Seite die ich sehr oft benutze ist 433, so eine Fußball-Seite, die 

einfach immer irgendwie von Top-Level bis, äh, Amateur-Level immer so Videos 

hochladen und einfach wo du immer über den Akt was - äh auf der einen Seite 

funny, auf der anderen Seite aber auch irgendwo informativ. Diese Kombination 

hast du auf Instagram auf jeden Fall am stärksten von allen sozialen Netzwerken 

die ich nutze. 

 

Merle [5:19]:  Okay, ähm, und wie, wie oft würdest du sagen nutzt du die? 

 

Ferdinand [5:41]: Instagram auf jeden Fall täglich, ja, und LinkedIn würde ich sagen auch fast täglich. 

Aber wenn ich jetzt sag ich bin am Tag ungefähr 20 Mal auf Instagram dann bin 

ich vielleicht fünf Mal auf LinkedIn oder so. Ähm vielleicht ist die Verweildauer 
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auf LinkedIn ein bisschen größer, weil ich dann da Artikel les oder so und bei 

Instagram nur so durch den Feed scroll oder ein paar Stories anschaue oder so, aber 

ich bin da auch jeden Fall öfters da, ich komm öfters dahin. Facebook vielleicht 

[überlegt] drei, vier Mal die Woche oder so. Aber eigentlich nicht so wirklich 

häufig und die anderen dann noch weniger, ja. Also Snapchat und Twitter sag ich 

mal so ein, zwei Mal die Woche. 

 

Merle [6:37]:   Okay, ähm, du hast ja jetzt vorhin schon gesagt, dass du das eigentlich nutzt um up 

to date zu bleiben und Freunden, mit Freunden Inhalte zu teilen und ähm, gibt es 

auch, oder auch dass du Sport-Seiten folgst, ähm, da hast du jetzt gerade Athleten 

gesagt, aber gibt es da vielleicht noch andere, andere Seiten denen du folgst? Also 

zum Beispiel Unternehmen die jetzt vielleicht nicht direkt ähm Wettbewerbe oder 

irgendwelche Ergebnisse präsentieren? 

 

Ferdinand [7:21]:   Hmm also ich würde sagen, wenn ich jetzt in die, auf die Unternehmensseite gehe 

ähm folge ich hauptsächlich so Sport-Nachrichten Diensten, das ist der größte Part 

eigentlich dann folge ich, ähh, rein aus Interesse was so im Sportmarkt passiert, 

also eigentlich allen Sport Brands und den Unterkanälen, also von Nike Haupt-

Channel über Nike Skateboard oder auch Adidas und so weiter und auch Puma 

eigentlich, also so die ganzen, die ganzen Channels und, ja. 

 

Merle [8:06]:    Kannst du da mehr aufzählen? 

 

Ferdinand [8:08]:   Ja also ich folg auch GoPro und ähh dann folg ich Red Bull oder sowas, also diese 

ganze, diese ganze Schiene wo einfach einen, dieser, also auch viele Seiten wo man 

Content bekommt wo sie dieser Wow-Effekt rüberkommt. Also wo nicht ähm jetzt 

nur so ein, ein lustiges Video oder irgendwie einen informatives Bild ist oder so 

sondern wo auch so ein bisschen eigentlich bringt es mir gar nichts, sondern es ist 

irgendwie nur einfach 'boah krass' oder so, ja und dann halt noch vielen privaten 

Channels einfach, also meinen Freunden halt. 

 

Merle [8:52]:   Okay, ähm, kannst du da nochmal ein bisschen genauer, weil du es jetzt schon 

gerade angefangen hast zu differenzieren also, in Bezug auf GoPro, Red Bull, was 

die Inhalte so unterscheidet von den anderen Inhalten die du normalerweise an 

Sport konsumierst? 
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Ferdinand [9:14]:   Hmm, also, also ja eigentlich ist es wirklich so dieses, ähm über die, über die 

meisten Channels im Sport ist es immer so dass ich äh also du kriegst sehr viel 

Information auch immer mit. Also du kriegst immer irgendwie, gerade diese 

Sportnachrichten-Dienste, also du hast, du kriegst immer irgendwie ne Info mit, ja? 

Also das ist was passiert gerade so und jetzt, wenn ich jetzt Red Bull und GoPro 

jetzt speziell nehme dann ist es eigentlich sag ich mal ich nenn es mal zeitlos. Das 

ist jetzt nicht irgendwie an eine Zeit gebunden, sondern es ist einfach ein, ein 

Content der mich jetzt inspiriert, ja, jetzt nicht dasselbe zu machen wie die aber 

irgendwie mir so, mich da reinzuversetzen und sagen 'hey, wäre geil da irgendwie 

das auch können' oder 'hey, wie macht der das eigentlich?' das so dieser Wow-

Effekt kommt da eher rüber. Vor Allem weil ich finde, dass da auch sehr viel Video 

Content ist und das einfach dadurch mehr transportiert wird dieses, ähm, dieses 

inspirative oder dieses, äh dieser Wow-Effekt. 

 

Merle [10:27]:   Und was genau wären das dann für Inhalte die dich, die dir diesen Wow-Effekt 

geben? Also kannst du das irgendwie mit dir selber verknüpfen, weil du irgendwie 

eine gewisse Sportart machst? Oder was wären das für Inhalte, also kannst auch 

gerne mal ein paar Sportarten irgendwie genauer nennen. 

 

Ferdinand [10:51]:   Ich find eigentlich ist das gerade das Gegenteil weil das Sportarten sind oder 

Sachen sind die ich nicht kann oder die ich auch nicht ausübe, ähm was, was krasses 

ist so die, ähm die was für orte eigentlich äh auch so bisschen ähm,  ja, an was für 

Orten das gedreht so, das ist geht eigentlich, also das ist immer irgendwie ey ganz 

oben auf dem Berg fährt einer mit dem Snowboard eine geile Powderpiste runter 

und irgendwann bin ich auch schon einmal ne Powderpiste gefahren aber nicht so 

eine Powderpiste, so vom Gipfel runter und auch nicht irgendwie davor mit einem 

Heli da hochgeflogen und dann da runter gefahren, aber ich bin schon einmal eine 

Powderpiste gefahren und bin, ja, hat mega bock gemacht, ja, aber wenn man dann 

das sieht, erstmal das connected den Moment den man selber irgendwie mal hatte 

aber denkt sich halt auch 'boah krass ey',  das ist eigentlich nochmal krass wie man 

so eine Stufe erreicht hat. Oder auch, äh, im Urlaub mal aufm Surfbrett gestanden 

und das einfach nicht hingekriegt und dann sieht man halt irgendwie, wie ähm, ja 

wie, äh wie jemand halt so eine Barrel surft oder so, was halt mega geil ist ja, weil 

ich allgemein mega sportinteressiert bin, mich eigentlich auch in allen Sportarten 
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sehr, sehr, würde ich jetzt mal sagen, sehr gut auskenne aber halt einfach das, die 

Fähigkeit nicht hab das irgendwie auszuüben. Man sieht dann bei Red Bull zum 

Beispiel wie mit ihren Wingsuits da den Berg runterfliegen oder so das sind halt 

einfach mega beeindruckende Bilder. Weil aus der Perspektive werde ich es nie 

selber erleben aber ich kann es irgendwie miterleben. 

 

Merle [12:31]: Kannst du, also wenn du dir jetzt gerade mal so einen Inhalt vorstellst. Kannst du 

da irgendwie beschreiben wie du dich fühlst? Oder wie es deine, deine ähm Mood 

änderst, wenn du dir sowas anschaust? 

 

Ferdinand [12:56]:   Hmm, also immer ändert es meine Mood eigentlich nicht, weil oftmals ist es, also 

es ist halt so der, ähm ja, die äh, die Eigenschaft von Instagram dass äh durch dieses 

Scrollen einfach auch sehr, sehr schnelllebig ist. dass ich irgendwie mal so nur so 

einen Content, also ein Piece von dem Content nur miterlebe halt, der irgendwie 

halt, sehe ich vielleicht eine Welle wo er gerade durch surft und bin gerade so, lauf 

gerade vom Schreibtisch zum Meeting oder so, bin auf Instagram und dann scroll 

ich da durch und sehe das halt und denk mir so 'boah geil' aber das ändert jetzt 

nichts an meiner Mood weil ich eigentlich mit dem Kopf irgendwo anders bin, aber 

ich ähm da halt, ich sehe es und find es geil. ähm gibt aber so wenn man dann 

irgendwo dann in Ruhe halt ist so und es sich das anschaut, dann schau ich mir das 

auch komplett an zum Beispiel oder klick auch irgendwie oder bin vielleicht dann 

auch direkt und such spezifisch nach dem Content und dann ist schon so dass 

irgendwo jetzt kein Adrenalinkick gibt, aber man ist schon irgendwie so, sag ich 

mal, in einer, also dieses Adrenalin kommt auf jeden Fall rüber. das ist nichts was 

man jetzt irgendwie krass gepusht ist, ja, aber das ist schon so ein adrenalinkick, 

ja, und wenn man dann so eine fette welle oder wenn man irgendwie diesen steilen 

Berg sieht gerade diese extreme lösen schon so ein bisschen, einen, aber nur wenn 

man es wirklich, also wenn ich es wirklich bewusst konsumier auch, also wenn ich 

sag so ich will das jetzt anschauen und ich schau mir dann auch komplett an, ja.  

 

Merle [14:26]:  Okay und wie, wie kommt das dann, dass du jetzt zum Beispiel in so einer 

Situation, dass du vom Schreibtisch, was du gerade gesagt hast, zur Couch läufst 

oder so, dass du dir dann was auf Instagram zum Beispiele anschaust, in dem 

Moment, also was, was ähm motiviert dich irgendwie dazu? also kannst du mir das 

erklären?  
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Ferdinand [14:46]:   Boah, auf jeden Fall Zeitvertreib irgendwie, also jetzt, pff, ich, ich, keine Ahnung, 

so auch bist gerade irgendwo in was drin, gehst dann raus und versuchst irgendwie 

mal so abzuschalten, damit so ein bisschen anderen, anderen Kontext. Du hast ja 

super viele verschiedene Kontexte auf Instagram, die dir irgendwie angeboten 

werden, private Profile, Unternehmensprofile, Information, auch emotionalen 

Content so. dann ist es eigentlich so dass man halt einfach so ein bisschen, einfach 

nur so ein bisschen bespielt werden will gerade so in dem Moment draufschaut 

irgendwie fünf Minuten da swiped wirklich, also gerade so in diesem, wenn man 

in diesem Feed so scrollt und nicht bewusst auf eine Seite geht dann ist einfach so 

dass der Content auch so vorbei fliegt einfach und dann, man nimmt nicht wirklich 

alles wahr, ja.  

 

Merle [15:40]:   Du hast ja gerade jetzt so ein paar Arten von Inhalten von Content beschrieben, wie 

würdest du da GoPro beschreiben?  

 

Ferdinand [15:47]:   Ähh wie würde ich da 

 

Merle [15:48]:   Also GoPro auf Instagram, also die Inhalte die die da hochladen? 

 

Ferdinand [15:48]: Naja also vornehmlich, wie meinst du jetzt die Art von Content? also Video 

Content, Bild oder ähm inspirieren oder informativ oder? 

 

Merle [15:50]:  Ja das auch, aber du hast jetzt gerade gesagt emotional, Informationen, genau, 

inspirierend, ähm, was trifft da deiner Meinung nach zu?  

 

Ferdinand [16:12]:   Ähmm. 

 

Merle [16:12]:   Du kannst auch gerne nochmal erzählen was dir auffällt was für Inhalte die dort vor 

allem hochladen, also auch die Formate. 

 

Ferdinand [16:12]:  Also Format mäßig ist äh bei GoPro ist Video auf jeden Fall am vorherrschendsten 

und äh ich würd fast auch sagen dass GoPro fast am meisten über Sponsored Post 

fast auch konsumiere, sag ich jetzt mal die im Feed auftauchen, ähm, also wie 

gesagt Video Format und äh ich würde sagen hauptsächlich inspirierend irgendwo 
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ähm jetzt nicht das gleiche zu machen aber irgendwo an seine Grenzen zu gehen, 

weil für die Sportler also so stell ich mir das zumindest vor ist das auch irgendwo 

ein Grenzgang immer und ähh ja irgendwo live dabei, dieses, dieses in dem 

Moment mit dabei zu sein ist irgendwie so dieses, diesen adrenalinkick so ein 

bisschen gibt ist halt auch so ja das ich, ich will jetzt nicht das gleiche erreichen, 

aber ich will in meinem möglichen irgendwo auch so was, keine Ahnung, jetzt sieht 

man irgendwie jemanden wie jemand surft da so und dann sieht man auch das geile, 

den geilen Strand und die das Gefühl, diese Urlaubsgefühle die irgendwie rüber 

kommen und dann ist man schon so auch ein bisschen in der Mood 'hey ich will 

jetzt auch in Urlaub, ich will auch jetzt irgendwie an Strand', ob ich jetzt dann 

surfen gehe oder nicht ist ne andere Sache aber man ist irgendwie inspiriert oder 

gepusht ich mach und will jetzt auch irgendwie so was ähnliches machen. 

 

Merle [17:54]:   Glaubst du dass, ähm, dass ähh es einen Einfluss auf dich hat, dass jetzt du hast es 

zum Beispiel gerade beschrieben, dass du die Athleten live siehst? Also, ähm, dass 

du wirklich, also dass es sich auch unterscheidet dass du dort Athleten siehst, die 

gerade in Action siehst zu anderen Inhalten die du äh sonst dir anschaust? also ist 

da, gibts da irgend nen unterschied der dir bei GoPro einfällt?  

 

Ferdinand [18:29]:   Also erstmal die Athleten die da auf dem GoPro Channel gespielt ist nicht so 

relevant für mich, weil ich sie nicht kenne, ja. Eigentlich das entscheidende ist die, 

ist der Kamera Angle weil den hast du nirgendswo anders, ja. Den hast du vielleicht 

noch bei Red Bull so, ähm, vielleicht auch weil sie eine GoPro benutzen, weiß ich 

nicht, aber ähm du hast einfach diese, diesen Point of View oder diesen hier ähm 

Surfkamera vorne oder Blick vorne aufm Surfboard in Richtung Surfer,  oder ähm 

Helmkamera beim also dieser, diesen POV Blick den hast du einfach auf keinem 

anderen Kanal, außer es lädt mal jemand irgendwie ein Bild oder ein Video hoch 

wie er eben gerade mit einer GoPro unterwegs ist, ja.  

 

Merle [19:28]: Und glaubst du, dass dich das irgendwie ein bisschen mehr ähm, ja, mitnimmt, 

mitzieht? 

 

Ferdinand [19:28]:  Oder ich weiß noch nicht mal ob es ne GoPro ist aber mit so einer Kamera halt, ja. 

Ja, weil du halt drin, du bist halt viel mehr drin. du bist, du kannst dich egal wer da 

jetzt steht auf dem Snowboard, Surfboard, Skateboard, wie auch immer, du bist 
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halt, eigentlich fährst du mit auf dem oder bist du mit in dem, in dem Film dabei, 

so das ist schon ne, ja. Die Qualität der Bilder ist natürlich auch entscheidend ja, 

also dass es jetzt nicht irgendwie verpixelt ist oder sowas sondern du eigentlich 

wirklich den blick wie du mit deinen Augen draufschauen würdest den hättest du, 

den hast du da eben auch, ja. 

 

Merle [20:07]: Und solche Inhalte, ähm, schaust du dir das nur an oder likest du da auch mal was 

oder irgendwie kommentierst du da mal was? 

 

Ferdinand [20:21]:  Also kommentieren, also ich kommentier eigentlich generell nicht auf Instagram, 

oder sehr, sehr wenig auf Instagram, mehr so wenn mein Bruder mal was postet 

oder irgendwie so dann ähh ja ganz enger, enger kreis irgendwie, ja da kommentier 

ich mal was aber mostly like ich eigentlich nur, also aber ich like dann auch mal 

einen Content, aber mehr so 'hey' also wirklich nur wenn ich so sag 'boah krass' 

dann like ich es auch und nicht wenn ich jetzt so nicht so das ist auch ein 

Unterschied zwischen Freunden und unternehmen, also bei Freunden ist es 

eigentlich immer, rutscht einem das like leichter raus als beim Unternehmen 

irgendwie, da will man auch, da erwartet man auch mehr, man hat irgendwie eine 

Erwartungshaltung an den Content der da gespielt wird. wenn der eben nicht so 

ganz den Erwartungen entspricht dann ist es eben auch kein like. Der muss schon 

mega krass sein um das zu kommentieren und dann ist es meistens so dass man ne 

persönliche Connection zu jemand anderem braucht, dass man irgendwie den 

drunter kommentiert. also der Purpose irgendwo was drunter zu kommentieren ist 

eigentlich das mit jemand anderem zu teilen und zu sagen 'hey, could be you' oder 

'could be me' oder 'letztes Jahr im Urlaub' zu meinem besten Kumpel oder 

irgendwie so oder Freundin oder was. 

 

Merle [21:40]:    Das machst du eher nicht?  

 

Ferdinand [21:40]: Ähm, also jetzt spezifisch auf den GoPro Kanal habe ich das glaub ich noch nie 

gemacht, ne aber ab und zu mach ich das, ja. 

 

Merle [21:53]:   GoPro gibt es ja jetzt nicht nur auf Instagram, ich habe dich auch noch gar nicht 

gefragt ob du noch auf anderen Kanälen denen folgst? 
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Ferdinand [22:06]: Wissentlich nur auf Instagram, ja. 

 

Merle [22:08]:   Okay aber du schaust dir die Inhalte an und likest auch mal was?  

 

Ferdinand [22:15]:   Ja. 

 

Merle [22:19]:    Und könntest du ungefähr einschätzen wie oft du das machst? Also beides?  

 

Ferdinand [22:29]:   Ne, ist gerade schwierig. ich würde einfach sagen gerade aus dem Grund, weil es 

jetzt halt gerade schwierig ist für mich einzuschätzen, eher weniger. also eher 

weniger, dass ich es wirklich ganz bewusst anschaue also drauf auf die Seite und 

es dann wirklich auch konsumiere. 

 

Merle [22:37]:    Kannst du das ungefähr schätzen? 

 

Ferdinand [22:40]:   Puuh, lass es mal ich würde mal sagen vielleicht ist es einmal die Woche, ja, 

Maximum, oder einmal alle zwei Wochen so in dem Dreh, ja. 

 

Merle [23:00]: Okay und wie wahrscheinlich ist es dann, wenn du so einen Post siehst, dass du den 

dann auch likest?  

 

Ferdinand [23:04]:   Ähm, ich denke wenn ich es dann sehe dann ist es meistens so gut, dass ich es dann 

auch like. 

 

Merle [23:13]: Also dann ist es vielleicht auch so, dass du Inhalte gar nicht wahrnimmst und ähm 

wenn du sie dann wahrnimmst ist es wahrscheinlich so, weil sie dich so 

mitnehmen? 

 

Ferdinand [23:27]: Ja, definitiv, ja aber das äh hauptsächlich da, also der Grund dafür ich hauptsächlich 

das Tool Instagram. Also das liegt jetzt weil eben man durch den Feed so viele 

Informationen bekommt, also man wird ja, ich nenn es jetzt mal 'zugeschissen' mit 

Bildern und Informationen und dadurch nimmt man halt gewisse Informationen gar 

nicht wahr, ja und aber wenn, wenn ich es dann wahrnehme dann ist es meisten 

auch geil und dann like ich es auch, ja. 
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Merle [24:16]:   Wenn du jetzt nochmal auf, auf dein Feed jetzt zurückschaust, kannst du da sagen 

was für Inhalte du dort am liebsten siehst? 

 

Ferdinand [24:43]:  Was für Inhalte ich dort am liebsten sehe? Also am liebsten wäre es mir erstmal, 

wenn es mir chronologisch angezeigt werden würde, aber das weiß man ja dass es 

nicht so ist sondern irgendwie benutzerorientiert. Was für Inhalte ich am liebsten 

sehe, ähh, puh, ja Video Content, also Content seitig ist es schon Video aber es 

muss halt irgendwie auch ähm so sein, dass ich irgendwie direkt davon gecatcht 

werde. Zum Beispiel gibt es viel so dieses, dieses Instagram TV was gerade so im 

Kommen sind wo längere Videos dahinter, hinter der Content sind, ähm dann muss 

mich dieses Content Piece, das zu sehen ist, das muss mich so überzeugen da auf 

diesen Button zu klicken 'schau das ganze Video an' also ich klick dann auch drauf 

und schau mir das an aber dann muss dieses Piece was ich da sehe wirklich auch 

geil sein. 

 

Merle [26:01]:  Also im Sport Kontext was wäre das? Kannst du da was beschreiben? Vielleicht 

auch was dir irgendwie aufgefallen ist?  

 

Ferdinand [26:04]:  Also meistens ist es von mir, also ich, ich folg vielen NB also NBAs, find ich sehr 

geil und dann ist irgendwie ein krasser Dunk oder sowas und dann denk ich mir da 

will ich mehr davon sehen, ja. so oder es ist irgendwie ein witziger Move von einem 

Spieler aus der Kabine also so was ich irgendwie eigentlich nicht normal irgendwie 

nicht so krieg und dann will ich mehr davon sehen. 

 

Merle [26:11]:    Also mehr so hinter den Kulissen? 

 

Ferdinand [26:21]:   Ja genau, behind-the-scenes und sowas, ähm, ja oder auch irgendwie so ganz 

spektakuläre Aufnahmen sowas wo ich irgendwie so denk so 'boah krass was haben 

die da gemacht?'  

 

Merle [26:25]:   Wäre das sowas wie jetzt zum Beispiel wie einer irgendwie aus dem Helikopter 

springt und die Piste runterfährt? Wäre das auch sowas?  

 

Ferdinand [26:30]:   Ich finde das ist irgendwie also da gibt es schon sehr viel auch davon auf Instagram 

deswegen ist es nicht mehr so krass besonders, also es ist immer noch cool, auf 
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jeden Fall, aber das ist jetzt nicht sowas was, was mich irgendwie hundert Prozent 

kickt jetzt, wo ich sag jetzt, vielleicht wenn dann irgendwie da äh also für mich ist 

auch ganz wichtig was unten drunter also ich les was, die ersten, die ersten paar 

Lines unten drunter les ich eigentlich auch immer. 

 

Merle [26:56]:  Okay. 

 

Ferdinand  [26:57]:  Und wenn dann da irgendwie steht 'ey', dass ich mein, dass irgendwie so ne, äh eine 

Story über den und den Athleten ist und ich kenn den Athleten dann schau ich mir 

das auch an ja. Weil dann will ich ja irgendwo wissen, dann folg ich dem ja 

irgendwo auch. Ob jetzt bewusst oder unbewusst, weil ich ihm also, unbewusst 

weil ich ja immer nur halt scroll aber ich bin Follower von ihm aber ähm aber ich 

dann will ja wissen was der macht so, ja und von daher wäre das schon ja also ist 

jetzt nicht mehr so besonders, behind-the-scenes ist schon irgendwie mehr 

besonders wenn ich es jetzt beschreiben müsste, äh zum Beispiel wie sieht die 

Vorbereitung zum Beispiel auf so einen Trip aus, ja. Also weil das wird eigentlich 

nie gezeigt so 'hey, der sucht sich jetzt sein geiles Snowboard aus' oder sowas in 

seinem, in seinem Schuppen wo irgendwo fünfzig Snowboards drin sind. Dann 

würde ich wahrscheinlich draufklicken weil ich erstmal den schuppen auch sehen 

will was da für Boards drin sind und dann halt auch was macht der damit, ja. weil 

ich krieg noch nicht eigentlich das Highlight krieg ich noch nicht direkt, ähm, 

serviert. 

 

Merle [28:48]:  Okay. 

 

Ferdinand [28:51]:   Irgendwo auch so ein bisschen Teasing muss da auch dabei sein. 'ich will mehr 

sehen davon'. 

 

Merle [28:51]:   Mhm, okay, nochmal zu Sportinhalten allgemein, ähm, du hast ja jetzt vorhin schon 

einmal gesagt welche sozialen Netzwerke du nutzt, würdest du das auch genauso 

auf Sportinhalte beziehen, also dass du jetzt am meisten für Sportinhalte auf 

Instagram bist?  

 

Ferdinand [29:12]:   Jetzt als Beispiel: ich folge Bleacher Report auf Instagram, ist ja ein News Anbieter 

über Sport, und dann sehe ich da eine Story und ich will dann, dann gehe ich dann 
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über Instagram meisten auf denen ihre Seite, ja. Also, ja, würde ich schon sagen, 

ja. Meisten ist es dann so, dass ich, also dann lese ich mir halt den ganzen Artikel 

durch wenn es mich irgendwie interessiert. 

 

Merle [29:35]:   Gut, zurück zu GoPro: du sagst ja du guckst dir das einmal die Woche an. Und  

du hast es ja auch so beschrieben, dass ähm, das eher zufällig dann erscheint für 

dich. Also gehst du auch mal aktiv auf die Seite oder suchst du auch mal nach den 

Inhalten? Wie bist du vielleicht auch noch anders aufmerksam? Kommt das vor?  

 

 

Ferdinand [30:10]: Also aktiv passiert es super selten, dass ich da wirklich auch, weil ich auch so ne 

gewisse Diversität in dem Content habe den ich konsumiere. Das ist ja auch gerade 

das tolle an Instagram. ich folge irgendwie 500 Leuten oder 500 Accounts folge ich 

und von 500 Account kriege ich 500 verschiedenen Content, vielleicht sind es 400 

verschiedenen Content von der Art her, aber wirklich spezifisch auf einen Kanal zu 

gehen und sich was anzuschauen, also bei, bei Brands mach ich das eigentlich fast 

überhaupt nicht. Alle so Brands oder so Unternehmen, ja oder ja genau, weil ich 

einfach nicht nur von der einen Marke konsumiere, also Content sehen möchte, ja. 

Bei Freunden ist es vielleicht mal so dass ich mal den Kanal genauer anschaue oder 

so, aber wirklich dann in den, in den Kanal reingehen und nur Content von einer, 

einem Unternehmen anschaue mache ich eigentlich nicht, oder sehr selten. 

Meistens dann über einen Content Piece in der, in meinem News Feed und dann 

von da aus äh in den in den Kanal, ja. Zum Beispiel 'link in our bio watch the full 

video' oder sowas, das mach ich schon ab und zu, ja. 

 

Merle [31:55]:   Mhm, du hast ja vorhin auch mal gesagt, dass du, wenn du dir jetzt so zum Beispiel 

Inhalte von GoPro anschaust dann ist das eher, dann ist das auch mal weil du aus 

dem Alltag, oder weil es dich ablenkt. kannst du das nochmal ein bisschen genauer 

erklären? Also wenn du da vielleicht auch an gewisse Situationen denkst, also wann 

genau du das machst? 

 

Ferdinand [32:26]:   Also das ist halt der, der Content bei GoPro ist halt immer ein bisschen jetzt nicht 

realitätsfremd, fern so, also das nicht unbedingt, das ist das falsche Wort vielleicht. 

aber er ist so immer ein bisschen unglaublich. 'Ey krass wie kann er das oder wie 

macht er das, ich kenn niemanden der kann das und ich kann es selber auch nicht' 
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und ähh das ist halt das ist so das Merkmal warum man dann ein bisschen sich auch 

inspirieren lassen will  so von, von gerade wenn man sport addicted ist dann ist ja 

egal jetzt erstmal welche Sportart so aber dann auch eben deswegen wie geil in 

einem geilen Camera Angle und so gezeigt dann ist es halt nochmal, nochmal 

geiler, ja. 

 

Merle [33:16]:   Und in was für Situation, also jetzt mal, wenn so wenn du so du an dich jetzt gerade 

denkst. in was für Situationen machst du das? Also wenn du dich da jetzt mal 

einfach so reinversetzt, du sagst ja du bist einmal täglich auf Instagram, was sind 

das für Situationen, wo ist das zum Beispiel, was sind das für Zeiten, wie lange bist 

du da auch unterwegs?  

 

Ferdinand [33:42]:   Also tagsüber ist es mehr so immer so ganz kurz, einfach so in was für Situationen 

bin ich da? das ist mehr so Zwischenräume füllen also so von wirklich so wenn ich 

jetzt einen Arbeitstag hab und dann hab ich ja auch so ein bisschen so 

Verschnaufpausen und dann auch wieder Zeiten wo ich halt eigentlich so 

konzentriert bin und eher in diesen Verschnaufpausen wo man einfach mal so 

bisschen seinen Kopf baumeln lassen will und auch keinen anstrengenden Content, 

also nicht irgendwie sich über was Gedanken machen will, sondern eigentlich nur 

ähm, nur aufnehmen, sich nicht damit auseinander setzen, das ist eigentlich so. 

 

Merle [34:25]:    Wären die Inhalte von GoPro sowas?  

 

Ferdinand [34:28]:   Ja würde ich schon sagen, ja. Weil ich, also ich finde es halt, ich finde es halt cool 

aber ich muss mich da jetzt nicht irgendwie so ich muss mir da jetzt keine ich muss 

keine Information da jetzt aufnehmen. Das ist einfach cooler Content den ich 

anschaue, aber nicht irgendwie mich jetzt mit einer Information auseinander setzen 

die da aufpoppt oder so. 

 

Merle [34:48]:   Hast du dabei irgendwelche bestimmten Gefühle? Also du sagst ja oft so das ist 

krass, oder das ist so ein Wow-Effekt aber ist das irgendwie so ein bestimmtes 

Gefühl was du da nennen kannst? 

 

Ferdinand [35:06]:   Puuh, jetzt challenged du mich ganz schön ey [lacht]. Nee eigentlich nicht ne, weil 

es wirklich so Momente sind auch so wenn ich dann abends zu Hause bin, dann bin 
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ich eigentlich auch nochmal auf Instagram und äh, das ist eigentlich so dann, äh 

das sind so die Zeitpunkte wo man also das hat nicht so eine große Relevanz 

einfach, ja, das ist einfach da ich kann es konsumieren, ich find es cool, aber wenn 

es nicht da ist, ist es nicht da und es bringt mich auch nicht um. 

 

Merle [35:46]:  Okay. Also es ist primär ein Zeitvertreib? 

 

Ferdinand [35:50]:   Ja auf der einen Art, schon Zeitvertreib aber irgendwo schon auch mit einem 

Purpose weil es mir ja gefällt also irgendwo ist es eine Ablenkung von einer, von 

einer, von einer konzentrierten Aufgabe und dann geht man in eine, in eine 

entspannte Phase will man ja trotzdem auch was cooles sehen, ja weil sonst würd 

ich es mir nicht anschauen.   

 

Merle [35:58]:  Also wirst du von solchen Inhalten entspannt?  

 

Ferdinand [35:58]:   Nee jetzt nicht also vielleicht jetzt nicht so relaxed entspannt aber es ist für mich 

entspannend das anzuschauen. Also weil ich es einfach mich äh wenn ich jetzt von 

einer ja wie gesagt konzentriert ähm, 'ich muss das jetzt machen das ist meine 

Aufgabe' in äh 'hey ich hab jetzt ne, ne Verschnaufpause und ich schau mir jetzt da 

Content an und der ist auch noch cool' ja, also den Zeitvertreib den ich hab, das ist 

vielleicht so auch was wo ich meinen Kumpels erzählen kann oder wenn ich es 

richtig geil finde wo ich jemanden drunter taggen kann und sagen kann 'hey, schau 

mal ey guck dir das mal an' so, ja.  

 

Merle [37:00]:   Okay, ähm könntest du, wenn du dir dich und GoPro als Beziehung vorstellst, 

kannst du das irgendwie beschreiben? 

 

Ferdinand [37:19]: Ja. Auf jeden Fall keine Love Story, das ist es nicht, ne. Also ich habe keine, ich 

habe keine emotionale Bindung zur Marke, das ist es nicht nee, ähm, zumindest 

jetzt keine Addiction, ja, also ich bin jetzt nicht verfallen so, ich sag jetzt 'hey ich 

muss jetzt eine, ich muss jetzt eine GoPro haben'. Oder ich finde GoPro vermittelt 

auch so ein bisschen Lebensgefühl auch und das ist jetzt nicht unbedingt mein 

eigener Lifestyle, äh, dieses äh, ja immer am Beach, immer am Berg, immer am äh 

am Action und eigentlich alles nur coole Momente so, es wird eigentlich keine 

Realität dargestellt sondern das ist eigentlich also für eine kleine Gruppe von 
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Menschen also Sportler ist das die die die Snowboarder sind oder Surfer ist das eine 

Realität, aber für den Großteil der Menschen ist es keine Realität, ja und äh 

irgendwo ja, ist es cool das zu schauen, ja, ist es cool das irgendwo mitzuerleben 

aber ich hab keine, keine Verbindung jetzt, keine krasse Verbindung zur Marke, 

ne. 

 

Merle [38:38]: Okay, also fühlst du dich auch nicht irgendwie als Teil von dieser Marke oder 

diesem Lifestyle hast du ja schon gesagt, weil du einfach selber nicht so bist? Also 

du bist schon mal irgendwie im Surfurlaub gewesen und auch irgendwie schon 

einmal snowboarden oder so, aber normalerweise den Sport den GoPro zeigt 

machst du jetzt so eigentlich eher nicht? 

 

Ferdinand [39:02]:   Genau, vor allem ist es auch wenn man die, wenn man die Leute also, wenn man 

dann von dem GoPro Profil auf den Athleten vielleicht auch mal geht dann sieht 

man ja auch was die so für einen Lifestyle haben so 'wie ziehen die sich an, was 

machen die tagsüber so?' Das ist einfach so, das ist cool aber das ist eine andere 

Schiene einfach, das ist nicht was, was ich jetzt lebe halt irgendwie so. Ein 

Snowboarder zieht sich anders an, also hat einen anderen Kleidungsstil, einen 

anderen Lifestyle als ich jetzt, ja. Deswegen bin ich zu diesen Athleten, zu dieser 

Gruppe Athleten, die da gezeigt wird, die sind mir nicht so wichtig, das ist nicht so, 

bin nicht so hingezogen auch, ja. Vielleicht wäre das, wäre ich dem, wäre ich GoPro 

mehr verbunden auch wenn ich dem Athleten mehr verbunden wär, ja. wenn ich 

eine ganz starke Bindung zu dem Athleten hätte und ich wüsste 'hey der macht doch 

immer die geilen Videos bei GoPro' dann wäre das vielleicht auch was, was 

anderes, ja. Dann wäre ich da vielleicht auch GoPro mehr verbunden, ja. 

 

Merle [40:09]: Mhm, okay. Aber trotzdem likest du ja auch mal was also du hast ja auch schon 

gesagt du findest die Inhalte ja trotzdem manchmal so cool oder inspirierend ähm, 

ähm, und hast du das Gefühl, dass du vielleicht in den Momenten dich aber ein 

bisschen, also was genau willst du damit ausdrücken, dass du es, dass du es likest? 

Also für wen machst du das?  

 

Ferdinand [40:48]:   Vielleicht weil ich Bock hätte auch so ein Leben zu führen, ja. Weil ich mir denk 

so der Lifestyle ist schon cool äh, ich würde auch gern so surfen können oder ich 

würde da auch gerade an dem Ort gern sein oder würde jetzt heute da snowboarden 
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und morgen da snowboarden oder was weiß ich machen, ja. Ja, aber das ist, ja 

deswegen schau ich mir das eigentlich an, ja, weil es immer eigentlich coole Orte, 

das ist ein Bulletpoint, dann ne außergewöhnliche sportliche Leistung die 

dargestellt wird und der dritte Bulletpoint ist der Camera Angle eigentlich, also aus 

welchen Perspektiven ich dabei sein kann, also das sind so die drei Punkte.  

 

Merle [41:19]: Mhm, hat das auch für dich irgendwie einen Einfluss, dass andere zum Beispiel 

Likes von dir sehen?  

 

Ferdinand [41:50]:   Wenn ich was like und andere das sehen? 

 

Merle [41:50]:    Ja. 

 

Ferdinand [41:50]: Nö. 

 

Merle [41:58]:   Gut. Und wenn GoPro jetzt den Kanal oder die Seite löschen würde, würde dich 

das irgendwie berühren oder würde dich das stören?  

 

Ferdinand [42:18]:   Ich fänd es schade, aber nach einer gewissen Zeit würde ich es wahrscheinlich nicht 

mal mehr merken weil es irgendwo in dem, in diesem ganzen, in dieser ganzen 

Fülle an Posts die täglich in meinem Newsfeed auftauchen irgendwo würd jetzt 

nicht fehlen, ja, dadurch dass ich selten aktiv auf die Seite gehe ist es äh, oder es 

ist wirklich egal zu welchen soziale Netzwerk dass ich sag 'ok jetzt geh ich auf 

GoPro um mir so ein Video anzuschauen'. Also würde es mir nach einer gewissen 

Zeit auf jeden Fall nicht mehr fehlen. 

 

Merle [42:58]:   Okay, also würdest du sagen, dass dir das auch nicht so wichtig ist von den was zu 

sehen?  

 

Ferdinand [43:14]:   Die Sache ist die, dass sehr viel, genauso einen Content würde ich jetzt fast sagen 

gibt es fast nicht, ja oder gibt es eigentlich nicht, aber es gibt sehr viel Content der 

irgendwo inspirierend ist und der irgendwo, ähm,  außergewöhnlich, ähm diese 

drei, ähm vielleicht den Camera Angle ist schwierig, aber diese anderen beiden 

Bulletpoints, diese, diese krasse sportliche Leistung, diese inspirierenden Faktor, 

den hab ich in anderen, in anderen Contents oder in anderen von anderen 
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Unternehmen auch und dann kommt da vielleicht noch die Sparte dazu dass ich mit 

dem Athleten oder mit der Person die gezeigt wird auch noch sehr verbunden bin 

weil ich die weil ich der folge, weil ich mag, weil ich mag was die sagt, was die 

macht und so weiter und ähm, deswegen das, ja. Nochmal kurz, was war die Frage 

nochmal? 

 

Merle [44:12]:    Ähm, wie wichtig dir das ist. 

 

Ferdinand [44:16]:   Ahja genau, ja, genau, dass sehr viel von dem Content eben da ist eigentlich, 

vielleicht eben in einer gewissen anderen Art und Weise, deswegen ist es mir nicht 

so 100% wichtig. Also es ist wichtig, ich find den cool, aber wenn es, wie gesagt, 

wenn weg wäre ich jetzt nicht tot traurig. 

 

Merle [44:34]:    Nicht tot traurig, sondern ein bisschen? 

 

Ferdinand [44:36]:   Ein bisschen schon, ja weil dieses, gerade dieses ähm, ja diese Kamera 

Einstellungen die kriegst du nirgendwo anders, das ist schon ein extremes 

Alleinstellungsmerkmal. 

 

 

Merle [44:54]:  Gut. Was denkst du wie ehrlich, vertrauenswürdig die Marke ist, also wie wirkt sie 

auf dich?  

 

Ferdinand [45:08]:   Hmm, wie ehrlich, vertrauenswürdig die Marke ist? Also ich würde schon sagen, 

dass die Marke, äh vertrauenswürdig und ehrlich ist und auch irgendwo weil sie 

irgendwie ähm einer ganz klaren Strategie irgendwo auch folgt. Also man sieht 

immer sie stehen zu dem was sie zeigen wollen oder was sie zeigen dazu stehen sie 

auch. 

 

Merle [45:37]:    Und wo, wo siehst du das? Also wodurch wird dir das bewusst?  

 

Ferdinand [45:44]:   Ja also ich finde das wird halt durch, das wird einem dadurch bewusst, dass sie halt 

einfach ähm das Bild nach außen sehr einheitlich also sie, sie haben zum Beispiel 

sind sie sehr in dieser Action Sport Richtung, ja, da bleiben sie auch, machen jetzt 

nicht irgendwie mal was mit Action Sportlern und dann nächste Woche machen sie 
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was mit, ähm keine Ahnung, mit Hockey Spieler oder sowas weil sie irgendwie 

zwei verschiedene Welten werden. Einmal also es wäre ein anderer Lifestyle das 

wäre, also GoPro vermittelt auch irgendwo diesen Lifestyle, diesen, den, diese 

ganzen Surfer und Skater und, in diese Ecke würde ich es schon schieben, ja.  

 

Merle [46:28]:   Aber ist das, also hast du diese Ansicht durch Instagram hauptsächlich oder 

kommst du noch irgendwo anders mit GoPro in Berührung? 

 

Ferdinand [46:43]:   Die habe ich einmal durch Instagram, weil einfach da sehr viel Content unterwegs 

ist der immer in die gleiche Richtung geht. Aber zum Beipiel auch wenn man Leute 

kennt die für die Marke als Brand Ambassador arbeiten und die halt auch diesen 

Lifestyle haben so und es ja auch logisch ist, dass du solche Leute dann brauchst 

die irgendwie diese Marke physisch halt am point of sale pushen halt, das ist 

authentisch sag ich mal, ja und deswegen auch irgendwo ehrlich. 

 

Merle [47:10]:   Okay, also würdest du sagen, dass der Feed, die Inhalte die sie dort hochladen auch 

vertrauenswürdig wirken auf dich?  

 

Ferdinand [47:22]:   Ja auf jeden Fall.   

 

Merle [47:22]:    Weil dort die Athleten auch selber ihre Inhalte hochladen?  

 

Ferdinand [47:33]: Hm ich habe nie das Gefühl, dass die den selber hochladen aber man sieht häufig 

auch, dass wenn man dann mal auf den Athleten Kanal geht dann sieht man auch 

dass die Athleten den gleichen Content auch oben haben. Vielleicht dann ohne 

irgendwie am Ende 'ey GoPro' sondern nur von ihnen, aber ja.   

Merle [47:50]:   Ja das mein ich auch eigentlich, genau, dass der Content von denen stammt und bei 

GoPro dann veröffentlicht wird. 

Ferdinand [47:50]:   Ja genau, ja. Kann ich zustimmen. 

Merle [47:57]:   Mhm, hast du das Gefühl dass wenn du dir diese Inhalte anschaust, dass dir 

irgendwas verkauft wird?  

Ferdinand [48:18]:   Hab ich, äh, wenn ich es direkt bei GoPro sehe dann ja, weil dann am Ende immer 

dieses natürlich, logischerweise das Produkt irgendwo im Fokus steht, ja also es ist 

immer, ich krieg das Video eigentlich und am Ende gibt es immer eine Snippet 'hey 

GoPro Hero irgendwas', GoPro also so ein schwarzer, so hab ich es zumindest in 
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Erinnerung, also es wird dann auch nochmal das Produkt in den Fokus gestellt, was 

man klar will aber ich fast sagen würde braucht man fast nicht mehr so, ja. Also 

weil das schon so, wenn ich diese Art von Content sehe dann würde ich schon, 

selbst wenn da keine GoPro auf dem Brett steht, würde ich sagen, das ist mit einer 

GoPro gemacht, wenn das in der Qualität irgendwo zu sehen ist. 

 

Merle [49:13]:   Okay. Wenn jemand über die, über GoPro schlecht reden würde, zum Beispiel 

wenn du dich mit jemandem drüber unterhältst und du hörst Kritik, wie würdest du 

damit umgehen?  

 

Ferdinand [49:41]:   Puh, keine Ahnung, würde ich sagen kann ich nichts zu sagen, weil ich die Marke 

eigentlich kenne außer den Videos, ja. 

 

Merle [49:59]:   Ist es für dich irgendwie satisfying wenn du dir die Inhalte anschaust? Oder auch 

nur, dass du GoPro auf Instagram folgst?  

 

Ferdinand [50:18]:   Nee, wie gesagt, ist nicht ich bin da nicht emotionally attached.  

 

Merle [50:30]:    Glaubst du, dass du GoPro weiterhin folgen wirst in den nächsten Jahren? 

 

Ferdinand [50:36]:  Ja, gibt keinen Grund, das ist so. Ja weil der Content ja cool ist, ja und das ist jetzt 

auch nicht, dass ich irgendwie belästigt werde dadurch, sondern es ist einfach, ja 

es ist cool.   

 

Merle [50:49]: Sprichst du da auch mal mit anderen drüber? Also du sagst halt du verlinkst jetzt 

keinen drunter aber sprichst du da auch mal mit anderen drüber oder zeigst du die 

Videos auch mal?  

 

Ferdinand [51:01]:   Jaa, gelegentlich, kann jetzt keine Zahl sagen, wie oft, aber gelegentlich. Wie das 

dann so wenn man engen Freunden, oder wenn man im Büro, dann sieht man 

irgendwo, vielleicht ist das auch einfach man scrollt gerade so durch, sieht was und 

dann der Kollege ist gerade da 'ey zieh dir das mal rein' so, ja. Aber mehr so spontan 

eigentlich. 

 

Merle [51:26]:    Okay. 
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Ferdinand [51:27]:   Nicht jetzt bewusst irgendwie, dass ich das gestern Abend gesehen hab und morgen 

zeig ich es irgendwie jemandem.  

 

Merle [51:36]:   Okay. 

 

Ferdinand [51:38]:   Gut. 

Merle [51:40]:    Vielen Dank. 
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Merle [0:01]:  Dann geht es jetzt los. Ist es ok wenn ich dich aufnehme?  

 

Fabian [0:05]:  Ja. 

 

Merle [0:06]:  Gut. Dann darfst du dich gerne kurz einmal vorstellen. 

 

Fabian [0:08]: Okay, ich komme ursprünglich aus Berlin, lebe zurzeit in Bayreuth, studiere dort, 

das heißt also mein Berufsstatus ist Student, und ich bin 28 Jahre alt. Und in meiner 

Freizeit gehe ich viel Mountainbike fahren und im Winter Snowboarden.   

 

Merle [0:28]:  Okay, cool. Student. Was studierst du, im Master oder Bachelor? 

 

Fabian [0:29]:  Wirtschaftsingenieur, Master. 

 

Merle [0:35]: Okay, cool. Du hast gerade schon gesagt, in deiner Freizeit machst du Sport, 

Mountainbike und Skifahren. Machst du nur das, oder machst du noch andere 

Sachen und wie oft? 

 

Fabian [0:38]:  Motorsport, aber das ist nicht so regelmäßig. Und auch nur im Sommer. 

 

Merle [0:51]:  Okay. Und Skifahren und Mountainbike machst du schon regelmäßig? 

 

Fabian [0:52]:  Ja.  

 

Merle [0:56]:  Was heißt das? Also wie regelmäßig ungefähr? 
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Fabian [0:56]:  Wie oft? 

 

Merle [0:56]:  Ja. 

 

Fabian [0:56]: Skifahren, in der Wintersaison circa einmal im Monat, für immer 3-5 Tage. Und 

Mountainbiken im Sommer alle 3 Tage im Schnitt. 

 

Merle [1:21]: Okay. Dann geht es direkt zu Social Media. Ähm, erstmal, nutzt du Social Media, 

welche Kanäle und wie oft? Vielleicht kannst du das einfach so ranken. 

 

Fabian [1:34]:  In Prozent? 

 

Merle [1:40]:  Also, was nutzt du am häufigsten? 

 

Fabian [1:52]: Okay, also am häufigsten wahrscheinlich Instagram, und ansonsten Facebook, und 

das ist glaube ich tatsächlich das einzige. Und Verteilung wahrscheinlich 80/20. 

80% Instagram, 20% Facebook. 

 

Merle [2:02]: Wie oft nutzt du Instagram wenn du das auf die Woche, oder auf den Tag 

betrachtest? 

 

Fabian [2:07]:  Hm, 6 Tage die Woche? 

 

Merle [2:11]:  Okay. 

 

Fabian [2:13]:  Und Facebook vielleicht einen Tag die Woche, oder zwei. 

 

Merle [2:15]: Okay kannst du allgemein sagen in was für Situationen du Facebook und Instagram 

nutzt? 

 

Fabian [2:27]: Instagram so zwischendurch mal, mal kurz durchgucken wenn man einen Moment 

irgendwo wartet oder so, Facebook eigentlich nur wenn ich irgendwelche 

Benachrichtigungen bekomme und dann dadurch quasi die App öffne weil ich sehe 

ok da ist eine Benachrichtigung, ich guck mir das an.  
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Merle [2:49]:   Kannst du dich an die letzte Situation erinnern, in der du Instagram geöffnet hast? 

 

Fabian [2:53]:  Heute morgen zum Kaffee. 

 

Merle [3:03]: Okay. Cool. Ähm, was für Accounts folgst du grundsätzlich, wenn du das auch 

vielleicht kategorisieren kannst? Freunde, Marken, irgenwelche..? 

 

Fabian [3:20]: Ähm, Freunde und Marken glaube ich beschreibt es am eigentlich schon am besten. 

Und da würde ich wahrscheinlich sagen 90% Freunde, 10% Marken. 

 

Merle [3:35]:  Und was sind das für Marken? 

 

Fabian [3:39]:   Sportmarken in erster Linie. Ein bisschen, zählen auch Personen des öffentlichen 

Lebens, also Sportler zum Beispiel? 

 

Merle [3:52]:    Ja. 

 

Fabian [3:52]:   Okay dann ist die Verteilung wahrscheinlich so 80/10/10, also 80% Freunde, 

10% Sportler, 10% Marken. Und jetzt, boah ey also, soll ich dir, also, spielt die 

Rolle was für Marken? Willst du darauf hinaus? 

 

Merle [4:12]:  Wenn du welche nennen kannst die dir.. 

Fabian [4:12]: Auf Anhieb fallen mir Red Bull und GoPro ein. Ansonsten sind es noch ein paar 

Formel 1 oder Motorsport Teams, und der Rest sind Sportler aus den Bereichen 

Wintersport, also Ski und Snowboard, aus dem Bereich Motorsport und aus dem 

Bereich Mountainbike. 

 

Merle [4:41]: Wenn du jetzt an diese Kategorien denkst, was sind das für Inhalte die du dir 

besonders anschaust, die für dich interessant sind? 

 

Fabian [4:51]:  Welche Art von Inhalten meinst du?  

 

Merle [4:51]:  Genau, Formate.. 
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Fabian [4:59]: Eher Videos, auf jeden Fall. Ich denke Fotos glaube ich überscrolle ich mehr, also 

wenn ich mir aktiv was angucke sind es meistens eher Videos als Bilder. 

 

Merle [5:13]: Und äh wie müssen die Videos sein, was für Inhalte müssen das sein, damit du es 

dir anschaust? wenn du dich vielleicht zurück erinnerst, an das letzte Mal als du so 

durch Instagram gescrollt bist heute Morgen beim Kaffee, wo bleibst du dann 

hängen? 

 

Fabian [5:31]: Wahrscheinlich eher bei Inhalten die ich selbst, die für mich selbst interessant sind 

oder sie also ja, die Inhalte haben, die mir selber irgendwie nahekommen, 

beispielsweise bei GoPro Videos, die mit den gleichen Sportarten zu tun haben, die 

ich selber betreibe, wenn ich einen Athleten verlinkt sehe, den ich kenne, glaube 

ich das ist oft ein Grund. Ich würde sagen das sind die Punkte. 

 

Merle [6:18]: Okay. Also GoPro folgst du hauptsächlich auf welchen Kanälen? Auf Instagram, 

Facebook, auf beiden? 

 

Fabian [6:32]:  Ich schätze auf beiden, aber verfolgen tue ich es nur auf Instagram. 

 

Merle [6:37]:  Okay. Kannst du ungefähr einschätzten wie oft du die Beiträge siehst? 

 

Fabian [6:42]:    Jedes Mal wenn ich den Kanal nutze würde ich sagen, oder zu 90%. 

 

Merle [6:54]: Wären dann GoPro Beiträge, solche Beiträge an denen du hängen bleibst, also 

wären das so Beiträge die du eben beschrieben hast? Würdest du das darunter 

fassen? 

 

Fabian [7:02]:    Ja. würde ich sagen ja. 

 

Merle [7:10]: Okay. Vielleicht kannst du einmal so generell aus deiner Perspektive erzählen was 

du so für Beiträge auf GoPros Feed siehst. Also was fällt dir dazu ein? Was sind 

das für Inhalte? Vielleicht auch was siehst du drum herum? Einfach mal so ein 

bisschen.. 
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Fabian [7:33]:   Actionsport glaube ich, größtenteils und teilweise, äh viel so Travel Videos, und 

teilweise Familieninhalte, also keine Ahnung, spielen mit Kindern, sowas. 

 

Merle [7:59]:  Mhm, ähm hauptsächlich Videos, Photos, Text? 

 

Fabian [8:03]:  Ja Videos schätze ich hauptsächlich. 

 

Merle [8:09]:  Okay 

 

Fabian [8:11]: Wie gesagt, also Bilder, ich glaube, Videos und Bilder ist glaube ich hätte ich jetzt 

von der Verteilung gesagt, von den Inhalten, ist glaube ich gleich. Aber wie gesagt, 

ich finde Videos immer ein bisschen ansprechender, oder interessanter auch.  

 

Merle [8:23]:    Fallen dir auch Texte auf? 

 

Fabian [8:29]: Texte von den Beschreibungen halt. Oder meinst du Texte so als Post? Text auf 

schwarzem Hintergrund zum Beispiel. 

 

Merle [8:42]: Bei Instagram zum Beispiel findest du ja keine Textbeiträge. Dann meine ich so 

die Beschreibungen. Fällt dir das ins Auge? Guckst du da drauf? 

 

Fabian [8:57]: Ja, schon. Eben hauptsächlich auch um, also da kriegst du natürlich erstmal so einen 

Eindruck ne, worum geht es in der Regel, ist ja meist ein Titel, meist sind Leute 

drin verlinkt. 

 

Merle [9:13]: Meinst du, worum geht es, um den Sport, oder um die Travel Destinations? Oder 

was meinst du mit, ‘worum es geht‘? 

 

Fabian [9:29]: In der Beschreibung meinst du? Ja, wenn ich mich recht erinnere, dann steht immer 

so ein Satz drin wie der und der hier und da macht das und das, so. 

 

Merle [9:45]: Okay cool. Würdest du sagen, dass du aktiv nach den Inhalten schaust oder wie 

würdest du das beschreiben? 

 

Fabian [10:01]:  Ich glaube ich gucke mir die Inhalte an die mir zugespielt werden. 
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Merle [10:07]:  Okay also die dir im Feed erscheinen, wenn du durch srcollst. 

  

Fabian [10:11]: Ja, also es ist ganz selten, dass ich aktiv nach Inhalten suche. Das passiert vielleicht 

2-3 Mal im Jahr. 

 

Merle [10:22]: Kannst du beschreiben warum du GoPro überhaupt folgst? Weißt du ungefähr wie 

lange schon? kannst du dich daran erinnern, wie es dazu kam? 

 

Fabian [10:38]:  Kann ich das sagen mit der Arbeit? Ja? 

 

Merle [10:47]:  Ja. 

 

Fabian [10:49]: Also ich habe Instagram dadurch, dass ich für GoPro arbeite, deshalb kam es 

eigentlich eher anders rum. Und das habe ich jetzt wahrscheinlich seit 3 Jahren. 

Und das heißt seit 3 Jahren folge ich der Marke auch auf Social Media. Und ja, ich 

nutze die GoPro, die Produkte, selbst, also privat.  

 

Merle [11:18]:  Wie nutzt du die Produkte? Was machst du?  

 

Fabian [11:35]:  Filmen und Fotos. 

 

Merle [11:37]:  Was machst du mit den Inhalten? Machst du das für dich? 

 

Fabian [11:37]: Ja ich würde sagen größtenteils für mich, teilweise für die Arbeit und teilweise 

poste ich, teilweise poste ich nicht. Und teilweise verarbeite ich es und verarbeite 

es auch nicht. Es ist oft, dass ich irgendwo im Urlaub bin und viele Aufnahmen 

mache und mir dann aber nicht die Zeit nehme es zu verarbeiten. 

 

Merle [12:07]: Okay. Wenn du das postest, postest du es dann auf Instagram oder Facebook? Oder 

beides?  

 

Fabian [12:17]: Meist beides, aber manchmal auch nur auf Instagram, aber ich kann dir nicht sagen 

wovon das abhängt um ehrlich zu sein. Mir ist nur aufgefallen, dass ich manchmal 
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diesen hacken setze, also ich poste es immer über Instagram, und dann manchmal 

setze ich den Haken bei ja, Facebook auch, manchmal nicht. Da gibt es keine Regel. 

 

Merle [12:31]:  Okay. Und warum postest du das? 

 

Fabian [12:44]: Das ist eine gute Frage. Ich glaube um Leute daran teilhaben zu lassen was man 

macht, wo man gerade ist, für meine Familie zum Beispiel ist es immer cool, weil 

die noch zuhause sind, in Berlin. Und zu denen habe ich nicht so regelmäßig 

Kontakt. So können sie trotzdem irgendwie sehen was bei mir so passiert. Und ja, 

ich denke genau das gleiche ist es mit Freunden, mit denen man eigentlich.. bei 

vielen Leuten wäre es mir jetzt egal ob die davon mitbekommen, aber bei manchen 

Leuten glaube ich das ist cool, wenn ich nicht jedem das Video einzeln über 

WhatsApp schicken muss, sondern ich poste das und dann sehen die das. Das sehe 

ich auch als Nutzen. Bei vielen Leuten ist es mir egal was die für Inhalte posten 

und bei manchen Leuten ist es mir wichtiger, weil ich an den Leuten interessierter 

bin. Da gucke ich mir die Inhalte auch häufiger an als jetzt von vielen anderen. 

 

Merle [13:56]:  Okay. Verlinkst du GoPro da auch irgendwie drin? 

 

Fabian [14:02]: Bei den Inhalten die ich mit der Kamera aufgenommen habe verlinke ich GoPro 

immer. Über die Hashtags GoPro, gopro.de und je nach dem mit welcher Kamera 

das gefilmt ist, in der Regel zurzeit mit der Hero 7. und das GoPro Hero Team. 

 

Merle [14:35]:  Warum machst du das? 

 

Fabian [14:36]: Warum mache ich das? Ich glaube, hauptsächlich weil wenn du zum GoPro Hero 

Team gehörst, ist das eine Sache, die du nach außen repräsentierst. Ich glaube das 

es wie so eine Community, wie eine Gemeinschaft. 

 

Merle [15:09]: Meinst du nur das GorPro Hero Team ist eine Gemeinschaft oder siehst du die 

Gemeinschaft auch größer? 

 

Fabian [15:17]:  Ja ne, wahrscheinlich auch größer. Dieses GoPro Ding insgesamt. 
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Merle [15:19]:   Würdest du sagen auf Instagram, die Inhalte tragen zu einer Community bei? 

Kannst du das genauer noch beschreiben?  

 

Fabian [15:30]: Ich finde, dass GoPro es geschafft hat, dass es mehr ist als nur eine Kamera mit der 

du Sachen aufnimmst. Zum Beispiel gibt es diese Community nicht bei Sony, nicht 

bei Roley, nicht bei anderen Actionkamera Herstellern. GoPro hat es geschaftt, ein 

Gefühl... du sagst ja zum Beispiel auch nicht, jemand der ein Video postet sagt 

nicht, ich habe mit einer Actioncam gefilmt, sondern ich habe es mit einer GoPro 

gefilmt. Auch wenn du dir die Videos in den Social Media Kanälen anguckst sind 

es GoPro Videos, nicht Actioncam Videos, oder Sportvideos. Es ist gezielt. Das hat 

die Marke halt geschafft, ein Image zu kreieren. Und ich glaube, wenn man sich 

dazu gehörig fühlt, dann trägt das dazu bei, dass man das connecten will. 

 

Merle [16:53]:  Fühlst du dich da zugehörig? 

 

Fabian [16:53]:  Ja, auf jeden Fall. Klar. 

 

Merle [16:54]:  Dadurch, dass du Inhalte auch postest, verstärkt es das? 

 

Fabian [16:58]: Ja ich denke. Wobei wahrscheinlich weniger die Inhalte, die du postest, sondern 

wahrscheinlich eher das Feedback, was du darauf bekommst. Und die 

Kommentare. 

 

Merle [17:17]: Okay, ja. Weil du da eine Interaktion mit anderen Community Members hast? 

 

Fabian [17:27]:  Wahrscheinlich, ja 

 

Merle [17:27]: Hat es was damit zu tun, dass du dich dem vielleicht auch verbunden fühlst? Du 

hast ja gesagt, diese Community, GoPro ist ein Gefühl. Kannst du das genauer 

beschreiben? Was für ein Gefühl? Und wie würdest du die Community 

beschreiben? Welche Rolle spielen da andere? 

 

Fabian [18:10]: Ich würde sagen, dass die Leute die ich zu dieser Community zähle, sind ein 

bisschen vom gleichen Schlag. Die haben ähnliche Interessen. Ich glaube darüber 

entsteht ein Zusammenhalt, wenn du jemanden triffst, der die gleichen Interessen 
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hat. Sei es jetzt auch nur beispielsweise ein Sport, dann hat man gleich einen 

Beziehungspunkt. Dort ist es auch der Fall, dass du mit Leuten eine Gemeinsamkeit 

teilst, auf der einen Seite möglicherweise einen Sport, aber auch einfach die 

Tatsache, dass du dich mit einer Kamera bei deinen Aktivitäten filmen kannst. Das 

verbindet halt. 

 

Merle [18:54]:   Was ist das für ein Gefühl? Kannst du das irgendwie in Gefühlstermen 

beschreiben? 

 

Fabian [19:04]:  Boah, das ist eine gute Frage. 

 

Merle [19:23]: Wie fühlt sich das denn an, wenn du siehst das andere was liken oder wenn du 

selber was likest? Wie fühlt sich das an für dich? 

 

Fabian [19:36]: Ganz allgemein gesagt irgendwie gut, zufriedenstellend. Wie soll man das weiter 

beschreiben? 

 

Merle [19:36]: Haben vielleicht wenn du was likest zum Beispiel von anderen, oder etwas 

kommentierst, denkst du das hat darauf einen Einfluss was andere von dir denken? 

 

Fabian [20:15]: Ne, das glaube ich nicht. Aber andersherum glaube ich schon. Wenn ich auf Inhalte 

eingehe in Form eines Likes oder in Form eines Kommentars hat es weniger 

Einfluss als wenn ich selber... wobei, es wird beides einen Einfluss haben, aber ich 

glaube der stärkere Einfluss ist von den Inhalten ausgehend die du selber postest. 

 

Merle [20:30]: Also für dich ist es wahrscheinlich ein gutes Gefühl, wenn jemand deine Inhalte 

wertschätzt? Wenn du das im Gegensatz auch tust, von jemand anderem was likest, 

wertschätzt, hast du da das Gefühl, dass du den unterstützt? 

 

Fabian [21:03]: Ich glaube schon, das gibt Bestätigung. Ich glaube, das ist jetzt alles ein bisschen 

verzerrt. Das ist meine Einschätzung, dass man Inhalte eher teilt, die etwas Gutes 

zeigen. ‘Ich bin im Urlaub, ich habe Spaß, das Wetter ist schön‘. Vielleicht auch 

mal witzige Inhalte. Ich glaube man neigt weniger dazu, Inhalte zu teilen, die 

scheiße sind. Wenn jetzt etwas trauriges passiert ist, weiß nicht, bin durch ne 
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Prüfung gefallen. Vielleicht mit so ein bisschen Witz. Das ist jetzt auch ein bisschen 

pauschal alles. 

 

Merle [21:52]: Ich weiß schon was du meinst. Aber glaubst du, kannst du dir vorstellen, womit das 

zusammenhängt, dass du nur sowas teilst? 

 

Fabian [21:54]: Ich glaube, weil man sich nach außen zeigt. Ich glaube man zeig sich lieber nach 

außen, wenn es einem gut geht, als wenn es einem schlecht geht. 

 

Merle [21:58]:  Das man auch so gesehen werden möchte? 

 

Fabian [21:58]: Ja, das spielt bestimmt auch dazu. Wenn mir das egal wäre, würde ich ja auch nichts 

posten. Für mich persönlich ist das mehr so ein beiläufiges Ding. Ich glaube was 

das einigermaßen wiederspiegelt, sind die Zahlen. Wenn du jetzt auf meinen 

Instagram Account gehen würdest, und man sieht sich an wie viele Personen mir 

folgen und wie vielen ich folge, sieht man eine Verhältnismäßigkeit. Ich würde 

sagen, ich folge nur Personen, die mich interessieren. Das ist bei mir der 

Hauptgrund. Für mich ist das nichts, womit ich mich profilieren will, beweisen will, 

oder mich darstellen will. Ich würde mich selber als einen eher altmodischen 

Menschen bezeichnen. Und dementsprechend passt das dazu, dass ich das eben 

nicht nur mache um mich darzustellen, sondern um das Leuten, die nicht in meiner 

Nähe sind und mit denen man nicht regelmäßig telefoniert, dass die trotzdem sehen, 

was bei mir abgeht. 

 

Merle [23:53]: Okay. Dann gehen wir nochmal zurück zu den Inhalten, wenn du dir Inhalte 

anschaust. Wenn du dich mit Inhalten auseinandersetzt, die von GoPro stammen, 

kannst du dich an irgendwelche Gefühle erinnern, die dir durch deinen Kopf gehen, 

wenn du dir sowas anschaust? Das sich deine Laune ändert? Passiert da irgendwas 

in dir, wenn du dir sowas anschaust? 

 

Fabian [24:21]:  Wir beziehen das jetzt auf Inhalte von GoPro, ne? 

 

Merle [24:36]:  Ja. 
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Fabian [24:39]: In der Regel sind es positive Emotionen in Form von Freude, Erstaunen, 

beeindruckt sein. Teilweise auch emotional in Form von Freude erweckend. Das 

man sich in die Situation herein versetzen kann und die Emotion spürt die die 

Person in dem Video gerade erlebt. Das ist der größte Teil. 

 

Merle [25:11]: Ist es auch so, du hast vorhin die Situation genannt, du schaust es dir heute morgen 

beim Kaffee an. Würdest du sagen, du gehst dann auf Instagram um dir die GoPro 

Inhalte anzuschauen, weil es gerade dazu passt, oder in einer Stimmung morgens 

mit Kaffee um wieder runter zu kommen, oder Zeit totzuschlagen? 

 

Fabian [26:01]:  Bei mir ist es eher der Punkt um Langeweile zu vermeiden. 

Merle [26:07]:  Instagram an sich? 

Fabian [26:08]: Ja, eher Instagram an sich. Ich glaube explizit GoPro, weil sie verhältnismäßig viele 

Inhalte posten im Vergleich zu anderen Sachen denen ich folge. Und weil ich eben 

insgesamt nicht so vielen Sachen folge, und weil ich dazu eine Bindung habe. 

Wahrscheinlich auch weil sie verhältnismäßig für mich interessante Inhalte teilen. 

Als Beispiel: ich folge einem Café. Dann posten die jeden Tag ein Bild von einem 

Latte Art Kaffee. Das ist nicht so spektakulär, nicht so abwechslungsreich. Deshalb 

wäre das eher weniger ein Inhalt, wo ich drauf anhalten würden und mir das groß 

angucken würde. Das führt dazu, dass ich mich hauptsächlich mit den GoPro 

Inhalten befasse. 

Merle [27:20]:   Du hast gerade beschrieben, dass es vielleicht Freude oder positive Emotionen 

auslöst. Welche Beiträge sind das genau? Kannst du dich da an Inhalte erinnern? 

Was fällt dir spontan ein zu Beiträgen, die diese Emotionen in dir wecken? Sind 

das alle Beiträge von GoPro? Oder bestimmte Beiträge? 

Fabian [27:53]: Schon eher die Beiträge, die mit Inhalten zu tun haben mit denen du dich selber 

identifizierst. 

Merle [27:55]:   Und das wären? 

Fabian [28:06]:  Die sportlichen, mit den Sportarten, die ich selber betreibe. Die sind es 

hauptsächlich, die einen erreichen. 

Merle [28:10]:  Das wären dann zum Beispiel alle Skivideos? 

Fabian [28:18]:  Ja, Ski und Snowboard. Hauptsächlich Videos. 

Merle [28:29]:  Auch wenn ein Snowboarder ganz gerade die Piste runter fährt? 

Fabian [28:34]:  Ne, das hast du selten, dass Inhalte gepostet werden, die verhältnismäßig langweilig 

sind. In der Regel passieren Sachen die das eigene Können überschreiten und die 
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dementsprechend spektakulär sind. Das ist es, was es ausmacht. Das du Sachen 

siehst, die nicht alltäglich sind. Das erweckt die Freude, die Begeisterung. 

Merle [29:07]: Führt sowas auch eher dazu, dass du das likest oder kommentierst, wenn es 

besondere Inhalte sind? 

Fabian [29:13]: Ja, denke ich schon. Ich glaube schon, dass ich eher Sachen like, die ich 

beeindruckend finde, als alltägliche Sachen. 

Merle [29:42]: Okay. Wenn du nochmal an die Inhalte denkst, würdest du sagen, dass du dadurch 

Informationen oder mehr Wissen erlangst? 

Fabian [30:16]: GoPro hat vor einer Weile angefangen, technische Informationen zu hinterlassen, 

in Form von welche Video Auflösung, wie viele Frames pro Sekunde und so 

Geschichten. Da kriegst du besser ein Gefühl. Das ist ein cooler Zugang zu Wissen, 

weil du siehst, welche Einstellung vielleicht was bewirkt. Welche Sachen man mit 

welchen Einstellungen aufnimmt. Das ist das einzige was mir jetzt spontan einfällt. 

Alles andere an Wissen kriege ich anders vermittelt. 

Merle [30:28]: Treibt dich das Auseinandersetzen mit den Inhalten dazu an, deine Pläne zu ändern? 

Oder dein Leben zu planen? In irgendeiner Art und Weise? 

Fabian [31:05]: Nein. 

Merle [31:11]: Okay. Siehst du irgendwelche persönlichen Vorteile dadurch, dass du dir die 

Inhalte anschaust, dass du sie likest, kommentierst, teilst? 

Fabian [31:58]: Abgesehen von Bespaßung, nicht. 

Merle [32:12]:  Kannst du noch einmal sagen, wann du welche Beiträge kommentierst? 

Fabian [32:21]: Kommentieren von Beiträgen ausschließlich von Freunden. Ich kommentiere 

verhältnismäßig wenig. Wenn ich mich jetzt zurückerinnere, glaube ich, dass ich 

eher Sachen kommentieren würde, wenn ich dabei gewesen wäre oder mich 

irgendwie mit diesem Inhalt verbunden fühlen würde. Wenn der Inhalt eine 

Geschichte erzählt, wo ich dabei war, oder wo ich mit in Verbindung stehe. Dann 

würde ich etwas kommentieren, ansonsten nicht. 

Merle [33:18]:  Okay. Du fühlst dich verbunden mit Beiträgen, mit der Marke? 

Fabian [33:39]: Ja, klar. Was schätzt du? Ich muss noch mein Parkticket verlängern? 

Merle [33:45]:  5 Minuten? 

Fabian [33:45]: Ja okay, easy. 

Merle [33:55]: Kannst du in ein paar Worten die Beziehung zwischen dir und GoPro beschreiben? 

Stell dir vor, es ist eine Beziehung zu einem Menschen. Kannst du das vergleichen? 

Ob du eine Beziehung mit GoPro hast? Was trägt dazu bei, eine Beziehung 

aufzubauen? Ist das vergleichbar mit der Marke durch die Community? 
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Fabian [34:41]: Es ist was vollkommen anderes als eine Beziehung zu einem Menschen. Ich glaube 

schon, dass man mit einer Marke etwas ähnliches, zumindest eine Verbindug 

aufbauen kann, die stärker oder schwächer ist. Gestärkt wird sowas dadurch, wir 

oft ich mit der Marke in Kontakt trete. Kontakt im Sinne von wie oft nutze ich die 

Dinge dieser Marke und wie gut finde ich das Produkt. Spielt auch eine Rolle, ob 

man dahintersteht oder eben nicht. 

Merle [35:23]: GoPro auf Instagram, kannst du das da drauf beziehen? Wie oft du mit der Marke 

in Kontakt trittst? Wie oft du Beiträge siehst? 

Fabian [35:33]: Ne, wie oft ich selbst im realen Leben mit der Marke zu tun habe. Zum Beispiel 

wie oft benutze ich meine GoPro Kamera, wie oft nehme ich Sachen damit auf, wie 

oft verarbeite ich Videos. 

Merle [35:50]:  Und das posten, spielt das da rein? das du dich damit auseinandersetzt? 

Fabian [36:04]: Wie sehr ich mich mit der Marke verbunden fühle? Eher weniger, glaube ich. Mehr 

die Interaktion im echten Leben, zum Produkt. 

Merle [36:32]: Okay. Wie würdest du es finden, wenn GoPro auf einmal nicht mehr auf Instagram 

aktiv wäre? 

Fabian [36:44]: Fände ich schade, fände ich nicht gut. Weil ich glaube, dass es zu meiner Freizeit 

Bespaßung dazu gehört. Und weil ich finde, dass diese Videos positive Eindrücke 

hinterlassen, und das würde natürlich fehlen, wenn es nicht mehr da wäre. 

Merle [37:18]: Wie vertrauenswürdig, ehrlich, würdest du die Marke einschätzen? Und wie trägen 

die Beiträge mit dazu bei? 

Fabian [37:44]: 90% Vertrauen, aber auch nur weil ich weiß was zwischen den Videos die gepostet 

werden, oder die von GoPro selbst produziert werden, im Vergleich zu den Videos 

die ich selber mache, weil ich weiß wie viel Arbeit dazwischen steckt, um Inhalte 

zu kreieren, wie man sie jetzt sieht, im Vergleich zu dem was ich selber fähig bin, 

zu kreieren. 

Merle [38:17]: Wenn du einen Beitrag siehst, der von einem Nutzer hochgeladen wird, auf 

Instagram, wie vertrauenswürdig ist dieser Beitrag für dich? 

Fabian [38:29]: 100% Vertrauen. Kommt drauf an womit du es vergleichst. In der Regel weiß ich 

ja, was ich selber fähig bin zu machen und dementsprechend könnte ich es ja auch 

aufnehmen. Und ich weiß was da bei rauskommen kann. Deswegen hätte ich da 

100% Vertrauen. 

Merle [38:52]: Das Vertrauen, das du dem Beitrag entgegenbringst, reflektierst du das auf die 

Marke zurück? 

Fabian [39:06]: Ja klar, auf jeden Fall. 
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Merle [39:08]: Hast du das Gefühl, dass GoPro dir irgendwas verkaufen will, wenn du dir die 

Inhalte anschaust? 

Fabian [39:22]: Selten. Man sieht ja auch immer wieder Inhalte, die Preise bewerben, oder 

Angebote. Und da natürlich. Auf jeden Fall. Aber in den Inhalten, die nur reine 

Bilder oder reine Videos wo jetzt nicht das Produkt beworben.. sagen wir so, das 

zeigen, das Ansprechen eines Preises triggert das immer ein bisschen, aber wenn 

ich mir jetzt reine Inhalte betrachte, in einfachen Videos, dann glaube ich nicht. 

Merle [40:26]: Okay. Wenn jemand negativ über die Marke spricht, ein negativer Kommentar, 

oder du etwas Negatives hörst, wie gehst du damit um? 

Fabian [40:47]: Ich würde wahrscheinlich versuchen, im realen Leben, wenn mir die Person 

gegenüberstehe würde, würde ich darauf eingehen, und würde versuchen der 

Person mit ihrem Problem, was vermutlich etwas negatives äußert, würde ich 

versuchen der Person weiterzuhelfen. Im virtuellen Leben, im Social Media, würde 

ich das nicht tun. 

Merle [41:15]: Okay. Trägt das Anschauen, das Posten oder das Kommentieren, Liken der 

Beiträge, zu deiner Grundzufriedenheit bei? 

Fabian [41:38]: Dahingehend, dass es was Positives für mich ist. Wie war die Frage? Nur von 

Sachen, die ich sehe? Oder Sachen, die ich selber poste? 

Merle [41:52]:  Kannst du differenzieren. 

Fabian [41:55]: Wobei, braucht man glaube ich gar nicht, weil das sind meistens positive Dinge. 

Und ich glaube deshalb trägt das schon zum Wohlbefinden bei. 

Merle [42:13]:   Glaubst du, du wirst in Zukunft GoPro weiter folgen? Und die Inhalte anschauen? 

Fabian [42:25]: Ja. 

Merle [42:25]: Okay. Sprichst du ab und zu auch mit anderen über die Beiträge die du siehst? 

Zeigst du es anderen? Verlinkst du andere? 

Fabian [42:36]: Verlinken auch wieder, wenn du dich mit dieser Person in einem Boot siehst, also 

verbunden fühlst durch diesen Inhalt. Drüber sprechen wahrscheinlich genauso. 

Hauptsächlich mit Freunden, die das gleiche Hobby betreiben. 

Merle [43:09]: Du fühlst dich verbunden mit dieser Person über die Beiträge die sie postet, weil 

das in gleichem Interesse steht? 

Fabian [43:14]: Ja genau. Ich fühle mich mit der Person schon verbunden, weil ich mit ihr 

befreundet bin, aber würde jetzt mit der darüber sprechen, weil ich weiß, dass es 

die Person auch interessiert. Weil ich weiß, dass die Person das gleiche Hobby 

betreibt wie ich oder wie in dem jeweiligen Inhalt. 

Merle [43:38]:  Kommt das regelmäßig vor? 
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Fabian [43:46]: Ne, unregelmäßig. 

Merle [43:48]:  Gut, dann war es das. 
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Annika [0:00]:   Test. Test. All right. Uhm, so let's start with a short introduction. Can you just tell 

me your name gender, where you're from your current occupation? 

 

Dominik [0:18]:   My name is Dominik Rappe. I am from Germany. I'm male. And yeah, currently 

I'm a student at CBS and a research assistant at Copenhagen Business School as 

well. 

 

Annika [0:29]:   Perfect. Can you tell me the last time you used social media? 

 

Dominik [0:35]:   Like half an hour ago? Probably.  

 

Annika [0:36]:   Yeah? What did you do? 

 

Dominik [0:39]:   Facebook and Twitter, I think. 

 

Annika [0:42]:   Are these also the main two platforms you us? Or can you name any others? 

 

Dominik [0:47]:   I'd say mostly I use Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat, actually. 

 

Annika [0:50]:   Is that the ranking, also? 

 

Dominik [0:53]:   Facebook, Instagram, Snap? Yeah, probably. 

 

Annika [0:56]:   All right. And can you tell me whom you follow? Or? Yep.  

 

Dominik [1:02]:   Just in general? 
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Annika [1:03]:   Yes. You can put it in groups?  

 

Dominik [1:05]:   Like pages or people? 

 

Annika [1:07]:   Well, I mean, of course, friends. 

 

Dominik [1:09]:   Yeah of course friends.  

 

Annika [1:09]:   Yeah. And other than that? 

 

Dominik [1:12]:   Apart from friends, definitely, I think a few musicians that I like to, like, keep up 

to date with like, new albums and stuff like that. Definitely some inspirational 

content.  

 

Annika [1:24]:  What would that be?  

 

Dominik [1:25]:   That would range from I don't know, travel, blogs to? Yeah, whatever. Maybe 

GoPro. Right. And, but I that's, I think, mainly what I would follow aside from my 

friends. 

 

Annika [1:38]:   Yes. And what is the content about? So, if you think about your feed, and on 

Instagram, for example? 

 

Dominik [1:46]:   Oh, my feed on Instagram is?  

 

Annika [1:48]:    Can you just give a short summary of the content that you, you see there?  

 

Dominik [1:52]:   I think mostly I see actually, I mean, I see content from my friends and then travel 

content, because I mean, I like to get around. And yeah, that's about it. Or like, from 

musicians, like when they drop the new album or a new song. I think that's, that's 

about it. And then some, like sometimes some funny stuff once in a while. 

 

Annika [2:11]:   So, traveling, would that be just outdoor stuff? Or is it about like activities? Or? 
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Dominik [2:19]:   I'd say it's mainly mainly outdoor stuff, sometimes also activity, but it's it's about 

like, I don't know people going somewhere and then getting inspiration or like, 

what the next travel destination might be. 

 

Annika [2:31]:   And according to sports, do you follow any? Any sports brands? Or you said GoPro 

already.. 

 

Dominik [2:39]: Well, Red Bull. Definitely. Think they're very interesting content, probably also 

very much overlapping with GoPro. I think most of the rebel guys use GoPros. I do 

follow my home towns basketball team. Yeah, I mean, but that's out of courtesy, I 

think. Yeah. And that's about it. 

 

Annika [2:59]:   Cool. Um, do you practice any sports yourself? 

 

Dominik [3:02]:   I do play a little bit of basketball less since I'm here. And I do like normal stuff like 

running and going to the gym. 

 

Annika [3:10]:   Cool. And have you ever been on like, outdoor sports activities? Or? 

 

Dominik [3:16]:   Well, sometimes I do go for skiing, but I'm not so good at it. So, there's a lot to 

improve. I actually like climbing a lot. But I have just been climbing outside twice. 

Because I think it's pretty challenging. Actually, in Thailand.  

 

Annika [3:31]:    Okay, cool.  

 

Dominik [3:32]:   Yeah, that's really cool. But apart from that, yeah, maybe panel of basketball 

outside, but not so adventurous. I'd say. 

 

Annika [3:40]:   Okay. But what do you think about the GoPro content on, on social media? It's, 

how would you describe it first? 

 

Dominik [3:49]:   The content? 

 

Annika [3:50]:    Or like what do you remember? 
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Dominik [3:52]:   Was like, it's always kind of like I say adventurous. Like some crazy people doing 

some crazy stuff. In terms of sports. I don't know. It could be like a guy mountain 

biking, some steep hill or a guy skiing down somewhere, or cliff diving. So, it's 

always definitely very, I'd say had shaking? Like people doing stuff that like not 

the average person would do? Yes. And I think that's why they also gained so much 

attraction. 

 

Annika [4:23]:    They gain your attention? 

 

Dominik [4:25]:   Oh, yeah, definitely. It's crazy to see those.  

 

Annika [4:28]:   And would you say that there are certain situations where you, where you're more 

into looking at the content than in other situations? Or is there at specific times 

during the day, during the year, during the week? 

 

Dominik [4:43]:   I definitely look more into these kind of things the closer I get to exams, 

procrastination, right? And especially like if, if I know okay, I want to do some like 

traveling in the summer. I definitely look, look up all these like different pages and 

then see like for summer, I don't know where to go when winter and see, see what 

they're up to? 

 

Annika [5:06]:   And what kind of feeling do you have in like, when you when you look at 

something like that maybe you can think of one specific picture you have in mind 

or a video maybe even? 

 

Dominik [5:19]:  Well I think like often have this feeling especially with these like GoPro, Red Bull 

videos. It's like when there's like a guy, I don't know, doing some cliff diving. So, 

it's always like, 'oh shit I want to do that as well'. But I probably don't have the balls 

for it. And also, I'm not in the perfect location to do that right now. But it's always 

like, 'oh, I really want to do that as well'. Because then it's something I can tell my 

friends and family about. And it's kind of like a special thing would be special thing 

to do.  
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Annika [5:46]:   And do you share content that you like, when you think of something 'oh that's 

pretty cool', like, do you share it with your friends? Or is it just like a feeling in 

yourself?  

 

Dominik [5:57]: Like, I don't share it so much. I mean, sometimes when I'm like planning vacation 

with like, friends, I share specific kind where we say okay, in summer we want to 

go like and do I don't know a trip through like Scandinavia, then I would share the 

content that I find accidentally on I don't know, Instagram or Facebook, I would 

share with them, but it's very specific. Normally, I wouldn't share it so much. 

 

Annika [6:19]:   When you think about GoPro, for example. What do you what do you expect from, 

or what is the content that you like the most? Or what is the content that you really 

like, like to see in your feed, for example? 

 

Dominik [6:36]: I think it's always the crazier gets the better or the more I like to watch it. Because 

I mean, everyone could watch a video of someone just like skiing like a normal hill. 

And then you have these crazy guys jumping off a helicopter and then I don't know, 

skiing down a super steep mountain that like never like no one ever has done before. 

Or like not so many people at least and, yeah, the crazier it gets the more interesting 

it becomes, definitely. 

 

Annika [7:01]:   Is that also, does it, or is the, like, quality from your side? Does that depend on like, 

Is it a picture or video? Or? 

 

Dominik [7:11]:   I think I prefer a video because it tells you more like a picture. I don't, maybe gets 

you interested but like a video keeps you interested? Kind of? 

 

Annika [7:20]:   Yes. And what would you say like happens in yourself? Like when you watch it, 

when you see a video coming up and you maybe you scroll down your feet, and 

then you stop? And then you watch it? Like, what kind of feelings come up? Or 

what kind of what? What happens in you. 

 

Dominik [7:38]:   I'm definitely getting excited. I don't know if aroused would be the right word. But 

I mean, like, I feel like yeah, I really want to do something. I get motivated to do 

something like physically. And yeah, I think that's, that's it. 
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Annika [7:50]:   Would you say that? That is why you're following them? Why you want to have 

this content in your daily life? 

 

Dominik [7:58]:   Probably initially not on purpose. But yeah, reflecting on it. Probably. Yeah, that's 

what I like to follow them. 

 

Annika [8:06]:   And do you do you care? Or is it like representing your your inner self in some 

way? Or like, do you just follow them because you like to see it? Or do you also 

like, is it some kind of representative? 

 

Dominik [8:22]:   Well, I think, I don't know if it like really represents of what I do. But it definitely 

represents a desire to do something. So even though I never probably also never 

will jump off a helicopter and ski down a super, super steep hill in the alps or 

somewhere else. I still get excited about maybe doing it at some point. And yeah, 

kind of kind of evokes a desire, I would say, but doesn't really reflect so much of 

what I'm actually end up doing. 

 

Annika [8:53]:   That's fine. Do you have a GoPro yourself? 

 

Dominik [8:58]:   I do. 

 

Annika [8:58]:   You do? For how long?  

 

Dominik [8:59]:   Since three years now, I think  

 

Annika [9:02]:    And what have you used it for? 

 

Dominik [9:04]:   Actually, I bought it initially because I went on exchange to Finland. And I knew 

that I was going to visit the north of Finland in winter. So I was like, I don't want 

to keep my phone outside and take some pictures because probably would like I 

don't know, minus 20, minus 30 degrees. Not so good for the phone. But yeah, I 

mean, it's the most robust camera, you can take it into the water, which you couldn't 

do with your iPhone back then. And I think that's like, I mostly actually use it for 

like more, yeah, special holidays where I'm like, I don't know, going back to the 

north, or like in Thailand where we're like, I don't know swimming in a waterfall. 
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Like in like special surroundings. I wouldn't use it so much for city trip, for 

example. But I think that's also not their intention. 

 

Annika [9:49]:   That's true. And would you say that if whenever you see a post from GoPro or 

something filmed with a GoPro, and that encourages you to use your own GoPro 

more? 

 

Dominik [10:01]:   Probably should I think it doesn't, but it probably should. Yeah, it's it's, it's it, I 

think it's more like tells me to actually do such a holiday than actually like to use 

my GoPro more because in my daily life, I don't really do like stuff where it's worth 

to take your GoPro with, like normally, you can just take your phone, if you see a 

nice house or like I don't know, a nice building to take a picture of. So, it more 

encourages me to, to actually do something more special, rather than actually using 

my GoPro more. 

 

Annika [10:31]: So, seeing that content day by day, or I don't know how often you see it. That like 

kind of changes your behavior sometimes like when you say you kind of tried to 

get more active or do stuff or plan a vacation. Does that have an influence on you? 

 

Dominik [10:50]:  Well, it does.  

 

Annika [10:52]:  Maybe your mindset? 

 

Dominik [10:53]:   Yeah, definitely on my mindset does to a certain degree, I think also to what I'm 

actually I end up doing but I wouldn't say that it's like the most important or most 

influential contributor to like, where I'm going to do on my holidays, what I'm going 

to do there, but it might, I don't know, push me into the direction of, well, being 

somewhere maybe do a little bit of like cliff diving. Maybe not for like 10 meters, 

but lower height and yeah, definitely has some influence to a certain degree at least. 

 

Annika [11:22]:   Cool. Do you only look at the content? Or do you also engage with it in the form 

of to give a like or do you comment on it? Have you ever shared something? Or 

just forwarded it to friends maybe? 
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Dominik [11:35]:   Forwarded? Probably. Shared? No, I think I never really shared something. Liking 

definitely. But commenting not so much. Just maybe in the case, I guess I don't 

know, I want to go to Norway and there is still like movie about a guy doing some 

crazy stuff in Norway. And I'm planning to go there with friends. And then like, 

'Yeah, we got to do that as well' 

 

Annika [11:55]:  So, you tag them?  

 

Dominik [11:56]:   I tagged them. And I may be kidding also, we like, 'we got to do that as well'. 

Because probably it's too dangerous. Yeah. 

 

Annika [12:05]:   And like when you like sometimes what influences that you give a like, like, what 

content would you like and which don't? Maybe? Can you differentiate?  

 

Dominik [12:09]:  Yeah. I think if you things, especially if it's by Red Bull, a few things are just like 

too crazy. And I wish I would not support, like when people like really put their 

lives at risk, and probably the do to certain degree at all the stuff that they're doing. 

But like sometimes it's just like, 'why?!' Whereas if it's just like, someone really 

cool jumping from a cliff, or I'm always getting back to the cliff, but [laughs] 

 

Annika [12:43]:   That's fine, it's always good to have an example. 

 

Dominik [12:45]:   When it's not just like, Oh, this guy is so super, super stupid. Why does he do that? 

Then I then attempt to give it a like. And yeah. 

 

Annika [12:53]:   So, if it's closer to what you could do, maybe?  

 

Dominik [12:59]:   Yeah, definitely.  

 

Annika [13:01]:   So, it's not totally out of reach.  

 

Dominik [13:04]:   Yeah, definitely.  

 

Annika [13:05]:   Okay, that makes sense. And is that also the content that you would like to see 

more? What you would prefer to see more of that content, then? 
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Dominik [13:15]:   That's a difficult question, actually. Because I think it's actually like, kind of 

thrilling to watch also the really head shaking stuff. But I mean, if they want to get 

more likes by me, probably more moderate content as well. 

 

Annika [13:30]:   But would you feel more attached to that kind of content that you just described in.. 

 

Dominik [13:35]:   The moderate one?  

 

Annika [13:35]:   Yes. 

 

Dominik [13:36]:   Probably not. That's why I'm saying it's a difficult question actually to be honest. 

Because I think I give likes more to moderate like content. But probably I actually 

follow those kinds of pages because they have these really extreme things where 

like, 'Why the fuck are you doing that?' 

 

Annika [13:54]:   All right. Do you you said you follow them on Instagram? 

 

Dominik [14:04]:   Yeah.  

 

Annika [14:04]:   And any other platforms you look at? 

 

Dominik [14:07]:   Facebook and Twitter I think. But Twitter less than on the other two? 

 

Annika [14:10]:   Are they active on Twitter?  

 

Dominik [14:12]:  A little bit. But I'm not so active on Twitter either so. That's mainly on Facebook 

and Instagram. 

 

Annika [14:17]:  Yes. Do you care if others see that you like GoPro? So for example, on I don't know 

about Twitter, but on Instagram, yeah, kind of, but on Facebook, for example. It's 

listed some way that you're a fan. Do you care about that? 

 

Dominik [14:37]:   Well, like following GoPro, I don't really care so much. But I think it definitely has 

an influence on what I actually like, as content by GoPro. So, like, I that's why I 

probably tend to also to like more, I don't know, funny, and, like moderate content, 
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as opposed to something like super super crazy, because I am aware that at 

someone's feed it will pop up. And then, but yeah, so it has definitely an influence 

on like what I like but probably not so much on which page I'm following. Okay. 

 

Annika [15:10]:   And back to the, the engagement part. Like so when you, you said you have a GoPro 

and but does like following them on Facebook and Instagram, and also sometimes 

giving a like, and sharing it with friends, would you say that you have a closer 

relationship to the brand? And you would have just, just owning the product? 

 

Dominik [15:33]:   Oh, yeah, probably. Yeah, for sure. Because I mean, we like other projects, like our 

products that you have, it's like, I mean, you buy it, like you need kind of like 

marketing and advertisements to like, actually buy it. But I feel like the actual 

interaction with a company where you got the product from afterwards is like, 

towards zero, probably. Yeah. Whereas like with GoPro, it's actually yeah, you 

watch those videos to get like to get inspiration inspired by it, and to get encouraged 

to actually do things like that. And so yeah, 

 

Annika [16:05]:  Cool. And so, you feel like you belong into some kind of community. Or like a 

group, a certain group of people?  

 

Dominik [16:15]:   I wouldn't go so far to say that I feel like in a GoPro community. I think I actually 

use it more for like, personal purposes. Exclusively, so like to be able to do these 

kind of videos. But my aim is not really to share. 

 

Annika [16:29]:   What do you think, like what would it take to be part of the community? 

 

Dominik [16:34]: I think I needed like a little bit different of a lifestyle. Okay. I mean, like, if I would 

see..  

 

Annika [16:38]:   It's necessary for being part? 

 

Dominik [16:41]:   At least I think, by watching most of the GoPro videos, it kind of gives you the, 

well, like you get the like the the feeling that most people that are posting, they're 

like extreme sportspeople. Right? I wouldn't consider myself an extreme 

sportsman. So, like, not doing such crazy things. And I feel like if if I would do 
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much more these kind of like, more like special kind of sports, then it would give 

you a really nice community feeling because then you feel like, Oh, I am one of 

them. Whereas now it's more like, I know what's possible with it. And, and, and I 

might try to do one thing or another, but it's not really, that I would do all this stuff 

that they're doing. And I think that it's kind of like, what is needed for like a 

community feeling there as well. So I don't feel it personally so much. 

 

Annika [17:46]:  Would you say that there is, uhm, I don't know, but maybe, do you see any personal 

advantage in following or liking sometimes? 

 

Dominik [18:00]:   I think also sometimes I save stuff. Like if I really like it. And I really consider 

actually like doing it at some point. I actually save it for like later reference. And 

then when I come back and like 'Oh, that was that'. Yeah, but other than that, I don't 

really think so. 

 

Annika [18:18]:   So, you probably don't, don't share like your own content with GoPro? 

 

Dominik [18:23]:   No, no, just I mean, if I do a video and I was on that vacation with a few friends I 

shared with them or I share with my family. But I wouldn't share it on social media. 

Because it's not crazy enough, I think. 

 

Annika [18:36]:   So, would you say that GoPro gives you some kind of knowledge that you wouldn't 

have without following them? Or? Some takeaways? 

 

Dominik [18:46]: Oh, definitely. Definitely, in terms of like, what is what is possible in terms of like 

extreme sports. So, like, like, on the one hand, what is possible to do just with this 

camera, like I don't know, like jumping from a cliff, going like, where it's super 

cold, where like, maybe other cameras don't work. But on the other hand, also, 

what, what you can actually do on this planet, right? What's like, what sites are 

there and gives you like a good overview of like, where you could travel next time. 

 

Annika [19:14]:   So just to make sure, did you, did you have your camera before you were looking 

at the videos? Or did you see videos with a GoPro before you bought one? 
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Dominik [19:27]:  That's a good question. I don't really know. I assume that I had, like I followed them 

before I bought one. 

 

Annika [19:36]:   So, did you know about the fact that they are waterproof, you can jump from a cliff, 

you can do all this crazy stuff with them before you bought it and got like, all the 

information in like, unlike a paper for example, like the technical parts? 

 

Dominik [19:51]:   Well, I knew about it before. That's like one of the reasons why I bought one was 

because I knew that they're like more robust than like another camera and but I 

didn't know about that so much probably because of videos but more like one of 

my close friends had one that's like, 'yeah, I always use it for this and that' and he 

has done like similar vacation before already. And he used it and so it was more 

like the personal, like traditional recommendation of a product that that led me to 

buy one. 

 

Annika [20:19]:   Cool and how, how would you say how do you keep up with what GoPro does on 

social media? Do you have like, do you feel like you check it like regularly? Or is 

it just like comes up? Or? 

 

Dominik [20:33]:   Yeah, I don't go to their website to actually like check their content is more like it 

pops up on my feed. And then most of the time I watch the video maybe not its 

entirety but like at least part of it. And yeah, I think I watch like most of the videos 

that just pop up on my feed that are by GoPro not like that I watch everything but 

especially by GoPro because I know it's entertaining to watch. 

 

Annika [20:56]:   Yes. Have you ever clicked on it? And then just continued watching videos by 

GoPro. Has that happened before?  

 

Dominik [21:03]:   Yeah, it happened before, especially if you like, by any chance it happens like to 

be on YouTube, like just naturally like you just continue on watching like I don't 

know. 

 

Annika [21:11]:   So, are you also following them on, or are you watching them on YouTube as well? 
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Dominik [21:14]:   Well, I'm probably not, I would, I think I never really like looked up GoPro videos, 

like on purpose, but like sometimes it just like pop up and like the next thing and 

then like you just continue and then. 

 

Annika [21:29]:   And there certainly situations where you're more likely to continue watching than 

others? 

 

Dominik [21:33]:   Definitely in the evening, when I'm on the couch, and I'm lazy, and I feel like I 

should be doing something. And then yeah, then I probably continue watching 

those more and get inspiration on and like, 'Oh, I should do a vacation there.'  

 

Annika [21:48]:  And yeah, if you imagine that situation, do you have some like, change in your 

mind? Like from before starting to watch them? Like closing it down, like is there 

some, like, does it do something to your, to your mind? 

 

Dominik [22:01]:   Well, yeah, definitely. It definitely gets me like excited about doing such things or 

like do like be more active. And actually, like probably also like using my GoPro 

while doing something like that. So yeah, definitely. Yeah, it's encouraging and 

motivational probably or inspirational I think are the right words. 

 

Annika [22:25]:   And just in general, how would you describe the relationship you have with the 

brand, maybe not the product as such, of course it belongs to it, but just, just the 

brand of GoPro. 

 

Dominik [22:39]:   I think it's really interesting, like how, like, how, like what you kind of watch by 

them, because I think it's mostly not content created by them, but content that like 

some guys are like girls do and then uploaded and they probably somehow filter it 

and just like say, 'Okay, this is worth of share'. So, I think it's it's probably like in a 

very different relationship than then one would have with another like company or 

with another product. Because it's rather like a personal relationship that you kind 

of have, as you see, like other people doing it and experiencing it, rather than just 

being exposed to the company or the product itself. 

 

Annika [23:17]:   And would you say that GoPro tries to, like sell you something with their social 

media activity? I mean, yeah, indirectly, or.. 
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Dominik [23:26]:   Indirectly for sure, directly, no. I mean, I don't watch the videos for like, looking 

for a product I watch the video because they're entertaining, right? And this for sure 

might lead to someone buying the goal property, a lot of people buying the GoPro 

because of the reason that they see 'Oh, that's all that I can do with it'. But now I 

forgot the question that you initially asked? 

 

Annika [23:49]:   If they're selling you something, or, yeah. 

 

Dominik [23:51]:   Oh, no, yeah, yeah, no, you don't, I mean, you don't really feel like by watching it, 

you don't really feel that they sell you something. But I mean, if you question it, 

obviously they choose the videos that would attract most people, it's not like..  

 

Annika [24:05]:   Yeah, and but do you, like why would you think that people are more encouraged 

to buy the product? If they are not, like promoted to it directly? 

 

Dominik [24:15]:   I think probably because they're not promoted to it directly, it's more because it's 

like, people share the experience with it. And it's, like, great experiences, right? 

Very, very interesting experiences. And that's what people make, like make it make 

them like to buy a GoPro and not, not because they GoPro approach it like here we 

have the best product. I mean, that, like at least I never seen a video where they're 

like, 'Oh, we have the best camera, or we like with the most water resistant or most 

robust camera ever'. It's always just like, you see people doing stuff with it and 

that’s like, 'Oh, I want to do that stuff as well and I also want to have people see it 

afterwards, like so that I can film it', right? 

 

Annika [24:55]:   And with the content you see, would like, or related to what you see on social 

media, how, how honest and how trustworthy do you think the brand is? 

 

Dominik [25:07]:   That's, that's a hard question. Uhm, trustworthy, how trustworthy the company is. 

Uhm, I mean, probably it speaks like, positively for the companies that like so many 

people share their content with them, and that they have some probably like loads 

of videos and pictures or whatever to, to, like, select from to what people actually 

like, see on their feed. But yeah, I mean, the thing is, like, one could definitely 

question that you see so many things that are actually very dangerous. And, and 

probably like, there's a responsibility question that you should ask as well. So, like 
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sharing, people jumping, I don't know, 20-meter cliff? What effect does it have on 

a 12-year-old child that just got a GoPro by his parents, and then on the vacation in 

Italy, and there is happens to be a very high cliff. So, I think that definitely have a 

huge responsibility. And I don't know how they act to that. But apart from that, I 

think it's a trustworthy company. It's just like they have a responsibility. 

 

Annika [26:13]:   Cool. And how would you in general say how satisfied are you with what they do? 

 

Dominik [26:19]:  Pretty satisfied I think. Otherwise, I wouldn't follow them and would wouldn't 

watch so many videos. Yeah. 

 

Annika [26:23]:   Would there be anything that you would like to see more? 

 

Dominik [26:27]:   Good question. I don't really know. I don't think so. No, no, I can at least come up 

with something specific. 

 

Annika [26:37]:   And a few more. You said you you've been following them for quite a while. Right? 

 

Dominik [26:47]:   Yes. 

 

Annika [26:48]:  Which you say that you will continue following them?  

 

Dominik [26:50]:   Definitely. Because it's inspirational and encourages actually to do some more 

special vacations. 

 

Annika [26:59]:   If they would change their content, would you still, like continue following GoPro 

like, or does it depend? 

 

Dominik [27:08]:  Yeah, I think as long as they don't do like super weird stuff on their account. I think 

I would definitely continue to follow them. But more I think I never really disliked 

disfollowed or endfollowed. I don't know how you would call that in English? 

 

Annika [27:23]:   Have they changed their content over time? Or do you feel like it's been the same?  
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Dominik [27:29]:   I don't really feel that there's changed the content so much, but it's like they have 

more and more content. I feel like more frequent.  

 

Annika [27:34]:   And you like that? 

 

Dominik [27:36]:   Yeah. Yeah. Yeah, like that. I think I'm also lucky that I don't see everything that 

they share. Because I don't know Facebook has probably an algorithm and selects 

it by whatever. But yeah, the more the merrier, right?  

 

Annika [27:49]:   Yeah. And the amount of like, likes and comments, and also people that are 

following GoPro on Instagram, for example. Does that have an effect on what you 

think about the brand? Like, how active the account is, or the community is? 

 

Dominik [28:07]:   Oh, yeah, well, definitely how active the account is. That definitely has a perception 

on me. But I think I don't really care if the video I'm watching has 1000 or 100,000 

likes, okay, for like me having an opinion about it. 

 

Annika [28:20]:   But the activity how does that have an effect? 

 

Dominik [28:24]:   Oh, yes. Yeah, I mean, that definitely has an effect as, as I already said, it's like, I 

like it if it's like kind of like something crazy, but not too crazy. I don't like it when 

it's like really just like, risking your life somehow for, for like, it's like no gain. But 

I think they don't have that so much. Yeah, that that definitely has an influence. So, 

and also like speaking to, like, kind of responsibility part of, of GoPro and like 

sharing content, because everyone can see it on Facebook. There's like no age limit 

on what you can follow, right?  

 

Annika [28:59]:   I don't know. Maybe if you put it in on Facebook, then you can see everything. 

Yeah, I don't know how that works, actually.  

 

Dominik [29:05]: Yeah, me neither. But it's like, everyone can see the content also younger people. I 

mean, depending on the age limit what Facebook has, right? 
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Annika [29:14]:   Yes. And what would you say if they just stopped sharing stuff by other athletes or 

users or sharing videos? Like how would that make you feel? Like, would that have 

an effect on you? 

 

Dominik [29:29]:   Well, I mean, I would be a bit sad because I wouldn't see these cool videos anymore. 

I would still own GoPro and I probably still also buy a new one of mine, like, breaks 

down but I think it would have like, not such a good effect on GoPro. 

 

Annika [29:45]:   No? Why? 

 

Dominik [29:46]:   I mean, that's I don't like what they else doing. But if they're just doing that, in 

terms of marketing, I mean, they're probably already in a really good position 

because like, I think especially like in Europe, you can like also in America I don't 

know about Africa and Asia, but like, like similar countries in Germany, I think our 

age, like the group of our age, like everyone knows what a GoPro is and what it 

can be used for. So, it is probably already well established. And you don't really 

need it so much anymore for like selling your product that probably likes still like 

engaging the community. 

 

Annika [30:19]:   But just like what you think about them, then, like, if they just stopped doing.. 

 

Dominik [30:24]:   Like, I think the first question I would ask is like, 'Why?' is there like something? 

 

Annika [30:28]:   If they just stopped putting effort in it, for example? Yeah, like, that would have an 

effect? 

 

Dominik [30:33]:   Oh, yeah, definitely. Yes. Because that would make me question about like, I don't 

know. Maybe they're like not satisfied with that product themselves anymore? And 

maybe there's like someone else out there. Right? 

 

Annika [30:44]:   Would that change your, your perception of the relationship you have with the 

brand? 

 

Dominik [30:49]:   Oh definitely I mean, that's like all the relationship I have is like watching those 

videos and getting inspired, inspired by them.  
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Annika [30:55]:   In the form of a feeling, what would what you feel? 

 

Dominik [30:57]:   Sadness? [laughs] Disappointment, like not an extreme form, but I mean, I like to 

watch those videos and yeah, definitely would fell a little bit sad. 

 

Annika [31:08]:   So, you would say you have some some kind of expectation to them?  

 

Dominik [31:12]:   Yeah. 

 

Annika [31:12]:   Like in when you think of a relationship with the expectation that you have is that 

they keep on.. 

 

Dominik [31:18]:   That they keep me interested in what you can actually do with a GoPro and what 

people are doing with a GoPro. Yeah, that's my expectation. 

 

Annika [31:25]:   Cool. That was it. 

 

Dominik [31:27]:   You're welcome! 

 

Annika [31:29]:  Thank you so much. 
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Annika [00:01]:  Hi Hilde, can you tell me your age?  

 

Hilde [00:04]:  Yes, I’m 25, oh no I’m 26.  

 

Annika [00:07]:   And you are female, right?  

 

Hilde [00:08]:  Yes.  

 

Annika [00:09]:  And your current occupation?  

 

Hilde [00:10]:  I’m a student.  

 

Annika [00:12]:  And where do you live?  

 

Hilde [00:13]:  In Copenhagen.  

 

Annika [00:14]:  Originally you are from?  

 

Hilde [00:17]:  Norway.  

 

Annika [00:19]:  Can you tell me about the last time you used Social Media? 

 

Hilde [00:24]:  Ehm, I guess 5 minutes ago.  

 

Annika [00:26]:  All right, what channel was it?  

 

Hilde [00:28]:  Facebook or Messenger.  
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Annika [00:30]:  What channels do you usually use?  

 

Hilde [00:34]: Ehm, I use Facebook, Messenger, WhatsApp, Instagram, Snapchat I think, yes.  

 

Annika [00:40]:  Could you rank them in like an order?  

 

Hilde [00:42]:  Like how much I use them or?  

 

Annika [00:47]:  Yes.  

 

Hilde [00:48]: I guess I use Messenger the most and then maybe Instagram unfortunately and then 

Snapchat and WhatsApp.  

 

Annika [01:02]:  Allright, ehm, can you explain whom you follow on Instagram? 

 

Hilde [01:09]: Mostly it’s my friends. Maybe family and like yeah, some celebrities, comedians 

and that’s like yeah.  

 

Annika [01:24]: Is it like specific themes or topics you follow?  

 

Hilde [01:26]: I follow most likely my friends and also like cool pages, like that’s fun to look at 

and that’s where I get some leisure during the day when I am at the library, 

something funny, yeah I think that’s it.  

 

Annika [01:42]: Do you follow any sports? Athletes? Brands?  

 

Hilde [01:52]: I follow some athletes, like David Beckham or I don’t know exact, but like Paul 

Hail and some like Norwegian sites with skiing athletes and some soccer players, 

yeah.  

 

Annika [02:11]: Do you also like to see some outdoor activities or just sports in general?  

 

Hilde [02:20]: Yeah, I like it when I see some pictures of that. I’m really like I love to see outdoor 

stuff myself.  
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Annika [02:29]: Cool, so you also follow RedBull, GoPro. Anything like that?  

 

Hilde [02:32]: Yes, I think I follow them on Facebook  

 

Annika [02:39]: Okay, so can you tell me how you would describe their content or what is it that 

comes up in your mind?  

 

Hilde [02:45]: Like Red Bull I think that I when I think about Red Bull I also think about there is 

this Norwegian competition in skiing and this guy and it has always been like they 

sponsored him a lot. So whenever he posts something new, it’s always with Red 

Bull and they have a big show in Norway..  

 

Annika [03:11]: And what about GoPro? 

 

Hilde [03:12]: With GoPro I always think about like just all the, ehm, a lot of ski. When I think 

about their Instagram account it is always about skiing or snow.  

 

Annika [03:29]: Do you practice any sports yourself?  

 

Hilde [03:30]: Not like seriously, but I like to like go downhill skiing, and overall just with friends.  

 

Annika [03:43]: So you like to do sports with your friends?  

 

Hilde [03:45]: Yeah I do.  

 

Annika [03:48]: And you also like to share whenever you are on a trip or?  

 

Hilde [03:53]: I like to share that I’m there but I won’t  share everything, like take pictures of 

everything but I like to share with friends sometimes, like hey have a look. But I 

like to have a life.  

 

Annika [04:06]: Would you say that it’s also due to your sportive background that you follow sports 

on Instagram or Facebook for example?  
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Hilde [04:16]: Yes, I would definitely say that. Especially like the athletes I like I would never 

knew they were something I am interested, but as I am doing it myself and also like 

looking at like yeah. And also with GoPro, because I have my own GoPro camera, 

I like to really like the pictures.  

 

Annika [04:36]: Did you own your GoPro camera before you were actively following them on any 

Social Media or was it the other way around?    

 

Hilde [04:44]: I think cause at first like my friends got it and then I started following them and 

then I bought one, when I went on exchange.  

 

Annika [04:55]: Ok cool, so back to the content on Social Media, is there any situation during your 

daily life or during the day where you like to look at such content that has to do 

something with sports, outdoors?  

 

Hilde [05:10]: Mh.. I don’t know, that’s a good question. Maybe like when I want to do something 

in the weekend, like I wanna do something with my friends. Like getting some 

inspiration on what to do or like now that I’m gonna go home for Easter in Norway, 

and it’s probably going to be snowy then I it’s like getting excited to like snow and 

skiing. Yeah, but I don’t think its any particular part of the day where I use more 

Social Media. 

  

Annika [05:45]:  And, this might be a little hard question, but apart from the situations or timing 

when you most often look at this sports content. Is there anything going on inside 

you that drives you to being more into looking at it longer or clicking through such 

content, watching the stories or similar? Some moods when you are more likely to 

do?  

 

Hilde [06:17]: That’s a tricky one. I don’t know but always when I look at those kind of pictures 

I always feel jealous because I want to do it and also just kind of get happy, although 

I kind of don’t have the opportunity of doing it, but I don’t know but from the 

beginning I don’t think there is a specific mood, but it is more like I cross the 

pictures, if I see them in my feed or they appear in the story line and then I can 

probably continue when seeing GoPro, and yeah then I can do that for a while. 
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Annika [06:52]: This would most often be on Instagram?  

 

Hilde [06:52]: Yeah. You know it’s not like on Facebook I’m not like scrolling through my feed. 

I use most like to stay in touch. But Instagram I use to just scroll through so then I 

see something pop up and even if I’m not following, pictures just pop up and then 

you gotta go on.. 

 

Annika [07:14]: Okay, so I need to ask you some questions about GoPro. So you said you follow 

them on Facebook? But you still know what they are doing on Instagram?  

 

Hilde [07:27]: Yes, and yeah like the pictures like the Outdoor sport that they have on Instagram.  

 

Annika [07:34]: So, can you say why you are follow them?  

 

Hilde [07:36]: I think it’s because when my friends got GoPros I thought what really nice features 

they have and also I wanted this and like yeah and they told me it’s a nice camera 

and that I can bring it everywhere, I was like when I saw people using it for like, I 

don’t know, like stand up or like surfing and stuff and I thought that was really nice 

and I also like when I want something and like follow them on Social Media to just 

like read about it and like get more excited about it, so yeah.  

 

Annika [08:10]: So their content just to get inspiration? Or can you think of any other reasons?  

 

Hilde [08:13]: I think so, yeah, the passion about their pictures and especially now that I have one 

like before I wanted it, because I really wanted it before and when I saw what I can 

do with it.  

 

Annika [08:36]: So you have also tried out what you saw?  

 

Hilde [08:36]: Not like a specific picture but I bought it because thought I can have it in like water 

when I went on exchange to Asia I really wanted it so I can use it for like surfing 

whatever you wanna do with it and when you are travelling you don’t want to worry 

about like fallen into the water or anyting.  
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Annika [08:54]: Would you say that the content that is online encouraged you to buy and get 

motivated about doing stuff with this camera?  

 

Hilde [09:02]: Yeah, definitely.  

 

Annika [09:12]: What do you think about the community factor of Social Media? Do you feel like 

you are part of the GoPro community?  

 

Hilde [09:19]: Community, like how?  

 

Annika [09:24]: So, when you see a picture, does it make you feel like oh I could do that as well or 

I feel like I am part of that?  

 

Hilde [09:33]: Yeah, maybe like it yeah. Well I’m not the best in taking pictures, so I’m more like, 

oh they’re really good at it. That’s how I should use it, but I don’t think I can.  

 

Annika [09:51]: But following them or just seeing some pictures of them or other people like seeing 

other users doing stuff?  

 

Hilde [10:09]: Yeah, I think it’s nice. Because it is like you can use it in so many situations where 

you couldn’t use just a phone or a regular camera. And then it shows other 

situations.  

 

Annika [10:23]: Do you remembers what kind of picture or video you saw latest, maybe you can 

pull back and remember what came to your mind while looking at it?  

 

Hilde [10:34]: Mh.. Well I’ve seen a lot of pictures, I remember what GoPro actually posted that 

came up in my feed. I was thinking was like from the Alps or something like so 

much snow and it looked just so nice and it was like sunny and it was a blue sky 

and a lot of snow and my thoughts just got like, oh I wanna go skiing now! So yeah, 

it makes you feel happy because you know how nice it is just by getting the 

impressions from the pictures.  

 

Annika [11:08]: And do you just look at the content or do you also like or comment?  
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Hilde [11:10]: Mh, I most often just look through and forget to press the like button and I never 

comment.  

 

Annika [11:25]: Does that mean that you do sometimes like?  

 

Hilde [11:27]: Yeah, then it is like I really have to like it.  

 

Annika [11:32]: What would make you feel like, I have to like it now?  

 

Hilde [11:36]: Maybe I can relate to it more. Like if it is just a picture of somewhere I’ve never 

heard about it is just like naah.  If it is a picture of like the alps that makes me really 

wanna go skiing, then I am probably more likely to like it. I need to relate to the 

picture. Or something I wanna do as well. Or if it is somewhere I’ve been.  

 

Annika [12:00]: Cool. So would you say that for you GoPro is a trustworthy brand?  

 

Hilde [12:06]: Yeah I would say so.  

 

Annika [12:10]: Why would you say that?  

 

Hilde [12:12]: I’ve never heard something negative about the brand. Yeah, I always thought of 

them in a positive way. And like they have a unique thing, like there are other sport 

cameras but GoPro is just above everyone else. It’s just like GoPro is what I think 

about when thinking about sports and sports cameras.  

 

Annika [12:38]: So if someone said something bad about the brand and talk like random stuff about 

the brand would you say something against it? Or would you feel something?  

 

Hilde [12:50]: Well it depends on what is it. If it is just super random. I would probably feel 

annoyed or if it is like trash talking, but maybe if they said that they had a bad 

experience I would probably listen to them. I would defend it but I don’t really 

know.  
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Annika [13:09]: For example, with this terrorist attack in New Zealand and the guy who was filming 

it was doing so with a GoPro and now people do like Shit Storms against the brand? 

Does that awake a feeling in you?  

 

Hilde [13:32]: Yeah, that would annoy me! It kind of – If he wears a GoPro it has nothing to do 

with what he did. And I wouldn’t relate that to GoPro. It is not their fault. You can’t 

control who buys it.  

 

Annika [14:10]:  Would you say that you are keeping up with the content of GoPro?  

 

Hilde [14:23]: It is more like it pops up somehow, like in my feed or somebody showed me a 

picture and then I go inside. But I don’t check it regularly. So it is more like it 

comes up in the feed. 

 

Annika [14:36]: But you like seeing it in your feed? What is the main reason why you following 

them? 

 

Hilde [14:37]: Mh, I mean, it’s been a long time since I’ve been following them.  

 

Annika [14:45]: Do you remember how long?  

 

Hilde [14:50]: I assume like 4 or 5 years.  

 

Annika [15:02]: For example on Facebook, people can see that you are following them. Is that 

something that is important to you?  

 

Hilde [15:15]: Not too much, but then in consideration of GoPro, I mean I would never be 

embarrassed to like GoPro.  

 

Annika [15:24]: Would you say that it kind of shapes your identity?  

 

Hilde [15:32]: Maybe yeah. But then it is also super easy to press like and follow but yeah I think 

that shapes my identity a little bit. And I think that is really fine. The way of shaping 

they do, inspiring me and yeah.  
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Annika [15:50]: How would you feel if GoPro just stopped doing any Social Media activity from 

today to tomorrow?  

 

Hilde [15:56]: I don’t know whether I will actually notice if they stopped immediately. But I think 

it would be weird. I would think like why?  

 

Annika [16:10]:  But if you not think about like any financial crisis or anything like that? As if they 

just decided to stop?  

 

Hilde [16:15]: Yeah no I wouldn’t get that.  

 

Annika [16:20]: Would you miss it?  

 

Hilde [16:22]: Yeah I would.  

 

Annika [16.26]: So you will probably continue following? 

 

Hilde [16:27]:  Yes.  

 

Annika [16:37]: So when you think about the content of GoPro on any Social Media, and you 

compare it to other brands. Would you say that GoPro is selling you something? 

What is their main goal? What do you think?  

 

Hilde [16:54]: Well I guess they sort of are like, so like they show you what you can do with with 

camera and what shoots you can take. But I don’t think it is the same like other 

brands. Like they can be really pushy like they throw out like I feel that GoPro just 

as far as I remember puts up pictures and  some hashtags and stuff. But some brands 

put up like a picture and then it is like here you buy this blablabla and that I don’t 

like because what I think is nice that they just put up a picture to show like what 

their products can do, because I am not here to buy. So it is like a nice way but it is 

not too pushy.  

 

Annika [17:42]: Cool. So have you ever recommended GoPro to a friend? 
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Hilde [17:48]: Yeah yeah. I remember when I went on exchange and then we went travelling the 

other countries and then I was the only one with a GoPro and they were all super 

jealous. They wanted to share and use it to be able to share some really nice pictures 

and when I got home and people commented how the picture was taken. I also told 

that I was super happy and it was so nice to travel with it. Also like I had a really 

bad phone, but still I could bring it wherever I want. I was never afraid like. Apart 

from loosing it, I could just drop it on the floor, I could drop it in the water. So yeah 

I definitely did that. I recommended to many friends, especially for travelling, 

maybe not in your everyday life, but for travelling or skiing. I wouldn’t carry it to 

school.  
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Marek [0:00]:  Hello, hello, test, test. My name is Marek. 

 

Annika [0:10]:   Yes, Okay, perfect. So, first question, is it okay for you that we record the 

interview?  

 

Marek [0:19]:    Absolutely.  

 

Annika [0:20]:   Cool. Can you then please quickly introduce yourself, including your gender, age, 

nationality, where you live what you do, your occupation? 

 

Marek [0:29]:   Yes. My name is Marek. I'm a student here in Copenhagen study at CBS, brand and 

communications management. I'm 26 years old. I studied in Munich before, 

Business Administration. And yeah, that's that. 

 

Annika [0:46]:   Cool. Alright, so let's start. Can you tell me about the last time you used social 

media?  

 

Marek [0:54]:    Oh, that must have been a couple of minutes ago, to be honest. 

 

Annika [0:57]:    Which was it?  

 

Marek [0:58]:    I think it was Instagram. 

 

Annika [0:59]:    Yes. Is that also the channel you use the most? 

 

Marek [1:04]:    Um, I would say for imagery and video content. Definitely. Instagram. Yes. 
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Annika [1:11]:    And can you tell me but all, like all channels that you use on a regular basis? 

 

Marek [1:17]:   And let's say it's mainly Instagram, and then also Facebook, and a little bit of 

Snapchat still. 

 

Annika [1:23]:   Yes. And, and if you rank them, it will be Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat? 

 

Marek [1:29]:    Yeah, that was the exact order. 

 

Annika [1:31]:    Cool. And whom would you say are you following on these channels? 

 

Marek [1:38]:   First of all, friends, obviously. To keep in touch with friends to see what they are 

doing in their spare time, but then also inspiring personalities, brands, obviously, 

sports brands, also. Artists, singers, bands. 

 

Annika [1:56]:    Could you just name some? 

 

Marek [2:01]:   Anthony Joshua, as an athlete, so boxer he is signed for Under Armour? Obviously, 

Dirk Nowitzski. 

 

Annika [2:09]:    Under Armour? Everyone says that. 

 

Marek [2:11]:   I used to work for them. So, if that makes sense, that's my connection. And then 

basketball players, Lebron James, and so forth. 

 

Annika [2:21]:   Cool. So, if you describe the content that you see, for example, on Instagram, by 

the brands or athletes that you follow, how would you put them in categories? 

 

Marek [2:36]:   Well, really depends on the, the asset or the, the channel and or the person I'm 

looking at, I might say, if it's sports person, it's mainly motivation. 

 

Annika [2:48]:    In what form? 

 

Marek [2:51]:   Let's say fitness for instance. If I see Anthony Joshua boxers, or fitness models, so 

whatever it is, working out, of course, you get some sense of digital motivation, I'd 
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say, and gets you a feeling of 'Hey, maybe I should do something, too instead of 

sitting in front of my cell phone, my smartphone'. And then also concerning bands, 

for instance, or singers also to be informed about new releases, about upcoming 

concerts and so forth. 

 

Annika [3:24]:    All right. Um, so in relation to sports, do you practice any sports yourself? 

 

Marek [3:32]:   Yes, I'm going to the gym. That's basically the only thing I do at the moment, since 

it's sort of hard to combine other sports with my studies. Yeah. 

 

Annika [3:43]:    And would you say that you rather do it alone? Or with friends? 

 

Marek [3:49]:    I'm going with friends most of the time? Yes. 

 

Annika [3:52]:   And do you only do like regular sports? Or do you also do sports irregularly going 

on sports vacations? Or? 

 

Marek [4:01]:   Yeah, absolutely. Um, it's really seasonal I'd say. Gym is something I do, like 

during the whole year. But then, in the spring, summer and autumn, obviously ago, 

lot of hiking, also do hiking trips with friends, and then also go skiing in the winter, 

obviously. Yeah, so these are definitely things I do, as well. 

 

Annika [4:22]:   And the sports content you see on your Instagram profile or account. Is it related to 

what you do personally? 

 

Marek [4:37]:   It really depends. I think it's both sides. I love to follow profiles that really inspire 

me in, in doing the stuff that I do personally. But also, I'm following extreme sports, 

for instance, to catch a glimpse at stuff I don't personally do for a lot of reasons, 

obviously, and to still be able to share that experience in a digital way. 

 

Annika [5:04]:   And okay so in relates to extreme sports, what what accounts or brands do you 

follow? 

 

Marek [5:09]:    I definitely follow GoPro. 
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Annika [5:13]:    Yes? But any others, also? 

 

Marek [5:15]:   When it comes to extreme sports? Also, Red Bull and Monster they sometimes 

share also content about extreme sports? I'd say these three, maybe, but no specific 

leads. 

 

Annika [5:28]:   And how would you describe the content, or the channel or the posts that GoPro 

posts on their Instagram feed, for example? 

 

Marek [5:41]:   There's definitely a lot of action going on. It's really, it's really entertaining. To me, 

it's, a lot of times, it's like an experience that I would not be able to give enough. If 

I were at the same place at the same time, I wouldn't be so close to the actual 

experience that these guys are having at that specific moment. So I think GoPro 

really put it to another level, in terms of how close you can actually be to extreme 

sports and to extreme situations, also landscapes and animals and so forth. 

 

Annika [6:20]:   When you say you get like really close to it? Do you look at the content and specific 

situations during the day, the year, your mood? Or are the other any situations 

where you're more likely to see that kind of content? 

 

Marek [6:42]:   Could be that in the case of extreme sports, when I'm like the complete opposite of 

what's going on, on the GoPro channel. So for instance, when I'm sitting on the 

couch, and I don't feel like doing anything, sort of gets me back on track, if I see 

like the complete opposite of my mood. That makes any sense? 

 

Annika [7:01]:   Yes. And do you have any inner drive to to look at this kind of content? Or can you 

can you put it in words, why you'd like to look at it. 

 

Marek [7:14]:   Pushing the edges extremely, sort of pushing the limit? Yeah, since I'm not able to 

do all that stuff on my own. This is like my way to, to confront that in a digital way 

at least. 

 

Annika [7:30]:    Are there any special thoughts that go through your mind, while looking at it? 
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Marek [7:42]:   I don't know really, really depends on the on the video or the the image I'm looking 

at. 

 

Annika [7:48]:   Maybe if you just think of one video or like some certain content that you like, 

really like of GoPro, maybe you can just explain or try to describe it. And then like, 

think about what happens in you when you look at it. 

 

Marek [8:08]:   So, what I really like about the GoPro profiles, for instance, the snowboard videos, 

where you're super close to the athletes, obviously going downhill really fast. I'd 

just say that it's really exciting and entertaining to follow the whole experience that 

the athlete is slipping through. So it's not just one specific moment, it's not just one 

image, but it's like an entire video, it's like the entire hill following the athletes so 

makes makes you feel very participatory. 

 

Annika [8:49]:    How would you describe why is it so that you can feel so close to the athlete? 

 

Marek [8:54]:   Well, first off, because I think the technology allows to, to do it, since the cameras 

are really small and so you're really close to, to the actual things that are going on? 

And to the actual footage. Yeah, so I think it's mainly technology driven, that you're 

able to actually shoot that kind of stuff with a with a tiny camera, which is not really 

in your way, from a perspective of the athletes. 

 

Annika [9:31]:   Again, do you follow them only on Instagram or also on other channels? The 

athletes, but notice, like GoPro, for example? 

 

Marek [9:42]:    I think I'm following GoPro on Facebook as well. 

 

Annika [9:45]:    All right, but more content comes to your mind on Instagram?  

 

Marek [9:49]:   Yes, definitely. And I wouldn't be able to distinguish between the two channels I 

say, because I would need to pay extra attention to that to distinguish the two 

channels. 

 

Annika [10:00]:   And how would you say the content comes to your attention usually? Do you, you 

actively look for it, or? 
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Marek [10:13]:   Sometimes but I'd say mainly, it comes to my mind when I scroll through my feed 

on Instagram. So, accidentally and I'm like, 'Wow, this is a cool video, this is 

exciting', maybe stick to that video for a couple of seconds or even repeated. And 

then maybe go to the channel because I feel like 'Okay, now I'm in the mood to 

watch more of that stuff. And then obviously watch, watch more content of the of 

the channel? 

 

Annika [10:38]:   And does this like going clicking on it and going to the channel? Does that depend 

on what you see on your feed? So, for example, is it like does it vary in accordance 

to if it's a photo or video? If it's like surf or snowboarding? Is there certain content 

or formats that you're more likely to click on and follow and watch it for longer? 

 

Marek [11:05]:   Yeah, could be, as I said, I haven't like my favorite types of GoPro videos, which 

is the snowboard videos in my case. But it could also be that there's a lot of 

subconscious activities going on in my brain that I don't know about. Maybe also 

seasonal changes. So, when I'm in when it's winter, obviously maybe I'm more 

likely to, to click on content that is actually related to the season. But it's nothing I 

would be able to talk about on a conscious level, I'd say. 

 

Annika [11:41]:   And just do you have a GoPro for yourself? No, no. Have you ever thought about 

buying one? 

 

Marek [11:47]: Yes. 

 

Annika [11:49]:   Do you think like these videos, they encourage you sometimes to to think about it 

more? 

 

Marek [11:55]:   Yeah, absolutely. I mean, the, the videos that are shared on the GoPro channel, as 

I said, I'm maybe not the specific type that I would record with my GoPros since 

I'm not a top athlete, and I'm not able to do most of the stuff. But people are using 

the GoPros for all kinds of reasons. So, for instance, when they're traveling or when 

they're hiking it can make basically every experience something exciting. So, I don't 

think I would share the same content, but I would use it in my own personal way. 

If that makes sense. 
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Annika [12:28]:   Yes. And so just in general, why would you say are you following GoPro on 

Facebook and Instagram? 

 

Marek [12:37]:   I would say the main thing is to be able to share an experience that I'm not that I 

would not be able to share otherwise, and to be so close to something that I can't 

do at this specific moment that I'm looking at it. 

 

Annika [12:52]:   And sharing just with the brand, or would you also share it with friends or other 

people in the community, for example? 

 

Marek [13:05]:   Depends on the content, but generally speaking, definitely. Yes. 

 

Annika [13:10]:   Yes. So, um, so have you ever tagged someone or showed a video to someone? Or 

have you ever given a like to, to a video? 

 

Marek [13:22]:   Yeah, absolutely. I mean, what I give away most is likes, then I'd say the next thing 

would be sending videos and images to friends in a private messages. And then 

maybe a third thing I would do since GoPros sometimes has like little raffles going 

on, maybe tag people in post like that as well. 

 

Annika [13:43]:   So, to be able to win something? 

 

Marek [13:45]:   Yes.  

 

Annika [13:46]:   Okay. Would you say that is also reason why you want to like see their posts and 

it's like keep up to date, kind of? 

 

Marek [13:54]:   To a small degree. I think it's it's more about the, the visual content, and about the 

content that these sponsored athletes share more than about the product GoPro itself 

more than the camera itself? Yeah. But to some extent, I'm still following GoPro to 

get updates on the product as well. To a smaller extent. 

 

Annika [14:16]:   So, what would you say what kind of information do you get from, from following 

them? That he wouldn't get when you weren't? 
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Marek [14:29]:   First off, information about the athletes that they sponsor. So, sometimes you're 

really likely to, to click the link and see see the athlete behind it, see if they also 

post similar content on their, on their other channels. And then really depends on 

the content. Sometimes they even would do videos of animals or stuff like that. So, 

you would be able to be informed about the specific area that they, that they would 

shoot the footage and but then also, like I said, product information to some extent, 

even though that might be the smallest extent I'm paying attention to. 

 

Annika [15:13]:   And do you feel some kind of like belonging or like that you belong to a kind of 

community? Because I mean, social media, they also call themselves as a brand 

community. And although you're not owning a GoPro, do you feel like being part 

of it at some point? 

 

Marek [15:35]:   To some degree, I'd say since I'm interested in the content that is shared? And 

obviously, and apparently there's a lot of people out there who are as well, some of 

them might be able to do that kind of stuff. Some are not. I'm definitely on the letter 

side. But still. Yeah, it's a, it's a, it's a, it's a community to some degree. 

 

Annika [15:57]:   And does, I don't know, how, how would you say does it affect you and your, the 

relationship you have with the brand? That you're giving a like, for example, what 

is the reason behind giving a like for you?  

 

Marek [16:15]:   That's a very good question. It really depends on whom I'm giving the like to, if it's 

my friends or a brand, obviously, the like has a different meaning if I give it to a 

brand. I don't know like.. 

 

Annika [16:32]:   So, for friends what do you want to say to your friends? 

 

Marek [16:36]:   Personally, that I liked the picture, and I want to give them appreciation for how 

they shot it, or what they what the video or the picture shows. Whereas for GoPro, 

it's more like an affirmation that I'm happy with the content, maybe? 

 

Annika [16:54]:   So, some kind of message you're sending them? 
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Marek [16:55]:   Some kind of message I'm trying to send the brand. Yes.  

 

Annika [16:59]:   What would that be? 

 

Marek [17:03]:   Maybe also to put emphasis on the videos that I like and on the pictures that I like 

so I wouldn't say I like every video of GoPro. It's just the ones that I feel, I feel 

personally attached to. And then also maybe to a very small degree to show my 

friends that I'm liking the content as well? 

 

Annika [17:22]:   That would be my next question. So, you care a little about the fact that people see 

that you're following GoPro, or that the content that you liked? 

 

Marek [17:32]:   Yes, to some degree. 

 

Annika [17:34]:   So, would you say it's it kind of shapes your, your personal personality? Or is it a 

part of you? Something that describes you, or? 

 

Marek [17:47]:   Honestly, I think it's, it's a part of me, even though that sounds weird, but I mean, 

what you do on social media and what you do in your free time, what you do in 

your everyday life, of course defines you as a person. So even though that might be 

a very tiny bit of my personality, I wouldn't deny that it sorts of forms my 

personality as well, which content I give likes to which content I share, which 

content I commented and so forth. 

 

Annika [18:17]:   All right. And so, yeah, what would you say like, how important is it for you to see 

these videos in your daily life? Or I don't know how often you, you look at it, but I 

guess it's every day? 

 

Marek [18:34]:   Yeah, probably. I'm not sure about the effects it would have if I wouldn't be able to 

watch them anymore, since I've always been able to do so. But I'm sure I would be 

missing at least a tiny little bit of it. Since I think the GoPro videos are very unique 

in the way they are shot. And there's nothing really comparable out there, at least 

in my opinion. There might be other products and, and technology out there. But 

GoPros is really, they have a specific style, also in the way that they choose their 
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athletes and so forth. So, I think yeah, maybe, to some degree, I would miss it. 

Yeah. 

 

Annika [19:19]:   Are there's certain situations where you wouldn't miss it the most? 

 

Marek [19:27]:  I don't know, really. I can't think of a specific situation. 

 

Annika [19:37]:   That's all right. So, you would say that like looking at, at the content or following 

GoPro in general gives you more like a good feeling. And even though you're not 

able to do it by yourself, does it like encourage you to to, I don't know, to a certain 

thoughts and feelings or enthusiasm about something, or has it ever changed 

something in you. 

 

Marek [20:15]:   Um, I would say definitely inspires me to be active myself sometimes. But then 

also to go out and explore, since you have these videos and images from all around 

the world, which obviously also show very nice places, not just the extreme sports 

attached to that place. So, yeah, it's like this, this whole feeling of grabbing your 

bag going outside and having a little adventure yourself. I think that's, that's a big 

part of it. 

 

Annika [20:49]:   Cool. And how would you say are you like keeping up with the content, or with the 

videos? So just do you keep up with it? Or is it more like it comes to mind comes 

to your attention by.. 

 

Marek [21:04]:   I think mainly it comes to attention by scrolling through my feet. Maybe Instagram 

or Facebook, both of these. But I'm sure it has happened in the past that I have 

specifically looked for GoPro videos. But I would say that's rarely the case. 

 

Annika [21:26]:   Yeah, I don't know, can you think of why you did like look for them actively? Any 

like needs? 

 

Marek [21:40]:   As I said, I think it's that genuine interest in extremity, which you can't have in all 

situations of your life. So maybe as I said, if you're doing the complete opposite of 

the content and the videos, it might be the number that are more susceptible to 

proactively go to the to the content and look at it and watch it. 
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Annika [22:09]:   And so how would you, like overall, how would you describe the relationship you 

have with the brand GoPro? Or if you see it as a person, for example, like what's, 

what's the relationship you to have? 

 

Marek [22:33]:   I think compared to other brands, that would be kind of participative. Since I said 

I, I'm liking a lot of the content and sometimes sharing it with my friends. I'm 

commenting it, I think compared to a lot of other stuff I follow on social media, it's 

really participative, which makes it more intimate to some degree because, as we 

discussed, engaging with that content sort of also forms your personality. And those 

if I think that any further that means that our relationship might be more intimate, 

because I'm engaging more with the brand. Yeah. 

 

Annika [23:13]:   Do you have any expectations to GoPro in your relationship? 

 

Marek [23:22]:   Basically, sticking to what they've been doing because it made them really unique 

in the past. And it's the reason I really love them to have that unique look on the 

footage. And yeah, it would, would be sort of disappointing if they would come up 

with maybe new technology that would look completely different. And new footage 

that would be very, very different in a negative way to the footage step that I fell in 

love with of GoPro. 

 

Annika [23:53]:   And you said also that, sorry I am jumping back a little, but you said that you also 

like keeping up with new technology, for example, a little bit. Do you still do you 

feel like that GoPro is selling you something through social media? 

 

Marek [24:11]:   Definitely. I mean, since I studied brand and communications management, I 

sometimes I'm able to look through the facet and know that they do it for a reason. 

But I think the way that GoPro communicates its content, even though the purpose 

might be of course, increasing sales, in the end, is really pleasing. And it also gives 

the consumer a lot and is not just taking from them, I think. 

 

Annika [24:40]:   And yeah, so how would you say how important is it for you to be part of this like 

community? How would you feel if they, if you weren't, like, be able to see the 

videos anymore, or if they just stopped doing what they're doing? 
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Marek [24:59]:   I think I would be disappointed to some degree. As I said, I would really like to be, 

would really like the brand to have consistent content over time. And to stay on the 

boat. And to, yeah, to be able to follow the brand's journey further because I think 

they're not at the end yet. And there might be really exciting things to come. 

 

Annika [25:28]:   And if not, from the GoPro side, that they're stopping doing something or posting, 

if you don't, or wouldn't have access to it anymore. How would that make you feel? 

 

Marek [25:46]:   Yeah, I think it would, it would make me feel would make me feel sad, it would 

make me feel like I'm, I'm missing out. Since I had the opportunity to look at it 

once. And I, I know that the content is great. And that is really inspiring and fun to 

look at. And once you had that, and then you get rid of it, of course it would make 

me, would make me feel sad. 

 

Annika [26:09]:   Yes. So, you, you would say that you will continue following them? 

 

Marek [26:13]:   Absolutely. 

 

Annika [26:15]:   Can you remember like how long do have been? 

 

Marek [26:20]:   I'm not sure might be around the GoPro three season, which was a couple of years 

back. So at least fiveish years? I'd say more. I'm not sure though, I could look it up. 

 

Annika [26:39]:   That's cool, that's quite long. But um, so generally, would you say that the brand of 

GoPro is trustworthy? 

 

Marek [26:48]:   Yes, I'd say it is trustworthy. Because I think that even though they have the purpose 

of selling your product, they're still giving you free content that you can enjoy in 

your free time. And by doing that inspires you to have the possibility to buy the 

product as well. But yeah, they're still giving you a lot by, by the free content that 

they're sharing via their social media channels. And it definitely inspired me to buy 

the product, even though I have not, so far. 
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Annika [27:23]:   All right. And two last questions and how in general, would you describe the quality 

of their, of their activity? 

 

Marek [27:35]:   Of the content? 

 

Annika [27:36]:   Yeah. And not the product. 

 

Marek [27:39]:   Yeah. Really, really good. Which would also be something that I expect of the 

brand since it is always high-quality content. Not only the way it was shot, but also 

what was actually shown in the content. So, yeah, it's it's definitely high-quality 

content that they're sharing.  

 

Annika [28:03]:   All right. I think we are done. Apart from you want to say something more? 

 

Marek [28:10]:   No thank you so much for this Interview. At has been really an insightful and 

exciting topic! 

 

Annika [28:16]:   Yeah, great. 
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Annika [0:01]:  Test, hello. Alright, English is fine? 

 

Henning [0:09]:   Totally. Yeah. Okay. 

 

Annika [0:11]:   Okay, let's start with some general questions. Can you just tell me your your name 

your age, where you're from, your current occupation? 

 

Henning [0:22]:   Sure. My name is Henning, I'm 25, I'm a students at CBS, born in Germany, raced 

there..  

 

Annika [0:32]:    All right. And you live in Copenhagen? 

 

Henning [0:34]:   Yeah, yes.  

 

Annika [0:35]:    All right. So, can you tell me about the last time you used social media? 

 

Henning [0:41]: Probably just before I got here, checking my, my, by all the Twitter updates. And I 

think that must be the last time, yes. 

 

Annika [0:53]:    So, Twitter, what other platforms do you use? 

 

Henning [0:57]:   Well, I'm got accounts on Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp of course. And 

probably some other platforms that I can't really think of right now. But I think 

those are the.. 

 

Annika [1:10]:    YouTube?  
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Henning [1:11]:   Yeah, no, not really. Yeah, YouTube, like sometimes but like mostly through, 

through other channels. 

 

Annika [1:18]:    Cool. And if you have to rank them in some, or put them in order. 

 

Henning [1:23]:  Like by what I like the most or?  

 

Annika [1:25]:    Yeah, or by usage.  

 

Henning [1:27]:   By usage? I'm probably, I would say like, WhatsApp first, I guess? And then 

probably, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook. 

 

Annika [1:40]:    And do you all follow them or use them for the same purpose? 

 

Henning [1:45]:   Now it's pretty different actually. So, like, WhatsApp for just for texting, of course. 

Twitter is like mostly following some people that are like, closely related to what I 

do in my occupation. And then Instagram is more for leisure, like fun kind of stuff. 

 

Annika [2:03]:   Okay, so how would you describe the, I don't know, whoever you follow, for 

example, on Instagram? 

 

Henning [2:11]:   A lot of friends, of course, then, yeah. That's like the biggest part, I guess, then a 

lot of people I get inspired by like from sports. That's a large share. And then a lot 

of people who, yeah, like dominantly like a big group of people just travelling kind 

of blogs. Yeah, I think that's the, the main part. 

 

Annika [2:41]:   And if you put them in topic, so it's like friends, okay, but then you have sports and 

travel you said? Is that mostly brands or athletes or just people? 

 

Henning [2:54]:   Yeah, I think it's um, so for, for sports, I think it's mostly people like some, some 

athletes. For travel and like, kind of like an adventure, whatever you want to call it. 

Think it's mostly just random people, influencers, whatever. Maybe a couple of 

brands, but I'm actually not 100% sure. 
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Annika [3:22]:   Okay. So, in relation to sports, I mean, I saw that you follow GoPro? I don't know 

if it was on Facebook or Instagram? 

 

Henning [3:29]:   Yeah. Well probably both in the end. 

 

Annika [3:33]:    The sports that you see from GoPro, like do you practice any of these yourself? 

 

Henning [3:41]:   Um, I mean, I yeah, certainly for all the, for, for a lot of like different things like I 

ski a lot. So that's obviously like a dominant, like sports and what GoPro captures. 

Then it's increasingly also like pictures from like, hiking, so a lot of like mountain 

stuff, which I love to do. And that's mostly why I follow them. And then there's a 

lot of like water sports, which I am not the biggest insider on. 

 

Annika [4:11]:   Would you say like, I mean, apart from the sports that GoPro post, but do you do 

any sports in your, in your free time? 

 

Henning [4:18]:   Um, yeah, I mean, yeah, sure, like quite a lot. I do a lot of like swimming and 

football. 

 

Annika [4:23]:    So, do you also follow these kinds of sports on Instagram? 

 

Henning [4:27]:   Um, not as much I guess. I think it's more the, a little bit more adventurous kind of 

contents that I would be tempted to follow. 

 

Annika [4:39]:   So, you already said that it inspires you at some, at some stage. Can you think of 

any other reasons why, why you like to, like to see it from time to time? 

 

Henning [4:52]:   So, like inspiration like is like in different contexts, maybe, like, so it's like, first of 

all, to get inspired to, because I think it's pretty cool how, like what people can 

achieve. So that's quite inspiring to me. And then also, it's, it's nice, like, kind of 

like inspiration for like travel or whatever you could do. So in that sense, I think 

those are like the main reasons and then other than inspiration, I mean, I think it's 

quite entertaining to watch. 

 

Annika [5:20]:    How would you describe the posts that you like the most? 
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Henning [5:25]:   Um, well, I generally like it if it's, you know, a bit buffy, active so if it's a little.. 

 

Annika [5:32]:    Can you just describe like an example?  

 

Henning [5:35]:   Yeah, there is a really cool one from, I don't know, I think it's Matterhorn, whatever. 

Like somewhere in the Alps where they, so it's like a heli skiing thing and then land 

on top. And it's like it's a before skiing down, downhill it's like a lot of like, a, like 

a 20-meter walk on the, what's it called? Like, the riff kind of, like the.. 

 

Annika [5:56]:    Edge? 

 

Henning [5:56]:   Yeah, yeah, that one. And it's filmed by like, GoPro from above the hat. And that's 

pretty, pretty exciting to see you. 

 

Annika [6:06]:    So, you like to see something that is maybe out of reach?  

 

Henning [6:09]:   I think so. I mean, that's certainly for the skiing part. That's fairly out of reach, yeah. 

I think then like, maybe the, the hiking kind of parts will be a little closer. 

 

Annika [6:21]:    Do you have a GoPro for yourself? 

 

Henning [6:23]:   Um, I actually used to, but I don't have it anymore.  

 

Annika [6:27]:    Okay. But do you use it often? Or did you use it often?  

 

Henning [6:30]:   Yeah. And I mean, it's, I also realized because like so many friends had it, so I was 

like, yeah, I don't really need a new one. But.. 

 

Annika [6:36]:   And, so you follow GoPro and you had one. Can you remember what you did? Or 

did you own one first? Or did you follow GoPro first? 

 

Henning [6:48]: I think, I probably owned one before, it was on Instagram. So, I think that way 

around, but I'm but I'm not, yeah, I think, I think actually that way around. 
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Annika [6:58]: Alright. So, is that also the reason why you clicked follow that you had one? Or is 

it more of the content that you see?  

 

Henning [7:08]:   Yeah, that's a good question. Um, I mean, certainly probably got inspired by like, 

what I did with it. And then like, you know, you saw from other friends, what they 

what kind of videos, they took, what pictures, and then ended up, you know, 

following people who use GoPros a lot, and then ended up following GoPro I think. 

 

Annika [7:30]: Alright, so when friends showed you that they send you pictures or videos or, like, 

you got inspired by your friends somehow? 

 

Henning [7:40]: So, I think it's a lot of sharing, especially when we traveled together and like, did 

stuff together, then we would, you know, use the video we could record. Yeah. 

 

Annika [7:54]:  Okay. 

 

Henning [8:11]:   Like I think mostly because we, we did something together, took a video of it, and 

then ended up watching a lot of other videos they had taken previously. So I'm not 

sure if I got send a lot of videos, but like more, watching it together. 

 

Annika [8:26]:   All right, but this, like, kind of connection that you have with your friends through, 

like watching the same content and sharing it with each other do you think like it's, 

I don't know, it, like, encourages your relationship you have to each other? Or it's 

like, yeah, it's a community? 

 

Henning [8:44]:   I feel like, especially like, I mean, maybe community is a bit far. But like definitely, 

like in some friend groups it's like, we share the same interest in like, you know, 

mountaineering stuff. So, definitely, like, we would tag each other under like 

videos. And that's, yeah, that's for sure. And I definitely think that it does connect 

us in a way. Not necessarily connected to to GoPro specifically, but like, to the kind 

of entertainment. Yes. 

 

Annika [9:18]:    So just like in general, why would you say you are following them? 
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Henning [9:23]:   Um, I think it's, it's really cool to, because they, they feature a lot of people who 

use it, and you just see, like, where people you know, like, whether it's feasible for 

myself and all like, where people just, you know, get beyond their limits, kind of. 

So, I think it's for me it's mostly like that a lot of cool people are featured. And, 

yeah, they provide, like, really exciting content, and like, nice quality, which I 

think, is quite unique, where many, you know, if you follow like a blogger, it would 

be very limited to a certain aspect, and I think this is more holistic in that sense. 

 

Annika [10:10]:   How would you say it's, like, when you say it's unique. How would you say it's 

different to other brands? That, I don't know, how would you define it to be unique? 

 

Henning [10:22]:   Um, I think it's a, it's a, it's like, to me, it's a cool mix of high quality and, you know, 

excitement, but also not too, like nerdy, like, I think many other like, I mean, I 

always feel like, like, if he if I follow some, you know, other, like, travel adventure, 

kind of, blogs, whatever, it's, it's sometimes a little bit like too much of one thing 

where I'm like, 'Okay, this is like, it's beyond what I'm interested in', like a too much 

in depth, kind of into one topic. 

 

Annika [11:02]:   So, what you say that you are encouraged to see that kind of content in certain 

situations? 

 

Henning [11:11]: I mean, I, what I referred to earlier, like, when I when I travel, that's definitely like 

an, a situation when I like think back and like, okay, actually, you know, like, 

specifically search for it. Whereas, otherwise, I would probably just scroll down 

and happen to see that. But whenever I'm like, in a situation where I would, you 

know, be reminded to use it myself. Yeah. 

 

Annika [11:34]: Yes. Um, so you do sometimes look for it actively. So, it doesn't just come up in 

your feed from time to time but you sometimes do look for specific content?  

 

Henning [11:47]: Yeah, like sometimes like in like specific situations. Yeah. 

 

Annika [11:49]: And other than just looking at it. Have you ever liked anything? Or have you ever 

commented on any post? 
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Henning [11:58]: So, generally, like, don't really comment much. But I certainly don't. But I certainly 

liked a lot of things. I think, like, I mean, I don't know, I didn't count but like, I'm 

certainly, you know. 

 

Annika [12:12]:  Um, can you say like, what encourages you to like something? 

 

Henning [12:18]: Like a, like a post? Or?  

 

Annika [12:19]: Yeah. Like why would you like a certain post? And not another one? Like, how 

doesn't it make you like content?  

 

Henning [12:30]: Yeah. I don't know. Like, but some, to some extent, I think this is a little, like, 

maybe different from other people. Like, I'm more like, focused on like, I don't like 

really, I'm not really tempted to to like a lot of posts where people present 

themselves first, but it's more like the kind of like, whatever they’re doing, where 

they are, whatever, if that's in the like, if that's the main thing of the post. That's 

where I think I'm more likely to like it. 

 

Annika [12:56]: Alright, so does it have like an, yeah does it change your, your inner thoughts when 

you click on like? 

 

Henning [13:05]: So, if it's like an active process? 

 

Annika [13:06]: Yeah, or do you, do you think about it, like, do you, does it have a change in your, 

in your mind? Or? 

 

Henning [13:13]: That's a good question. Um, I think, um, yeah, I think I think I actively think about 

that before I like it. It's not like I scroll down, and everything is a like. I certainly, 

like, would like it when I think 'okay', that's actually something where, you know, 

I was, you know, consciously thinking this is cooler than the average. Yeah. 

 

Annika [13:38]: Are you feeling like you're sending GoPro for some kind of message with it? Or? 

 

Henning [13:44]: I don't know. I don't think so. But, um, yeah. I haven't really thought about it, yet. 

I think generally, like, when you when you see what I like, during a day, then you 
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can like probably, like, derive some sort of, you know, picture, but I wouldn't say 

that specifically, my, likes on GoPro would be tailored to certain. 

 

Annika [14:14]:  Okay. Have you ever commented on anything? 

 

Henning [14:16]: On GoPro? 

 

Annika [14:18]:  GoPros post, yeah. 

 

Henning [14:20]: Probably linked some friends.  

 

Annika [14:23]:  Related to like, when you travel?  

 

Henning [14:26]: Yeah, exactly. Yeah. But, uh, like, no, like, general commenting. Probably like 

linking people, though. Yeah, yeah. 

 

Annika [14:32]: That's fine. So, other than, like, get inspiration for traveling, or, I don't know, you 

mentioned this, like really tense posts or like videos, do you see like, you get any 

information from GoPro by, by following them that you wouldn't get without? 

 

Henning [14:55]: Um, so honestly, I don't feel like I'm getting much more informed about the 

product. That's what you refer to? Like, maybe it's not unlike what I'm paying 

attention to. So, I think for me, it's really, I mean, I certainly get informed about 

people using it. And I then start like, looking into like other people who, you know, 

do cool stuff with it. Doesn't mean I have to end up following everyone. But like, 

that's, that's something, I think. Yeah. Probably. Yeah. 

 

Annika [15:27]: So, whenever you look at them, and then you click on, I don't know, if someone's 

tagged or the scenery, or you go on to the feed, for example, are the certain 

situations during your day, where this happens more, more often than at other 

times? 

 

Henning [15:47]: Um, everyone like being students, like when I study, surely.  

 

Annika [15:53]:  Why is that? 
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Henning [15:56]: Yeah. Because it's just nice to get your mind or get your head around something 

else, right? 

 

Annika [16:04]: Is it also linked to what you see? The more extreme for example it is, the more 

likely you are to get distracted from, from studying? 

 

Henning [16:15]: It certainly helps. Yeah, um, yeah, probably. Probably there is a, there is some truth 

behind that. 

 

Annika [16:25]: Yes. And what you generally say that you have some, some thoughts that go 

through your mind when you look at some of these extreme videos? 

 

Henning [16:34]: So, like, it depends, really, like for the very extreme, I'm just amazed. And for the 

like, a little, like, more realistic ones I'm like, 'okay, that's something cool, I want 

to do'. That's like the two kind of settings that we discussed earlier where I 

definitely, like have some thoughts about it, like, I mean, Yep. 

 

Annika [16:54]: Yep. And have you ever done anything, or been encouraged to do something and 

then actually did it? When you say like, 'Oh, I want to try that as well'. 

 

Henning [17:05]: Um, not, not specifically, like, nothing like where I like got to know something 

very new. I've never done before and then did it afterwards. But like, it's more 'okay, 

actually, I should go back and get should go back to the sea, to the, to the mountains, 

whatever, and do some fun stuff there', more generally. 

 

Annika [17:28]:  So more like a reminder that you keep in mind? 

 

Henning [17:32]: Yeah, it gets more like, 'Oh, yeah, actually, shit, that's awesome. Let's, let's go and 

like talk to some people if they want to join'. 

 

Annika [17:58]: Okay. And so, what do you think about the fact that others can see that you follow 

GoPro on, on like, for example, Instagram? 
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Henning [18:08]: Um, I think I'm quite conscious in general, like, like, of whom I would follow, but 

like, for something like GoPro I'm quite, I think it's quite neutral. It's not like, I'm 

trying to, to, I'm not, like, bothered by the fact that people know that I'm trying to 

show off by following them. I'm like, yeah. 

 

Annika [18:28]:   Okay. So, it's not like you like the fact that others can see it? 

 

Henning [18:32]: No, I don't think so. 

 

Annika [18:34]: So, would you say that it shapes you in some way? Or your, your inner self? Like 

it has some influence on you, on your mindset,  

 

Henning [18:43]: Following them? Or? 

 

Annika [18:44]:  Yes, or seeing the content? 

 

Henning [18:46]: I mean, I it certainly reveals a lot about myself. That I do like these kind of contents. 

If it shapes me as well? That's, that's a very fair question. And I think to a certain 

extent, yes. Because I mean, I like it's what you have. It's like input like all day 

long. And this whole a travel inspiration and like, going outdoors and doing cool 

stuff, like certainly has shaped me all the time. Yeah. I wouldn't be able to relate it 

to specific one, like, thing, where it shaped me but like, yeah, in general, I think 

that that is something that I, you know, started over the last years, developing more. 

 

Annika [19:36]: All right. And so, if you think about, like, GoPro being, I don't know, like a 

relationship that you two have, or like a friendship. Do you have any expectations 

to the brand? Or to what they do? 

 

Henning [19:50]: Um, I think what I mentioned previously, that I really like, that they feature a lot of 

people and are not too focused on their product, but like, more and what it does, or 

what, what it can produce. I think that's my expectation. And I think I would 

certainly stop fooling if they were like, too fussed about their own product. And 

like, only focus on that. Because..  
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Annika [20:16]: When you say product, you feel like, if they start selling you something actively, 

like? 

 

Henning [20:22]: Yeah, or if they like stop, like having content that is produced with a GoPro, but 

having content that is showing a GoPro, probably. That's something where I would 

be like, I find it exciting to see what it can produce. But I find it very unexciting to 

see how it looks. 

 

Annika [20:39]:  So how long have you been, have you been following?   

 

Henning [20:43]: Yeah, probably like two years ish. Yeah, I don't know. 

 

Annika [20:45]:  So, have they ever dissatisfied you? Or have they ever changed what they do? 

 

Henning [20:53]: Um, so from what I have in mind, I wouldn't? I would not think so. I think most of 

what I've, you know, actively seen was pretty much in line with my, you know, 

initial expectations. Yeah. 

 

Annika [21:11]:  Yes. Would you say that you're at some way keeping up with what they do? 

 

Henning [21:26]: Probably, probably not as much as others. So, I wouldn't, like, go in and see, like, 

what's the latest technology. As much as probably like, I mean, I know, as a fact 

about like, a lot of my friends that they always are up to date with, you know, what 

the most recent development is. And I think I don't do that as much actively. 

 

Annika [21:47]: Okay. Would you recognize if they just stopped doing anything on social media?  

 

Henning [21:54]: Yeah, probably. 

 

Annika [21:55]: Yes? What would you think? Not like, if you like, outblanked or that they're 

bankrupt or anything. 

 

Henning [22:03]: I'd be like, puzzled. And, um, I wouldn't say like, to be dissatisfied. I'd certainly be 

surprised and like, realize that I just didn't like after a certain time, and then 

probably look into what's going on. But, yeah, I don't think, yeah. 
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Annika [22:34]: So, you would say that it satisfies you, in your daily life to, to see those videos and 

posts and photos and this type of content? 

 

Henning [22:45]: I think to, to certain extent it's cool. Like, it's a cool, like, social, well not social, 

but like, leisure activity. Yeah. 

 

Annika [22:56]: So, if you would, if you could name what you like best about what they do. How 

would the perfect content look? 

 

Henning [23:06]: So, on a on a single post, or?  

 

Annika [23:09]:  Yeah, or, on like whatever they do, what do you expect from them? 

 

Henning [23:14]: Um, I think I definitely expect to get insights into all different areas where, you 

know, GoPros can be used. So, I would, again, very much like it if, or that like, 

perfectly, it's like, a different sort of sports or activity, every time showing the 

whole portfolio of like, different applications. And again, like, featuring a lot of 

cool people. Like to yeah, to get just get, like, exposed to all different fields. Yeah. 

 

Annika [23:54]: And what would be like the, your favorite feeling that you like to have when, when 

looking at it?  

 

Henning [24:00]: Yeah, like the little like, a little like, tense and then also quite excited. But at the 

same time, you know, maybe like, it's good also that the very, like, exciting content, 

somehow, you know, complemented by some more realistic ones that went well, I 

feel like okay, I can relate to this much better. 

 

Annika [24:27]:  Um, so would you say that go for is a trustworthy brand? Or? 

 

Henning [24:33]:   Yeah, yeah, I think I've never experienced anything else. 

 

Annika [24:39]:  Maybe like, not the product itself. More the brand? Still? 

 

Henning [24:43]: Hmm, um, yeah, again, like, I don't see any reason like, why it would be different?  
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Annika [24:51]: Yeah. So, if anyone would say something bad about, I don't know, the company. 

Not, not the products, maybe, but the company as a brand?  

 

Henning [24:59]: Yeah. So, I'd be surprised probably, like, to me, they have a very positive image, 

which probably is also like, driven by a post that focus on the nice part in life. 

 

Annika [25:11]: Yes. All right. You already said that you like the high quality and that they do 

videos and stuff. So, does, is that like, exactly what you expect the brad to be? Or?  

 

Henning [25:24]:   Yeah, I think so. Because that's what I expect from the product. If I'm a user. So, I 

yeah, I want to have something that you know, might be a little difficult for me to, 

to copy. 

 

Annika [25:37]: And what would you say? Like what you continue following them, liking them? 

Sharing content with friends? 

 

Henning [25:46]: Yeah probably. Um, yeah, I think, I think so. Because, yes, I think it's pretty cool 

to see what people are doing and what they are capable of. So, I think that's.. 

 

Annika [25:56]:  So, only if they change their strategy. You would probably.. 

 

Henning [26:00]: Yeah. I mean, I don't know, maybe it will be even better. Like if, if it becomes like, 

as I said, like too much, too little like, like, focus on the activity. Then I'm like, I'm 

out. 

 

Annika [26:11]:  All right. I think that was it. Thank you so much.  

 

Henning [26:15]:   Cool. Thank you. 
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Annika [0:02]:  Okay, English is fine? 

 

Tim [0:04]:  English is fine, yeah.  

 

Annika [0:05]:   So, to start with, can you just introduce yourself, where you're from? Your age, 

your name, nationality, occupation, all that stuff. 

 

Tim [0:14]:  I'm Tim. I'm German. 27 years old. And I'm currently a student at CBS. 

 

Annika [0:21]:    Nice and where are you from?  

 

Tim [0:23]:  Germany.  

 

Annika [0:23]:    Germany? And you live here in Copenhagen,  

 

Tim [0:25]:  Yeah, I live in Copenhagen currently.  

 

Annika [0:25]:  Alright. So, can you tell me about the last time you used social media? 

 

Tim [0:30]:  I guess, the day or? 

 

Annika [0:35]:  Yeah. 

 

Tim [0:36]: Last time I used it, I guess it was yesterday. Because, yeah, in the, in the evening 

when I was in bed. I just checked a few sites. I was just looking up some stuff. 
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That's the last time I used it. Okay, but I'm actually in general, social media I used 

it today. It was Facebook. If it' not only related to Instagram.  

 

Annika [0:58]:  Yeah, yeah, that's fine. So what channels do you usually use? 

 

Tim H.  [1:01]: I usually use Instagram, Facebook, a little bit of snapchats. What else? Oh, yeah, 

WhatsApp, yeah. 

 

Annika [1:12]: That's cool. And so, if you, if you would rank them, like, which channels do you 

use the most? 

 

Tim [1:19]: Definitely WhatsApp. Because it's a platform that I like, on a daily basis, I talked 

to people. Yeah. Stay in contact with them. But also Instagram, I guess. 

 

Annika [1:32]:  For what purpose do you use Instagram? 

 

Tim [1:36]:   For what purpose? I don't know if the purpose, just to see a lot of exciting content. 

I would say. In general, just to get my mind off, probably. 

 

Annika [1:52]:    Yes, and Facebook? 

 

Tim [1:55]: Facebook is more related to like, if there's any events or groups that I need to, like, 

want to check or stay updated on. I wouldn't say I do that on Instagram. 

 

Annika [2:07]:    All right. So, whom do you follow on Instagram and Facebook? 

 

Tim [2:13]:   Facebook, I don't know, because I don't use it a lot. Like I don't remember. But 

Instagram, I would say in relation to extreme sports, I would say. I think it's Bobby 

Brown. That's his name. I follow X Games. I follow Travis Rice. That's a 

professional snowboarder. I follow a lot of like, surfing sites, like big wave surfing 

or just like normal surfing and I think Kelly Slater, actually as well. Who else? I 

follow Go Pro. Because they post a lot of cool videos, entertaining videos. And a 

lot of bouldering. Yeah. 

 

Annika [3:06]:  Okay. So, you do sports yourself? 
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Tim [3:09]:  Yeah, I do sports myself. 

 

Annika [3:11]:  Can you tell me a little bit it?  

 

Tim [3:13]: Okay, so when I was four, I started skiing, and snowboarding as well. 

Snowboarding I started when I was 11. So, I switched from skiing snowboarding. 

And well I do a lot of running. I did a marathon once. I go bouldering, I go climbing 

in general. When I was younger I started climbing actually it was outdoor. It was 

like lead climbing. So, with ropes. But then, if it was during my bachelor's I only 

did bouldering anymore like I didn't. Because you need two people to do the lead 

climbing with the ropes. So, it was easier for me to just go bouldering because it's 

just, just needs one person. And I've done that for I guess like three or four years 

now. And of course, yeah, surfing when I was in Australia, I started surfing. So, it 

was in 2011. And that was the first time I, I caught a wave, I'd say. Yeah, since then 

I've been on holidays, pretty much every year I went surfing. So that's all the 

different kinds of sports that I do myself and that I also follow on social media. 

 

Annika [4:21]: So, how would you describe the sports content that you see on Instagram, for 

example, that you follow? 

 

Tim [4:28]:  I guess it's extreme sports somehow.  

 

Annika [4:31]:  Yeah, only that? 

 

Tim [4:34]: Oh, no, not only that, because I also follow basketball. Sorry, yeah, I also play 

basketball. Yeah. 

 

Annika [4:40]: It's not only like the sports that you do yourself, but also maybe some. Yeah. More 

extreme or? 

 

Tim [4:48]: Yeah, because I also, you know, these base jumpers for example. I wouldn't say 

that I do that myself. Or, like when they jump out of the out of the plane. I don't do 

this myself, but I follow it. And I watch it on social media. Yes. Yeah. That's other 

than a sport that I do myself. So yeah. 
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Annika [5:04]: Can you, can you remember maybe the last situation where you actively or that you 

can remember where you saw like one of these extreme sports? 

 

Tim [5:15]:  On social media?  

 

Annika [5:17]: Yes, or yeah, whatever. And like in what situation were you and like, what thoughts 

that you have or? 

 

Tim [5:27]: Well, I actually, to be honest, I don't think there's like a special thought that I have. 

But well, I guess sometimes, of course you watch these videos when you like, you 

think of skiing because you want to go on holidays or something or you want to go 

surfing. So, your like, 'okay, I miss it. I want to do it again'. So, you kind of want 

to jump online and check it out and see what they doing even though you can't do 

it yourself in that moment. In what situation? I guess, yeah, every day, I, like I 

consume a lot of that type of content. So yeah. 

 

Annika [6:04]:   Can you, can you explain what drives you? Maybe when you scroll down your feed 

like, why would you stop and watch a certain video? 

 

Tim [6:19]:    Um, well, first of all, if I find it interesting, somehow. 

 

Annika [6:21]:    What makes it interesting for you? 

 

Tim [6:22]:   Interesting, of course, when it's like somehow extreme, new. In relation to surfing, 

I look at the video and at the moment that I see, you know, when you scroll on 

Instagram, you don't see it. You don't see the video, but it's like there's like a picture, 

right? So, I could say, or I know what kind of content I can expect just from seeing 

that picture. And then I would stop or not, if it's, for example, a perfect wave, I 

would say, Oh, that's a nice spot. Or I've been there before, or the wave looks really, 

really good. So, I kind of want to see how he surfs on that wave. Or for for example, 

in relation to bouldering. It's like a new wall or the wall looks pretty, pretty 

dangerous. Or sometimes I know the climber. So I'm like, okay, I want to see how 

he climbs this particular wall. What else what makes me stop and watch the video? 

I guess in relation to snowboarding, it's definitely like these powder rides they have. 
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Like when you see somewhere in Whistler and Canada or something, and they go 

down the hills and you can like you already know what you're going to see or, and 

you do want to see it because it's amazing to watch it. Yeah. 

 

Annika [7:44]:  So, can you, can you feel into it?  

 

Tim [7:47]:   Yeah, for sure. Yeah. And especially for me, it's because I do all these kinds of 

sports. Well, not base jumping and stuff. But I do snowboarding and you like, you 

feel more connected to the sports somehow, like you didn't, you kind of, of course 

you can't perform the sport at the level that they, the professionals, performance 

sport, but you can like relate a lot more than if I watch something that I have no 

idea about or that I have never done before. So, for me, it's much more exciting to, 

yes, see someone climbing and sometimes when I watch bouldering videos, I get 

sweaty palms because I know how it feels up there. And yeah, so and I guess that's 

why. 

 

Annika [8:27]: So, for the base jumping, for example, what feeling do you have when you see that? 

 

Tim [8:34]: It's super exciting, and I always feel like, 'Oh my god, I want to do it'. Like, I would 

love to base jump one day. But I heard that you have to have so much experience 

before and it seemed very expensive. So, I can't really do it. 

 

Annika [8:46]:  You have to do a license or something? 

 

Tim [8:48]: Yeah, exactly. You have to do a license. So, by just watching it, you can, well, 

maybe imagine how it would feel like or just, yeah. It's exciting. Gives me a thrill. 

 

Annika [8:58]: Cool. And how would you describe, um, how would you describe the content that, 

that GoPro posts in relation to what you, what you like? 

 

Tim [9:09]: It's really close to the action I would say. Like for example, I saw a lot of videos 

where they have the GoPro on the surfboard. And then either you see the, the athlete 

in the tube in that particular moment and how he moves around and how he, yeah, 

what he does, or you don't see the athlete, but you see how is that called? Like you 
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can you see everything around like how he skis for example. And I don't know you 

could describe that. 

 

Annika [9:49]:    Like the person's perspective? 

 

Tim [9:52]: Yeah, exactly. Yeah. Person's perspective. Yeah. So, you see the person's 

perspective and that gives you the feeling that you are the one maybe driving down 

that hill or riding down that hill or surfing the wave. So, because it like, creates, 

yeah, that feeling. Or you see basically you would see, you see on the video, you, 

what you would see if you did it yourself. Pretty much. I guess that's how you could 

describe it as Yeah. 

 

Annika [10:19]:  Yes. Is that why you were you're like, looking at it?  

 

Tim [10:24]: Yeah, for sure. Because it's it's a whole different experience. And just watching it 

from the outside. Like if you just, you know, see the whole surrounding the whole 

area, the mountain, whatever it's like, so much further away. And you're like, when 

you see the videos that GoPro does, you're like, in the action, like, you, you can 

dive in, so to say. And that's why I find it interesting or are excited about it. 

 

Annika [10:50]:  And just in general, why would you say are you, are you following the brand? 

 

Tim [10:55]:  And on what well, I had a GoPro myself. 

 

Annika [10:57]:  Oh, you have one?  

 

Tim [11:04]: So, they make great videos, and like the quality of the video is great. And for 

example, a lot of the sports like for example, snowboarding and surfing, there's a 

lot of emotion involved. So, and a lot of cameras can really capture that. And with 

GoPro you get a really, really good picture, even though you move a lot and you 

jump around and yeah, so and also you can take it within like into the water and it 

doesn't get damage. You can take it, you can attach it to a lot of things, you can 

attach it to your helmet, to your surfboard. So it's really user friendly, I would say. 

So that's, and you can't do that with any other camera. Well, you can maybe but 

GoPro is like a really good one to do it. And that's why I guess why follow it. And 
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also, I mean, I've seen a lot of these videos that they do like these, I don't know 

people in awesome videos or something and it just gives you like a really cool 

feeling, cool experience and just something really extreme, extraordinary that you 

wouldn't experience in a normal video. So, yes. 

 

Annika [12:06]:   So, if you would describe like the perfect post by GoPro for you. Like how would 

it look like? It doesn't have to be in detail. 

 

Tim [12:20]:   Okay, I guess, I guess a lot of the content they already post is pretty much like I 

wouldn't know how to improve it, like it already contains a lot of that what you 

want to see. 

 

Annika [12:35]:   So, you already said like high quality. It should be a video.. 

 

Tim [12:39]:   Yeah. It should definitely be a video, high quality. Just right there in the moment 

where the exciting stuff happens. The personal perspective. Yeah, yeah. Well, great 

weather. Crazy mountains that they, they ski something like that. 

 

Annika [13:03]:   And so in what situation, right, like you said, that comes up on your feet, for 

example. Yeah. And you, do you also actively look for it sometimes or, like go on 

to the main page and click through or I don't know. 

 

Tim [13:18]:   GoPro? Yes. Yeah, I would say I did that. 

 

Annika [13:24]:  Why does that happen? Like, oh, why do we do that? Or when? 

 

Tim [13:31]: Well, when I miss being outside, when I miss doing sports, I guess I did a lot when 

I had surgery and couldn't move. Also, I did a lot when I was preparing for my 

surfing trip, to get excited about it. And you know, to get back into the feeling. 

That's what I like, intendedly look for it. Also, just like sometimes when I'm bored, 

I just want to watch something cool. And just get some inspiration and see what the 

crazy people out there do. Yeah. 
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Annika [14:12]:   Are there any like certain feelings, like you would say it's a good feeling? Because 

you do it when you get want to get inspiration? And maybe when you're bored, and 

it gives you a good feeling I Guess? Because you're doing it.. Yeah. 

 

Tim [14:24]:  Yeah, it gives me a good feeling for sure. Yeah. It's fun. It's exciting. 

 

Annika [14:26]:  Yeah? Do you have any, any thoughts that go through your mind while looking at 

it? It can be anything. Like why is it a good feeling to, to get in the mood? You 

said.. 

 

Tim [14:46]:  Because I enjoy it? Because I enjoy the sports? 

 

Annika [14:54]:  Yes. 

 

Tim [14:56]: Why is it a good feeling to look at it? Yeah, somehow, I feel happy when I watch 

it. I guess. It's just something that I enjoy watching a lot more than other videos 

let’s say. 

 

Annika [15:11]: Yes, okay. And so, by following them on Instagram or Facebook, I think you do 

both? 

 

Tim [15:20]:  Yeah. 

 

Annika [15:20]: Do you care about the community factor behind the platform. So like, I mean, do 

you just look at the content or sometimes like certain videos or have you ever 

commented?  

 

Tim [15:36]:  I have never commented on them. 

 

Annika [15:39]:  Or do you forward it to your friends?  

 

Tim [15:41]:    Yeah, yeah, we do that a lot. Like we would, we would constantly.. 

 

Annika [15:44]:  Who is we? 
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Tim [15:46]:  My friends. 

 

Annika [15:48]:  So, they follow as well. 

 

Tim [15:49]: Yeah, they're following as well. And we would usually like, not on a daily basis, 

like maybe every second day, we would just send each other videos and, yeah, just 

to show, 'have you already seen this?' or 'look at how crazy he skis down that 

mountain' or 'look at this big wave it's incredibly high'. Yeah, definitely, all the 

time. And but I like it sometimes. Yeah, not that much. But I shared it a lot with 

friends. Yeah, for sure. And it's exciting, because then you also get to see videos 

that you might have not seen. Yeah. And it's also a good way to stay in contact with 

these people. Like have a friend and we like, we only basically share these videos. 

We don't, I don't know, talk a lot, a lot about other things. That's just, that's the stuff 

that we connect about. 

 

Annika [16:45]: So, there's like, a conversation that you have with them, like share an interest and 

also motivates you to keep on following and looking at the content because there 

may be something that you can share or show him. 

Tim [16:59]: Yeah, for sure. Yes, I would definitely say that. And the community itself, it's what 

I like about, for example, the bouldering in community or when you see videos on 

GoPro that are about bouldering. There, people are really open minded and they 

like to talk about the sports and you can you can you see new ideas about spots that 

you might want to travel to, for example, because they have good 

recommendations, like go to Switzerland, there's a great place that you can 

bouldering, or go boulder' and you would, for me, it's a lot easier to get that 

information via the, let's say, GoPro page, or, yeah, where these people come 

together and share the content and share the knowledge that they have. And just, 

you know, jumping online and, like, explicitly look for it, kind of. Yeah. 

 

Annika [17:47]: Yes. Have you ever like changed your, I don't know, actions or plans after getting 

inspired by something? Or have you ever got so inspired that you actually did 

something that you got inspired to, to do? Maybe when you had a GoPro, like try 

something out? 
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Tim [18:10]:   I would say I saw a video there was I mean, it's not crazy or anything, but you 

know, these videos where people just you know, it was in Australia and people 

videos where people just jump off a cliff into like a river or something. And you 

see the video is because it's cool, because with the GoPro you can jump and then 

you're in the air. And then you can also go on the water and you see what happens 

on the water. And that's a pretty cool video. So after seeing that, I guess we went 

to like this kind of waterfall and there was like a huge cliff. And we took a GoPro 

we just dumb down and nice. Try to get that as well. Yeah. 

 

Annika [18:48]:   Have you shared that kind of video with friends? 

 

Tim [18:53]:    Unfortunately, no. Because I lost the GoPro three days later. 

 

Annika [18:56]:   Oh, shit. Okay, so you never saved it?  

 

Tim [18:58]:  Yeah. So, all my videos are gone.  

 

Annika [18:58]: Oh, no. Okay. So, do you actually care about the fact that others can, can potentially 

see that you're following the brand?  

 

Tim [19:12]:  Not at all.  

 

Annika [19:12]:  Not at all? Like.. 

 

Tim [19:15]:  No.  

 

Annika [19:16]: Okay. Would you say that GoPro is like, shaping you in some way? Or would you 

say that you identify with the brand? 

 

Tim [19:26]: Yes, yeah, I can, I would say I can identify with the brand. Well, it shapes me in 

the way that I guess, you know, it pushes you a little bit like you see videos and 

stuff they do. And you kind of want to try to do the same things or try to experience 

new things that you see. So that may be a way that they would shape me. Or just, 

you know, just the general feeling of you know, being outside and the nature 
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experiencing stuff and just, you know, like enjoying this good part of life. And 

yeah, not only thinking about the downsides, maybe. 

 

Annika [20:09]: Would you say that you can like gather some knowledge or get more information? 

 

Tim [20:16]: Through GoPro social media activity?  

 

Annika [20:16]: Yeah.  

 

Tim [20:30]: Yeah, like I said before, when there's this community, and they talk about places or 

something they want to go. It's hard to say. Gain knowledge.. Do you have any 

example, I really not sure what this could be.  

 

Annika [20:44]:   I don't know, like what you can do with it? Or? I mean, it can be everything. 

 

Tim [20:49]: I mean, they do a pretty good job of like, showing you in the videos how to use the 

camera. Is that?  

 

Annika [21:01]: Yeah.  

 

Tim [20:03]: Related to how I would use the product, yes. Because they share the videos and I 

know how to, how to use it. Where to attach it. Yeah, and that will be the only thing 

I guess. Yes. 

 

Annika [21:20]:   Um, so you said that you kind of like keeping up with the content somehow?  

 

Tim [21:26]:  Yeah.  

 

Annika [21:26]: But just by like, regularly looking at it? And that's probably encouraged by the fact 

that you look at Instagram anyways.  

 

Tim [21:34]:  Yeah, yes. Yeah.  
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Annika [21:35]: Okay. Um, how would you like, overall, describe the relationship you have with 

the brand? If GoPro was a person, like the friendship you two have the relationship 

you to have? How would you describe it?  

 

Tim [21:52]:  It's a good friendship. I would love to have what do you? 

 

Annika [21:53]: What do you get from it? Like, what what's like, what, what is your expectation to 

GoPro? 

 

Tim [22:06]:  The product itself? Or? 

 

Annika [22:09]:   No the brand? Like, how would you, how would if GoPro was a person that you 

sometimes, when you're in a relationship, like yeah, you have certain expectations? 

Yes. 

 

Tim [22:21]:    Ahh. Ok, ok. Ok. Ok. Ok. 

 

Annika [22:24]:   To not mess up the good friendship that you have. 

 

Tim [22:27]: Exactly. I think they, I really like what they do like their brand's image. I think it's 

great. And I would not want them to change that. Just keep on posting exciting stuff 

and keep on, yeah. Yeah, building up and maintaining that, that image that positive 

image. They also they have a, I feel like they have a talent of, they are really good 

in getting in contact with a lot of really good people that are experts in their field. 

So, the videos that you see or the brands that you experience, or yeah, the brand 

experience that you get is like top notch. Like it's, it's, it's the best of the fields, but 

also exciting to see that amateur people can use the camera really easily and just, 

you know, go outside to the thing, and it's a great video. So, I like that about it. I 

would say. 

 

Annika [23:37]:   So, you feel some kind of connection to the brand?  

 

Tim [23:41]:  Yeah, yes. 
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Annika [23:43]: And does like viewing this content on like a daily basis, and liking sharing it with 

your friends, does that contribute to that connection?  

 

Tim [23:56]: Yes. So yeah, it would it would contribute to the connection. Yeah, of course. 

Because then you see another video and you're like, ‘Oh, yeah, that's produced with 

a GoPro camera’ or whatever. And you like, kind of want to have the camera or 

feel more connected to GoPro? Or.. 

 

Annika [24:12]:   Would you say that, that you’re supporting the brand as well? 

 

Tim [24:17]: I'm supporting the brand. Yes, yes. For sure. I really liked what they do. And they 

concept is great. I’m supporting them. 

 

Annika [24:27]: Nice. So, would you say GoPros is a trustworthy brand? Not the product, maybe, 

but just the brand?  

 

Tim [24:39]: Yes. I can trust them. I like I like the brand. It's a, it's a good partner. It's a 

trustworthy, a trustworthy brand. Yeah. I don't, there's no negative, how's it called, 

connection or, or anything like that to the brand, GoPro, it's just positive vibes, just 

good things that I connect to GoPro. 

 

Annika [25:03]:  So, if they just stopped showing you this, like videos, what would you think?  

 

Tim [25:11]:  Yeah, I wouldn't like that at all.  

 

Annika [25:16]:   Okay. So, you feel like you need it in your daily life? 

 

Tim [25:18]: Yeah, I kind of, kind of need it in my daily life. Let's say, well, not maybe need it. 

But I really appreciate that I have it. So, yeah, it's definitely important to me that 

they post this this content, and yeah. I would miss it if they don't post the, these 

videos anymore. I think it's, I think they should continue that. Yeah, because I also 

don't know a lot about alternatives. Like GoPros is THE brand that I bring in 

connection to outdoor activities, extreme sports, like, I would have to look up 

different other brands or other products that do the same stuff, provide the same 

quality. So yeah, that would be inconvenient for me, of course. Yeah. 
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Annika [26:11]: So just in general, how would you? How would you feel about or how do you feel 

about the brand? Like, what's your general feeling? 

 

Tim [26:19]: I feel I feel excited about the brand. It’s a cool brand. I like it. I have a positive 

feeling about it. Yeah. 

 

Annika [26:32]:  So, I guess you will continue following them?  

 

Tim [26:37]:  Oh, yeah, for sure.  

 

Annika [26:38]:  Would there be any reason why you wouldn't? 

 

Tim H.  [26:40]: Yeah, if they change their content, if it gets boring. If they do stuff, for example, I 

mean, you cannot say that base jumping is safe. But I kind of feel like the videos 

that they post, they don't push, of course, they push people to their limits. But also, 

like I said before, it's skilled people, so they know what they do, like these extreme 

videos or the brand in general. So, if they would, like start showing videos where 

people like, you know, the show jackass where they, you know, they just, it's also 

exciting content. It's crazy stuff. But it's different. Because it's not safe. It's 

dangerous. It's like amateurs doing it. And yeah, I like the part about it, that it's like, 

it also involves a great level of skills. The people that they do it, so you get the 

feeling, you know, everything's good, everything's positive, they enjoy it. There's 

no, or let's say, danger in a limited amount involved. And if they change that, I 

think I guess I wouldn't like it anymore. 

 

Annika [27:43]: Yes. Is that also the reason why you would probably recommend videos, photos, 

posts, or even the product to friends or maybe other people? 

 

Tim [27:53]: Yeah, yeah, yeah. And the high quality and it's also really, it's always a really, really 

good video and when you see that. The music, everything it's just, it just fits. It 

gives you a good, yeah, good feeling of the lifestyle behind it. Whatever. Kind of. 

 

Annika [28:12]:  Cool. That was it.  
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Tim [28:14]:  That was it?  

 

Annika [28:15]:  Yes.  

 

Tim [28:15]:  Okay.  

 

Annika [28:15]:  Thank you so much. 

 

Tim [28:16]:  No worries. 
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Annika [0:00]: Okay, test. Okay, perfect. So, for the beginning, can you just quickly introduce 

yourself, including age, gender, nationality and where you live? 

 

Felix [0:15]: Yes. Hi, I'm Felix Rieß, I'm o26 years old. I'm from Germany, and I live in 

Copenhagen. 

 

Annika [0:24]:  And your current occupation? 

 

Felix [0:26]:  I'm currently a student, but also work on the side at Milestone Systems. 

 

Annika [0:31]:  Okay. So, can you tell me about the last time you used social media? 

 

Felix [0:37]:  Yes, probably just a few minutes ago. 

 

Annika [0:39]:  Okay. What channel? 

 

Felix [0:42]: I was recently on messenger. So, Facebook, to communicate with my friends for a 

beer after the exam. 

 

Annika [0:50]:  And can you tell me what social media channels you use on a regular basis? 

 

Felix [0:55]:  I think the most frequent use is Instagram, and Facebook. 

 

Annika [1:02]:  All right, any other than that? 
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Felix [1:05]: Yes. Also, also, of course, WhatsApp quite a lot. Probably that is actually the one 

I use the most. And yeah, Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Messenger? Those are 

the ones that I would say. 

 

Annika [1:19]:  And can you tell me or list whom you follow?  

 

Felix [1:23]: Yes. So, for example, on Facebook, I follow quite a lot of brand pages, for example, 

like Nike I follow Adidas. So, I'm quite sports interested. I also follow GoPro, for 

example, I follow a few musicians here and there. And yeah, whatever. Just. Yeah, 

I like to do in my free time, of course, that is mirrored in what I like on social media 

as well. 

 

Annika [1:57]:  Cool. So, if you grew up it into categories or themes, what are they? 

 

Felix [2:03]: So, I would say, Yeah, because I'm quite sports interest. I would say this, of course, 

sports in there, but also music. That's very important for me. I also really like, like 

leisure and travel. So, like destinations about where to go next, for example, Peru. 

I don't know. And so official tourism pages even sometimes, and yeah, so those are 

the three main topics I would say I follow. 

 

Annika [2:32]:  Cool. And, and according to sports, do you practice any sports yourself? 

 

Felix [2:37]:   Yes. Like to go running. I ran a half marathon last year. So, like to go jogging on 

the side. I used to actively play soccer or football in a club, which I don't to at the 

moment, and I usually go to the gym. Yep. 

 

Annika [2:55]:  Cool. And do you actually, do you rather do it alone or with friends? 

 

Felix [2:59]: Um, I always try to include friends whenever possible, whatever sports I'm doing, 

because I think that's just more fun. And you can compete sometimes. 

 

Annika [3:09]:  And you said you like to see outdoor stuff. Do you also do any outdoor sports? 

 

Felix [3:16|: Um, I ski. So at least once a year, I try to go skiing, and I'm also actually a ski 

instructor, certified. So, I also don't like to go skiing also for myself, but teaching 
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it to others if I get the chance to. Yeah. And biking if you want to consider that 

outdoor sport, but if you more into the extreme thing then yes, I would rather say 

skiing and also used to snowboard but now, it's just skiing. Yeah. 

 

Annika [3:42]: My next question would be if you go on sports vacations, but skiing probably is? 

 

Felix [3:48]: Yeah. I also go hiking once in a while. I think you can consider that outdoor sport 

as well. So, I did that recently, 2018 in summer I went hiking with my uncle in the 

Alps. So. 

 

Annika [4:01]: Nice. And is that also some kind of content you like to see on social media? Or?  

 

Felix [4:08]:  Yes. 

 

Annika [4:11]:  Or can you list all the kinds of sports content you like? 

 

Felix [4:14]:  In terms of you know, in terms of like skiing, biking or whatever?  

 

Annika [4:18]:  Whatever? Can be everything?  

 

Felix [4:20]: Yeah, yeah. For example, skiing, mountain biking. I really liked. I used to mountain 

bike a lot during my year abroad in California. Here in Copenhagen, it's a little bit 

more difficult. Yeah, skiing, mountain biking, football, hiking. Yeah, just the 

outdoors in general. And whenever you can connect that to sports. I'd like to go 

into bouldering maybe sometime soon. But I haven't done that yet. So, yes. 

 

Annika [4:49]: Do you remember certain situations where you last looked at some content that you 

just described?  

 

Felix [4:56]: Yeah, I just have to think about an Instagram video. I think it was by a 

snowboarding, or a snowboarder's private account. And he was just like going 

down a really steep slope. And like doing like really cool jumps. And yeah, it was 

filmed from a really good perspective, actually, like, I think was a helmet camera 

or something like this. So, you really were like, immersed into the situation? Yeah. 
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Annika [5:23]: I want you to say that you rather look at this on the go, or because it pops up? Or? 

 

Felix [5:29]:  No, I think I was at home and actually was in my bed when I did that. So yeah. 

 

Annika [5:34]: All right. Um, and apart from like, or would you say that you rather do it like when 

you're in specific situations that you look at it? Or can you see any routines in that?  

 

Felix [5:47]:   Um, well, one overarching routine that I have is like, scrolling through social 

media, especially Instagram before going to sleep? I think quite a few people 

actually do that. So that's definitely one of the routines of frequencies that I have. 

And yes, sometimes I get distracted in class to admit it. So, there you go, as well, 

to like bridge, yeah, good time, sometimes. If your attention span is low, then go to 

social media and situation that could be suitable. 

 

Annika [6:20]: And if you think about that specific situation, like what do you think drives you to 

do it? 

 

Felix [6:27]: Sometimes the need for distraction and getting out of the current environment. So 

if I'm, let's say, in a classroom, and I'm thinking about my last skiing trip, or how 

nice it would be to finally go skiing again, or just be in the outdoors, then I 

sometimes even type in specific pages, like snowboarding pages, or whatever, and 

go for specific brands like I don't know Nike, Reebok, or GoPro or stuff like that. 

And yeah, just try to look for content that takes me out of my current environment 

and makes me feel like yeah, like, I'm part of a moment where someone is enjoying 

his free time. 

 

Annika [7:10]: Would you say that the content or the other content, the format has something to 

do with your, the level of distraction you get? So, if it's just a photo, or if it's a 

video, or is it a story, or whatever? 

 

Felix [7:24]: I think in general, videos are more appealing, and distracting, therefore, because 

you feel like you're more engaged in more in the moment than a static picture. 

 

Annika [7:37]: Nice. And if you think about just GoPro, for now, what channels can you 

remember, what channel do you follow them? 
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Felix [7:46]:  Um, I follow them on Facebook and on Instagram. 

 

Annika [7:51]: Right. And if you would rank those two channels, what would be the more or more 

obvious one? For you? 

 

Felix [8:00]:    I feel like, you me obvious in terms of where I see them more? 

 

Annika [8:04]:  Yeah, or where would you engage with them more? 

 

Felix [8:06]: Okay. I think I would engage with them more on, on Instagram. Just because I don't 

like always, when I type of comment and shows up on my friends’ newsfeed that I 

have commented on somewhere. So, I think Instagram is a little bit more discreet. 

In that term, and like I'm really into mimes but not only that, so I'm usually the guy 

who sends out stuff to their friends. So, I'm always the one forwarding video. So, 

it's not only engaging in terms of writing on the page, but also, like really 

forwarding. Like, for example, I went skiing with a friend from America this 

winter. And then afterwards, if I ever come across a cool video, then we always be 

distributing them back and forth the whole time. So yeah. 

 

Annika [8:46]:  So more on the direct message part, not commenting? 

 

Felix [8:49]: Yes, I would, I would rather say, direct messaging and not I usually don't participate 

in these things. Like when they asked, 'Hey, guys, when was the last time you went 

skiing?' or 'participate in this competition to win a snowboard' or I don't know, then, 

or GoPro. Because we're talking about GoPro right now. Then I usually don't do 

that. 

 

Annika [9:05]: Okay. Can you, can you think of any situation where you would comment? If they 

ask anything or if.. 

 

Felix [9:13]: Um, let's see. Um, yeah, if I comment, it's more or less like tagging a friend really. 

And, yeah. I read the how do you say, the headers or the sub titles that they give to 

their pictures, but it's not that it makes me engage with them in terms of yeah 'sign 

up for a free GoPro'. I usually don't do that. Yeah.  
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Annika [9:37]:  Do you like content? 

 

Felix [9:39]: I do? Yes. I think if it's, if it's, it's very natural and doesn't enforce anything. But if 

it's just like, let's say it's content that could also be done by by a user, whatever, that 

seems like a video from a friend then I think that's quite appealing. Yeah. 

 

Annika [9:56]: And so that will be the only reason why you choose to like that it's authentic, for 

example? 

 

Felix [10:02]:  Yes. Authenticity, I think is probably the thing that describes it best. 

 

Annika [10:08]: And liking, why would you say you could do it? Like, what drives you to do it in 

that moment? 

 

Felix [10:16]: Um, I think two things on the one hand, it's, I want to keep updated and like I just 

want sometimes these things in my news feed to mix things up. But also, on the 

other hand, because sometimes in conveys to the outside, like to your friends or 

whatever, 'oh he likes that page, he must be cool or whatever'. I'm really self-

reflective in that sense. I know that sometimes I do that because of that. I can't 

defend myself against that. But I think those are the two major reasons. 

 

Annika [10:46]: So, for example, on Facebook, you can, everyone can kind of see what brands you 

follow.  

 

Felix [10:51]:  Yes.  

 

Annika [10:52]:  And you like the fact that GoPro comes up?  

 

Felix [10:54]:  Yeah, yeah. Yeah.  

 

Annika [10:55]:   Do you have one yourself? 
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Felix [10:57]: I, we have one in the family. So, I've used it before, but it's not my own. So, I share 

it with my brother and my actually, my dad got it for Christmas, but we all use it 

besides him. 

 

Annika [11:05]:  Would you say that, or did you follow GoPro before you got one? Or? 

 

Felix [11:09]: It's hard to say it's already quite a while back, but I think I'm pretty sure I was and 

yeah, I think so. Yeah. 

 

Annika [11:16]: But does it have anything to do with like the decision to buy that you followed them 

before or knew some of their videos or? 

 

Felix [11:25]: I can remember that because my mom gave it to my dad on Christmas five years 

ago or something that we definitely, me and my brother definitely kind of 

influencer that because also friends of us had that and we were skiing with them 

together. And we said, 'oh this is cool' and in the family were talking about it. And 

my dad was also really fond about it. And then my mom got it for him for 

Christmas. So, I think it must have played some, some role. 

 

Annika [11:49]:  Cool. And can you just explain to me what the GoPro content is about? 

 

Felix [11:56]: Basically, it's about people enjoying what they do. So the sports they are in. And 

whether that is a person like you or me just enjoying their free time or whether it is 

like what I saw earlier, the snowboard who's doing that professionally. Yeah, they 

are just basically documenting what they are doing anyways. So yeah. 

 

Annika [12:18]: And looking at the content doesn't kind of, does it change your thoughts? Or what's 

your takeaway when you, when you think of any specific picture or video?  

 

Felix [12:31]: Yeah, sometimes I, if the music also is really good, like, I get really pumped and I 

it makes me want to jump out of bed and get on to the next slope. Like, really like, 

I think with the right music, sometimes this content can be really, really energizing. 

And that's also one of the reasons why I follow it because it sometimes it just gets 

you in a good mood, you know, sun is shining lots of snow, goof music and yeah 

people snowboarding or skiing or whatever. It just makes you want to mimic that 
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also sometimes in a sense. So, I also sometimes get inspiration from those videos 

when I go skiing. So yeah. 

 

Annika [13:04]:  And that's also something you like to share? 

 

Felix [13:08]:  Sometimes I do but.. 

 

Annika [13:10]:  Does not have to be public.  

 

Felix [13:14]: Yeah, yeah. So yeah, yeah, what I, like, I don't because I'm not a trick skier or 

whatever. So, I don't think it's that important to have it on my Instagram or 

Facebook. But what I do is then make, make videos of my past vacation and share 

it like on a family evening or when I'm with friends, like 'here, this is where we 

went skiing last time', but I don't put it on social media actually. 

 

Annika [13:32]: Okay. Would you say that the the content or the pictures on GoPros feed, do they 

also describe what kind of person you'd like to be or how do you identify with, with 

the content? 

 

Felix [13:49]: I think GoPro on the one hand tries to address sporty people and has a very sporty 

yeah message and very, like enjoy life, you know, have fun? And yeah, of course, 

I would like to identify myself with, with that, like being a person that enjoys life. 

And I consider myself sporty. So yeah. 

 

Annika [14:13]: And would you say that, apart from the situations where you usually look at social 

media in general, are there any situations or times during the year or day where you 

are more likely to, to be confronted with sports content, like GoPro's? 

 

Felix [14:36]: I feel like the relevance picks up. Like for example, for skiing, obviously, that's 

kind of seasonally determined, at least here in Europe. So I feel myself getting more 

excited about this kind of content I feel like I look more specifically into it 

whenever I'm about to go skiing, or when I just come back from skiing because I 

'oh I want to go back yeah, let's go on GoPro' whatever to to have just some of those 

moments and relive them again. And then towards summer. It's more like you see 

like mountain biking because you can't go skiing. But yeah. So, I think it's 
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determined seasonally, of course, what kinds of sports is related to that season. 

Yeah, that makes sense. 

 

Annika [15:15]: And the community factor of social media, by following GoPro on Instagram, for 

example, do you feel like being part of a community? 

 

Felix [15:27]: It's a little bit hard to say because I never, for me a community is about interacting 

with others and sharing thoughts and stuff like that. And I can't recall a moment 

where have really addressed someone or talk with them about a product or like, 

'Okay, woah, this is this is so cool. What do you think about this?' Like, like I said, 

I forward that to my friends, and then sometimes we comment on that. 'Yeah, that's 

a really good skier or look at those skis' or whatever or 'this is a cool video'. 

 

Annika [15:54]:  Do your friends follow GoPro as well? 

 

Felix [15:56]:  Yeah, yeah.  

 

Annika [15:57]: So, you feel like you have another, or a different connection to those friends who 

follow them as well then to people outside? 

 

Felix [16:04]:   Yes, I think they can better understand also why I'm so interested because they're 

just more similar to me. So, yeah, I guess maybe that is a sense of community there. 

But with people that I'm in a community anyways. It's not it's like because with.. 

 

Annika [16:16]:  With same interests?  

 

Felix [16:17]: Exactly, not because of GoPro, like interacting with strangers or something like 

that. Yeah. 

 

Annika [16:24]: And does liking for is if you like a comment, or if not, not a comment, a photo or a 

video. Does that in general give you a good feeling? 

 

Felix [16:32]:  Liking a picture?  

 

Annika [16:32]:  For example, if you're like a picture of GoPro,  
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Felix [16:32]:    Yeah. So, it gives me a good feeling? 

 

Annika [16:40]:  I mean, it has to have a reason.  

 

Felix [16:42]: Yeah. Yeah, I think the like, is more of a consequence of that are like the content, 

but it's not like I like and then I feel better. It's more like, I see the content, I feel 

better. And then the like, is a recognition of that, but it's not like I like and I'm going 

to go in and I'll feel better, you know? Yeah. Does it make sense?  

 

Annika [17:01]: Yeah. I mean, if you like some content you like don't like other content and GoPro 

obviously sees how much or which content you like. So, I mean, for you, it doesn't 

matter if you if you do it or not, but you somehow do sometimes.  

 

Felix [17:15]: Yeah, it's passively probably I see the content and I think it's cool, I press like, yeah. 

 

Annika [17:21]: Um, we can skip that. Okay, apart from it distracts you like what, how would you 

describe the feeling or the mood you have when, when, when you look at it? Is it 

just that you think 'oh, it's cool'. Would be like passive. Or is it like something that's 

that does something to your, to your mood or feelings?  

 

Felix [17:54]: Yeah, like I said earlier, I think it's quite energizing. And it usually gets me more 

in a happy mood. So, you can compare it to other content, I think sometimes. So, 

if you scroll down your newsfeed, sometimes you see something funny and you 

don't really laugh you just, you know. And I think with that, it's not that I it makes 

me laugh like crazy, but I feel I feel like really energized and happy when I see it. 

You know, and it does something different to me than then a meme or a joke on 

Instagram or just some other branded pictures or something. So yeah. 

 

Annika [18:26]: Cool. And apart from like, just cheering up or energizing, do you think that you 

take something away, like some? 

 

Felix [18:36]:  I think sometimes there's some sort of inspiration going on. 

 

Annika [18:41]:  In what form? 
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Felix [18:42]: So, let's stick to skiing for now. Because I think it shows you what people are 

capable of doing that so cool and inspires you of wanting to be a little bit like them. 

So actually, a few years ago, it made me go into a trick park for the first time. That's 

already quite a few years ago. And so, I think it inspires you to do something and 

maybe leave your comfort zone even because you try to be as cool as the people in 

the video. Yeah. So, has maybe some kind of educational content if you want to 

put it like that. Yeah. 

 

Annika [19:18]: Yes. Um, so you sometimes also think that you need to, like change something in 

your life? 

 

Felix [19:27]: Yes. Yeah, that could be a trigger some, like, try more on the slope. So, actually try 

it as sports at all, like mountain biking, for example, before I really went mountain 

biking, I wouldn't say that it was necessarily GoPro that was just like video content. 

When I was with my friend in California, we just like watch a lot of videos and I 

would watch a lot of videos by myself. And then it got me into like getting a bike 

there and just going out with him on the trails and go mountain biking. Yeah. 

 

Annika [19:57]: Cool. And do you see like that there's any, maybe that's a hard question, but you 

feel like there is sometimes an economic aspect of following them? 

 

Felix [20:10]:  For me or for them? 

 

Annika [20:10]:  No, for you? 

 

Felix [20:13]:  Can you specify a little bit? 

 

Annika [20:15]:  No just like a takeaway from it. 

 

Felix [20:18]: That that makes me in a better economic position then, before then I've, before I 

have followed them? I'd rather say worst economic perspective, because it makes 

me want to buy a camera, something like that. But yeah. 
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Annika [20:34]: Okay but if you say that you want to buy a camera, do you feel like GoPro is really 

encouraging you to buy? 

 

Felix [20:42]: No, it's not like sticking your face like 'buy one of our cameras', it's more of a 

feeling they try to convey at least it's my impression. And by getting that feeling 

you feel more pest passively, like inclined towards getting a GoPro. So yeah, they 

kind of work that magic of getting you to want it without them wanting you to see, 

you know, it's hard to explain but, yeah. 

 

Annika [21:09]: Cool, and some general questions about your social media behavior. And you said 

that you're not really like liking often or just not commenting. Does that apply to 

all other brands? Maybe not friends, but the category of brands that you follow?  

 

Felix [21:27]:  Um, yeah, yeah.  

 

Annika [21:28]:  So, it's the same behavior?  

 

Felix [21:30]: Yes, yes. Yes. I would say that maybe towards the sports content I'm the most 

engaged, like, when I see a cool video. 

 

Annika [21:37]:  Why would you say that? 

 

Felix [21:40]: Just because it's cool to share with your friends. Like a cool video. And, yeah, if 

you have a common interest, it's just so much easier than, like, I would say I don't 

send out shoes from Adidas to other people, like, 'Hey, this is a cool shoe', I'd rather 

say, 'Hey, this is a cool video', you know? So, not about the product necessarily, 

but about the feeling that, or the experience that is conveyed in that message. It's 

more about that. Yeah. So. 

 

Annika [22:06]: And would you say there is a connection between like sharing this kind of content 

and wanting to do sports, together with friends, for example. So, you keep up with 

being connected to your friends by sharing stuff like that.  

 

Felix [22:20]: Yeah, yeah, I think so. Because once again, this friend from California that I went 

skiing with, it's like a long-distance friendship relationship. So that is one of the 
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things like we cannot talk really for three months or something, that's cool. But in 

between we would always send each other the video and then you get a comment, 

like, 'haha, Oh, that's cool'. And that's all we sometimes talk for a day. But it's like 

one of those things that keeps us connected. I feel like especially like really those 

skiing or snowboarding videos, like, no lie, that's really like something I'd say 

where we have a really common interest in it just like keeps the bond, you know? 

So yeah. 

 

Annika [22:56]:  And how would you describe the relationship you have to GoPro as a brand?  

 

Felix [23:04]: I'm, I can mainly just say positive things. Like it's not one, one or the other brands 

where you have maybe had like a negative experience or like, I can't say anything 

bad about them. You know what I mean? Like, I can't think of any time they messed 

up or have a bad reputation, or where they shipped a bad product or something like 

that. Like, overall, I would say it's neutral to your rather really positive actually. So 

yeah. 

 

Annika [23:35]:  So, you feel some kind of connection or belonging maybe?  

 

Felix [23:42]: Yeah, maybe? Yeah. I don't know if it's not necessarily GoPro. But what, what the 

brand actually tries to resemble I feel connected to that. So not say just because it 

says GoPro, but what it tries to convey. Yeah, to symbolize. I feel connected to 

that. I would say. 

 

Annika [24:00]: So, if GoPro would stop showing you content. What would you, or what kind of 

feeling what you have. 

 

Felix [24:12]: Yeah. I think it would be I wouldn't notice maybe at first because I'm following 

other snowboard pages and stuff like that. But probably over time, I would, I think 

I would realize like 'hey, actually, where, where is the GoPro content?' like I think 

I can still differentiate between where that, so mainly you focus right on the video 

itself and then on your peripheral view. You kind of see okay, is it from a 

snowboarder or is it from a brand. And I think I still notice that. And I would notice 

probably then that yeah GoPro content is missing over time, but it probably takes 

some time to realize that I think, yeah. 
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Annika [24:51]: And if you would describe like you're feeling towards GoPro in just two or three 

words, what would that be? 

 

Felix [24:57]:  Um, how a feel towards GoPro?  

 

Annika [25:00]:  Or what you spontaneously feel when you think about GoPro.  

 

Felix [25:05]: Yeah, positivity, energy and adventure. These are the first three things I can think 

of. 

 

Annika [25:10]:  And would you say that GoPro is a trustworthy brand? 

 

Felix [25:14]: Um, yeah, kind of linking to what I said earlier, like, I can't remember anything that 

they've done to lose my trust. So, and, yeah. 

 

Annika [25:23]:  Is that also related to what they do on social media?  

 

Felix [25:27]:  Um, yeah, I think it could be, yeah. 

 

Annika [25:32]:  Why? 

 

Felix [25:36]: Because it's hard, it's really hard to say. First of all, like to say I maybe have the 

trust because when I use their product, like, the better, like it does what it's supposed 

to do. So that already gives me a positive image of them. But then the, the social 

media content is more like just keeping me updated and reinforcing that, but I 

wouldn't say that trust is mainly built because of social media. It's because of the 

product that I've used before. Yeah. 

 

Annika [26:08]: So, if someone would say something bad about GoPro would you, would you stand 

up or would you defend them? 

 

Felix [26:17]: Okay, since I'm not the one really engages on social media that much like let's, let's 

talk like the situation on Facebook, someone writes a bad comment like 'oh you 
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better, you suck' or whatever. I wouldn't be the one like 'no you suck', or something 

like this or 'GoPro doesn't suck'. I wouldn't do that. I don't think so. Yeah. 

 

Annika [26:37]: Okay. And some last questions. So, in general, would you say that you're satisfied 

with, with the content that GoPro posts on Instagram? 

 

Felix [26:49]:  Yep. 

 

Annika [26:50]:  Yep. Can you just say why again? 

 

Felix [26:53]: I think because it's a nice contrast to what I usually see on my feed. Because it's, it 

really takes you out of your current environment. Because usually, let's face it, you 

are at home most of the time are you are at uni or whatever. And this content just 

gives you the feeling to be somewhere else for a moment. And you feel like, it gives 

you a little bit of a kick, like a positive feeling. You know, like one of these really 

good edited videos with really cool pictures and good music that really gives you 

like goosebumps even sometimes, you know, if a really good, good music plays in 

the background. And then yeah, I would say that, because of those reasons, just 

making myself feel better about it. 

 

Annika [27:35]: Yes, and is the, so the quality or content or format, is it what you expect it to be? 

 

Felix [27:48]: Um, yeah. I think I mean, I can't think of the time where I was like before, so GoPro, 

and I thought, Okay, what do we expect of this channel? It's more like, yeah, it 

currently gives the stuff that I expect it to be like, and it, there's no like, weird drop 

in it. Like, 'oh, this is GoPro?' like, 'this doesn't fit'. It's usually always sports 

related, whether it's kayaking, snowboarding, skiing, whatever, I don't care, but it's 

always related to sports, and it gives me what I expected. 

 

Annika [28:16]:  And is there any certain format or content that you, that satisfies you the most? 

 

Felix [28:23]:  Um, so we're talking like, between video, text or photo? 

 

Annika [28:29]: Or even content? Or if it's super edited? Or is it like really high quality, whatever. 
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Felix [28:38]: I think you can better relate, or not better relate, but you can get the message better 

across when it's like, kind of polished and, but still authentic to some sense. But if 

there's some cuts in it, if it's just like, nicely made, then I feel like someone took, 

took the time to prepare that nicely. And yeah, I appreciate that. It's better than a 

pixelated video with like, crappy sound in the background. And yeah, so. 

 

Annika [29:06]: Cool. I think we're almost done. I have two more questions. Um, so how often do 

you think you, are you, you visit their page actively? 

 

Felix [29:17]:  So, they know that better than me. 

 

Annika [29:17]: Yeah. But that it comes up on your feed? And you just see one picture or one video? 

How often does it happen that you click and follow to their feed, for example? 

 

Felix [29:17]:  Oh, that actually go click on that page? 

 

Annika [29:33]:  For example? 

 

Felix [29:34]:  Or that I just see it in my feed? 

 

Annika [29:36]:  No, that you actively go and check out other stuff? Does that happen at all? 

 

Felix [29:44]: That happens really rarely I'd say. I, I consume the content, but not necessarily then 

I go to their page and see, 'okay, what have they posted in the last month?'  

 

Annika [29:55]:  Would you say that you don't do that at all? In general?  

 

Felix [29:58]: Yeah, in general. I would say that's the same for, for every brand, I would say. I 

think even that it's sometimes easier to go to page that, where you can see actual 

products, so I can see their products. But if it's just a bunch of videos that have 

maybe missed in the past weeks, then I'm not so inclined to go there and see, 'okay, 

what happens'. It's more about in the moment, you know, what you see that's what 

you get, and that's what I consume. But I'm not actively going and say, 'okay, I've 

missed the month of GoPro material, and I have to go through that channel'. So, 

yeah. 
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Annika [30:26]: That's cool. And what you say that sometimes when you see a video that, you know, 

jump to another platform or another website and want to see more such content. 

 

Felix [30:36]: Yes, that has happened, for sure. Because especially the interconnectivity of 

Facebook and Instagram, I think is quite prominent, especially now that they belong 

together anyways. But I think that that really helps to, I think, mainly from what 

really happens mostly is from Facebook, to Instagram, not the other way around. 

 

Annika [30:58]: Cool. And so, for you, would you say that you will continue following GoPro in 

the next years?  

 

 Felix [31:06]:  Yeah. Yeah, I think so. Yeah. 

 

Annika [31:08]:  If they keep up with your expectations? 

 

Felix [31:10]:  Yes. If they can keep me satisfied, then I'm happy to keep following them. 

 

Annika [31:15]:  Cool. That was it. 

 

Felix [31:17]:  Great.  

 

Annika [31:18]:  Thanks. 

 

Felix [31:18]:  Thank you. 
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Annika [0:01]: Test. Test. Okay, so let's start. Maybe in the beginning can just quickly introduce 

yourself like naming name, age, your occupation, where you live. 

 

Cornelius [0:18]: Cool. So, my name is Cornell. I am 27 years old and are working here at the 

Department of Management Society and Communication as an intern for the 

diverse and difference platform. What else should I say? What I do in my free time? 

 

Annika [0:38]:  Um, yeah, you don't have to just like, some demographics. 

 

Cornelius [0:43]: Male, white? 

 

Annika [0:46]:  Danish? 

 

Cornelius [0:47]: No, not Danish, born in Romania and now living in Denmark for nine years. 

 

Annika [0:52]:  Cool. And you're fine with me recording this interview? 

 

Cornelius [0:57]: Yes, definitely. 

 

Annika [0:58]:  All Right. Let's start. So, when was the last time you use social media? 

 

Cornelius [1:05]: About five minutes ago? 

 

Annika [1:07]:  What channel was that? It was Facebook. 

 

Cornelius [1:11]: It was Facebook. is Facebook, the one you use most often? Or can you just name 

all the social media channel you use?  
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Cornelius [1:17]: I think, right now. I'm in between jobs. So, LinkedIn is the one I use my. But I 

would say, yeah, that's actually also during my regular daytime, the one that I use 

most often. Facebook, I use it, because I communicate through it. But not 

necessarily to get informed. Or inspired. Yeah. So, I think vice would be on, you 

know, from YouTube, that will be a media that I use most.  

 

Annika [1:53]: All right. Can you categorize whom you, or what you consume there or whom you 

follow? For example, what kind of content you usually look at? 

 

Cornelius [2:04]: It's really diverse. It depends on I have around 20, 30 channels that I follow. I don't 

know if I could pinpoint a few themes. But there's, yeah, depending on I usually 

rely on it only for entertainment. I get my news from the Financial Times. And 

yeah, also for documentaries and stuff for leisure activities is Netflix, I would say. 

But I don't know if that gets into the picture. I kind of migrated from YouTube to 

Netflix, that's an interesting change. 

 

Annika [2:44]: Yes. But I don't know if it is, it's included already. But yeah, might be at some 

point. And but you practice any, you practice sports? Can you tell me a bit about 

it? Oh, yeah. 

 

Cornelius [2:56]: Yeah. So, in an organized setting, I do skydiving, and in particular canopy piloting. 

That is the discipline that I'm focusing on. And also, besides that, I do yoga. And 

while I used to ride, I don't ride anymore, but yeah, so let's keep it to yoga and 

skydiving. 

 

Annika [3:20]: And if you look at, on social media, for for sports content with that have to do 

anything with the sports that you practice yourself. 

 

Cornelius [3:32]: I don't really look for content on social media, in relation to sports. And when I 

search for skydiving videos, I go to Vimeo because they, yeah, it's much more 

content, right there of what I'm interested in. And also, Red Bull TV. And then in 

terms of yoga I don't really follow any, any channels or anything on YouTube, I 

just go and practice it. 
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Annika [4:01]:  All right. Do you follow GoPro somewhere? 

 

Cornelius [4:10]: I do, because a lot of the videos that are on Vimeo or on YouTube, which are related 

to skydiving or mountain biking, which is something that I also like to watch once 

in a while. They are produced or recorded with GoPros. So, in some capacity, I do. 

 

Annika [4:34]: Cool. So, my next question will be can you describe to me what the content would 

be about? Oh, what do they post? Like? Or what you see? 

 

Cornelius [4:43]: Yeah. So usually when it comes to, to GoPro related videos, it's mostly skydiving 

stunts that I'm looking after. Or promotion videos that are made with the intent of 

showing either like a location. A lot of them are focused on Dubai, have been for a 

while actually. Or on a particular type of jump, or on the different stunts that they 

perform. So yeah, I guess it's quite a close circle. At least that's how I perceive it 

when it comes to the professional athletes that are doing jumps to promote their 

sponsors. But then there's also, you know, they call it and leisure jumpers that just 

do it to promote themselves. But those are interesting for me because of both 

technical aspects and the beauty of the footage. 

 

Annika [5:47]: Cool. So, um, what was the main channel you follow them? Or you look at look at 

videos. 

 

Cornelius [5:53]: Well, I follow GoPro that's for sure. Yeah, they have a YouTube channel. 

 

Annika [5:56]:  YouTube, for example? Just like to get a picture of it. 

 

Cornelius [6:00]: Yeah. But also Vimeo. Yeah.  

 

Annika [6:02]:  So, you're more interested in the longer videos than just a picture?  

 

Cornelius [6:06]: Yeah, yeah. Yeah, definitely. That's, that's most interesting for me, if I can get also, 

behind the scenes footage, that's even better. 

 

Annika [6:14]: Yes. And when you think about the last situation, or one of the last situations where 

you looked at it, can you describe why you did it and in what kind of situation you 
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were in? Where you were, what time, like? Just some examples? You can think 

about it. 

 

Cornelius [6:35]: Yeah. Now, it's just, I mean, definitely, the most recent time would be an evening 

at home, where I just stumbled upon, or somebody in my group, my skydiving 

groups shares a cool video that somebody else did. Or there's also a lot of footage 

on a thing called dropzone.com, which is basically a hub for skydivers around the 

world to connect and get news and information. And there, you can get links to 

different videos. So, I would just sit around and when I get bored, maybe for five 

minutes of watch one or two of those to get inspired a little bit. 

 

Annika [7:19]:  Is it just when you're bored? Or can you think of any other reasons? 

 

Cornelius [7:24]: Well, now, because we talked about the most recent, right?  

 

Annika [7:27]:  Yeah, sure.  

 

Cornelius [7:28]: This, because it's the it's been the cold season where I don't really do skydiving. 

But when now for example, we're going to start with the new season, every day 

when the day is over, you know, after jumps that's constantly running on the TV in 

the club. So, I would get, let's say indirectly exposed to that content. And watch it 

just because that's what we do when the weather is crappy, and we don't have what 

to do. Or if it's evening and we get relaxed, then we would watch other videos, all 

sorts of get inspired and talk about it and learn new things or notice mistakes and 

yeah, learn. 

 

Annika [8:09]:  Can you can you name an example of learning new things or learning things?  

 

Cornelius [8:13]: Yeah. So, for example, of course, I would like to make some videos myself. And 

in that sense, I'm trying to get inspired by different jumpers that do different types 

of exits from the plane, because you can also just jump out quite straightforward, 

or you can do some kind of small little thing to make it a bit more fun. And then I 

would look for examples of what I could do in order to, to make a cool, you know, 

exit out of the plane. So that's basically the latest that I've been looking after. 
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Because now I want to do some videos this season myself, so I was looking for 

inspiration. 

 

Annika [9:02]: And when you look for some inspirational content, you look for something specific, 

or does it just come up, and then you like follow, click through, or? 

 

Cornelius [9:13]: That's interesting, there's a mix, I would say, sometimes I look for specific content, 

but it might not necessarily come up as in the exits. It's not really what I'm looking 

after that comes out is mostly what if I type exits that it's mostly the student type 

of exit and the procedures around that, and safety and so on. When I'm more 

interested in cool stuff, so that wouldn't really give me the result that I want. So, 

then I have to just go through a lot of videos until I find something that I am 

interested in. So, it's, I would say a mix of the two. But if I would, where to say, 

videos on a different type of, let's say procedure, so when it comes to landing, and 

I need to find something technical or something related to safety, then I would type 

in exactly what I'm looking for. Because then it's more likely that I get the content 

that I need. 

 

Annika [10:08]: All right. And do you only watch it? Or would you say that you also like or 

comment or share it? 

 

Cornelius [10:17]: Share it for sure. Live as well, with either friends that haven't been interested in 

skydiving before. 

 

Annika [10:28]:  Why is that? 

 

Cornelius [10:29]: Because I want to get them to do it. 

 

Annika [10:30]:  Okay. 

 

Cornelius [10:32]: I would like to have them get involved and maybe join the club, you know. But 

also when it comes to, when I shared with people that are also skydivers, then it's 

more because I want to ask a question about the technicalities of the jump, or I just 

want to figure out if they have any knowledge of more content that is similar. And 

yeah, it goes more into this direction of like, okay, we have a common 
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understanding there. And then it's getting into more details about the video. 

Whereas the other one is just to showcase that what I like to do it really cool. And 

it can look awesome. It's not really. Yeah. Because the perception is that you do it 

once and then you don't have to do it again. So, people always ask me 'Why do you 

do it so many times?' Then I can show 'Okay, you can end up with this result if you 

do it a lot, when you focus on it.' 

 

Annika [11:35]: Yes. You mentioned the community factor. Do you feel like being part of the 

community, for example, GoPro? 

 

Cornelius [11:44]: Definitely. In terms of consuming? I am unfortunately not so in involved with 

producing things right now. But I'm working on it as I want to. I'm working on 

getting my camera certificate. 

 

Annika [11:59]:  You have a GoPro? 

 

Cornelius [12:01]: I don't have it now but I'm looking to buy one right now. Right. So that's the whole 

thing. So that's the plan for this season, to get my camera license. So I can start 

using it.  

 

Annika [12:14]:  You need to have a license?  

 

Cornelius [12:15]: Yes, in skydiving in particular. 

 

Annika [12:18]:  Why? 

 

Cornelius [12:22]: Because it's a safety hazard. Because it's a point where you have a camera on your 

head or on your arm or chest, you will have a tendency to lose attention. And shifted 

from the important things like safety and awareness to the right angle, to what you 

want to do. So, then you miss a bit of that safety. And also, it can become a risk 

hazard. Because if it's let's say for on your helmet, and your parachute is opening 

over your head, your lines might get tangled in the camera, and then you need to 

know what you have to do. And in order to get rid of the camera, you need to be 

prepared to get rid of the camera and loses, if that happens, because it's a matter of 

life and death. 
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Annika [13:09]:  Makes sense. 

 

Cornelius [13:10]: You need to get through some jumps to show that you are able to be aware of all 

these factors. But I'm working on it, so I really want to get into creating content as 

well. 

 

Annika [13:21]: Cool. So, yeah, back on track. So, with the community and a feeling of belonging, 

do have it because, or do you have it more because you're you're looking at videos, 

you're sharing it with friends and yeah, all that kind of stuff? Or would you without 

social media, would you have the same feeling of belonging to this group of people? 

 

Cornelius [13:47]: I think that definitely there is a factor of, I don't know, community building in with 

the social media, because if there wasn't a place where I could go and see and also 

easily share the videos, then I wouldn't really be so active, I think. It might be more 

like Netflix, where is an activity that I have to dedicate half an hour, or one hour to 

and then maybe share a link or title but not really have the same speed. Right? So 

I think that's what's helping me a lot. And keeping me in is the fact that it's easy to 

jump in between platforms. So I can share a YouTube video on Facebook or a 

Vimeo video, right? On my WhatsApp or whatever. So.  

 

Annika [14:37]:  And have you ever liked something?  

 

Cornelius [14:40]: Yeah, I did. Yeah, of course, a lot of things. 

 

Annika [14:44]:  What encourages you to do it? 

 

Cornelius [14:47]: I think that when I press that button, I promote the producer of the video. And I 

really want to do that because that shows appreciation in a sense, I know that it's 

kind of insignificant in the big scheme of things. But also, I can relate to the one 

that put that video out there. And the way in which I as a consumer encouraged 

them to keep on doing what they're doing, because it's good. So that's why I want 

to like it and share also. 
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Annika [15:23]: So, both the athlete in the video as well as for example GoPros if they are the 

sponsor? 

 

Cornelius [15:28]: Yeah, exactly, yes.  

 

Annika [15:29]: Cool. And for you, um, do you see any personal? How do you say advantage by 

doing that? Not only liking but also if you comment on something? Or if you share 

it? Is there any?  

 

Cornelius [15:43]: Yeah. Well, commenting, I kind of refrain from commenting. That's a personal 

choice. Yes, because I don't really see value in it. But definitely sharing and liking 

it. Yes. because on one hand, I mean, how would, I wouldn't mind working for 

GoPro at some point, you know, so in that sense, if I'm keeping myself active and 

following their content, and I might get a better shot at that if it comes to a point in 

the future where I might be in an interview. You know, being an active follower, 

and knowing what they're doing is interesting for me. But also, in terms of the, of 

my friends and my circle of acquaintances, right? Then, if I put some I don't really 

put a lot of content. So that's the type of user I am. I'm not one to share a lot. So, 

when I share, it's because I really appreciate what I do. So, in that sense, I again, 

try to promote the people behind the video. 

 

Annika [16:42]: Cool. Um, would you say that you care if others see that you like a brand or follow 

a brand? Like GoPro? I mean if you share it with friends? They're already in the 

community as well. They are already also following. Or if you show it to others 

that are outside of your inner friends' circle? 

 

Cornelius [17:08]: I didn't really know if it matters to me that they know. But I'm also most likely 

biased, because I think that everybody knows what GoPros is and what they do. So, 

in that sense, I think we're past beyond the point where I, I were to choose between 

different, I don't really know, other, you know, producers of equipment that is 

similar to GoPro although they are out there. But I don't really know the men, I 

don't really care to know them, which is interesting. But so, I think just that's 

basically the standard for me, in the sense. So, I don't really necessarily need to 

identify myself with the brand. Of course, if at some point in the future, I might 

become good at this to the point where they want to sponsor me in some way or 
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another it would be great to have association with the brand. So, there's an aspect 

there, but it's not that significant I would say. Yeah, so it's it's not super important, 

it would be more important in terms of producers of skydiving equipment, for 

example, those kind of companies I would want to identify myself with instead of 

GoPro. GoPro is basically just like everybody has it in one form or another 1, 2, 3, 

Black Edition, Silver Edition or whatever, you know. So, I just think it's so common 

basically, also, probably that's why I'm biased because everybody in Denmark or 

in the clubs where I'm jumping, everybody has it. So, then it's just a standard, yeah. 

 

Annika [18:40]:  But would it be weird to not be part of it? 

 

Cornelius [18:42]: I think that there are some people that are, not against it, but like out in trying to 

promote different products. So, and those are kind of like the, I don't know how to 

if it's a good word, but the exotic, you know, the different ones, you know, the ones 

that are like, against the, the mainstream, right. So, in that sense, I think I would 

get more exposure if I were to go with a competitor of GoPro, but I don't really feel 

like I have either the wish or drive to do that. Also, because having, you know, so 

many people already using this product, it means that I can get a ton of advice, I 

can get cheaper spare parts I can get, you know, it's such a big difference between 

trying to get with, you know, started with a completely new manufacturer or just 

following what's been already implemented. That it's just, yeah. I don't know how 

to call. There's a term for it. The like the costs of switching from this to another 

technology are super high, you know? 

 

Annika [18:43]:  Yeah, I know what you mean. Yeah. 

 

Cornelius [19:57]: So, it doesn't make sense for me. 

 

Annika [19:58]: But so, you would say that you also care about the size of community that is behind?  

 

Cornelius [20:02]: Yeah, definitely.  

 

Annika [20:04]: So, you are also advice seeking sometimes? So the more there are out there, the 

better? 
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Cornelius [20:08]: Yeah, I think, yeah, it's definitely true. There's, that's quite a big influence, I think. 

The more accessible the information is, and the more people that I surround myself 

with use a certain product, I want to use the same in this particular case. It might 

not be the same in time, in terms of, you know, food or something like that, but, or 

cloths. But when it comes to equipment that is a bit more expensive, and I would 

have to make an investment for a longer term, I would rather go with the 

mainstream. 

 

Annika [20:46]: Alright. So, um, for GoPro as what they're doing on all kinds of social media 

platforms, how would you describe what they're doing? What's their goal? Or what 

do they show? Can you describe it in your own words?  

 

Cornelius [21:04]: Yeah, I would say that they want to show that GoPro is the tool that can help you 

capture life to its fullest. And I say that, because they don't only focus on extreme 

sports, they focus on lifestyle now, they focus on many different aspects of life, and 

many different hobbies. Maybe they started with, you know, extreme sports and 

activities that are a bit out of the ordinary, but now they're getting into the 

mainstream activities as well. 

 

Annika [21:37]:  Why do you think they do that? 

 

Cornelius [21:42]: Because not everybody is doing extreme sports, and they want to, you know, I think 

they got a good foot in that market. And now they need to expand and then if you 

already have a strong base, and you want to go and get the whole, you know, 

basically the whole world and all these other leisure activities, they have to expand 

in that way. And also, I think that they have already so many products, and they are 

developing constantly more. So then somehow they need to create a market where 

the old products can be circulated. And there's only so many GoPros you can sell 

to one athlete, right? They'll have to get rid of the old products at some point. So, 

then they need to expand. And that's why I think they, they have this strategy now 

to, to appeal to the mainstream. And I think they're doing great. 

 

Annika [22:46]: So, when you take those videos that they do, like, how do they do it that they tell 

you like 'this is how you capture the world'. Like what are the techniques they use?  
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Cornelius [23:04]: Yeah, I see that also thinking specifically of some videos that I've seen on their 

channels. 

 

Annika [23:11]:  You can name examples.  

 

Cornelius [23:12]: Yeah, I don't really know the titles. I'm not really good with names. But there are 

these videos where, you know, there's somebody presenting their vacation, for 

example. So, then they'll have, they'll start with a shot in the airport, and then it 

continues with one on the beach, and then it's underwater, and then it's in the sky. 

And then it's like, you know, so then, and you go through all these different 

activities with the same camera, which shows you know that it's capable of being 

in so many different situations and still having the same super good quality. Which, 

yeah, would make me believe that this is a camera that is appropriate for any kind 

of activity, no matter how experienced or unexperienced you are with the camera, 

it's going to be super good footage. 

 

Annika [24:00]: So how do these videos differentiate from like, other videos that show like, I don't 

know, a story or something? Why is it special? Like what do you feel when you, 

when you look at it?  

 

Cornelius [24:15]: Yeah, well, I think that there's, for me, at least is this difference between having a 

video that is made by a professional, in that since I'm thinking of tandem skydive, 

right? So, somebody that is using that on a daily basis, and then having it seemed 

like, or at least, it's made by somebody just like me, or just a random tourist, right? 

It just straps it to their chest and just goes and does a series of activities, crops it, 

puts it together, and then it ends up with being an amazing movie, right? So, I think 

it's that thing of the impression I get is that no matter who you are, you just have to 

press a button and, and strap it on to you. And then it's going to be great footage if 

you're in a nice location.  

 

Annika [25:06]: Nice. So, has that ever, like is there a thought that comes to your mind when you 

look at videos like that? Or do you have any other thoughts that you create when 

watching it?  
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Cornelius [25:18]: Yeah, well, that's definitely the first one that comes to mind. Then, I also think 

about the fact that it requires still quite a bit of knowledge to be able to, to put things 

together and edit the movies and so on. So, I tried to remind myself that it's not 

really as easy as it might seem to begin with. There's quite a bit of work behind the 

editing of stuff. And knowing how big the files are, when you're using a GoPro is 

like, yeah, you really need some serious equipment to be able to do that. It's not 

like you're using your phone, you know. So, in that sense, I tried to keep, to bring 

myself down, but the first instinct is definitely to be like, 'Oh, my God, it's so easy 

and cool. I should do it', you know? So, in that sense, I could say that, you know, 

I, as I mentioned, I want to get my camera license. And I've been waiting to 

purchase a GoPro until I got to this point, because I was like, 'okay, is it worth it or 

not'. But more often than not, I was tempted to go and tend to just go and buy it just 

to have it and use it for different things, and then just continue using it when I start 

getting my, with, with the license as well, you know, because of these videos. So, 

in that sense, I guess they do have an influence on me. I haven't purchased it yet so 

I don't know what that says anything. But the desire is there. 

 

Annika [26:40]: So, did you actually have the feeling that GoPro is selling you something by posting 

all these videos? 

 

Cornelius [26:47]: It's definitely indirectly making me want to have it. The only thing is that I'm 

personally against, struggling with how many things I have. And I just I think that's 

the only reason why I didn't buy it yet. Because I don't want to have too many 

things. But I know that as soon as I'm going to get that license, and I'm getting into 

it, it's going to be, yeah, maybe 1, 2, 3, you know, always getting into the latest 

mounts and whatever, you know, gadgets and things and newer version and newer 

version. Yeah, so I'm definitely sure that I'm going to become a loyal customer once 

I get my first one. So, let's see how that's going to go. 

 

Annika [27:30]: So, would you say that you already have like a relationship with with GoPro? Or 

can you say what kind of state is your relationship with GoPro? 

 

Cornelius [27:38]: Yeah, I mean, I know the cameras, a few of them quite well, how they work and 

what they're good at and what they're not so good at. And which would be my 

personal, you know, favorite in that sense. And for what I want to use them for, and 
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so on. So, in that sense, I find that they have somehow managed to already plant a 

lot of information in my head, you know, and as long as that's running in the 

background, if the seeds are there, you know, they're just waiting to sprout. And so, 

it's just a matter of finding the right motivation to go actually and purchase this. 

But yeah. I don't know if I answered your question. 

 

Annika [27:56]: Yeah, yeah. Through which platform would you say this like kind of relationship 

was build the most? 

 

Cornelius [26:32]: Well, if we are to talk about social media, it would be YouTube for sure. Because 

that's where I follow them. I mean, I follow them on Facebook as well, but they 

don't really check their feed all the time. Whereas on YouTube, yeah, if none of the 

other channels or if there isn't anything that pops to mind that I want to search for. 

Usually, YouTube is really good at just putting at the top of my feed GoPro videos, 

because those are quick, five minutes, you know, like super nice quality videos that 

I would like to use just to like to look at just have like a break, and kind of lose 

myself in that immerse myself in that video, you know, and then I can move on 

with my day. So that's why I think YouTube would be to the most, but I know also 

that on Vimeo, also most of the videos are made with GoPro, but they don't promote 

it in the same way as they do on YouTube. I think. 

 

Annika [29:30]: I just go back to when you say that you feel like escaping, like by just like looking 

at the video for five minutes and then go back to your normal life. Is that a good 

feeling for you? Or is that something? Like, what do you feel inside when doing 

that?  

 

Cornelius [29:49]: Yeah, um, well, it's both good and bad in a way, because it's good. And, you know, 

when you get it, it's like a quick fix, right. And as all quick fixes work, it's nice in 

the moment, and it's going to make me maybe think of a situation where I did to 

skydive where I were in a similar place, like the one that I see the videos, or think 

of 'Okay, I would like to go and see that place at some point in the future'. But then 

I don't if it has a really big impact on me 20 minutes later, I don't know. I don't 

think so. 

 

Annika [30:23]:  Do you feel like you need it every once in a while? 
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Cornelius [30:27]: I wouldn't say that I need it. But it's nice when it just pops up. 

 

Annika [30:30]:  But would you miss it if it never happened? 

 

Cornelius [30:34]: That's an interesting question. I didn't know. I don't really know what to say like, I 

don't think I wouldn't miss it. Maybe not. But it hasn't been more than a month 

without seeing one. So, I don't know. 

 

Annika [30:56]: Nice. Yes. Okay. So, a few last questions. Would you say that GoPro, for example, 

is a trustworthy brand? Not, maybe not product, but brand. 

 

Cornelius [31:16]: May I ask an additional question? What is a trustworthy brand, because I'm trying 

to understand that? 

 

Annika [31:22]: So, they kind of keep up with your expectations, or like, maybe a level of 

satisfaction that you get from what you expect from them. So, I mean, if you if you 

put it on a product, then they kind of tell you what it can do. And then you have 

one, and then it actually does what it should. So, if you put it on a brand, then you 

have some expectations, which can differ from person to person, but you already 

said that you have some level of expectations. So, would you say that they are 

keeping up with that? I think, yeah, 

 

Cornelius [32:02]: I don't really have so many expectations out of the brand right now, because I'm 

not an active users. Just Yeah. So I'm always expecting to see new content, which 

they do put out new content, they create new products all the time, they try to 

improve their products, which is also something that I value. At the same time, I 

haven't really had that much experience, because if I am to think about brands that 

I'm using there, I could definitely have a straight answer for you. In in this case, 

because I'm not using it, I don't really think they have so many opportunities to 

disappoint me in that sense. So yeah, I'm expecting to always see a cool video from 

GoPro. And I do. And I'm expecting them to show me some interesting place or 

activity, and they always do. So in that sense, they haven't really disappointed me, 

yet. 
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Annika [33:08]:   But if they like whenever they fulfill your expectations to do you think that 

encourages you to give them a like? 

 

Cornelius [33:15]: Not necessarily to give them more like, but it definitely reinforces my pattern of 

knowing that if I want something that is new, or that is exciting, and it's in good 

quality, I should go and watch a GoPro video. So, in that sense, yeah. 

 

Annika [33:34]: And related to the product, so you expect from them that they always develop and 

produce new products as well. Would you say that social media is like the platform 

where you want to see whenever they have something new? 

 

Cornelius [33:50]: What I really like, is that don't really connect to. So, it's not like you'd have a GoPro 

video. And then at the end, it will be like it was filmed with this camera. You know? 

Yeah, that would disappoint me. Yeah, but just because they put the content out 

there. And they kind of separate the product and the content. That's I think what 

gets me interested and keeps me interested. 

 

Annika [34:17]:  Why would you say that? 

 

Cornelius [34:19]: Because then I don't have the feeling that they want to sell me something, although 

they do.  

 

Annika [34:24]:  Yeah. Yeah. It works kind of. 

 

Cornelius [34:27]: Exactly. So that that's what works on me. If you would show me a super cool video, 

and then say it was filled with a Samsung S 10 plus whatever. And I will, you know, 

Product Management. 'No, thank you', you know, and that will give me a negative 

experience. That's just because they keep them separate. I think that's a good thing. 

 

Annika [34:47]:  And that's probably also reason why you would keep on following them.  

 

Cornelius [34:51]: Yeah because I don't associate it with the product. I don't associate it with a 

company that makes money from selling cameras, I associated with a place where 

I go to see nice videos. 
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Annika [35:02]: Nice. So yeah, and that's probably also the reason why you keep on sharing it with 

friends or talk about it. Have you ever I mean, sharing online and forwarding it is 

one thing, but have you ever shown it to someone like offline?  

 

Cornelius [35:22]: Yeah. Mostly to my parents, because they don't really follow social media. Or 

people that are not really active on social media, then I would just use my phone or 

instances where I see something, and I have someone next to me. And I'll be like, 

'check this up', you know, let's watch it together. So that's kind of when I do it. 

 

Annika [35:44]:  Cool. I think that was it. Yes. Thank you so much.  

 

Cornelius [35:50]: Nice. Thank you, too. I hope it's helpful. 

 

Annika [35:51]:  I hope it wasn't too long. 

 

Cornelius [35:56]: No, it's cool. 
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Jakob [0:06]:  Test, test. 

 

Annika [0:09]:  Yeah. Okay. I think it works. 

 

Jakob [0:13]:  Okay, perfect. 

 

Annika [0:17]: All right. Um, let's start with some easy question. Can you tell me quickly what's 

your name, your gender, current occupation? Where you live and nationality?  

 

Jakob [0:30]: I'm Jacob from Germany. I'm currently studying here at CBS, Denmark, and I'm a 

student. Is there something else that I missed? 

 

Annika [0:45]:  I think it's fine, your age? 

 

Jakob [0:48]:  24. 

 

Annika [0:48]:  Right. And can you tell me when was the last time you used social media? 

 

Jakob [0:56]: Last time was actually two minutes ago. When I looked at my phone, I think I 

watched, I looked at Instagram.  

 

Annika [1:06]:  All right, and which platforms do you usually use? 

 

Jakob [1:11]: Most of the time, I would say Instagram and Facebook occasionally. I mean, is 

LinkedIn also?  

 

Annika [1:24]:  Yes.  
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Jakob [1:25]:  Then LinkedIn as well. 

 

Annika [1:31]:  And how would you rank the platforms accorind to your usage? 

 

Jakob [1:38]:  Rank, depending on how much I use them? Or? 

 

Annika [1:41]:  Or favorability also? 

 

Jakob [1:43]: Okay, so usage? I wouldn't say Instagram on the first, followed by LinkedIn, 

actually, I think, because it's coming more and more, for me at least, and then 

Facebook I would say. 

 

Annika [2:02]: I just need to check because someone's calling me. All right. And can you 

categorize whom you follow on these platforms or on Instagram? If that is the one 

you use the most. 

 

Jakob [2:20]:  I mean, you mean groups? 

 

Annika [2:22]:  Yeah. So, for example, friends. Yes. 

 

Jakob [2:25]: So, friends, but also a lot of fashion, fashion people, I would say. Magic Fox, for 

example. But also, a lot of sport related topics. I think that's most of it. 

 

Annika [2:44]:  Yes. And so, if you think of content, what do you see on your feed? 

 

Jakob [2:51]: Yeah, like I said, a lot of fashion. So, man fashion, I would say. A lot of, also a lot 

of car advertisement. Yeah. So, but also a lot of sports. So especially skiing, 

snowboarding, but also surfing. Those kind of things. 

 

Annika [3:16]:    All right. So, do you practice any sports yourself? 

 

Jakob [3:20]: Yes, I do. I do CrossFit. Here. Two years. I used to do kickboxing. And I also play 

tennis. Soccer. Occasionally. 
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Annika [3:36]: Cool. And do you ski? Or? Yes, I do. Yeah. So, but that's more on ski vacations? 

 

Jakob [3:43]:  Exactly.  

 

Annika [3:44]:  Any other sports that you do irregularly? 

 

Jakob [3:48]: Occasionally, I play badminton or pedal tennis. So, I try to explore news sports as 

well. 

 

Annika [4:00]: So, regarding your Instagram, what kind of sports content do you usually look at? 

 

Jakob [4:07]: Most of the time at Instagram, more extreme sports? I would say. So, I forgot the 

name of, I think it's the one is the one with the suit. You know, the flag? What is it 

called? When you have a suit? And you do like it's not. um... What is it called? I 

forgot, I forgot the name. But yeah, more extreme what I would say so bungee 

jump, but also most of the time scheme. So, like free riding, but also a lot of surfing. 

All different kinds. A lot of mountain biking as well, sometimes. So, it really 

depends on, on the content that I get I would say.  

 

Annika [5:02]: Cool. Um, when you think of one specific, or certain content that you like the most 

maybe? Can you think of like, why? Or when are you more likely to look at it? Are 

there certain situations or times during the day? The week? The year? 

 

Jakob [5:24]: Yeah, I think, for example. Yeah, when, when there's, for example, when I plan to 

go on ski holidays, then there's definitely, then I look more at ski videos, for 

example, because then I also link some friends of mine, under them. So, I think 

definitely when I have it in mind, then I look at them. Yeah, more often, more 

frequently. Other than that, I don't know if there's a particular time in the year or in 

the week when I'm looking at it. I think it's just on a regular basis. And when I see 

an interesting video, then I watch it.  

 

Annika [6:07]:  But would you say that you prefer seeing certain kinds of videos or sports? 

 

Jakob [6:15]: Yes, I think most likely something related to snow. So extreme, extreme skiing or 

snowboarding? Like those ones. 
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Annika [6:31]: Would you say that you are more happy to see this kind of content when, when 

you're close to a ski vacation? Or does it also amuse you like during your daily life?  

 

Jakob [6:47]: I think it amuses me during my day left, but I think more when I directly relate to 

it. So, if I have an ongoing, or if there is a ski holiday, for example, then it amuses 

me more.  

 

Annika [7:07]: Cool. And can you explain maybe one? Or if you can think of the last situation 

where you were confronted with ski content? 

 

Jakob [7:21]:  Does it have? So, is it necessary that it has to be on the on the social?  

 

Annika [7:31]:  I mean, no whatever. 

 

Jakob [7:33]: I mean, we just talked about ski holidays with our AC concentration. So, there we 

were kind of confronted. And afterwards, I looked up actually on Instagram, I 

searched for some for some pictures on where we could go. So, and then I also saw 

a video. But I don't know from whom it was, I think maybe from Red Bull? About 

a snowboarder. So that was actually the last time I can think of. 

 

Annika [8:14]: Um, sorry. And so, when you think about like, these snow pictures, can you tell me 

what happens like, inside you when you look at them? 

 

Jakob [8:31]: I think I feel good. I feel, I feel that I want to go on holiday. So, I think it's a really 

positive feeling that I have, especially when looking at that at snow pictures or 

skiing and snowboarding. Because, yeah, I really love skiing. And I don't have the 

chance to do it very often. So, I think this content is especially attractive to me. So, 

I think I have really positive feelings when I'm looking at them. 

 

Annika [9:03]: Cool. And so, you said that you sometimes link other friends below? And do you 

usually comment or do you like? 

 

Jakob [9:17]:  I think I comment more. 
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Annika [9:20]: You comment more? Is that just tagging friends? Or does that also include some 

certain reactions? Or? 

 

Jakob [9:28]:  I would say.. What do you mean by reactions? 

 

Annika [9:32]:  A comment like just reacting to the, to the picture or video.  

 

Jakob [9:38]: I think it's more tagging and then maybe some stupid words. But most of the time, 

it's just tagging and then reminding my friends of 'we should go on another ski 

vacation' or something like that. 

 

Annika [9:54]:  All right. And have you ever liked any sports content? 

  

Jakob [9:58]:  Yes. Yes, I do. 

 

Annika [10:01]: Would you say that you have a certain pattern, like certain attributes that lead you 

to liking? 

 

Jakob [10:09]: That's an interesting question. I'm sure there is a pattern. But yeah, I think my, what 

do you mean by pattern? 

 

Annika [10:25]:  Or can you think of maybe the last post that you think you liked?  

 

Jakob [10:30]:  Related to skiing? 

 

Annika [10:35]: For example, or any other sports content? Or, if you can think of two different posts 

related to, for example, skiing, one that you give a like and one that you don't react 

to? Can you describe them?  

 

Jakob [10:59]: I think I only like it if it's not something.. Because sometimes occasionally I also 

tag friends under, under a bit more.. Yeah, I think I would only I would only like 

it. If it's really if it's really a nice picture or something, or if there's a message behind 

it. So, I wouldn't, I think I wouldn't like it if I just like what I see. 

 

Annika [11:31]:  Okay, what kind of message would that be? 
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Jakob [11:35]: Like a message that I would completely agree to? So, it's, it's hard to, I think I'm, 

I'm thinking more about political stuff right now. So, I don't know if there if I like 

a lot of sports related stuff. But I think maybe if there's a message about a new 

soccer player who transferred to another club that I like, or, like a very, for example, 

if there's a, if there's a really famous skier or snowboarder that I like, and I see video 

of him, then it could be that I also like the post, but I think that happens not a lot.  

 

Annika [12:22]: Okay, so by liking do you want to tell anyone something? Or is it just for your own 

satisfaction?  

 

Jakob [12:33]: That's actually a good question. I think it also has to do with the fact that if you I 

think, I think honestly, that if you like something, and people see that you like it, 

there's difference in in, that's compared to you tag someone under that because I 

mean, if you like something, then you really give a statement of 'I like what I see'. 

And I'm kind of, I'm kind of convinced or agree with that. But if you only tag 

someone, it could also be that you just want to show someone. So, I sometimes I 

also read articles, and I don't like them. But I want to share that with some friends 

and see their opinion. I think that's the difference.  

 

Annika [13:23]: Okay, but do you care? Like when you for example. So, if we go to GoPro? And 

you're following GoPro on Instagram?  

 

Jakob [13:31]:  Yeah.  

 

Annika [13:32]:  So, have you ever liked anything done by GoPro or posted by GoPro?  

 

Jakob [13:37]:  Yeah, I'm pretty sure, yeah.  

 

Annika [13:39]: Do you feel like it like you care that others can see that you like some some content? 

 

Jakob [13:45]:  No, actually, no, it's not my that's not my intention.  

 

Annika [13:49]:  Okay, so it's more the like, showing it to friends?  
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Jakob [13:52]: Actually, I don't really know. I think I like it. Because, because I like it. It's really 

hard to say I don't want to, to send a specific signal with that. But maybe, maybe 

there's a relation deep in me. I don't know that. 

 

Annika [14:16]: And apart from liking the content, do you care if others can see that you're 

following the brand? In some way? Like, I don't know if it's super obvious on 

Instagram, but for example, on Facebook, it's sometimes listed somewhere, or you 

can always see like you have friends in common that also like the brand. Yeah. 

Does it have a certain meaning for you?  

 

Jakob [14:43]: I think it depends on the brand, actually. In relation to GoPro now? In general, I 

would say no, it doesn't have a meaning to me that someone, if someone sees it or 

not. But if it's a brand that I can identify myself with, then I don't have a problem 

that friends are seeing that I'm that I liked them. So, for example, GoPro, I think it's 

a, it's a good brand. I like what they do. So, I don't have a problem with people 

seeing that I like GoPro. 

 

Annika [15:14]:  And just in general, can you tell me why you're following them? 

 

Jakob [15:18]: Because I liked their videos and pictures they do. So, I think I started following 

them because I also bought a camera. And I, myself did some videos with a camera. 

And then I saw that they do really nice kind of action videos. And I really liked 

them. And I still, yeah, still really, really like they do a lot of stories as well. So, I 

really like that the content is just about sports, and nice pictures. So, sometimes, if 

it wouldn't, if it would be different, I think if it would be more advertisement or I 

mean, at the end it's advertisement, but I think it's more that I like to complete.. I 

think every picture I'm looking at is like, I have a good feeling. So that's why I like 

them. 

 

Annika [16:14]: If you can describe the content of GoPro that you like the most or like, how would 

you describe the content that they to? 

 

Jakob [16:23]: I would say? Like, like I said, it's really action related. So, it's really not, not 

something you can, you would, yeah, a lot of the videos, you wouldn't, you wouldn't 

do yourself. So, in something special that you kind of relate to. So, you see it and 
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you think this is something I would also like to try, but maybe you don't have the 

ability to do it. Like, for example, the skiing in in really scary areas or surfing big 

waves. Those are, or Yeah, you can actually see them there. And normally you 

wouldn't be able to be kind of part of it. So that's actually pretty special about them. 

I would say. 

 

Annika [17:14]: Okay, so again, if you think about that kind of content that is a bit scary, maybe? 

What kind of feeling do you have inside when, when looking at it? 

 

Jakob [17:26]:  A really positive feeling? Because I also like.. 

 

Annika [17:30]: How positive? Like, I mean, how would you describe positive? What is the positive 

feeling?  

 

Jakob [17:41]: It's a feeling of I would say it's like a wow effect. So, it's, it's like, 'wow, I really 

want to I would I would love to do that as well'. So and that's also why I would tag 

friends, because that are then friends that I spent a lot of time with that know me, 

and that also do a lot of sports with me. So I want to show them 'Come on let's let's 

do that, or this is something really special. Could we try that one day'? Maybe? 

Yeah.  

 

Annika [18:10]:  Have you ever done? 

 

Jakob [18:13]: Yes, I did a bungee jump, in Costa Rica. I also did a skydive twice in Hawaii. And 

I also, like I said, a ski lot, but not the not the free rider ski. So, but I thought about 

doing heli skiing, but I haven't done it yet. 

 

Annika [18:37]: Cool. And so how would you say how important is it to for you to see these kind 

of, kind of I would say in some way inspirational posts for you? 

 

Jakob [18:52]: Quite important, I would say. I think it's besides political content, like Brexit or 

something like that. It's, it's, it's the content that makes me, or that gives me the best 

feeling I would say. So, it's, it's really something that, that I care of. 
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Annika [19:15]: All right, and the feeling that you have, this positive feeling, would that change, 

according to the content that you see? So, I think you're talking about some stuff 

that you might want to do. And if you think of other stuff that you maybe won't tag 

friends below, does it still give you a good feeling? 

 

Jakob [19:40]: It really depends on the content. But I mean, the content really influences your 

mood I think. So, I mean, if you don't see content, like, like on GoPro, but if you 

see more, I think I'm just thinking about sometimes they also post accidents, I think. 

And I don't know if there's if I have a different feeling about that, actually. Because 

it's also sometimes quite, I mean, if if nothing happened to the person, of course, 

but sometimes it's also.. How can I say if not nice to see, but it's it's also it gives 

you, it gives you a feeling of relatedness, kind of because you know all that can 

happen when I try that, something like that. So I would say it really depends, and 

the content can definitely really influence your mood, I would say. 

 

Annika [20:39]: Can you think of a situation where you, maybe that's a hard one but you can take 

your time. So, if you think of a certain posts that you saw or a video, and before 

you looked at it, and during you looked at it, and then afterwards? Can you maybe 

guide me through your thoughts or like your body feeling anything related to it?  

 

Jakob [21:02]:  And still talking about GoPro or any? 

 

Annika [21:06]:  Yes, GoPro. 

 

Jakob [21:09]:  That's quite tough. But.. 

 

Annika [21:12]:  You can also start with explaining what picture or video you think of. 

 

Jakob [21:16]: I think when I when I start on looking my phone, so it's, it's often when I'm bored. 

So, I don't, I don't look at Instagram, for a particular reason. So most of the time, 

it's when I'm bored when I have nothing to do. And then I check it. So, I would say 

my mood is more, not bad, but I would say it', it's more neutral. And when I look 

when I see a nice video of GoPro, then I would say my feelings. Yeah. When I, 

when I look at the picture, and I decide to not scroll further down. I think that's the 

first step, not just to scroll down, but you see the picture. So, you actually, there 
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must be something that, there must be something that, why you stop at that point. 

So, there must be something happening inside me. And for Go Pro, I can definitely 

say that it's often happening that I see something where I think that might be 

interesting. So, my mood curve actually goes a bit up I would say. And then it 

depends.. 

 

Annika [22:31]:  Mood like in tension or anxiety or is it a happy feeling? 

 

Jakob [22:36]: I think it’s for GoPro definitely excitement. So, I'm excited. Because I know what 

they, what kind of videos they post and then I'm excited to see what they have.  

 

Annika [22:48]:  So, you have some certain kind of expectations? 

 

Jakob [22:52]:  Definitely. Yeah. 

 

Annika [22:52]:  I come to that later. 

 

Jakob [22:55]: And then I think if it's a nice video, which I can.. At some, it actually, it also 

depends when it's a bit boring. So, when my expectations are not met, then it can 

also be that I'm, yeah, that I'm that I won't look at a video again on the day. But if 

I see the very nice video and like my expectations are met, then it could also happen 

that I click on GoPro and look at more of the content. 

 

Annika [23:34]: Good. And would you say that? Um, I don't know is GoPro kind of like a part of, 

of what you are inside? Or does it picture you in a certain way?   

 

Jakob [24:01]: Definitely, I think because I was also always really interested in sports. But like I 

said, GoPro is posting videos or pictures, that you cannot really explore yourself 

sometimes because it's just too dangerous. So, it definitely describes a part of me 

that I want, actually, maybe want to be, but cannot, because it's too dangerous.  

 

Annika [24:32]: All right. And so it is some kind of I don't know, do you think it shapes you in some 

way? 

 

Jakob [24:43]:  I don't know if it shapes me?  
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Annika [24:45]: Does it have an influence on you and your thoughts? Or your lifestyle? Or 

anything?  

 

Jakob [24:53]: Yeah, I mean, in a sense, I don't think that it really shapes me. But maybe it has, it 

definitely has some influence on me. I mean, if I wouldn't see those, those videos, 

sometimes I wouldn't know that this is actually possible. So, and the fact that I tag 

friends under those things, shows that I care about it. And it definitely has some 

influence on me. But it's hard to say what kind of influence. Hopefully not too 

much. But definitely there is some influence. Because if you see if you see people 

I mean, you can also ask why did I buy the GoPro in the first place? And I think it 

was not because I think it was due to those, those things that they stand for those 

action camera and all this sports stuff. So, I think definitely it influences you in a 

way. 

 

Annika [25:52]:  Did you have your GoPro before you follow them? Or the other way around?  

 

Jakob [25:57]: I don't know. I think, I think I bought it and followed them afterwards. But I'm not 

100% sure.  

 

Annika [26:08]: And related to the videos, the typical GoPro videos. Did you see any of these videos 

before you bought one? 

 

Jakob [26:17]: Actually, I bought it online. That was four years ago. So, I don't remember. But I 

think, I think I definitely have seen some videos. Yeah, I saw some videos before 

definitely on, on YouTube or something. But I started to, I think I started to follow 

the channel, GoPro after I.. 

 

Annika [26:42]:  Would you say that you follow them because you bought one? 

 

Jakob [26:57]: That's a good question.  I think I followed them..Yeah, that's a good question. 

Actually. I think I followed them due to the content. Because I, I saw some of their 

videos and I liked them. And so I wanted to see more of them. But the question is, 

if I, yeah, that's, that's quite tough to say. I don't know. I don't know.  
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Annika [27:24]: That's fine. So. maybe other questions like would you say that GoPro provides you 

with some, some kind of information? Or does following GoPro on Instagram, you 

said that you're following like political stuff. But would you say that GoPro content 

gives you some kinds of information in a different way? Maybe? Or do you gather 

some knowledge from it?  

 

Jakob [27:55]: Kind of because I see what is possible. So especially when it comes to for example, 

when we go back to surfing, I think they also, sometimes I see what competitions 

are going on? Actually, right now I'm not quite sure if I'm mixing it a bit up with 

Red Bull.  

 

Annika [28:20]:  That is fine, it's kind of the same strategy. 

 

Jakob [28:24]: Yeah ok. So, I think, definitely I see what's going on. For example, I just remember 

that I saw a video of, of big wave surfing in Hawaii. And I have also been there so 

it's it definitely gives me, or provides me with some information that they are 

competitions or I also remember I think they had a video here in in Denmark when 

they jumped off the Opera House. So, and then you know, okay, this is actually 

happening right now. So, it definitely provides some information.  

 

Annika [28:59]: Cool. And what you're saying that you belong to some kind of GoPro community 

or some?  

 

Jakob [29:05]: No, I wouldn't say so. Because I don't, I mean when I use it, maybe. But I don't use 

the camera anymore. So, I think, yeah, when you are when you're filming, and when 

you do all that sports yourself, then I think you have kind of, I mean, you bought 

the GoPro for a reason. So, it's not just the camera, I think it's also that you relate 

to those action community, kind of, action camera. So back in that time, yes. Right 

now, I wouldn't say so. Well, maybe, maybe if, if you, yeah, if you if you relate it 

to this feeling of relate to this sport, then yes.  

 

Annika [29:56]: So, if you say, like, following, seeing those content, tagging your friends, whatever, 

get inspiration, and not seeing any of those content at all. Do you then would say 

you feel some kind of connection with.. 
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Jakob [30:29]:  You said if I if I have a connection, right?  

 

Annika [30:33]:  Yeah. 

 

Jakob [30:36]:  Can you, can you say that again? 

 

Annika [31:32]: Okay, the question is, if you feel like some belonging to a community or feel 

connected, for example. So, also to friends that you're tagging? Does it create some 

kind of bind? or?  

 

Jakob [31:48]:  Yeah, definitely. 

 

Annika [31:49]:  That you wouldn't have if you were not following. 

 

Jakob [31:52]: Yeah, I think so. Because it's, it.. What it does, is that by seeing that content, it's 

just that you see it on a regular basis. So, if you, I think if it if you wouldn't see it, 

on the social media, I mean, for me, for example, I'm living in Copenhagen. So, I, 

I don't have the chance to attend a lot of those events. But with following them, I 

can, I can be kind of part of still be part of those events, even if I'm not there. So, I 

think definitely, it has an influence on you in the way that you feel that you kind of 

participate in that. And that it is still in your mind, frequently. And this leads to, I 

think that leads to the fact that you for example, in for me, it leads to that I want to 

do more sports want to be more active wants to at least I think a lot about that. The 

other question is if I also do it then more, but I think so actually.  

 

Annika [33:01]: Nice. And would you say that you, that you miss to see posts of them, if you I don't 

know if you're in stress or like, I don't know, for some reason you didn't open 

Instagram at all. Do you feel like some need to catch up, or? 

 

Jakob [33:20]:  Not particularly for GoPro, I think? 

 

Annika [33:23]:  Why? 

 

Jakob [33:27]: Because it's not something I would say that I'm searching for. So, it's not that I'm 

looking for those videos, but Instagram or Facebook, give me the chance to by 
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looking at content, actually, looking at content that I like. So, if I scroll down and 

see something that I like, then I stop. So, it's more. Yeah, I think it's more that I 

stop when I when I like it. And it's not that I would search for it.  

 

Annika [34:04]: You also said that you do it while you're bored? Or when you have some, like time 

to pass maybe? And so, what would be the main goal for you to open Instagram? 

What do you expect to happen? Or how does it satisfy you? 

 

Jakob [34:26]:  Honestly, I think it's just, I think it's not to be bored.  

 

Annika [34:32]:  Not to be bored?  

 

Jakob [34:34]: Yes. Because, you know, I think sometimes it's also be to get inspirations definitely. 

So, I think Yeah, I said most of the time I do it when I'm bored. But it's also I mean, 

when you're in a meeting, you can't look at your phone. So, it's also to get some, 

yeah, to get some inspiration of what's going on and what you can do. So, it's not 

only when I'm bored.  

 

Annika [35:03]: Okay, and if you look at a post, if you scroll down, and then you stop at a post, and 

the longer you look at something, like is it that it satisfies your more than just 

scrolling through your feed? 

 

Jakob [35:20]:  Defenitely, yes. 

 

Annika [35:20]: Like, is that something you look for when opening Instagram? Like, 'hopefully 

there is some content that I really want to look at'?  

 

Jakob [35:26]: I would say it's not something that I think about, but it is something that? I think it 

is it's not something that I'm looking for, but definitely is the case when it's 

happening. So, for example, when I'm staying at one particular post, then it satisfies 

me definitely more. Rather than then just scrolling down and seeing actually no 

content. Because if you scroll down, and I mean, after, I know for me, if I scroll 

down for, let's say one minute, and I don't see a post that I'm interested in, then I 

close it. Maybe it's even just 30 seconds. So, if I look at my phone, I scroll down 

and I see something interesting, then I stick to it. And then I look at it. And if I see 
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for example, something really nice from GoPro, then I would be the case that I go 

to the page, but sometimes often that I've looked through it, there is nothing 

interesting. So, I close it. 

 

Annika [36:34]: All right. Very good. So, we come the last part. So, you said you're not really like 

keeping up with the content, it's more like that it's coming up on your feed. But 

related to GoPro, the interaction you have is, um, you look at the content, you rarely 

give a like, if you can relate to it, maybe? And you tag your friends. Does this 

interaction or this.. Or maybe let's start with that, how would you describe in 

general the relationship you have with, with the brand GoPro? 

 

Jakob [37:20]: The relationship that I have with GoPro? I think the relationship is that like, like I 

said before that I can kind of identify with what they're doing. So, they give me the 

chance to look at content that I'm interested in, that maybe also a part of me wants 

to do. And I think that basically it. 

 

Annika [38:00]: And how does it contribute to the, or this connection you have which you just 

described, how does this liking or tagging your friends, how does this form this 

relationship? Or can you say that, if you look at a post for a longer time, or tag your 

friends, does that influence this relationship? In some way?  

 

Jakob [38:30]: Yeah, definitely. Because I think that gives me the chance to share it with my 

friends. So, I think if, if I couldn't share it with friends, then maybe I wouldn't look 

at it a lot. Or I would look less at it, I think, because by tagging friends, it's.. You 

have the topic to talk about kind of. So, it also gives you the chance to not only 

look at it yourself, but also share those things with people. And then when you meet 

them, you can talk about that. Like for example, yeah. 'Did you see the picture I 

tagged you or the video?', 'What do you think about that?', 'How did you like it?', 

'Where can you do it?', 'Have you some experience with that?'. So, it gives you kind 

of a topic to talk about. And also, you, you get the opinion of other people. 

 

Annika [39:42]: Okay, so um, if GoPro for some reason would not post any more pictures or videos? 

Or if for some reason, all your friends that you feel like they're in the same 

community that you have, stopped following them. Would that have an influence 

on you? Or how would you feel? 
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Jakob [40:07]: I mean if they would stop posting, then I would probably, I think I would miss it.  

 

Annika [40:19]:  Would you miss it?  

 

Jakob [40:20]:  Yeah, I think, I think so. And like I said.. 

 

Annika [40:26]: In relation to, to this relationship, you have to GoPro, what kind of feeling would 

you have? 

 

Jakob [40:38]: I think I would stop connecting. Like, right now I have a picture of GoPro. For me 

it’s like related to action, action cameras. Like I, like I described it. Experience with 

action sport. And if they would stop posting things like that, then my picture of 

GoPro would be different. I think I wouldn't, like right now when I think about 

action sport, I think GoPro would come to my mind really quick. And if they 

wouldn't post that content anymore, or if my friends wouldn't post anything or tag 

me under it, or I tag them, then I think that picture would be different. And it 

wouldn't make me relate, relate that experience or that kind of activities, I wouldn't 

relate that to GoPro anymore.  

 

Annika [41:37]: All right. So, you would say you have some certain expectations to the brand, in 

your relationship? 

 

Jakob [41:44]:  Yes, definitely. 

 

Annika [41:44]:  That are? 

 

Jakob [41:51]: Like exciting content. So, things that like new sports, new landscapes, things that 

you don't see on a regular basis in your daily life. So, special activities I would say 

that, yeah.  

 

Annika [42:12]: All right. So, a few last questions. Um, how would you say like how trustworthy is 

the brand of GoPro? Not the product, but more the brand of GoPro? 

 

Jakob [42:32]:  To me, it's, it's completely trustworthy. 
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Annika [42:38]:  Why would you say that? 

 

Jakob [42:41]:  Why would you ask? 

 

Jakob [42:43]: No, I think because I don't know anything bad from them. No scandal or no.. I think 

that's basically the point. And I can also.. I think it's also because I can relate to 

them. And I can also relate to the people that show it actually, I think that that's the, 

that's the major point. So, I can identify myself with the people that film that film 

the activities. So, I think the.. Yeah, basically the videos that I see, I can relate to 

the people that are doing all those activities, and that's why I think that GoPro is a 

trustworthy brand. 

 

Annika [43:24]: Cool. And, I don't know, in some way, like if someone of your friends, for example, 

or another person, me, for example, would talk bad about Go Pro, or it's just shit. 

Like, would you feel attacked? Or would you feel something, or would you think 

something specific? Or would say something?  

 

Jakob [43:50]:  Yeah, definitely. I would ask why.  

 

Annika [43:52]:  So, you would feel kind of offended a little bit? 

 

Jakob [43:57]: Yeaah.. I don't know if I would say it like that. But a bit yeah, maybe. I mean, I 

wouldn't, I wouldn't just leave it like that. I think I would ask why. And I would be 

interested, why they think so. And if they have a particular reason. And if they 

would, for example, say 'just because I don't like action', or 'it's too scary for me', 

then I would have a feeling that.. Yeah, I think it's quite hard to say. But I think it 

would definitely have an influence on me. I say it like that. 

 

Annika [44:43]:  And so, you would say you're a supporter, and you will continue following? 

 

Jakob [44:51]: Yeah, unless they don't completely change the way they post or they do they 

produce content, then I would say so.  

 

Annika [45:00]:  How would define what they need to continue doing?  
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Jakob [45:04]: Definitely to? I think for me the most interesting stuff is, or the most interesting 

content is that they share content that is extreme, so that you cannot, like I said that 

you don't see on a regular basis. So, something special, maybe, also, sometimes it's 

nice to see new kind of sports. Sometimes when I think about GoPro you also see 

a dog running and catching a ball or something like that. Something new that you.. 

Yeah, well, you have a positive feeling. And you can maybe relate to it, because 

for example, you also have a dog and throw the ball kind of. So, it doesn't have to 

be extreme, always. But I think it should be something that you can relate to. So 

that you, what you always want to do, or I think GoPro also, they can really give 

you another view kind of, I think that's also what they want to do with their camera, 

with that 360 degree angle. Or like, the bigger eye kind of. So, that you have another 

perspective.  

 

Annika [46:18]:  So, so you're interested in what, what can I do with the camera? Sometimes?  

 

Jakob [46:22]:  Yeah, but I think right now.. 

 

Annika [46:25]:  So, what can technology do? 

 

Jakob [46:26]: Yeah, definitely, definitely. So, I think when I saw those videos, for example, 

sometimes I also saw a bird flying with a camera. And this gives you a completely 

different perspective of things. And that's what I like.  

 

Annika [46:41]: Cool. And one last question. Do you care, or do you like it that more, or do you 

care about that there are some sponsored experts maybe? Like, some really 

professional athletes wearing cameras and GoPro post it on their, on their account? 

Or do you like to see more like the User Generated Content that GoPro takes and 

shows: 'Hey, this and this guy from Copenhagen, just film this.' Or do you care at 

all? 

 

Jakob [47:15]: No, no, it's just if it's, I don't care if it's someone famous, or if it's just someone 

from your neighbor. I think it's just about the video. So, if it's a really nice video, 

what you can relate to that I don't care if it if it's like Roger Federer or, like, just a 

regular tennis player.  
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Annika [47:38]: So cool. Yeah. Has it ever encouraged you.. Sorry, now last question. Has it ever 

encourage you to like, I don't know, create a video that GoPro might post on their 

website, or that you'd put a hashtag below on your feed? Or, like have you ever 

thought about it?  

 

Jakob [48:01]: Good question. I think I did that when I when I filmed myself with a GoPro. But 

now that I don't use it anymore? No, but I think if I would still use it for those 

videos, then maybe. But I also think, no, maybe I wouldn't do it because I had the 

feeling that it must be a really, really nice video. And I think I don't know if I could 

produce a video where I would myself say when I scroll down, I would stop there. 

Yeah, I would only do that if I would say 'okay, this is really special video that 

other people could be interesting in as well'. And GoPro might like it as well and 

that's what they post. So, I wouldn't do it with just a regular video.  

 

Annika [48:48]: Alright. Cool. Thank you. You're welcome very much. It was a bit longer than I 

expected. 

 

Jakob [48:53]:  You're welcome. 
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Annika [0:02]: I start recording. Okay. So, some easy questions to start with. What is your current 

age? 

 

Catalina [0:11]:  I'm 25 years old. 

 

Annika [0:13]:  And you're female right? 

 

Catalina [0:15]:  Right. 

 

Annika [0:19]:  And can you name your current occupation. 

 

Catalina [0:21]:  I'm a student, and I work part time. 

 

Annika [0:24]:  And where do you live? 

 

Catalina [0:26]:  I live in Copenhagen at the moment. 

 

Annika [0:28]:  And your nationality is? 

 

Catalina [0:31]:  German. 

 

Annika [0:32]: Perfect. Thank you. Let's start it. And can you tell me the last time you used social 

media. 

 

Catalina [0:40]: Um, today. I actually looked at someone on Instagram, I think half an hour ago. 

 

Annika [0:51]:  All right. 
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Catalina [0:53]:  And I think in the morning as well. Yeah. 

 

Annika [0:55]:  So how often do you usually open social media during the day? 

 

Catalina [0:59]: It really much depends on the day. I mean, today I was at work so while I'm at 

work, I'm usually not using social media. But on other days that can happen that I 

spent two, three hours maybe even. If you consider YouTube social media, then it's 

definitely more because I watch a lot of YouTube videos. 

 

Annika [1:20]:  All right. So, which social media platforms do you use?  

 

Catalina [1:23]: Mostly Instagram, Facebook and YouTube. I would say it's those three are my 

major. 

 

Annika [1:30]:  Could you rank them in your favorability or how often you use them? 

 

Catalina [1:36]: Um, I think Instagram is probably the most often. I'm on Facebook, almost every 

day. And then YouTube was last but that's just because my YouTube usage is just 

very irregular, but in sum I probably spent the most time on YouTube because 

videos are longer. But I just, I'm not as constant, and I don't tune in as often as with 

Instagram because Instagram is just like 'swipe' and then you see pictures whereas 

YouTube, you have to focus.  

 

Annika [2:08]:  Can you can you tell me in what situations you use what kind of social media? 

 

Catalina [2:15]: Instagram is more a thing when I that I use absent mindedly when I maybe.. To be 

honest, when I'm bored or when I'm distracted during uni and I'm, I should be 

studying and then there's just like Instagram comes up. Facebook I only ever use if 

there is a notification. I mean, I scroll through it, maybe in the morning, but I'm not 

that active on Facebook. But YouTube it was something I actively engaged in and 

I tune in. So, in the evenings when I at home, I'll go on to the YouTube website, 

actually on my laptop. So, it's a different type of consumption, I think than with 

Instagram. Instagram has more continuously throughout the day, and YouTube is 

more specific times, but then for longer periods. 
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Annika [3:09]: And can you describe whom you follow also with the different social media 

platforms. 

 

Catalina [3:17]: On Instagram, of course, it's mostly my friends but apart from my friends it's some 

bloggers but not big bloggers more like medium, like smaller bloggers, and then 

some, some companies like, I don't know, like Adidas, GoPro, Vans and so on, um, 

yeah, those. And then on YouTube it's very different because I do follow some 

beauty bloggers, but I also follow some people who do DIY stuff some, some sport 

people for example skaters and, yeah, that stuff.  

 

Annika [3:57]: And how would you describe the content that you really like to see on your feed 

for example or when you look for content?  

 

Catalina [4:06]: I think, of course content should make, make you feel something, so it can either 

make you feel, I don't know, inspired because someone gives you an interesting 

information about something. I like when influencers and bloggers use their, their 

voices to, I don't know, to talk about something that's important in their lives or in 

general in our society. But then in terms of pictures, and just like consumption of 

what is on there as content. Maybe things that distract me and that are different 

from my own life. 

 

Annika [4:41]:  And can you name some certain formats that you prefer? 

 

Catalina [4:45]: Oh, that's a good question. I think I like it when I either, I have a relationship to the 

person, in a way. So, if, if I can, like if someone comes across as, as a nice person 

or maybe it's funny or maybe does something I find really interesting. And then on 

the other hand there is also, of course, the language of what's on there, in terms of 

pictures and if it's nicely cut, if they have nice music. I think music is definitely an 

important thing for me in terms of videos. 

 

Annika [5:21]:  Yeah. Okay, any other topics that you really like to see?  

 

Catalina [5:26]:  On Instagram? 
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Annika [5:28]:  For example, you can tell me what platform they are related to.  

 

Catalina [5:32]:  I actually started following some news channels and why that happened. 

 

Annika [5:47]:  Okay, but I'm in relation to sports do you yourself practice any sports? 

 

Catalina [5:53]: I do. But I'm, I'm boring, I'm not doing any extreme sports. I'm going to the gym, 

jogging sometimes. I enjoy dancing but I'm not sure if that's my sports. But I have 

actually tried skating when I was younger, and I was a complete failure so that 

didn't happen. 

 

Annika [6:14]: But apart from like regular sports that you do, do you have some, like irregular 

sports that you've tried? 

 

Catalina [6:22]: So, I think the the skating thing was something I would have loved to do. It was 

good. And then I would also love to be a surfer girl. But yeah, that's not happening 

either. And then, yeah. 

 

Annika [6:39]:  So, have you ever been on a sports vacation or something like that? 

 

Catalina [6:44]:  Well I was skiing and while I was traveling in Central America, I tried surfing. 

 

Annika [6:55]: Cool. But you said you follow sports content on social media? Can you explain 

what kind of sport content that that will be?  

 

Catalina [7:05]: Yeah. So, like I just mentioned, I think board sports. That's a general term. I really 

enjoy that. So, I used to watch a ton of skate videos. And I actually knew everyone 

in that theme. Yeah, and I don't know, I'm not a good skier, or snowboarder, but 

there is, for example, an influencer that's called Laura Deen, I think, from Germany, 

she's, I don't know, she's pretty big in terms of being sponsored by Red Bull and 

so. So, and yeah, she's skiing, snowboarding. So even though I'm not doing it 

myself, I kind of like that stuff. Yeah. 

 

Annika [7:48]: Do you usually look at this kind of content in certain situations? Or is it something, 

can you name some situations where you remember looking at it? 
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Catalina [7:59]: Yeah. So, I think it's, um, I'm like, You're in my everyday life, I wouldn't notice in 

particular, if I'm just following or if I'm just watching content or seeing content of 

a fashion blogger versus a sports blogger. But then I think if I start watching 

particular videos, I kind of go down a rabbit hole, and then it just becomes more 

and then I follow that person. And then they look at what they did in the past and 

who they hang out with. And then just, it's very specific in one direction for certain 

period of time. I think that's mostly during my leisure time, and not well actually 

have to do other stuff.  

 

Annika [8:38]:  And is that different across the platforms that you use? 

 

Catalina [8:42]: Oh, yeah, yeah. That is different. That's true. Um, yeah, just because on Instagram. 

Like I said earlier, I usually use Instagram throughout the day, for shorter periods, 

periods of time, whereas YouTube videos I spent a lot of time on. And so, with 

YouTube, they also have this automatic forward thing. So if you watch one video, 

you get a very similar video right after. So um, I end up watching quite a lot of stuff 

on there. And then it just goes down the slope. Just go with it. Yeah. 

 

Annika [9:17]: All right. And apart from those specific situations, and can you imagine what drives 

you to look at it? Why do you get in this like tunnel that you said, or why do you 

follow watching, for example? 

 

Catalina [9:33]: Especially during the evenings at the, it's, it's for me, especially YouTube is kind 

of like watching TV sometimes. And it distracts you from your own life. And also, 

I think that I'm so much into skaters and surfers and like extreme sports people, 

even though I'm like the most boring person alive because my own life is very much 

structured. And it's very much straightforward. I have a clear career path and blah, 

blah, blah. And all these people do their lives so differently from my own. And they 

are in places that I'm not in. I'm in Copenhagen, and it's rainy, and they are 

somewhere, I don't know, in the world, in the ocean, and yeah. So, I think that it's 

such a big difference from my own life, and maybe something that I'd sometimes 

would like to have in my own life or I would like to be that surfer skater girl, but 

I'm just not. As sad as that sounds but yeah, 
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Annika [10:32]: That's fine. Okay, so let's come to GoPro. You said you're following GoPro, 

sometimes? On different platforms? What are these, again? 

 

Catalina [10:43]: YouTube. So, I think for me, GoPro videos on YouTube are the biggest. I mean, 

they have snappable content on Instagram. So, they have like short sequences of 

their long videos. But in the long run, I think they will, they would like to forward 

you to YouTube, where you can watch the full-length video. 

 

Annika [11:00]:  Okay. And just in general, can you name why you're following them? 

 

Catalina [11:06]: Mmhmm. I think I first started, I started out with their first or the first video that 

went viral, I think that was in 2011, the GoPro Hero 2 if I recall correctly, that was 

their first camera where they actually really got traction, and they were shared a lot 

on social media. I was at that time, I was already a little bit into the skating content. 

So that kind of fit in there. And it was just beautiful videos, and really cool music. 

Again, the music part was really important for me, I sometimes just listened to the, 

of course, I liked seeing the videos, but also the music was really interesting. And 

that's kind of how it started. 

 

Annika [11:49]:  Can you describe in more detail what the content of GoPro is about?  

 

Catalina [11:53]: To me, it's about sharing the beauty of life maybe? In a way that is not just oh, 

'here's a nice flower', but more like what, what can you as a human do in this world 

and how can you express yourself? How can you challenge yourself? And yeah, 

how can you use your own body to make great things? And then? Yeah, I think 

that's kind of it. 

 

Annika [12:23]: And how would you say this type of content is important to you? Or why are you 

into this?  

 

Catalina [12:35]: Yeah. I think it, again, it is kind of like a mix of seeing something that is different 

from my own life. And also, maybe seeing stuff that I think I wouldn't experience. 

I mean, I wouldn't fly with a small airplane through super thin mountain tunnels or 

whatever. And I wouldn't fly in a bat suit. Or even though I love to try, I don't think 

I'll ever go through a green tunnel on a surfboard or anything. But it's just cool 
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things that are so nice to experience from like a first-person view. And that is maybe 

something I couldn't do myself, but it's nice to see how that would look and feel 

from those videos. 

 

Annika [13:18]: So, does looking at something like that kind of change your feelings or your mood 

while you're doing it? 

 

Catalina [13:26]: Hmm, yeah, I think it inspires you to maybe break out of your everyday life in a 

way. So, I'm kind of, instead of just I don't know, instead of just taking the car or 

the metro whatever it kind of inspires you to at least take the bite because it's more 

fun to be physically active. So yeah, I think it does. And it also kind of stirs your 

interest away from, I need to, I need to look like this, or I need to be business, or I 

need to fulfill all these in these in these criteria. But it's more towards, okay, life is 

fun, and you should enjoy it. 

 

Annika [14:06]: And if you think of certain content, and which kind of makes you feel the way you 

just explained, and you get stuck to it. Does that have to do anything with your 

daily life? Or do you feel like it changes something? 

 

Catalina [14:27]: So, I'm currently.. It's, it's actually it's a YouTuber who uses a lot of GoPros. It's 

not typical GoPro sport content. But he's doing a lot of DIY videos and I think I 

currently enjoy that content so much, because I'm currently writing my master's 

thesis, I'm working, you know, I work out in the evenings. But it's like, my life is 

pretty much straightforward right now. And that's why I turn towards these videos 

because they are so different from my own life. And people do something creative, 

they do anything. I don't know, they, they are in cool places that I can currently not 

be in. And I think it might change that. And for example, in summer, well, I might 

be traveling, I might be somewhere in Colombia or whatever. And I might 

experience all these things myself, and then I don't need to watch them on social 

media because I have them firsthand. And so yeah, I think it really depends on my 

life at the moment. Yeah. 

 

Annika [15:28]: And just in general, what thoughts do you have while doing it? Or did that? Is there 

any specific thought that comes to your mind sometimes? 
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Catalina [15:37]: I think it's mix of 'wow that's impressive', and 'I could never do it myself'. Maybe? 

 

Annika [15:45]:  Is that a good feeling for you? 

 

Catalina [15:48]: Um, it is sometimes a little bit frustrating. But it also makes me think about what I 

want to do. And if I maybe should challenge myself more. Maybe if I if I'm living 

my life correctly. I mean, I'm happy with my life. I might sound a little bit depressed 

right now. But I'm actually very happy with my life. But sometimes I feel like it 

just gives, it inspires you to do other things, maybe or at least try out different things 

or get engaged in a new scene. 

 

Annika [16:22]:  Um, do you just watch, or have you ever shared it with your friends?  

 

Catalina [16:28]: Yeah, so especially the first few videos of YouTube that have like millions of views 

on YouTube. I shared them with friends. We watched them together. We sat 

together and said 'wow that is impressive'. I'm not a big, I don't comment a lot on 

Instagram, just in general, except for if it's friends pictures, but I do like. And yeah, 

so thumbs up on YouTube, or the heart on Instagram. 

 

Annika [16:58]: Can you say what encourages you to like? How do you differentiate? Like what to 

like and what not to like? 

 

Catalina [17:04]: Yeah, good question. I think if it's authentic content, and if I feel like a lot went 

into it, and then of course I need to like what they portray, maybe I wouldn't enjoy 

a bouldering video as much as I don't know, a surf video. So, it also depends on 

what's in there. But I can still like a boulder climbing whatever video. If it's just 

impressive shots of, I don't know, them in nature or just hanging to a cliff or 

whatever. So yeah, it's a mix of picture, content and authenticity. Yeah. 

 

Annika [17:41]: And does it have to do anything with the feeling that you have?  If you look, or can 

think of two different posts, one that you liked, and one that you didn't like, doesn't 

have to do anything with your mood or the change of feeling that you had by 

looking at it.  
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Catalina [17:56]: Yeah. Definitely, I think it needs to create a positive feeling or at least positive 

emotions. And it should be, yeah, a happy feeling overall, because otherwise, I 

mean, I wouldn't watch it. I think yeah, that's very true to create something 

inspiring, happy feeling, or, yeah. Or a feeling of I don't know, being personally 

attached to that type of content. Yeah. 

 

Annika [18:25]: Does it have to do anything with? Like, when you say it, sometimes you just want 

to, like get away from daily routines or something? If it's like, satisfies your need, 

kind of like that doesn't have to do anything with that?  

 

Catalina [18:42]: Yeah, also, to a certain degree, maybe. But it's hard to tell when, when that need is 

satisfied. Maybe. I'm not sure if I can answer that question. 

 

Annika [18:58]: That's fine. I can leave it a question mark. Okay, so but when you like something, 

for example, or if you just follow GoPro as a brand, do you actually care if others 

can see? Or do you know that others can see that you liked some comment? Or? 

 

Catalina [19:22]: I mean, I would, I would still like it if others wouldn't see it, but I definitely don't 

mind that others see it. And maybe there are certain people in my life where I think 

they liked the same content, or maybe like in the past, I maybe wanted them to see 

that I'm into that kind of stuff. So it is a part of reflecting what your own values and 

interests are. And maybe it's an extension of yourself in a way that you portray what 

you're interested in. And even though I wouldn't do these things myself, or couldn't, 

I would still want  other people to know that I'm interested or maybe that I would 

attend events that that type of brand hosts. 

 

Annika [20:12]: Would you say that GoPro symbolizes the life that you are partly inside? Or that 

you feel like I could be or a mean, you said you're not. A part of you, maybe. 

 

Catalina [20:29]: I think could be a part of me and I have friends who own GoPros. So they have cut 

videos, or they have been, I have been in situations with them where they filmed 

stuff. So at least it feels like I'm touching upon it.  

 

Annika [20:36]:  Do you have one? 
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Catalina [20:46]: I don't have one because I'm not. I don't know, I'm not doing extreme sports. But I 

was, yeah, of course, I was thinking about getting one, but I'm also a terrible 

photographer. So. 

 

 

Annika [21:02]: Okay, um, what do you think about any video that you looked at, or s photo or 

whatever? Is there any information that you take away from it? Or is it just as 

described before? 

 

Catalina [21:18]: Yeah, I think the challenges that people go through that to see that maybe for them, 

it's also not easy to do it or that they have to overcome hurdles on their way to, to 

getting where they are. I think that is very interesting for me to see. Because in 

some videos, you're just thinking, 'okay, they're just awesome'. They can just do 

whatever. And then other videos, maybe there is one recently where someone tried 

to cross the Antarctica by himself. And you can see that I mean, in some situations, 

he's actually in his tent all by himself. And he's like, 'what the fuck am I doing?' 

And he's just desperate and crying. And I think it's interesting to see these emotions 

as well. And not just like, I mean, of course, in the end, it was a positive outcome, 

but just to see how people get there, where they are, and maybe that they also 

struggle and fail sometimes.  

 

Annika [22:09]:  Can you feel with them? 

 

Catalina [22:12]: And that's probably due to.. I think, one big thing about GoPro is that it's, it's not 

just, it doesn't seem like a movie, it seems more like a first-person perspective, or 

more a perspective that you have when you're very close to that person. So you feel 

like you're inside that group, or you with, with that person in that moment. And it's 

less like, 'okay, that's a movie of people who do awesome stuff', but it's more like, 

you're also part of it, you're inside the video. So that's why I feel with the people 

maybe. 

 

Annika [22:48]: Um, yeah, so I think we can skip that. Um, okay, regarding the, the community 

factor of GoPro. So, social media are usually communities. Do you feel like being 

part of some or a certain community even though you're not owning one, but by 

just following for example, or watching?  
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Catalina [23:11]: I feel maybe, I mean, this is very symbolical, but I feel like I'm standing on the 

outside. Or it's like, if I was in, in the audience in the crowd, but I'm not on the 

stage. So, because I don't have, I mean, I do have some friends who maybe are kite 

surfing, or snowboarding really good, or also skating and so on. So, but it's not me 

who's in the picture. So, I'm more like, on the outside. And I'm not, like, deep down 

in the community. Maybe, I mean, I'm, again, I'm just touching upon, upon it, and 

I might engage with some members, but I'm not a full member of the community. 

Maybe. Yeah. 

 

Annika [23:51]: And apart from the community and like, Go Pro as a brand. Do you have some kind 

of connection to it still? Or even with the whole community part is there something 

that binds you?  

 

Catalina [24:05]: Yeah. Right. I think actually, if whenever I see GoPros being used somewhere, or 

whenever I see that logo. For example, in summer, I was at an event, a dirt bike 

event, don't ask me how I ended up there. That was in Canada, and they also had a 

YouTube booth there. And I immediately was like, okay, so cool people are 

hanging out here. So, I think that is one thing that YouTube for me, is a symbol of 

that's what interesting people, cool people use, maybe, yeah. 

 

Annika [24:39]: So, you feel you have some kind of relationship? Maybe? With this whole thing 

GoPro is doing? 

 

Catalina [24:47]: Yeah. I think I would be a brand ambassador in the sense that I like their content. I 

mean, I don't even know anything about the quality of the cameras, but I just assume 

it's good, just because so many people use it. And because people that I find 

interesting are using it. So that kind of reflects back on me thinking that GoPro 

might or should probably be a cool company. 

 

Annika [25:12]: And would you say it's an outcome of like your long period, following them, and 

sometimes liking or sharing?  

 

Catalina [25:20]: Yeah, it's, um, of course, it's, the feeling intensifies, when I've just recently watched 

something of their content. And then I might also notice their brand or the product 
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more if I see it in my environment. So, it is connected to some degree, but I think 

it's also long term memory, that something that it doesn't go away that is still, even 

if I might have watched more of their content, like a few years back that I still have 

these feelings, and they are still being used by the same type of people. Yeah. 

 

Annika [25:56]: And how would you feel if GoPro just stopped doing any social media activity? 

How would that make you feel? 

 

Catalina [26:05]: Interesting question. I'm not sure if I'd notice right away because it's, well, okay, 

no, let me start over. I think if, if Instagram or Facebook, if they weren't putting 

anything on there anymore. Maybe I wouldn't be drawn to their full-length videos 

that much. But I think I would still end up watching them, like finding them on 

YouTube if they weren't advertised on Instagram or Facebook. But if YouTube 

didn't exist, and they wouldn't put out any content there. I think I would miss them. 

And I might also forget a little bit about the brand. And like in the long run because 

they're so connected to that type of content. And yeah, you don't see that many 

people in your everyday life that use the camera. So, you kind of need these models 

in terms of skaters, surfers, climbers, whatever that show you what you can do with 

that product.  

 

Annika [27:08]: So, which you say the content is kind of unique? So, if you miss it, there's no other 

brand or account, what does the same?  

 

Catalina [27:17]: Yeah. Um, maybe Red Bull. because I think they have a lot of similat style content 

in a lot of, actually Red Bull quite a lot in GoPro YouTube videos as a brand as 

well. So, they're kind of connected. Definitely that I think that other sports brands 

like Adidas, I mean, they're trying to create a more holistic community, maybe, but 

it's still just a consumer product, and it's less feelings. And it's more utilitarian with 

ideas, for example, and so yeah, I don't think that right now, anything exists, like 

that is similar to go pro? Or maybe it's just not on my radar. 

 

Annika [28:01]: Okay, um, linked to what you recently saw of GoPro of what is stuck to your mind? 

What is the first or how would you describe it in like two words, or three words? 

Like what the GoPro content is? Or what GoPro is for you?  
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Catalina [28:19]: Mm hmm. I think it's exciting, maybe and inspiring, those two words maybe for 

me personally. Yeah. 

 

Annika [28:33]:  Okay, we're getting there. Do you think GoPros trustworthy brand? 

 

Catalina [28:46]: Um, yeah. Because I think they're, the fact that they're being used in so many 

extreme ways, kind of shows that they are as durable, and as well functioning as 

the brand promises. So, I think seeing how they're used, and in which extreme 

situations they're are being used really helps thinking that it has a cool brand. I 

mean, of course, they can break if you're really unlucky, but um, I think they, they 

fulfill at least the quality of the product. Yeah, I don't know anything about the, the 

brand values in terms of if they're sustainable, or whether, like, what their 

perception about the environment is. In general, I don't know anything, anything 

like that. Whereas I wouldn't know that about others sport brands, I think.  

 

Annika [29:43]: But like, in accordance to their social media appearance. Would you say they are 

trustworthy? 

 

Catalina [29:50]: Yeah, I think so. Because they also have a lot of, I think everyone who is in their 

videos is kind of like a crediting fact that they're doing good work. And they 

wouldn't be working with them if they weren't convinced that it is a good product 

or a good company. 

 

Annika [30:08]: And do you think the social networks have anything to do with the trustworthiness 

of GoPro like they're using so much social media? 

 

Catalina [30:17]: I don't know. Actually, I think they are dependent on social media for their 

trustworthiness and they are dependent on putting out that content, because 

otherwise, how would people know how durable or how well the quality of the 

videos and so on? And so, they are dependent on it. But not on, maybe not on all 

channels, for example, personally, I don't need to see them on Facebook. I think 

maybe that's just me, but for me, Instagram is a lot more interactive. And then also 

YouTube comments are actually quite funny as well. So, um, I think I think I'd still 

find them trustworthy, even if they were only on YouTube as their main channel.  
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Annika [31:09]: All right. And do you feel like a pro selling you something via their social media? 

 

Catalina [31:18]: I mean, of course, there are selling you something. 

 

Annika [31:20]:  But do you act like feel like they're really trying to sell you something now? 

 

Catalina [31:25]: No.  

 

Annika [31:25]:  Because you don't have a GoPro now?  

 

Catalina [31:27]: No. 

 

Annika [31:27]:  But do you feel like you need to buy it just because you're following or? 

 

Catalina [31:33]: I mean, I have honestly considered buying one. But it's, it's not like they have a lot 

of call to actions in their videos, like 'purchase here', or 'get your order now' or 

anything like that. They are very subtle in the way that they just present what the 

product can do. And then the product sells itself without them having any messages 

on it. Yeah. 

 

Annika [31:53]:  Okay. And if someone would talk bad about GoPro, would you say something? 

 

Catalina [32:04]: Um, I mean, to some degree, I'm not an expert, because I don't own one. But I 

would definitely say that I find that it's, it's a good brand, due to all these reasons 

that they have a lot of cool people that advertise for them that they do have high 

quality videos that are shot with GoPros. And due to the fact that they're just being 

used by so many different people. So, yeah, I think I'd vouch for them. 

 

Annika [32:34]: Cool. Um, I have a few last ones I can skip that? I would like to know, again, you 

said that you watched videos with your friends. But have you ever, or can you think 

of any situations where you talk to other people about some, some videos or some 

certain things? Have you actively showed it to someone? Or?  

 

Catalina [33:09]: Yeah, um, I think especially during my skate phase sharing videos, and like 

pointing out cool stuff that happened online was really a big thing. And nowadays.. 
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I mean, back then it was just YouTube. Instagram didn't really exist. And right now, 

I think I'd tag people, maybe if I really find the content interesting. But the one 

thing is that I don't have that many.. 

 

Annika [33:39]:  Does that include commenting? 

 

Catalina [33:42]: Yeah, I would never comment 'Oh, that's a cool video, high five'. Or whatever.  

 

Annika [33:46]:  So just tagging people?  

 

Catalina [33:50]: I don't have that many people who are interested in the same type of content. So, 

it's very limited to a few people. But I think tagging would be my way of engaging, 

and liking of course, yeah.  

 

Annika [34:03]: All right. And would you say that you keep watching the content for the next 

months, years? 

 

Catalina [34:10]: I think right now I would. Um. And yeah, I do think so. Yeah, definitely. Because 

it's always new. And it's always I mean, also the quality updates all the time. And 

it's always new people that they include. They are, I think, maybe also trying to 

push the female athletes a little bit more because it was a lot of guys on there. And 

I'd be interested to see that as well, because of course, I can identify more with a 

female athlete then with a male. Yeah. So, if they're doing than yeah.  

 

Annika [34:16]:  Yeah. Sounds good. That was it. Thank you very much. 

 

Catalina [34:49]: Thank you. You're welcome. 
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Annika [0:02]:  All right. Let's start with some easy questions. What is your current age?  

 

Dustin [0:10]:  I'm 25. 

 

Annika [0:12]:  And what gender are you? 

 

Dustin [0:13]:  Male. 

 

Annika [0:15]:  And what is their current occupation? 

 

Dustin [0:17]:  I'm a student. 

 

Annika [0:19]:  And you live in Copenhagen? 

 

Dustin [0:22]:  Yes. I live in Copenhagen 

 

Annika [0:23]:  And where are you're from originally? 

 

Dustin [0:24]:  From Germany, Hamburg. 

 

Annika [0:27]:  Perfect. Um, so can you tell me when was the last time you used social media? 

 

Dustin [0:35]: That was probably today. Probably when I was bored in between or waiting for 

something. So, I just opened Instagram, I think or Reddit.  

 

Annika [0:45]:  All right.  
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Dustin [0:46]:  And browsed. 

 

Annika [0:47]:  How often do you use social media? 

 

Dustin [0:51]: How often? It's probably every day, but more than that. So every few hours just 

checking in, I guess. 

 

Annika [1:00]:  Yes. Um, which social media platforms do you use generally? 

 

Dustin [1:06]:  So, I mostly use Reddit. 

 

Annika [1:09]:  All right. 

 

Dustin [1:10]: Second, most is probably Instagram. And then also like, Facebook, but rarely. So, 

there's, yeah, I think a long tail of apps and social media use also. 

 

Annika [1:24]: But if you would put them into an order. It's Reddit, Instagram, Facebook. First 

three?  

 

Dustin [1:32]:  Yes, yeah. Yes.  

 

Annika [1:33]: Okay. And could you categorize in general? Whom do you follow on social media?  

 

Dustin [1:42]: So, follow? I mostly do.. Yeah, Facebook, I also follow, but Instagram is for me, 

where I actually choose where to follow. So, Instagram, that's a few celebrities I've 

seen on TV or movies. Also, a lot of artists in different kinds of branches, like 

architecture or photography. Then also some, some fitness and food bloggers, but 

just a few just yeah. And of course, friends that are also on social media. For 

Facebook, it's a bit different. For Facebook, I mostly used for news feed and stuff 

like that. So that's more tech outlets and news outlets and stuff like that. 

 

Annika [2:32]: Okay, and what content do you like to see on your feed? What would you What's 

your most favorite content that you like to see? 
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Dustin [2:41]: That depends a bit on the platform. So, for Facebook, I organized I have organized 

my feed, mostly for news purposes, really. So, every time I want to get an update 

what's going on in the world, like business or tech or stuff like that. Facebook is 

actually for me a valuable resource. Although it gets swamped with cat videos and 

stuff like that, so that's a bit annoying at times. So, there would like to see, well 

researched content, which I trust. For Instagram, it's very different. And for Reddit 

also, that's more for entertainment purposes. So, for Instagram, I mostly enjoy 

seeing what people around me are doing, like friends and I don't know relate to his 

family. So authentic real-life footage. That is images and also the stories. Yeah, 

what else?  

 

Annika [3:45]:  Do you prefer videos or images in general? 

 

Dustin [3:50]:  In general? 

 

Annika [3:50]:  Or related to certain content?  

 

Dustin [3:54]:  Yeah, probably videos in the story or videos in, um, doesn't matter? 

 

Annika [3:59]:  Doesn't matter.  

 

Dustin [4:00]: I wouldn't say I prefer one of those. But I probably spent more time watching videos 

then looking at pictures. 

 

Annika [4:08]:  All right. And topics or themes? 

 

Dustin [4:17]: So, art, like architecture, then travel, sports, lifestyle. Yeah, friends. Yeah, that's 

probably it. 

 

Annika [4:34]:  Okay. You said sports. Do you practice any sports? 

 

Dustin [4:39]:  I go to the gym, but I don't really practice anything besides. 

 

Annika [4:45]:  Okay. 
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Dustin [4:47]:  Not on a regular basis.  

 

Annika [4:48]:  Okay. What do you irregularly? 

 

Dustin [4:52]: Irregularly, I do quite a lot of sports, like skiing and snowboarding and surfing and 

the other surfing, wave riding. Windsurfing and the other one. Yeah, so quite a few. 

 

Annika [5:10]:  So, if it's irregular do you usually do it on holiday?  

 

Dustin [5:14]:  Exactly. I do it on holidays, or.. Yeah, exclusively on holidays, actually. 

 

Annika [5:20]:  Okay. And do you like to see this kind of content?  

 

Dustin [5:25]: Yeah, I do. Especially before or after I have something going out like a surf trip or 

something. I get hyped and really want to see how this works. 

 

Annika [5:37]:   Okay, yeah. So, my next question will be Is there any certain situation where you 

would actively look for this kind of content?  

 

Dustin [5:45]: Yeah. Yeah, probably before I go surfing or I'm on holidays. And I know I will be 

physically active and.. Or skiing, I don't know. It's, it's very nice to see other people 

or.. Yeah, other people do that sport. 

 

Annika [6:05]: All right. And apart from, or do you have any specific situations like your regular 

life? So, you're not planning to go on holidays? Do you have situations where you 

tend to look at this kind of content more often? Or can you think of any situation 

where you did last time? Where you were just confronted with it? You don't have 

to have actively looked for it. 

 

Dustin [6:35]: Um, yeah, this this new feature on Instagram, this IG TV, or what's it called? There 

it pops up every now and then and I get hooked in? Yeah, I like to see that. Or same 

on, on Facebook. If there is a video on the feed, which just randomly appears, which 

is kind of sport related I tend to watch it.  
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Annika [6:54]: Okay. Um, can you imagine why? Or what drives you to stick with it? Or to watch 

it? 

 

Dustin [7:04]: Um, it's, it's interesting. So, as I am interested in sports like that, as well, it's just, 

it's more interesting for me then other content like, I can relate to that bit more 

maybe. Although I'm not as good as those people appearing on social media. Yeah. 

 

Annika [7:27]: And would you prefer.. Or, what would you say where, on what platform would 

you watch this kind of content most often? 

 

Dustin [7:42]: On YouTube. I haven't mentioned YouTube, have I? But it's also social media. 

Yeah. I forgot that. Yeah, probably YouTube. Also like, if it comes up on 

Instagram, like images or cool.. I probably follow most surfers and some skiers. 

So, there it pops up. And then YouTube, but YouTube is more like, I search for it 

if I want to know how it works or, yeah, something like that. 

 

Annika [8:13]: Can you also tell me about like, how this content comes to your attention with the 

other platforms? So, YouTube, you actively search for it? Yes. And what about 

Instagram and Facebook? 

 

Dustin [8:31]: I have a few friends who are very active in, in the sports. So, I know a few of those. 

And also, I follow some, I don't know, because I followed them years ago, and 

every now and then they post something or share something, and they tag 

something or an area. I have been just to Japan. And I was looking around what can 

I do and what's the cool places to be. And for, for skiing. And yeah, and then I 

found some on Instagram and just looked around like how it's, how it's looking. So, 

it's, on Instagram it's a mix of just being confronted with it and actively searching 

for it. Depends on the situation. 

 

Annika [9:17]: Can you name is some sports related, outdoor related brands that you follow? Can 

you think of any? 

 

Dustin [9:26]: So that's Red Bull. GoPro as well. Um, more brands? Oh, what's it called? They 

make tents. Heimplanet? Heimplanet. They're also very nice. They promote their 
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products, but also, they have cool picture. So that's nice. And they have good 

products. Yeah, that's the ones that comes to my mind. 

 

Annika [10:00]:  And can you can you tell me why you follow them? 

 

Dustin [10:02]: So, for Red Bull and GoPro that's like the biggest. They have a lot of content, and 

a lot of cool content. And for Red Bull, I mean, they're kind of known for extreme 

sports and sports in general. I've seen a ton of advertisement in like, areas where 

there's heavy sports centered, and yeah, I don't know. I think.. Yeah, and I think on 

Instagram it just appeared and then you follow it, it's not, it's not a big, you don't 

have to think about this really. So it's as it is so huge. 

 

Annika [10:40]: Okay, so in the case of GoPro on what social media platform, do you follow them? 

Do you know? 

 

Dustin [10:46]: Yeah, YouTube for sure. Because I have some videos in mind. I'm pretty sure it is 

also on Instagram, because everyone now and then.. Yeah, yeah, yeah. Probably 

also on Facebook, because I did that before Instagram was cool. Maybe also Vimeo. 

No, no, but they have some cool stuff as well. Yeah. 

 

Annika [11:10]:  And you know how long you have been following?  

 

Dustin [11:14]:  Yeah, so Red Bull and GoPro probably when I first bought my first GoPro. 

 

Annika [11:21]:  So, you have one? 

 

Dustin [11:22]: I have one. Yes. And Red Bull probably even before. It's like, probably just signing 

up with Facebook. It comes with Red Bull, because it's cool. Probably especially 

for boys. It's Yeah, it's cool. 

 

Annika [11:39]: You said that there are some videos that come to your mind of GoPro. Can you just 

describe them?  

 

Dustin [11:44]: Oh, yeah. So, one is really crazy. They have crazy videos, which is always funny 

to see. There's this two guys there kayaking. But down like a like a half pipe. It's 
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pretty narrow. There is just a bit of water and they go crazy fast. So yeah, it's, it's 

extreme. But it's fun to watch. 

 

Annika [12:10]: Okay, and Is this your favorite kind of content? Or do you have any other content 

in mind? 

 

Dustin [12:20]:  For GoPro?  

 

Annika [12:21]:  Yeah, can you just describe some other stuff that you remember? 

 

Dustin [12:24]: For GoPro, Go Pro also, they have like on Instagram, they have a lot of these 

beautiful pictures where people doing selfies and, and the videos that the images 

are always, like, hyper tuned. Like, they don't look really true. But it's, it's nice, but 

it doesn't really feel that authentic. 

 

Annika [12:48]:  Okay, why not? 

 

Dustin [12:52]: Some places I've been myself and I know it doesn't look like that. And yeah, and 

also the, the colors in those pictures just look surreal. So yeah, no chance that that's 

actually how it looks like. Also, the people are very, very beautiful. And it's, it's not 

normal. 

 

Annika [13:13]: Um, what do you feel about the content? How is it different to to other brands that 

post something? 

 

Dustin [13:22]:  GoPro?  

 

Annika [13:23]:  Yeah, for example. 

 

Dustin [13:28]: They are very much, I think they really wants to show like, like this, I call it 

Instagram reality, which is maybe not the real deal. It's not like how people look or 

how places look. But they want to make it like super beautiful and everything looks 

perfect. And like, I don't know, infinity pool and I don't know, it's like good life. 

That's, that's what comes to my mind.  
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Annika [13:57]: Okay, so how would you describe your feelings when, when you look at it? Maybe 

just imagine, like, a situation where you look at a surfing post.. 

 

Dustin [14:13]: I'm a bit the jealous? Because I want I want to be there maybe. But at the same time 

as I know, it's not super real. It's just like, I'm in awe. I think it looks cool. And 

maybe I want to participate and the sports or whatever they're showing. But also, it 

depends on the content really. But if it's like a video with extreme sports, it's, yeah, 

astonishment, maybe. Yeah, I don't know. 

 

Annika [14:49]: And does it somehow change your, your mood when you, when you look at the 

content? Like how do you, how do you feel when you watch it? And then you put 

your phone beside or your laptop? Like, does it change something in you? 

 

Dustin [15:10]: Change something? Yeah, maybe I might be in a bad mood because of it. I don't 

know. Not really bad. It's just like, all right, back to my life. I don't have a word for 

that. But I think that's social media in general. But it's not severe. I mean, it's just 

like you've been imagining yourself surfing right now or I don't know. Especially 

for those pictures which are just beautiful, and people are chilling or something. 

For the sports contents. Yeah, maybe even motivated, like, okay, I could do that for 

my next trip or something. Yeah. 

 

Annika [16:00]:  Is that the reason why you look at it?  

 

Dustin [16:03]:  To feel motivated? 

 

Annika [16:04]: So, you're actively following? So, you kind of want to be in front of this. And yeah, 

is this the reason? Or can you think of any, any other? 

 

Dustin [16:14]: I am actually actively following them. But it feels like more I'm passively following 

them because they appear in my feet. So, it's not that I really choose to watch GoPro 

videos now. But it appears, and I watch it and, yeah. 

 

Annika [16:34]:  But you would say you'd like to be confronted with it sometimes?  

 

Dustin [16:39]:  Yeah, well, yeah. I would say that I enjoyed the video. Or the content.  
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Annika [16:43]: Do you actively like content? Or do you, have you ever commented on anything? 

 

Dustin [16:52]: I don't think I have ever commented like, other than linking people. Like say, 'hey, 

look at this'. But not for, for the whole community. Like I don't Yeah, I don't.. I 

didn't share anything like for them in comments or something. I probably like some, 

yeah. Yeah, I do that If I like the content. Yeah. 

 

Annika [17:16]: Does that liking for example, does that change anything? Or why would you, why 

do you choose to like some of the posts? 

 

Dustin [17:28]: Um, so for.. There's, I think that's also for GoPro, or there's a lot of people sharing 

or participating in the community and actively sharing their content, if they have a 

cool video or something. And I probably, I don't really know why I like them, but 

I would say I like them, because I would encourage them to continue sharing and 

doing that. So yeah, as a way of acknowledgement, probably.  

 

Annika [17:59]: Hmm. And do you do you mind if others see that you like or comment? Or even 

follow? 

 

Dustin [18:09]: Do you care? No, not really. So, if I would be like, actively sharing a lot. And it 

depends if I really have content then I wouldn't mind but I don't want to be the 

person who likes everything and shares everything and actually, there's nothing 

behind. So, no, I don't mind. 

 

Annika [18:34]: Okay. And does the content on GoPro’s Instagram, for example, or anything. Does 

it symbolize the kind of person you are?  

 

Dustin [18:46]:  No.  

 

Annika [18:47]:  That you want to be? 

 

Dustin [18:51]: Well, not exclusively, that. I wouldn't say I want to be an extreme sports person. 

But I would like to participate more in sports like that and have a life that is 

portrayed there in their feed. Yeah. 
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Annika [19:09]: Okay. And have you ever thought of, I don't know, changing your life after, after 

watching or after diving into this kind of content?  

 

Dustin [19:22]:  I wouldn't say change my life. That sounds very dramatic.  

 

Annika [19:25]:  Or just your thoughts for a while?  

 

Dustin [19:27]: But yeah, maybe maybe.. Yeah, maybe it's like I've seen a surf video and, 

consciously or not, I get the idea of doing a surf trip myself. So that's probably.. 

Yeah, or skiing or whatever, sports, but it's kind of Yeah, pushing in that direction, 

maybe? Yeah. 

 

Annika [19:49]: All right. Um, can you think of any information that GoPro might share or some 

takeaways that you get from, from looking at the content? Or is it just entertaining? 

 

Dustin [20:08]: It's probably most entertaining. For some, they, they also share where they are. So, 

they have spots and stuff like that. And who are they with. So, I could follow them 

and see what they're up to. Also, like, spots where you can surf our ski or whatever. 

Yeah, that's the information that I take with also, brands probably that are promoted 

in a way. 

 

Annika [20:37]: Is it very important to you to find this kind of information? Or is it something that 

like, keeps you following? 

 

Dustin [20:47]: Yeah. I mean, I think it enriches the content, they post, like this information they 

share also. But for GoPro, it's not that I, as I said, I don't think it's super authentic. 

So, I don't, well it's not the most valuable source for information other than 

entertainment. 

 

Annika [21:13]: Can you describe again, why you think it's not super authentic? Is this just because 

it's exaggerated? Or?  

 

Dustin [21:21]: Yeah, I think it's exaggerated. I think there's a lot of content that is not shown. Like 

there is no behind the scenes or something. It's just like these super good-looking 
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pictures. And it's like.. It's okay, because I know it's entertaining. But it's not really, 

I wouldn't say it's very authentic. Yeah. They don't share a lot.. They don't share 

anything that is not good looking. 

 

Annika [21:50]:  True. What do you do they share?  

 

Dustin [21:57]: It feels like they share what, what they want people to see and how they want to be 

perceived. So, it's very cherry picked. 

 

Annika [22:09]: Alright, back to the motivation. How likely is it for you to receive or get new ideas? 

 

Dustin [22:19]:  In general?  

 

Annika [22:20]:  Yeah. When you look at whatever. 

 

Dustin [22:24]:  How, sorry say it again. 

 

Annika [22:26]: The GoPro content. When you look at it, do you get any new ideas? Does it have 

an influence on you? 

 

Dustin [22:36]: No, I wouldn't say that. Again, like ideas may be related to my next travel 

destination, or what sports is cool, or what I can do what I want to try. That's the 

information I get.  

 

Annika [22:39]: Yeah. Does it only inspire you? Or do you have you ever made a decision based on 

anything like that? 

 

Dustin [23:00]: I wouldn't say it has never happened that there was one instance where I saw a 

video and I was thinking 'Oh, I will do this at that place because that channel, 

GoPro, showed it to me'. I think it's more subconscious and accumulative. So, if I 

see the 10th post of that area, or I don't know, and it happens to be by GoPro, then 

I might be nudged into the direction a bit more, but no, there's no instance where I 

would say that.  
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Annika [23:33]: Okay, and what do you think about the community aspect of the social media 

networks related to GoPro? 

 

Dustin [23:40]: So I think that's.. Yeah, that's, that's, that's pretty cool for GoPro, because GoPro, 

they have the cameras, and people are very eager to share. And I think they also 

feature some amateurs on their site or like pictures they, like, is community based, 

or videos that are community based, that's always very cool to see. That makes 

them more authentic, more trustworthy in a way, although, of course, they only 

share what they want to, want to share. So yeah, I think that's a very cool aspect. 

 

Annika [24:14]: And does it give you a certain feeling, being part of it? Or do you feel like a part of 

it? 

 

Dustin [24:23]: I wouldn't say I'm a part of this community, really. I am more of a consumer than 

a participant. Although this is also participating. 

 

Annika [24:34]:  Why would you say that you're not part of the community? 

 

Dustin [24:37]: Because they don't share anything. I mean, it wouldn't decrease the value of the 

community if I wouldn't follow them. Because I don't share stuff. 

 

Annika [24:53]: No, but maybe not for them. But for you. Do you feel more part of what they're 

doing by following? And like keeping up to date? 

 

Dustin [25:07]:  Yeah, yeah sure. Yeah. 

 

Annika [25:09]: All right. Okay, um, do you think of, I don't know, do you have any friends or 

people that are also part, or that you feel more attached to, that you know, that they 

are also, also following or consuming?  

 

Dustin [25:42]: No, but I know some people that are also following them. But because we share 

interest. We share interest, let's say surfing. And I know they also have that interest. 

So, it's more about that not they share like that they follow GoPros just a symptom 

of their interest. 
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Annika [26:02]: But have you ever talked about content? Something like a video? Have you shown 

it to friends? Have you mentioned that you have tagged someone? In a comment?  

 

Dustin [26:14]:  Probably Yeah.  

 

Annika [26:15]:  Do you share it with friends? 

 

Dustin [26:18]: Yeah, if it's somewhat related to them. Or if it fits I probably share it. I can't 

remember ever talking about it with friends. But that probably happened. Like I 

don't remember it instant. But it has probably happened that I talk with someone 

about this, yeah.  

 

Annika [26:36]: Okay. But do you do that just because you want to, to show it to them? Or does it 

give you a certain? 

 

Dustin [26:43]: No, no. No, I think I would just want to show it to them, or I think that might be 

interesting for them? Or Yeah, like for, for the.. If someone would go on holiday. 

So, we plan to go on holidays. And then there's a video about the place or that 

sports, you can do, then I would share it, like has to be related. 

 

Annika [27:09]:  Cool. And you also mentioned that you follow art? 

 

Dustin [27:13]:  Yes. 

 

Annika [27:15]:  Would you describe the content of GoPro as being art?  

 

Dustin [27:20]: No. Well, no, not really. It's, it's something very different. Like, there's also a very 

different arts I follow. So, and you can't say the one is art, the one is not. But I 

wouldn't say that. No. 

 

Annika [27:38]: Okay, well, how would you describe the content of GoPro in your own words?  

 

Dustin [27:47]: GoPro is mostly like they have extreme sports. Like adrenaline infused sports, I 

don't know. Then these highly polished pictures, like edited pictures and stuff like 

that. Yeah. Somewhat engaging if they really show the people doing stuff. 
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Annika [28:20]:  What kind of people are there in the post? 

 

Dustin [28:24]: Yeah. It's mostly young people, sporty people, good looking people. Most of the 

time. Yeah. No, no, it's so true.  

 

Annika [28:39]:  Would you describe them as professionals only?  

 

Dustin [28:42]:   Yeah, mostly professionals, I think, but also, also some amateurs, but like, 

experienced amateurs. 

 

Annika [28:54]:  Why do you think they choose to only show the more professional people? 

 

Dustin [28:56]: Because it looks better? And I think.. Yeah, GoPro wants to communicate this 

image of like, cool people of like capable people. It's just a better image for them 

to present then this newbie on skis, it might be a bit funny, but in the end, it's not 

really that good. It's Yeah. No, they want to.. I think they prefer professional 

content, yeah. 

 

Annika [29:22]: All right. Um, so you said that you're following, that you sometimes like and even 

more rarely comment, only to share it with friends?  

 

Dustin [29:43]:  Yes. 

 

Annika [29:45]:  Any other sort of interaction that you can think of? That you do? 

 

Dustin [29:51]:  On social media?  

 

Annika [29:52]: Yeah. I don't know in relation to Instagram or, or Facebook? And is there a 

difference? Would you rather share or like and comment on any platform? Or is it 

indifferent? 

 

Dustin [30:07]: For those two it is pretty indifferent? Yeah, it's just where it pops up. But for, for 

Facebook it pops up more. Like I have the feeling that they just randomly push 

something in my feed. And for Instagram, it's more what I follow anyways. So 
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yeah. Or on Instagram when I just browse, which doesn't happen so often, but if I 

do, then there's also content just, that just pops up like that. Yeah, but that wasn't 

the question, was it? 

 

Annika [30:40]: That's fine. Um, so going forward. Can you again describe the relationship that you 

think you have with GoPro as a brand? 

 

Dustin [30:57]: I wouldn't go any further than saying I'm the consumer. And they are the brand. 

Really. I don't feel like they want to sell me stuff directly. Although I kind of know 

they have the cameras and they want to promote them. And I get that but since I 

have one.. Oh, that makes me kind of the community. I guess. That I have a camera. 

But yeah, how it makes me feel. Yeah. Bit being part of it, probably. That yeah, I 

also interact in that sports. I also, like have visited places like they have, or the 

community has. Yeah. 

 

Annika [31:42]: And this connection you have with them, even if it's small. Does following, or 

viewing the content, liking, getting inspired by, does that somehow? Like, does it 

kind of influence this connection you have to GoPro? Or would it be the same with 

just owning a GoPro camera? 

 

Dustin [32:10]:  No, I think it's more.. The community, right?  

 

Annika [32:15]:  Yeah.  

 

Dustin [32:15]: No, I think it's more especially if, if I see people like me, I don't know, which just 

have a camera. And are not pros. Obviously. Then, then I, I might have the feeling 

of being part of the community because they might be more like me, than the 

professionals. And that's, that's kind of cool. Yeah.  

 

Annika [32:40]: And, yeah, how would you feel if GoPro stopped doing this? All this, like sharing 

of videos and content? 

 

Dustin [32:53]:  That would be weird. 

 

Annika [32:55]:  How would you feel? 
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Dustin [33:03]: Yeah. I wouldn't feel let down or anything. It's not like, I have to consume that. But 

I would be a little bit.. ‘enttäuscht’? 

 

Annika [33:17]:  Disappointed? 

 

Dustin [33:18]: A bit disappointed maybe, because I enjoy the content. And I think they are 

building this community. And it's kind of cool to see. And if they would stop, I 

would ask myself why. And if, if the community is not really that great anymore, 

or falling apart, or the company has problems, so yeah. Yeah, a bit disappointed.  

 

Annika [33:47]:  Any other feelings? 

 

Dustin [33:54]:  Sad? Yeah. 

 

Annika [34:03]:  Would you move over and follow another community, instead?  

 

Dustin [34:08]: Yeah. There is no community that comes to mind, which is, like, so big and have 

so many people probably I don't really know. But yeah, I mean, I would be a bit 

sad but also wouldn't be too hard to switch over. 

 

Annika [34:32]:  Okay. And do you think GoPro is a trustworthy brand? 

 

Dustin [34:42]: I wouldn't say they really lie. But I would also not say they're super trustworthy, 

like, from, from the perspective of content they promote. That's not trustworthy to 

me. But I know the products are good. So that's, I think that's two different things. 

 

Annika [35:02]:  So, that content doesn't have a general influence on how you trust the brand?  

 

Dustin [35:10]: Yeah, a bit. Um, since I don't find it authentic. The, the stuff they post definitely 

doesn't help, in my view regarding the authenticity of that brand, and 

trustworthiness. So, it's rather decreases it, I'd say. But not as, as to an extent where 

I would say I don't trust the company anymore, because I have experienced the 

product and that's what you would buy and I know they the product is good. So 

that's fine. 
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Annika [35:43]: Okay, and the trustworthiness of a certain picture or video, does that influence how 

likely you are to engage with it or to like it? For example?  

 

Dustin [35:56]: Yeah, probably. So, um, yeah, well, for, sometimes I like these entertaining pictures 

where I know it's obviously fake or in between fake and real, I don't know. And 

sometimes it's cool just to see how people would actually or how this would really 

go. Yeah. So yeah. I prefer the, the authentic content, I'd say. 

 

Annika [36:35]: Okay, I think you're already mentioned, but do you feel like GoPro selling you 

something via social media? 

 

Dustin [36:47]: Yeah, they are not selling many products, not directly at least. But they really want 

to push their brand, and increase the brand value or my perception of the brand 

value. Which makes me more likely to purchase the product, like physical product, 

and I can come off. Yeah. I feel Yeah, I would say I feel like they want to sell me 

something. 

 

Annika [37:18]:  Is that a good feeling? 

 

Dustin [37:20]: No? Well, I mean, it's all right. It's a brand on social media, they do marketing like 

that. No, it's not a good feeling. But I don't know. I know they are so it's not so bad. 

 

Annika [37:39]: But do you rather look at this content that they post than any other branded content?  

 

Dustin [37:49]:  Yeah. in general. Yes. 

 

Annika [37:54]: And a few last questions. Would you say that if I, for example, or someone else 

would talk bad about GoPros, in any way, would you defend them? Or would you 

say something against it? 

 

Dustin [38:11]:  Well, it depends on, on what they're actually.. 

 

Annika [38:20]:  You can you can tell me about two different areas if you want. 
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Dustin [38:24]: If they say 'the product is shit' and 'it's just not good'. I know from my own 

experience, that's maybe not true. In general, it's a good product. But they might 

have problems with that. So, I would defend it from my own experience. If someone 

says, 'the content is shit', I would agree. Or at least not object. Yeah. So, again, 

differentiation between the actual product and the social media content. 

 

Annika [38:59]: All right. And, yeah, but it's still satisfies you in some way that you're following?  

 

Dustin [39:07]:  Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. Yeah, it does. I enjoy the content. 

 

Annika [39:14]: Okay. Um, yeah, so I think I already asked like, how often you look for the content 

and.. Or do you? Is there, like, you just, it just pops off? Or? Are there certain social 

media sites where you really actively and regularly look for stuff? 

 

Dustin [39:34]: No, no, I wouldn't say for social media in general, I don't really look for stuff that 

just happens to be there. And I get redirected or infinite scroll. And there's 

something coming up. Like, that's probably mostly Facebook, for Instagram, when 

I'm bored, just like, you see that content, and then you get to that content and to 

that person. So, it's like a little chain, and then you end up somewhere. But I don't 

really actively look for that content. 

 

Annika [40:02]:  Okay. You started looking at the content when you first bought your camera?  

 

Dustin [40:10]: Yeah, probably a bit before that. So, yeah, I would say that that influenced my 

purchasing, purchasing decision back then. Because I, I know, or I can remember 

how cool it was. Just Yeah, they had this 'It all looks perfect, and all looks amazing, 

and you can all do this with the camera', which is obviously a lie. But I got to 

experience that myself later. So, I know about that. 

 

Annika [40:39]:  But you would say that you follow them for the next few years or?  

 

Dustin [40:44]: Yeah, probably. So until they.. I don't see a reason why not to. Yeah, no, still the 

content is entertaining. I think that's the best word for it. Yeah. 

 

Annika [40:58]:  Cool. And have you ever recommended GoPro to anyone?  
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Dustin [41:03]:  The content?  

 

Annika [41:04]:  The content or the product.  

 

Dustin [41:05]:  The product probably yes. Yes, I have. 

 

Annika [41:08]: But even though the quality is not so good as shown on Instagram, for example? 

 

Dustin [41:13]: Yes, yes. Yes. Yes, definitely. So, it's still a good product. But yeah, they want to 

sell you something it's not, So, it's exaggerated what you, what you actually get 

with this camera. So, if you really want to have good footage it's not just like, 

turning the camera on and just holding it and then you have good content. It's like, 

you have to think about this. So yeah, but still, I recommend it and say, what is 

maybe not so good about this or how to use it actually. 

 

Annika [41:48]: Alright. And the last one we have already talked about, so I think we're done. All 

right. Cool. Thank you so much.  

 

Dustin [41:58]:  You're very welcome. 
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Audio file: Vanessa.mp3 

 

Merle [0:00]:  Ist es okay für dich, wenn ich dich aufnehme? 

 

Vanessa [0:00]: Ja. Also ich bin Vanessa, ich bin 26, komme aus Bayern in Deutschland, studiere 

in Bayreuth Jura und arbeite nebenbei im Service in der Pizzaria und meine 

Hobbies sind lesen, Sport, laufen gehen, Skifahren und ja. 

 

Merle [0:33]: Okay, was sind denn, du hast es gerade gesagt, deine Hobbies sind Sport, was 

machst du denn außer Ski fahren noch für Sport? 

 

Vanessa [0:38]: Also hauptsächlich gehe ich laufen und manchmal auch so ein bisschen Home 

Workout. 

 

Merle [0:47]:  Sind da manchmal auch Sporturlaube dabei? 

 

Vanessa [0:48]: Also ja, eben Ski fahren, wenn man das auch als Sporturlaub bezeichnen kann und 

wir waren schon mal in Frankreich zum Surfen, das war ja auch mehr oder weniger 

ein Sporturlaub. 

 

Merle [1:07]:  Genau. Und wie oft gehst du Ski fahren? 

 

Vanessa [1:11]: In der Regel würde ich sagen so zwei bis drei Wochen im Jahr wenn man es alles 

hochrechnet, seit 23 Jahren. 

 

Merle [1:25]:  Okay. Also du bist schon recht gut? 

 

Vanessa [1:36]:  Ja, könnte man schon sagen. 
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Merle [1:41]:  Jetzt kommen wir zu was ganz anderem. Nutzt du Social Media? 

 

Vanessa [1:46]: Ja, vor allem Instagram. Facebook eher weniger aktiv aber ich nutze es schon. Ja, 

das war es auch schon.  

 

Merle [2:07]: Okay. Kannst du da bei denen, du hast jetzt ja drei genannt, kannst du da mal 

ungefähr beschreiben wie oft du die nutzt und in was für Situationen?  

 

Vanessa [2:07]: Wenn es dazu zählt noch YouTube, aber ja. Also Instagram würde ich sagen schon 

täglich. Manchmal natürlich aus Langeweile, manchmal um so von Freunden oder 

auch von anderen Influencern oder so was mitzubekommen. Um ja einfach so ein 

bisschen auf dem Laufenden zu bleiben natürlich. Facebook eher um zum Beispiel 

Veranstaltungen mitzubekommen. Nutze ich nicht so regelmäßig, vielleicht alle 

zwei Tage, drei Tage. Und YouTube noch seltener, ich würde sagen so einmal in 

der Woche, wenn man irgendwo mal auf ein Video stößt und das komplett ansehen 

möchte, ja.  

 

Merle [3:36]:  Und wem folgst du auf den unterschiedlichen Kanälen? 

 

Vanessa [3:40]:  Welcher Kategorie von.. 

 

Merle [3:41]: Genau, Personen, Marken, irgendwelche berühmten.. genau, was fällt dir da ein? 

 

Vanessa [3:58]:  Soll ich jetzt Namen nennen?  

 

Merle [4:02]: Also Kategorien sind okay. Du hast ja zum Beispiel schon gesagt, von Freunden, 

von denen schaust du gerne mal was an. 

 

Vanessa [4:12]: Also auf Instagram sind es hauptsächlich Freunde. Also so 80% wahrscheinlich. 

Und sonst so ein paar Influencer, Modeblogger. Dann noch zum Beispiel dem 

Surfcamp, das ich erwähnt habe wo wir waren, der Ski- & Boarderweek. Marken, 

ja so ein paar Sportmarken auf jeden Fall, der Fußballnationalmannschaft, sowas 

wie GoPro, ja. 
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Merle [5:04]:  Okay. Und auf Facebook? 

 

Vanessa [5:08]:  Boah, das weiß ich so nicht. 

 

Merle [5:13]:  Okay, also.. 

 

Vanessa [5:14]:  Keine Ahnung, das wird so ähnlich sein. 

 

Merle [5:14]: Und auf YouTube folgst du wahrscheinlich dann auch keinen Kanälen explizit, 

sondern schaust dir einfach nur gelegentlich die Videos an? 

 

Vanessa [5:14]:  Genau. 

 

Merle [5:19]: Okay. Was für Inhalte schaust du dir denn generell am liebsten an? Also auf allen 

Kanälen? 

 

Vanessa [5:33]:  Welche Themen? 

 

Merle [5:44]:  Genau. 

 

Vanessa [5:48]: Auf jeden Fall Mode ist dabei, aber nicht so viel würde ich sagen. So ein bisschen 

Design Inspirationen, sowas. Dann ist ein Teil Sport dabei. Und ein Teil Reisen 

wahrscheinlich.  

 

Merle [5:58]: Ja. Okay. Und wie genau sollten die Inhalte die dich am meisten interessieren sein? 

Also auch wenn du mal ans Format denkst oder auch speziell an die Themen? Also 

im Bereich Reisen und Sport vor allem, was interessiert dich da am meisten? Du 

kannst auch gerne sowas wie Sportarten nennen, oder wenn dir spontan 

irgendwelche Videos einfallen, oder Fotos die du in letzter Zeit mal angeschaut 

hast, ob da irgendwas ist wo du sagst, das ist besonders interessant für dich?   

 

Vanessa [6:56]: Am meisten auf jeden Fall alles was mit Ski und Ski fahren zu tun hat. Da vor allem 

so Videos, Tiefschneefahrer, irgendwie wenn das cool gefilmt wird aus irgendeiner 

coolen Perspektive, so. Natürlich spielt auch so das Wetter eine Rolle. Man schaut 

ja nicht gerne Videos an wo das Wetter schlecht ist. Und wenn es so um Reisen 
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geht, ähm, gute Frage. Würde ich sagen irgendwas, was man halt noch nicht kennt 

schaut man am liebsten an. Irgendwas Neues, wovon man sich inspirieren lassen 

kann. Und wenn es um Sport geht, da würde ich sagen, da interessiert mich eher 

was, was ich verfolgen kann. Also Mannschaften die mich interessieren oder 

Sportler und was die für neue Erfolge hervorzubringen haben.  

 

Merle [8:09]: Okay. Und wären das dann primär Videos oder auch Bilder? Kannst du da 

differenzieren?  

 

Vanessa [8:18]: Ich würde sagen so 50:50. Bilder schaut man halt schneller mal drüber und Videos 

da braucht man dann ja doch ein bisschen Zeit um sich die anzuschauen. Aber 

Videos würde ich sagen finde ich auf jeden Fall aufschlussreicher und 

inspirierender anzuschauen, ja. 

 

Merle [8:35]:  Auf welchen Netzwerken folgst du denn GoPro?  

 

Vanessa [8:37]: Auf Instagram und auf Facebook auch, ja. 

 

Merle [8:40]:  Okay. Und kannst du sagen warum du denen dort folgst?  

 

Vanessa [9:05]: Ähm, weil ich selber eine GoPro teilweise nutze und da dann halt da 

draufgekommen bin und weil die ganz coole Inhalte haben. Ähm, ganz coole 

Videos immer machen und man sich das gerne so anschaut und auch so ein bisschen 

Inspiration vielleicht bekommt für seine eigenen Video, die man zusammenstellen 

möchte, ja. 

 

Merle [9:45]: Cool. Würdest du sagen, dass die Inhalte, die du eben als interessant beschrieben 

hast, dass du die Inhalte auf den Seiten von GoPro findest? 

 

Vanessa [9:56]: Ja, also da werden ja schon oft Videos oder Bilder hochgestellt von jetzt Ski fahren. 

Surfvideos auch des Öfteren. Also ja, man findet es auf jeden Fall. 

 

Merle [10:04]: Kannst du da genau mal beschreiben wie du die Inhalte.. Kannst du die Inhalte mal 

beschreiben, die du siehst? 
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Vanessa [10:16]: Also beim Ski fahren werden ja oft so auch aus helmperspektive oder aus ja so aus 

der Fahrperspektive Videos gefilmt. Ich glaube da sind relativ viele Tiefschnee 

Videos dabei, von unberührter Natur auch so ein bisschen. Was man ja auch, also, 

was ich jetzt persönlich nicht so befahren würde oder nicht so befahre. Aber es ist 

halt mega cool zu sehen wie Leute so dieses Gelände und so nutzen. Genau. Und 

Surfvideos weiß ich jetzt gerade nicht so genau, aber da haben ja auch oft Leute 

einfach beim Surfen die Kamera dabei und man sieht da halt eine Perspektive, die 

man selber halt nicht hat. Vor allem wenn man Surfanfänger ist, ähm, da sieht dann 

mal was alles möglich ist und was man da so für coole Spots irgendwie hat, ja. 

Manchmal kommen auch Tiervideos oder Fotos.  

 

Merle [11:34]:  Okay 

 

Vanessa [11:34]: Zum Beispiel, soll ich ein Beispiel nennen? 

 

Merle [11:34]:  Gerne.  

 

Vanessa [11:39]: Letztens bin ich durch Instagram gescrollt und dann ist so ein Kängurufoto 

aufgetaucht. Das war eine richtig coole Perspektive, irgendwie so von unten, richtig 

nah. Das ist mir irgendwie im Gedächtnis geblieben. 

 

Merle [12:08]:  Okay, und das schaust du dir dann genauer an oder likest du da auch mal oder..  

 

Vanessa [12:16]: Liken schon manchmal, aber jetzt nicht so oft. Ähm, aber ich hab, also gerade 

nochmal auf das Kängurufoto zurückzukommen, das habe ich zum Beispiel auch 

meinem Freund gezeigt, weil ich das so süß fand einfach.  

 

Merle [12:36]: Ja. Okay. Und was für Situationen würdest du sagen likest so ein Bild oder Video? 

 

Vanessa [12:36]: Ich glaube einfach, wenn ich es besonders cool finde und es mich irgendwie 

besonders anspricht oder inspiriert oder sowas ist, was man noch nie gesehen hat, 

ja.   

 

Merle [12:38]: Wie genau würdest du das beschreiben, wenn dich das inspiriert? Was macht das 

mit dir?  
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Vanessa [12:52]: Das löst so ein Gefühl aus, dass man es irgendwie selber machen möchte. Ähm, 

und einfach so Bock darauf bekommt das auch auszuprobieren oder dahin zufahren 

wo die gerade sind oder irgendwie so. 

 

Merle [13:26]: Also schaust du schon auch viel auf die Locations und achtest darauf und bekommst 

dadurch Inspiration? Zum Beispiel, dass du dann auch dahinfahren möchtest? 

 

Vanessa [13:41]: Ja, doch. Inspiriert einen auf jeden Fall vielleicht das auch mal ins Auge zu fassen 

als nächstes Reiseziel oder sowas.  

 

Merle [13:48]: Okay. In was für Situationen schaust du dir dann solche Inhalte genauer an? Fällt 

dir da was ein?  

 

Vanessa [14:17]: Wie genau meinst du das?  

 

Merle [14:18]: Wenn du dich einfach mal in die letzte.. Oder wenn du dir einfach mal eine typische 

Situation vorstellt in der du dir die Inhalte anschaust, wo befindest du dich da, was 

ist das zum Beispiel für eine Tageszeit? Gibt es da Muster, die du da erkennst? 

 

Vanessa [14:34]: Ja also oft ist es abends, wenn man so zur Ruhe kommt oder so beim Schlafen 

gehen auf jeden Fall. Ja, auf jeden Fall eigentlich nicht so nebenbei, sondern wenn 

man gerade so ein bisschen entspannt würde ich sagen.  

 

Merle [14:34]:  Trägt das dann zur Entspannung bei? 

 

Vanessa [14:49]: Zur Entspannung vielleicht nicht unbedingt, aber einfach so man freut sich ja.. Also 

was heißt man freut sich darüber, aber dadurch, dass man so ein bisschen inspiriert 

wird freut man sich ja schon irgendwie vielleicht auf die nächste Reise oder so. 

Und dann trägt es vielleicht in gewisser Maßen schon zur Entspannung bei.  

 

Merle [15:37]: Okay. Also, wenn du so an die Gefühle denkst, wenn du jetzt zum Beispiel so ein 

Skifahrvideo anguckst oder so ein Känguru, wie verändert sich deine Stimmung 

dadurch?   
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Vanessa [15:51]: Ähm, also bei so Urlaubsvideos, Skifahrvideo, da bekommt man einfach Fernweh. 

Vor allem wenn es jetzt auf den Sommer zugeht, dann wünscht man sich eigentlich 

schon wieder Winter, obwohl man es vielleicht gerade gar nicht möchte. Aber auf 

jeden Fall bekommt man Fernweh und man bekommt dann einfach Lust darauf das 

selber zu machen, selber zu erleben. Und bei irgendwelchen Tierbildern oder 

sowas, ähm, kann ich nicht beschreiben, da freu ich mich einfach. Da, weiß ich 

nicht. 

 

Merle [16:51]: Also gibt es auf jeden Fall Unterschiede, je nachdem was für Inhalte. Ob das jetzt 

ein Tierinhalt ist oder ob das jetzt ein Sportvideo ist. Also ein Tier löst 

irgendwelche.. Sind das positive.. 

 

Vanessa [17:01]: So Glücksgefühle aus. Und irgendwelche Sportinhalte oder so da bekommt man 

auch manchmal so ein bisschen so ein leichtes kribbeln und hat einfach so eine 

Abenteuerlust würde ich sagen. 

 

Merle [17:20]: Welche Inhalte reizen das in die besonders? DU hast vorhin zum Beispiel auch oft 

Kamera perspektive gesagt. 

 

Vanessa [17:30]: Ja, ich hab ja schon so das Surfen erwähnt, weil ich es einfach nicht so kenne oder 

auch kann. Und wenn halt jemand richtig gut surfen kann dann bestaunt man das 

ja auch irgendwie. Das ist ein bisschen auch so ein Nervenkitzel, wenn man das aus 

der Perspektive der Person sieht. Und wenn irgendwelche Leute sich den 

Tiefschnee runter stürzen, dann auch. 

 

Merle [18:06]: Okay. Du hast ja gesagt du likest ab und zu auch mal was. Kommentierst du auch 

mal was oder teilst du Beiträge?  

 

Vanessa [18:17]: Äh, also teilen nicht. Es sei denn vielleicht es gibt irgendwas zu gewinnen. Obwohl, 

ja habe ich noch nicht gemacht, würde ich aber vielleicht machen wenn es 

irgendwas cooles zu gewinnen gibt. Und kommentieren, wenn ich das irgendwem 

zeigen möchte unbedingt und der gerade nicht hier in der Nähe ist, dann 

kommentiere ich das. 

 

Merle [18:53]:  Also dann verlinkst du jemanden drunter?  
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Vanessa [18:53]: Ja. 

 

Merle [18:57]:  Okay und warum likest du das, welchen Grund hat das?  

 

Vanessa [19:05]: Weil es mir gefällt. Aber nicht, also nicht weil ich irgendwem zeigen will, ja okay 

doch vielleicht, auch wenn ich jemandem zeigen will so ' schau dir das mal an, das 

gefällt mir'. 

 

Merle [19:07]: Also, denkst du schon dass du anderen damit zeigen möchtest dass dir was gefällt?  

 

Vanessa [19:26]: Das steht nicht im Vordergrund, aber ja, in gewisser Art und Weise schon. 

 

Merle [19:34]: Okay, ähm, würdest du sagen, dass diese Inhalte oder dass das Liken auch einen 

Einfluss darauf hat, dass du zeigen möchtest wer du bist?  

 

Vanessa [20:05]: Nee. Ich glaube das kommt durch liken nicht unbedingt raus. Eher durch die 

eigenen Videos oder Fotos, die man selber hochlädt. 

 

Merle [20:15]: Lädst du denn eigene Videos oder Fotos die jetzt mit GoPro direkt zusammen 

hängen hoch? 

 

Vanessa [20:20]: Nicht oft aber habe ich durchaus gemacht. 

 

Merle [20:23]:  Okay. 

 

Vanessa [20:25]: Ich habe zum Beispiel beim Surfen die GoPro dabeigehabt und habe da eigentlich 

gefühlt den ganzen Tag gefilmt und am Ende ein Video zusammengeschnitten und 

das auch bei Instagram hochgeladen. Beim Ski fahren habe ich eine Woche mal 

gefilmt. Zwar nicht bei Instagram hochgeladen, weil es da ein 

datenschutzrechtliches Problem gab, aber es mit meinen Freunden auf jeden Fall 

geteilt, ja. 

 

Merle [21:00]: Okay. Und hast du da GoPro auch irgendwie genannt? Also hast du die verlinkt 

oder einen Hashtag verwendet? 
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Vanessa [21:08]: Verlinkt auf jeden Fall nicht, einen Hashtag, vielleicht, es könnte sein dass ich das 

verwendet habe, ja. 

 

Merle [21:14]: Okay und warum, weißt du warum du das hochlädst? Also du hast das ja 

wahrscheinlich für dich gefilmt, warum hast du das dann hochgeladen?   

 

Vanessa [21:18]: Weil ich es cool fand, weil ich stolz auf meine Arbeit war und weil ich anderen 

Leuten so zeigen wollte, was wir für eine coole Zeit hatten, wahrscheinlich. 

 

Merle [21:37]: Okay. Hast du das vielleicht auch für die Community, die hinter GoPro steht, 

gemacht? Also hast du das Gefühl, dass du dazu gehörst wenn du Videos 

produzierst und die teilst? 

 

Vanessa [21:52]: Ja, in gewisser Art und Weise schon. Es ist ja schon, also.. Man bekommt ja auch 

eigentlich nur diese Videos zu sehen, weil andere Leute genau das gleiche Gefühl 

haben oder weil andere Leute das mit einem teilen wollen und sich so als 

Community fühlen. und dann ist es natürlich auch cool, wenn andere Leute meine 

Videos sehen, auf jeden Fall.  

 

Merle [22:24]:  Okay. Also du findest das cool, wenn die das sehen? 

 

Vanessa [22:24]: Ja, auf jeden Fall.  

 

Merle [22:31]: Glaubst du, dass die anderen dann dadurch auch irgendwie von dir denken in 

gewisser Art und Weise? 

 

Vanessa [22:43]: Naja man hat ja schon wenn man irgendwelche Videos oder Fotos von einem sieht, 

hat man ja ein Bild von der Person im Kopf. Und wenn ich jetzt von einem anderen 

ein Bild oder Video sehen würde auf denen er Ski fährt oder irgendwelche 

Abenteuer erlebt, dann denke ich natürlich von dem schon dass er abenteuerlustiger 

ist, unternehmungslustiger, sportlicher.. keine Ahnung, so halt.  Und nicht 

unbedingt eine Couch Potato, der nichts erleben möchte oder so.  

 

Merle [23:21]:  So würdest du dich auch beschreiben? 
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Vanessa [23:26]: Als Couch Potato? 

 

Merle [23:26]:  Nein [lacht]. 

 

Vanessa [23:26]: Ne [lacht]. Ähm als abenteuerlustig, unternehmungslustig.. 

 

Merle [23:26]:  Also möchtest du auch so gesehen werden? 

 

Vanessa [23:30]: Ja, auf jeden Fall. 

 

Merle [23:40]:  Okay also ist die Community da für dich schon wichtig?  

 

Vanessa [23:49]: Ja, schon. 

 

Merle [23:54]: Und das ist hauptsächlich auf Instagram der Fall? Also auf Facebook lädst du zum 

Beispiel gar nichts hoch. 

 

Vanessa [23:58]: Ja, genau.  

 

Merle [24:01]:  Okay. Warum ist das so? 

 

Vanessa [24:05]: Weil ich Instagram eine coolere Plattform finde und Facebook schon so ein 

bisschen out ist würde ich sagen, ja. 

 

Merle [24:13]: Okay. Ähm, wenn du jetzt nochmal an die Inhalte von GoPro denkst, wie würdest 

du die Informationen beschreiben, die dir mit den Posts mitgegeben werden? Wenn 

du der Ansicht sein solltest, dass dir Informationen mitgeteilt werden. 

 

Vanessa [24:50]: Also, manchmal bekommt man glaube ich eine Ortsangabe. Also, das als 

Information. Dann.. 

 

Merle [25:01]: Oder sagen wir es mal anders. Ähm, schaust du dir zusätzlich zu dem Video oder 

zu dem Foto auch noch die zusätzliche Information an, die mit hochgeladen 

werden.. 
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Vanessa [25:24]: Was drunter steht? 

 

Merle [25:24]:  Genau, zum Beispiel was drunter steht oder was verlinkt ist?  

 

Vanessa [25:29]: Teilweise. Manchmal, ja, ich würde sagen so 50:50, manchmal schaue ich mir nur 

die Videos an, manchmal will man natürlich schon wissen was da, keine Ahnung, 

wo das war oder ob irgendwer zum Beispiel auch verlinkt wurde oder sowas. Und 

manchmal meine ich steht auch was drunter, dass man irgendwie was gewinnen 

kann oder so, ja. 

 

Merle [25:52]:  Reizt dich das dann auch zum Beispiel an so Gewinnen..  

 

Vanessa [26:09]: teilzunehmen? 

 

Merle [26:18]:  Ja, genau? 

 

Vanessa [26:18]: Also, ehrlich gesagt, manchmal schon. Aber wenn man jetzt zu viel dafür machen 

muss dann ist das so ein bisschen ein Hindernis. Aber wenn man jetzt zum Beispiel 

nur eine Person verlinken muss oder, keine Ahnung, die würden verlangen man 

soll GoPro auf einem seiner Videos verlinken oder so, dann ist das okay, dann 

würde ich das machen, oder dann reizt es mich auch wenn der Gewinn natürlich 

cool ist. Aber wenn es zu viel Aufwand ist, dann nicht. 

 

Merle [27:26]: Okay, gut. Bewegen dich die Beiträge von GoPro in irgendeiner Art und Weise 

dazu, deine Lebenspläne zu verändern oder, ich meine du hast vorhin auch schon 

ein bisschen was dazu gesagt? 

 

Vanessa [27:36]: Ich meine, man bekommt halt ein bisschen Inspiration was man für einen Urlaub 

machen kann, oder man kommt ja auch nicht immer auf alle möglichen Ideen wo 

man hinfahren könnte oder was man da machen könnte. Ähm, und ja. Ich würde 

schon sagen, dass einen das so ein bisschen in den Lebensplänen bewegt, leitet, ja. 

 

Merle [28:44]: Ja, genau. Siehst du selber irgendwelche persönlichen Vorteile darin, die Inhalte 

anzuschauen, zu liken, zu kommentiere, zu teilen. Du hast ja schon vorhin was 
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gesagt, ähm, wenn du zum Beispiel was mit der Communty teilst, dann verstärkt 

das ja so ein bisschen dein eigenes Bild, du teilst das mit anderen. Aber denkst du 

das hat einen Einfluss?  

 

Vanessa [29:09]: Ja, also persönlich wird man halt vielleicht ein bisschen offener, oder also bekommt 

so ein bisschen so einen weiteren Blick auf alles und ähm, weiß ich nicht. Also ich 

finde halt einfach, dass man so allgemein so eine Inspiration bekommt, die einen 

ja schon auch irgendwie weiterbringt und so einen so ein bisschen darüber 

nachdenken lässt was man möchte oder was man erleben möchte. Oder was man 

als nächstes machen möchte.  

 

Merle [29:55]:  Genau und ein Vorteil wäre dann ja auch wenn man was gewinnt zum Beispiel. 

 

Vanessa [29:57]: Ja, das auf jeden Fall.  

 

Merle [30:08]: Okay. Hast du das Gefühl dass dein Wissenshorizont erweitert wird, dadurch dass 

du dir die Inhalte anschaust? In irgendeiner Art und Weise?  

 

Vanessa [30:17]: Ich weiß nicht, ob man das jetzt wissen nennen kann, aber vielleicht erfährt man, 

oder bekommt irgendwie Orte mit wo man noch nicht war oder die man noch nicht 

kannte, aber ja. Und manchmal, ähm glaube ich werden auch unter den Video, oder 

unter den Fotos so neue Produkte quasi vorgestellt oder irgendwelche Kameras 

vorgestellt oder irgendwelche so kleinen Tipps, wie man halt, wie man seine 

Videos verbessern kann. Oder was dazu beitragen kann, dass man halt einfach 

coolere Videos machen kann, ja.  

 

Merle [31:43]: Okay, ja, cool. Fühlst du irgendeine Art von Spannung, du hast vorhin das nämlich 

schon mal genannt, da ist so ein Kribbeln was du fühlst, wenn du dir bestimmte 

Videos, also das waren ja glaube ich Skifahrvideos, anschaust. Und was daran 

magst du, also was gefällt dir daran, an diesem Gefühl? Ist das ein positives Gefühl?  

 

Vanessa [32:17]: Ja, also das ist auf jeden Fall ein positives Gefühl. Ähm, also das kann man so 

schlecht beschreiben, aber das ist genauso wie wenn man irgendwie einen Sport 

verfolgt und der Athlet gewinnt, da hat man auch so ein Kribbeln. Und genau so ist 
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es, wenn, ähm, jemand da irgendwie den Tiefschnee runter brettert und man nicht 

so genau weiß was da jetzt kommt oder ob er stürzt oder nicht.  

 

Merle [32:27]: Also es ist schon so ein bisschen Adrenalin vielleicht oder eine Art positiver Stress? 

Kann man das so beschreiben? 

 

Vanessa [32:29]: Ja, ja kann man. 

 

Merle [33:09]:  Okay. Wie oft siehst du denn so Inhalte, kannst du das sagen? 

 

Vanessa [33:09]: Hmm, also bei Instagram würde ich jetzt sagen, also nur von GoPro jetzt? 

 

Merle [33:09]:  Ja. 

 

Vanessa [33:09]: Ähm, ich weiß nicht wie oft die jetzt was hochladen, aber ich denke mal dass so 

zwei Mal am Tag ungefähr was kommt, vielleicht auch drei Mal und ja, manchmal 

wenn ich nur abends als Beispiel bei Instagram bin, dann sehe ich halt alle Bilder, 

oder alle Beiträge auf einmal und sonst halt so zwei, drei mal am Tag, ja. 

 

Merle [33:41]:  Und du guckst dir das dann auch genau an immer?  

 

Vanessa [33:50]: Ähm, in der Regel schon, ja. Wenn es natürlich was ist, was mich interessiert. Aber 

es kam bisher noch nicht vor, dass ich einfach nur so drüber gescrollt bin und nicht 

wenigstens für ein paar Sekunden darauf verharrt bin.  

 

Merle [34:01]: Würdest du sagen, dass das auch allgemein mit deinem Instagram verhalten zu tun 

hat oder würdest du auch aktiv nach diesen Inhalten suchen? Also würdest du 

sagen, dass dir was fehlen würde, wenn du die Inhalte nicht so regelmäßig siehst?  

 

Vanessa [34:14]: Ja, schon. Weil man braucht ja auch so ein bisschen eine Abwechslung bei 

Instagram. Und sonst gibt es glaube ich wenig, oder zum Beispiel, also zumindest 

nicht so viele Seiten denen ich folge, die die Inhalte bringen. Also, ja wird schon 

fehlen. 
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Merle [34:54]: Und hat das was damit zu tun, wie du Instagram auch konsumierst, also, oder wie 

du Instagram nutzt? Also, würdest du sagen, dass du dir die Inhalte nur im Kontext 

anguckst, wenn du auch einfach auf Instagram gehst aus irgendeiner Motivation 

heraus, oder gehst du zu Instagram um diese Beiträge dir anzuschauen?  

 

Vanessa [35:24]: Ähm, ich würde jetzt nicht sagen, dass ich ausschließlich deswegen zu Instagram 

gehe, aber das ist auf jeden Fall ein Grund mit. Gerade wenn man so seinen Alltag 

hat und den ganzen Tag lernen muss oder arbeiten muss und gerade keinen Urlaub 

in Aussicht hat, dann ist es glaube ich schon ein Beweggrund auf Instagram zu 

gehen und sich so ein bisschen berieseln und inspirieren zu lassen. 

 

Merle [35:59]:  Okay, also als Ablenkung, Pause?  

 

Vanessa [36:00]: Ja. 

 

Merle [36:04]: Okay. Ähm, kannst du die Beziehung zwischen dir und GoPro als Marke 

beschreiben? Fühlst du dich in irgendeiner Form verbunden, oder als Teil der 

Marke?  

 

Vanessa [36:39]: Hm, man fühlt sich ja glaube ich immer so als Teil der Marke wenn man die, also, 

ein oder mehrere Produkte davon besitzt und auch nutzt und ja, gerade wenn man, 

ähm , dann halt mal wieder filmt oder auch Videos schneidet dann fühlt man sich 

auf jeden Fall schon damit verbunden und ja schon auch Teil davon. 

 

Merle [37:13]:  Und hat, ähm, GoPro auf Instagram, trägt das auch dazu bei? 

 

Vanessa [37:17]: Ja, da wird einfach alles so ein bisschen zugänglicher und man bekommt, ähm, ja 

es ist alles zugänglicher und fühlt sich so mehr zugehörig, weil das so eine 

Plattform ist auf der die einem halt das irgendwie leichter macht da irgendwie 

Zugang zu bekommen.  

 

Merle [37:25]: Also wenn du jetzt mal die Instagram Seite von GoPro als Person vorstellst, eine 

Person zu der du eine Beziehung aufbaust.. Was trägt dazu bei, dass man so eine 

Beziehung aufbaut, kannst du das irgendwie in Verbindung bringen?  
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Vanessa [37:39]: Ja, natürlich gleiche Inhalte und gleiche Interessen. Und, ähm, da, ich würde schon 

sagen, dass also ich bin natürlich nicht so ein krasser Sportler oder irgendwas aber, 

aber man ist das halt als Nutzer in der light Version quasi. Und an teilt ja schon so 

die gleichen Interessen im Großen und Ganzen wie die Seite jetzt, weil sie halt 

irgendwelche Sportarten, Videos von Sportarten, posten, die einen selber 

interessieren und die man ja vielleicht auch teilweise selber postet und mit den 

anderen teilt.    

 

Merle [39:08]: Ja. Und fällt dir noch was anderes ein, wenn du daran denkst wie du mit einer 

Person zum Beispiel eine Beziehung aufbaust, was du vergleichen könntest? Wie 

sieht für dich eine Beziehung aus, kannst du das beschreibe? Also worauf basiert 

die? 

 

Vanessa [39:23]: Auf gleichen Interessen, auf Vertrauen und auf Zuneigung. 

 

Merle [39:25]: Kannst du das irgendwie, also die Interessen hast du jetzt schon genannt, kannst du 

die anderen beiden auch noch irgendwie mit GoPro verknüpfen? 

 

Vanessa [39:40]: Also vertrauen nicht, wüsste ich nicht was. Und Zuneigung.. Ein bisschen 

vielleicht, wenn man einfach sich über die Inhalte, die gepostet werden freut oder, 

ja. Aber würde ich jetzt nicht als Zuneigung bezeichnen. 

 

Merle [40:14]: Okay. Dieses sich über die Inhalte freuen oder so, trägt dazu dein Verhalten, sowas 

wie liken oder kommentieren oder eigene Beiträge teilen oder sowas, oder auch das 

anderen zeigen, trägt das da irgendwie zu bei? Dass du da irgendwie eine Art 

Zuneigung oder Freude entwickelst?  

 

Vanessa [41:09]: Also liken oder kommentieren würde ich jetzt nicht sagen, aber wenn man eigenes 

teilt dann ja. 

 

Merle [41:09]:  Weil? 

 

Vanessa [41:09]: [schulterzucken] 
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Merle [41:22]: Okay, alles gut. Wirkt die Marke vertrauenserweckend und ehrlich auf dich und 

wenn ja, wie trägt der Feed dazu bei?  

 

Vanessa [41:44]: Auf jeden Fall, ja. Einfach, ja doch wirkt schon ehrlich und Instagram trägt glaube 

ich schon, würde ich schon sagen, dass das was dazu beiträgt, weil.. Also die 

Videos, die die da machen, ich weiß nicht wo die genau herstammen, oder wo alle 

herstammen, aber ich gehe davon aus, dass die nicht alle von den GoPro 

Unternehmern gedreht werden, sondern dass die von irgendwelchen Nutzern 

kommen und dadurch, dass halt, dass man sieht wie andere Leute das nutzen, wirkt 

eine Marke glaube ich immer ehrlicher und vertrauenserweckender, als wenn 

einfach nur Werbung in einer Zeitschrift, im Fernsehen, irgendwelche gestellten 

Bilder damit gemacht werden. 

 

Merle [42:43]: Also würdest du sagen das wirkt auf irgendeine Art authentisch, wenn Nutzer die 

Inhalte hochladen? 

 

Vanessa [43:06]: Genau.  

 

Merle [43:12]: Okay. Dann, wenn wir gerade bei vertrauenserweckend sind, hast du auch das 

Gefühl, dass Instagram als Plattform das irgendwie noch unterstützt? 

 

Vanessa [43:42]: Speziell jetzt bei GoPro, vielleicht könnte ich es mir vorstellen, aber sonst würde 

ich sagen, dass Instagram relativ viel verfälscht. Oder die Leute, die es nutzen, sich 

falsch darstellen. Und dadurch, dass man halt auch viel mit so filtern oder so 

arbeiten kann, wirkt schon manches verfälscht. Aber bei GoPro hatte ich jetzt 

bisher nicht den Eindruck, dass durch Instagram irgendwas anders wirkt als es 

vielleicht möglich ist, ja.  

 

Merle [44:16]: Okay, gut. Dann, hast du das Gefühl, dass dir durch die Beiträge, dass dir was 

verkauft wird?  

 

Vanessa [44:29]: Ne, also es wird ja nicht so viel Werbung dafür gemacht, für die Produkte. Ähm.. 

 

Merle [44:43]:  Du sagst nicht so viel Werbung, wo wird Werbung gemacht?  
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Vanessa [44:56]: Also eigentlich wird höchstens mal unter ein paar Bildern oder Videos vielleicht 

irgendwelche Tipps gegeben, vielleicht irgendwas angepriesen, vielleicht irgendein 

Gadget oder so, keine Ahnung. Aber sonst werden da keine neuen Produkte, also 

es werden keine Bilder von den Produkten vorgestellt, sondern immer 

irgendwelche Videos von Leuten die, die Produkte nutzen. Deswegen würde ich 

sagen, dass dadurch, dass dadurch nichts verkauft wird oder werden soll.  

 

Merle [45:39]: Okay. Ähm, stell dir vor jemand redet schlecht über GoPro, oder jemand 

kommentiert was Negatives unter einen Beitrag, ähm, bewegt dich das irgendwie? 

Gehst du darauf ein? Wenn ja, wie? Also, nehmen wir an du sprichst mit jemandem 

über die Marke und jemand kritisiert die Marke, wie reagierst du darauf? 

 

Vanessa [45:51]: Naja, es hat ja jeder seine eigene Meinung oder eigenen Erfahrungen oder sowas. 

Aber ich würde denjenigen natürlich halt von meiner eigenen Erfahrung und von 

meiner positiven Erfahrung berichten und mich dadurch jetzt nicht beeinflussen 

lassen, oder davon abbringen zu lassen, das weiter zu nutzen oder was Neues davon 

zu kaufen oder so. 

 

Merle [46:50]: Okay. Bist du zufriedener mit der Marke und mit GoPro an sich, dadurch dass du 

denen folgst? Wie wäre deine Zufriedenheit mit der Marke genau, wenn du denen 

nicht auf Instagram folgen würdest, kannst du das einschätzen?  

 

Vanessa [47:26]: Ich glaube, dass meine Zufriedenheit weniger ist oder wäre, weil man, wenn man 

denen nicht folgt und halt nur seine eigenen Video sieht oder von Freunden, dann 

hat man ja so eine eingeschränkte Perspektive. Und so bekommt man ja einen 

weiteren Blickwinkel und sieht auch Neues, was man selber halt noch nicht erlebt 

hat oder wo man noch keine Erfahrung gemacht hat. Also würde ich schon sagen, 

dass man durch die Instagram Seite zufriedener ist, ja. 

 

Merle [48:01]: Bekommst du denn so überhaupt auch was mit von GoPro, wenn nicht über 

Instagram oder Facebook?  

 

Vanessa [48:14]: Eigentlich wenig. Wenn, nur durch Freunde, die einem irgendwelche Videos 

zeigen oder, ja, wenn die die halt selber nutzen. Aber sonst würde ich eher 

wahrscheinlich nichts oder nicht viel mitbekommen, ne.  
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Merle [48:41]:  Okay. So von deiner Einschätzung, wirst du GoPro auch in Zukunft folgen? 

 

Vanessa [48:45]: Ja. 

 

Merle [48:45]:  Und warum? 

 

Vanessa [48:45]: Weil, wie ich ja schon ein paar Mal erwähnt habe, es einfach inspirierend ist und 

man so auch ein bisschen aus dem Alltag entfliehen kann, in Anführungszeichen, 

weil man halt ja nicht immer im Urlaub sein kann, nicht immer Abenteuer erleben 

kann und man so ja ein bisschen einen Einblick bekommt was andere machen oder 

was man halt selber machen könnte.   

 

Merle [49:23]: Und sprichst du mit anderen über die Beiträge? Wenn ja, über welche Beiträge 

dann besonders? 

 

Vanessa [49:29]: Ich würde, hm, also nicht mit vielen aber vor allem vielleicht mit meinem Freund 

wenn ich gerade was Cooles gesehen habe und es ihm unbedingt zeigen möchte 

oder irgendeinen Ort gesehen habe wo ich unbedingt möchte. Dann spreche ich ihn 

natürlich darauf an und sage ' schau mal, da könnten wir auch mal hin'. Oder wie 

dieses Känguru was ich vorhin ja schon erwähnt habe. Ja. 

 

Merle [49:58]: Noch eins, du hast öfter gesagt, 'wenn ich was Cooles gesehen habe'. Also dieses 

'Cool', kannst du dieses Gefühl oder diesen Eindruck nochmal genauer 

beschreiben? Also wenn du was Cooles siehst, was macht das mit dir?  

 

Vanessa [50:20]: Hmm, das ist schwierig. 

 

Merle [50:23]:  Also erstmal ist das positiv, ist das negativ?  

 

Vanessa [50:35]: Ne ist auf jeden Fall positiv. Und vor allem ist es meistens halt was Neues, was 

man noch nicht kannte. Beziehungsweise, was, was einem selber Spaß macht, was 

man selber macht.   

 

Merle [50:56]:  Ist das bewegend irgendwie in einer Form? 
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Vanessa [51:03]: Ja, wenn man irgendwas sieht, was man auch selber gerne mal machen würde, 

dann, ähm, freut man sich ja in gewisser Art und Weise darauf und dann bewegt 

einen das schon ein bisschen, ja. 

 

Merle [51:16]:  Okay, gut. Fällt dir noch irgendwas ein, was du loswerden möchtest? 

 

Vanessa [51:22]: Nein. 

 

Merle [51:26]:  Dann, vielen Dank! 

 


